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ABSTRACT 

 

This project studies the ways through which poets form their self-image and design its 

relationship with authority. It explores how poets forge their distinct identities through their 

responses to the challenges of the time-honored tradition and the demands of the contemporary 

sociopolitical and cultural authorities. 

After establishing its theoretical framework, chapter 1 examines al-Mutanabbī’s (d. 965) self-

image versus authority as formed in his poems, and, most importantly, in his reception and 

counter-reception. It explores how he was transformed into a poetic persona that displaces the 

Prophet’s miracle as the text to compete with, displaces modern poets’ fears of losing poetic 

identity, and becomes a site of questioning Arabic culture at large. 

Chapter 2 explores the classical poet’s engagement with the text that established the prophetic 

authority, the Qurʾān, in light of the reception of this engagement in modern Arabic poetry. 

Revolving around the two themes of incorporation and rejection, the chapter examines this 

engagement as portrayed in the poetry of two classical poets and one modern, namely Kaʿb b. 

Zuhayr (d. mid 7th cent.), Tamīm b. Muqbil (d. after 656), and the Palestinian poet Maḥmūd 

Darwīsh (1941-2008) who came to modernize and universalize the classical rejection by 

resuscitating the classical ode. 



 iv 
 

The first two chapters will form the foundation for the study of the modernist project of the 

Saudi poet Muḥammad al-Thubaytī (1952-2011) in chapters 3 and 4. The latter’s poetry will 

serve as an example of how the poet’s self-image expresses the anxiety of the modern text in its 

relationship with tradition, its challenge of a hegemonic narrative, and its disputation with the 

meaning of the modern by, first and foremost, secularizing the prophetic experience and 

harmonizing tradition with modernity. 

By placing the poet’s self-image vis-à-vis authority as exemplified in the project of one of the 

most prominent modernist poets of the Arabian Peninsula against the representation of this 

relationship in the oeuvre of the quintessential panegyrist of Arabic poetry, al-Muatanbbī, and in 

two classical poems and their reception in a modernist poem belonging to the so-called “literary 

center,” this study aims to: 1) better grasp the transformations Arabic poetry has undergone in its 

articulation of the location of the poet vis-à-vis authority; 2) shed fresh light on an understudied 

corpus of poetry, i.e., the modern poetry of the Arabian Peninsula, and place it in the continuity 

of Arabic poetry; and 3) demonstrate the benefits of studying Arabic poetry as one continues 

tradition rather than adhering to the Eurocentric notion of the inevitable break between tradition 

and modernity. 
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Introduction 

This study emerged from a search for a meaning of an opening scene in a modernist 

poem from Saudi Arabia. When, more than a decade ago, I came across the poem Mawqif al-

rimāl… mawqif al-jinās (The Stance of the Sand... The Stance of Paronomasia, henceforth 

referred to as Mawqif al-jinās)1 written in 2000 by the Saudi modernist poet Muḥammad al-

Thubaytī (1952-2011),2 I was enthralled by what lay before my eyes, more immediately by its 

first lines: 

1. He embraced me, 

Then made me stand on the sands 

 

He called me 

By mīm (m), ḥāʾ (ḥ), mīm (m), and dāl (d) 

 

5. And he stood up radiantly in my certainty, 

And said: 

 

You and the palm trees are two branches 

                                                
1 The poem was first published in the Saudi newspaper al-Jazirah on 6, 7, 2000. See:  
 http://www.al-jazirah.com/2000/20000607/cu3.htm.  
It can be found in the poet’s complete works. See: Muḥammad al-Thubaytī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila (Beirut: Muʾassasat 
al-Intishār al-ʿArabī & Haʾil, Saudi Arabia: al-Nādī al-Adabī bi-Ḥāʾil, 2009), 11-30. The poem received The 
Foundation of Abdulaziz Saud Al-Babtain’s Prize for Poetic Creativity, Seventh Session (2000), for the best poem. 
See: https://www.albabtaincf.org/aldwrh-alsabah-dwrh 
 
2 Born in 1952 in the city of al-Ṭāʾif (al-Taif, in Makkah Province), Muḥammad al-Thubaytī lived all his adult life in 
the city of Makkah. Before Mawqif al-jinās, he published three collections: ʿĀshiqat al-zaman al-wardī (The Lover 
of the Rosy Times), 1982; Tahajjaytu ḥulman tahajjaytu wahman (I Spelled Out a Dream, I Spelled Out an Illusion), 
1982; and his landmark al-Taḍārīs (Terrains), 1986. All three collections are now included in his Complete Works. 
For a short background on al-Thubaytī in English, see: Saad al-Bazei, ed., New Voices of Arabia: The Poetry. An 
Anthology from Saudi Arabia (London & New York: I. B. Tauris, 2012), 257. For more on al-Thubaytī’s life and 
poetic career, see: Muḥammad Ibrahīm Yaʿqūb, Muḥammad al-Thubaytī: Sīra shiʿriyya wa-insāniyya (Beirut: 
Muʾassasat al-Intishār al-ʿArabī & Makkah: Nādī Makkah al-Thaqāfī al-Adabī, 2017). 
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،يـِنـَّمـَـض  

ْلاـَـمِّرلا ِيـف يـِنـَـفـَـقَْوأ َّمـُـث  

 

:ينَاـَعدَو  

ْلَادَو ٍمـیـِـمَو ٍءاـَحَو ٍمـیـِـمـِب  

 

،يـِنـیـِقـَی يـِف ًاعـِطاـَس ىَوـَـتـْساَو  

:ْلاـَـقَو  

 
3 ...ِناـَعْرـَف ُلـْـخـَّنلاَو َتـْـَنأ  

The allusion to the story of the first revelations of the Qurʾān as transmitted in the Islamic 

tradition,4 so obvious in these lines, was the first thing that grabbed my attention and kept me 

asking why? Why does the poem that was said to usher in a new history of Arabic poetry, in the 

Arabian Peninsula and beyond,5 begin by alluding to the first Qurʾānic revelations, the verses 

that ushered in a new history of the Arab people? In spelling out the name Muḥammad (By mīm, 

ḥāʾ, mīm, and dāl), why does the poem that has become an emblem of the modernist movement 

of poetry in the Arabian Peninsula establish a link with the mysterious, disconnected letters of 

the Qurʾān and identify the poet with the Prophet? Why does it identify the poet with the palm-

trees? Why does it choose to refer to the Sūfī mawqif?6 Moreover, why does it choose to evoke 

the traditional poetic motif of wuqūf and istīqāf (the poet’s stopping and asking his companions 

to stop and weep with him over the ruined abodes of the beloved) as is the case in the opening 

                                                
3 Al-Thubaytī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 11. 
 
4 This allusion and the story of the first Qurʾānic revelation, along with the mysterious, disconnected Qurʾānic 
letters, will be discussed in detail in chapter 4.  
 
5 A statement by the renowned Yemeni poet and critic ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz al-Maqāliḥ (b. 1939). It will be discussed in 
chapter 4. 
 
6 the Sūfī mawqif will be discussed in detail in chapter 4. 
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line of the “best achieved qaṣidah in the Arabic language,7” namely the magisterial Muʿallaqa 

(Suspended Ode) of Imruʾ al-Qays b. Ḥujr (d. circa 550)?8 In the Muʿallaqa, we read: 

24. Halt, two friends, and we will weep 

     for the memory of one beloved 

And an abode at Siqt al-Liwā 

     between al-Dakhūl, then Ḥawmal9 

ِلِزنَمَو ٍبـیـبَح ىركِذ نِم ِكـَبن اـِفق  
10 ِلَموـََحف ِلوَخدلا  َنـَیب  ىوِللا  ِطـقـِِسب   

In the years-long process of reading, re-reading, and trying to make sense of the 180-line 

(20-page) poem’s myriad structural and thematic complexities, as evident in the multiple voices, 

metrical schemes, intertextual references, and stylistic choices that the poem hosts in such a 

fascinating degree of harmony, as will become clear later on in chapter 4, my “why?” was only 

growing bigger and bigger. I then realized that this poem should be regarded as no less than a 

                                                
7 Suzanne P. Stetkevych, The Mute Immortals Speak: Pre-Islamic Poetry and the Poetics of Ritual (Ithaca, N.Y.: 
Cornell University Press, 1993), xiv. 
 
8 The Muʿallaqāt (Suspended Odes) are the most celebrated pre-Islamic poems. Said to be seven odes in the 
beginning, the list of the Muʿallaqāt grew to include two additional poems first, and then another one, making the 
final list include ten poems for ten different pre-Islamic poets. Multiple accounts were given to explain the 
etymology of the name, the most common of which was that these odes were so admired by the Arabs of the pre-
Islamic era that they wrote them in gold and suspended them on the walls of the Kaʿba (the cube-like sanctuary in 
the Holy Mosque in Makkah). For more on the muʿallaqāt, see: G. Lecomte, “al-Muʿallaḳāt”, in: Encyclopedia of 
Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. 
Consulted online on 18 February 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-
3912_islam_SIM_5269> 
One of the greatest masters of the Arabic qaṣīda throughout its history, Imruʾ al-Qays composed one of the 
Muʿallaqa (Suspended Odes). See on Imruʾ al-Qays, S. Boustany, “Imruʾ al-Ḳays b. Ḥud̲j̲r”, in: Encyclopaedia of 
Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. 
Consulted online on 18 February 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-
3912_islam_SIM_3560> 
 
9 Translation by Suzanne Stetkevych. See: S. Stetkevych, The Mute Immortals Speak, 8. 
 
10 Imruʾ al-Qays, Dīwān Imriʾ al-Qays wa-mulḥaqātuh bi-sharḥ Abī Saʿīd al-Sukkarī, eds. Anwar Abū Suwailim 
and Muḥammad al-Shawābka (Al-Ain, UAE: Markaz Zāyid li-al-Turāth wa-al-Tārīkh, 2000), 64. (Henceforth 
referred to as Imruʾ al-Qays, Dīwān). 
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poetic project that, first and foremost, could offer a new understanding of the tradition-modernity 

nexus in Arabic poetry. 

Such a multilayered poem would be difficult, if not outright impossible, to appreciate 

unless one examines the authority of the main two (inter)textual worlds that the poem struggles 

to deal with, namely the Arab poet’s poetic ode vis-à-vis the Arab prophet’s prosaic Qurʾān. This 

examination, I realized, should be done in such a way that takes into account the external context 

of the poem, i.e., modern Saudi Arabia, and the prevalent narrative about its history and people. 

My initial assessment was that Mawqif al-jinās was a grand metapoetic metaphor of the poet’s 

self-image versus multiple forms of authority, and that questions of language and identity, and 

tradition versus modernity were no less than essential to the poem’s argument. 

Needless to say, my reading of Arabic poetry informed my first impression of Mawqif al-

jinās. The questions I asked about language and identity, the Qurʾān and poetry, and the poet 

versus the Prophet had been in my mind for years, but more clearly ever since I read the 

Palestinian poet Maḥmūd Darwīsh’s (1941-2008) L-rhymed Free-Verse poem Qāfiya min ajl al-

Muʿallaqāt (A Rhyme for the Suspended Odes, henceforth referred to as Qāfiya), published in 

his 1995 collection Limādhā tarakta al-ḥiṣāna waḥīdan (Why Did You Leave the Horse 

Behind?).11 This poem’s emphasis on language as an identity of the Jāhilī (pre-Islamic) Arab was 

striking. Darwīsh said: 

2. From my language, I was born. 

…  

7. Who am I? 

… 

                                                
11 Maḥmūd Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda al-kāmila (Beirut: Riad El-Rayyes Books, 2009), 1:381-384. 
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8. … I am my language, I am. 

And I am one suspended ode, two suspended odes, ten. This is my language. 

10. I am my language. 
.ُتْدـِلُو يتغـُـل ْنـِم  

...  

؟انأ ْنـَـم  

...  

.انأ يتغل انأ ...  

يتغل ِهذھ ،ٌرـْشـَع ... ِناتّقلعم ...ٌ ةقـّلعـُم انأو  
12 .يتغل انأ  

At the end, the poem compares the poetic language of the Muʿallaqāt to the prosaic 

language of the Qurʾān, considering each as a miracle in its own right, thus highlighting a 

contested relationship between the poet and the prophet over language and identity: 

51. This is my language and my miracle. 

… 

54. And what is sacred to the Arab in the desert, 

Worshipping the rhymes that flow 

like stars over his cloak, 

and worshipping what he says. 

 

There has to be prose, then; 

59. There has to be a divine prose for the Prophet to triumph. 

.يتزجعمو يتغل ِهذھ  

… 

،ِءارحصلا يف ّيبرعلا ُّسدقـُمَو  

ُلیَسی امُ دبعی  

 

                                                
12 Ibid., 381-382. 
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،ِھِتءابع ىلع ِموجنلاك يفاوقلا نم  

.ُلوقی امُ دـُبَعیَو  

 

ً،اذإ ٍرـْـثـَـن ْنـِـم َّدـُبال  
13 ... ُلوسرلا َرـِـصـَـتنیـلٍ ّيـِـھـَلإ ٍرـْثـَـن ْنـِـم َّدـُبال   

Darwīsh’s Qāfiya inspired me to further examine my first impression of al-Thubaytī’s 

Mawqif al-jinās, for both poems evoke themes of language as identity, the pre-Islamic Muʿallaqa 

versus the prosaic/prophetic text, and a tradition still alive. 

Furthermore, both modern poems coincided with my preoccupation then (and now) with 

their strong precursor al-Mutanabbī (d. 965), generally recognized as the greatest Arab poet of all 

time. The identification in his sobriquet (the would-be prophet) between the poet and the 

prophet, which finds echoes in his poetry, his poetic self which leaves little space between the 

poet and other authority figures (such as patrons), as noticed in classical and modern readings of 

his oeuvre, and the fascination with his poetic persona in modern Arabic literature, poetry and 

prose alike—all was crucial in moving forward my search for possible answers regarding the 

poet’s self-image vis-à-vis authority in Arabic poetry. 

In addition to these specific reading questions, my study stems from a central theoretical 

interest that occupied me for years, that is, how poets shape their self-image and form a network 

of interdependencies vis-à-vis authority, and how this self-image contributes to the cultural self-

image at large.  

Hence came this study to place modern texts, such as Darwīsh’s qāfiya and al-Thubaytī’s 

Mawqif al-jinās, in the continuity of the Arabic poetic experience and in the larger context of the 

                                                
13 Ibid., 384. 
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Arab poet versus authority in classical and modern poetry. It is mainly concerned with the poets’ 

realization of their location in society by means of comparing themselves to other authority 

figures and in relation to coercive sociocultural products such as language, tradition, and grand 

narratives.14 The study focuses on the moments when language becomes a contested space 

between poets and authority, poets’ raison d'être is threatened, and therefore they choose to reify 

their position in society using language as a tool for negotiation and affirmation. 

To this end, my dissertation will be divided into four chapters. Chapter 1 will begin by 

examining the classical ode’s aesthetic and cultural significance. It will then turn to al-Mutanabbī 

to explore his poetic self-image versus authority as manifested in selected examples of his poems 

and, most importantly, in the reception and counter-reception of his poetry. It will try to explain 

how his poetic persona as an equal and counterpart to authority was formed, and then how this 

persona within his poems was transformed in his reception to displace of the prophetic linguistic 

miracle, i.e., the Qurʾān, as the text to compete with. Moreover, I will explore the ways through 

which al-Mutanabbī was transfigured in modern Arabic literature into a poetic persona that 

                                                
14 I employ the term “grand narrative,” sometimes referred to as metanarrative or master narrative, as used in critical 
theory and postmodernism to signify a story organizing history teleologically by explaining the past and predicting 
the future and its movement towards a specific end. It helps legitimize people’s (and, by extension, societies’ and 
nations’) actions by viewing them as necessary steps towards that end. People speak, for example, of a Biblical, 
Qurʾānic, Enlightenment, Marxist, grand narrative of history. In my study I use it specifically to see how literature, 
in the case of Saudi Arabia, responds to the grand narrative about its history, people, and culture, a grand narrative 
that I describe as hegemonic because of reasons I explain later in chapter 3. The term metanarrative was given 
prominence by French Marxist theorist Jean-François Lyotard in an article titled “Defining the Postmodern,” which 
he later expanded upon and included in his landmark: The Postmodern Condition. He defines the postmodern as 
“incredulity toward metanarratives,” meaning that the main characteristic of postmodernism as a philosophy is its 
skepticism about or disbelief in modernity’s grand narrative of progress. There is a great deal of criticism and 
discussion of the postmodern among theorists, including by Lyotard himself on his book, but here I only adopt a 
general understanding of the term grand narrative, which I explained at the beginning, without necessarily adhering 
to its philosophical assumptions. For more discussion of grand narrative and the postmodern, see: David H. Richter, 
ed., The Critical Tradition: Classical Texts and Contemporary Trends (Boston: Bedford/St Martin’s, 2007), 1920-
1932. Also see Lyotard’s book: Jean-François Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, trans. 
Geoff Bennington and Brian Massumi (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1984). Later in chapter 1, I will 
discuss Suzanne Stetkevych’s reading of the Arabo-Islamic panegyric as propagating a legitimacy myth based a 
“grand narrative” of what she calls “Islamic Manifest Destiny.” 
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displaces modern poets’ fears of losing poetic identity and into a site of questioning Arabic 

culture at large. 

Al-Mutanabbī’s poetic self-image, achieved through a verbal contest between the poet 

and authority, will be read against the moment of the actual encounter between the poet and the 

Prophet in chapter 2. The chapter will begin by examining issues such as tradition, influence, the 

classical poet’s response to the burden of an established poetic tradition, and metapoetry to 

determine how to approach the poems under study within the tradition-modernity nexus. 

The chapter will then analyze two of the earliest and most significant responses to the 

prophetic authority in the tradition of the Arabic qaṣīda. These two classical poems are Kaʿb b. 

Zuhayr’s (d. mid 7th cent.) L-rhymed poem Bānat Suʿād (Su’ād Has Departed)15 and Tamīm b. 

Muqbil’s (d. after 656) R-rhymed poem Taʾammal khalīlī (Contemplate, O My Friend).16 It will 

then build on that analysis to explore the reception of this relationship in modern Arabic poetry 

as exemplified in Maḥmūd Darwīsh’s Qāfiya. The poetic event established by the first two 

poems will be taken as having laid the foundation for the modernist poet’s analysis of the 

relationship between the poetic and prophetic texts. 

The chapter will explore how, through looking at themselves as being in cooperation 

with, or in opposition to, the prophetic authority, poets of the classical period shaped their self-

image as possessors of a valuable aesthetic and sociocultural asset, i.e., poetic language and the 

qaṣīda, which they could use to negotiate their status with a new authority. In the modern era, the 

                                                
15 Abū Saʿid al-Ḥasan ibn al-Ḥusayn al-Sukkarī, Sharḥ dīwān Kaʿb ibn Zuhayr (Cairo: Dār al-Kutub wa-al-Wathāʾiq 
al-Qawmiyya, 2002), 6-25. 
 
16 Ibn Muqbil, Dīwān, ed. ʿIzzat Ḥasan (Damascus: Maṭbūʿāt Mudīriyyat ʾIḥyāʾ al-Turāth al-Qadīm, 1962), 107-
115. 
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modernist poet builds on that classical experience to provide definitions of the Arab self, be it 

poetic, political, or cultural, as in Darwīsh’s case, and to treat the poet-versus-Prophet question 

through the lens of contemporary cultural and critical debates. 

The chapter takes the “poet versus the prophet” theme as the intensification of the 

conflict over language as a contested space between the two, but by no means limiting the 

analysis to that theme. Given that prophetic authority in the Arabo-Islamic context was 

legitimized mainly based on a text, i.e., the Qurʾān, poets felt the need to deal with a challenge in 

the same medium in which they establish their legitimacy, namely language. The study aims to 

examine the poets’ definitions of the self and the other and how the micro-workings of the poem 

achieve these definitions. 

Chapters 3 and 4 are devoted to the modernist movement in Saudi Arabia, represented by 

al-Thubaytī’s oeuvre, vis-à-vis the authority of tradition and the religious and oil-based identity 

of modern Saudi Arabia.17 I present in these two chapters an interpretation of selected poems 

from al-Thubaytī’s third and fourth collections to argue that his project is centered on a 

metapoetics that proposes to identify the poet with autochthonous cultural elements, most 

importantly the sand and palm-trees. I will suggest that al-Thubaytī’s project presents a new 

imagining of the cultural self through the identification of the poet, as a secular prophet, with the 

natural and cultural landmarks of Arabia, hence offering a space where the temporal and 

religious realms dissolve into one coherent autochthonous culture. 

Chapter 3 begins by examining the concept of “imagined communities” and other related 

concepts that explore the mechanisms by which the society’s self-image is formed. After 

                                                
17 I will discuss in chapter 3 what I call the reductionist narrative about Saudi Arabia and the Saudi identity. 
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establishing its conceptual framework and its relevance to the imagining of a new Saudi identity 

in the discussion of al-Thubaytī’s project, the chapter proceeds to take a detailed look into the 

Saudi cultural milieu. In order to place the poems under study in their broader cultural contexts, 

the chapter examines the broader oil-based grand narrative about Saudi Arabia and al-Thubaytī’s 

response to this reductionist form of identity in his early works, particularly his landmark 

collection al-Taḍārīs (Terrains, 1986, henceforth referred to as al-Taḍārīs). Al-Thubaytī’s 

response was largely characterized by anchoring his modernist poetic project in the 

autochthonous tradition. 

Finally, chapter 4 presents a full translation and an interpretive reading of al-Thubaytī’s 

masterpiece Mawqif al-jinās, one of his last and longest poems, arguing that it stands as the 

poet’s ultimate poetic event, one that both culminates and encapsulates his entire poetic career. It 

reads the poem’s response to the reductionist narrative about Arabia and its negotiations with the 

triangular authority of the poetic tradition, the Prophetic experience, and the Ṣūfī mawqif, a 

response that was mainly trifurcated into three closely related aesthetic domains: thematic 

division, various metrical schemes, and the extensive use of the rhetorical device of jinās. 

The inclusion of the poetry of the Arabian Peninsula in the larger debate over tradition 

versus modernity contributes to the field by filling the gap in the history of modern Arabic 

poetry. The field of academic inquiry, in English and other European languages, into the modern 

poetry of the Arabian Peninsula is still in its infancy.18 To the best of my knowledge, no major 

study has been done on al-Thubaytī’s works in these languages in spite of his prominent status in 

                                                
18 Salma Khadra Jayyusi notes how the literature of modern Arabia is always omitted in anthologies of modern 
Arabic literature. She says that, “the most flagrant omissions [of the literature of Arabia] occur in books that treat 
modern Arabic literature in general. These general studies make little or no mention of the varied and flourishing 
literature which the [Arabian] Peninsula has produced in modern times.” See Jayyusi’s preface to: Salma Khadra 
Jayyusi, ed., The Literature of Modern Arabia: An Anthology (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1989), 18. 
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the modernist movement in the Arabian Peninsula. A number of studies in Arabic, however, 

have dealt with some aspects of his works, but through a largely formalistic approach, 

occasionally with a somewhat celebratory tone, to the exclusion of the social and political 

aspects of the poem. This study reads that poetry from an interdisciplinary perspective which 

allows for interventions that do not deny the agency of a real, historical poet operating within a 

specific sociocultural context. 

Moreover, A great deal of time and effort has been spent in translating literary and 

critical texts that have hardly been studied (let alone translated) before, and a number of major 

works in Arabic, in poetry, fiction, and literary and cultural criticism, have been introduced for 

the first time. Not only does this study explore how poets from the Arabian Peninsula challenge a 

hegemonic, reductionist narrative about their culture, it actually contributes to the challenging of 

this narrative by making more texts available for a broader readership in the hope that this will 

result in a “thick description” of that culture.  

This dissertation thus bridges the classical and the modern by exploring the poet’s 

forging his own distinct identity through negotiating the demands and challenges of the time-

honored poetic tradition on the one hand, and the contemporary political and cultural authorities 

on the other. It is grounded in the study of the classical Arab-Islamic qaṣida but it offers an 

original investigation as well of the poetic identity-formation in the Modernist period, including 

not-yet-studied poets of the Arabian Peninsula and the Gulf. 
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Chapter 1: 

The Battle over al-Mutanabbī’s Poetic Self: From Equality to Displacement 

The poet versus authority: Defining the self and the other 

This study stems from an interest that occupied me for years, that is, how poets shape 

their self-image and how they form a network of interrelationships and interdependencies vis-à-

vis authority. This interest is further driven by questions such as: 

1. How do poets define themselves? How do they seek to find a place in the world with 

their talents? How do they use language to represent themselves in the larger social arena 

in such a way as to make their creative activity relevant and appealing but without 

erasing themselves? 

2. How does the poet choose to accommodate or exclude the other, the non-poet, or “he 

who does not compose poetry,” to use a modified version of Nietzsche’s famous 

definition of Socrates, “he who does not write”?19 

                                                
19 I borrow the term “non-poet” from American contemporary poet, critic, and novelist Ben Lerner in his book 
Hatred of Poetry, a term denoting all those who did not pursue what he describes as the universal poetic potential. 
Among the contradictions Lerner emphasizes in this book is the poem’s irreconcilable conflict between individuality 
and universality, between expressing the self and accommodating the other, which is closely related to my questions 
above. He takes Whitman’s poetry as the ideal example of this conflict. See: Ben Lerner, The Hatred of Poetry 
(New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 2016). As for Nietzsche’s phrase, it was propagated in modern literary theory 
and philosophy by Jacques Derrida in his landmark Of Grammatology. Derrida quotes Nietzsche’s phrase on 
Socrates in the beginning of chapter 1, The End of the Book and the Beginning of Writing, to register, as Richter 
David explains, his concern with “how Western philosophy has built its metaphysics on a pervasive but fragile base, 
one that privileges the activity of speech over that of writing. (...) In Plato's Phaedrus, (...) Socrates condemns 
writing as a bastardized form of communication, separated from the Father (the moment of origin). (...) Socrates 
prefers speech because the speaker seems so immediately present in the voice.” See: Jacques Derrida, Of 
Grammatology. Fortieth Anniversary Edition, trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Introduction by Judith Butler 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2016). Also, see Richter’s explanation in: Richter, The Critical 
Tradition, 827. If Socrates is defined by his undisguised contempt for writing, my definition of the other as the non-
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3. How does the poem turn into a verbal performance of the rites of negotiation between the 

poet, or the artist in general, on the one hand, and authority on the other hand, whether in 

its human form (e.g. political leaders, critics, or the prophet as an all-encompassing 

authority in the Arabo-Islamic tradition), or even in its more abstract forms, such as 

tradition, grand narratives, and language itself, to give only a few examples? 

4. What tools do poets use to artistically reflect on the forms of this relationship and how 

are these tools transformed throughout history? 

These questions were informed by my own readings of Arabic (and world) poetry, but 

modern scholarship on the issues under consideration was essential in influencing the questions I 

asked and the answers I sought. After a short background on the Arabic qaṣida (ode), the 

following pages will examine the studies that I deem foundational in shaping my perspective 

regarding the poet vis-à-vis authority in Arabic poetry. 

The qaṣīda: From a free-standing text to an aesthetic, sociocultural performance 

Going back as far as the fifth century C.E., the qaṣīda (pl. qaṣāʾid) is the oldest and most 

prestigious form of Arabic poetry, and one of the two main foundations of Arabo-Islamic culture, 

the other being the Qurʾan.20 As far as its technical aspects are concerned, the qaṣīda is a mono-

rhymed and mono-metered ode generally ranging from 15 to100 two-hemistich lines, composed 

in one of several simple or compound meters.21 The qaṣīda has a non-narrative form, and among 

                                                
poet stems from a different anxiety, from the question about the poet’s definition of himself, firstly, as a poet. What 
are the characters of the non-poet which poets use to define themselves against? 
 
20 Suzanne Pinckney Stetkevych, “Arabic.” The Oxford Handbook of the Literatures of the Roman Empire, eds. 
Daniel Selden and Phiroze Vasunia (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015). 
 
21 Ibid. 
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its prominent rhetorical devices are tashbīh (simile), istiʿāra (metaphor), jinās (paronomasia, 

root-play), and ṭibāq (antithesis).22 Building on earlier scholarship, studies of Arabic poetry have 

in recent decades moved beyond the poem/qaṣida as a largely free-standing written text to the 

interpretation of it as it operates and interacts within literary, sociocultural, economic, and 

political contexts.23 

What drew most of this scholarly attention is the qaṣīda, either in its majestic 

polythematic, tripartite form (nasīb: amatory prelude that includes weeping over the beloved’s 

deserted campsites; raḥīl: the desert journey, and final gharaḍ: goal or message, which usually 

contains praising the patron and boasting about one’s lineage or poetry)24 or in its bipartite form 

that it largely assumed at the hands of the great Abbasid panegyrists (nasīb- gharaḍ). However, 

                                                
22 For more on these rhetorical devices and their development, see:  
On tashbīh: G. J. H. van Gelder, “Tas̲h̲bīh”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. 
Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 23 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_1189>  
On istiʿāra: S. A. Bonebakker, “Istiʿāra”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. 
Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 23 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_3675> 
On jinās (or tajnīs): W. P. Heinrichs, “Tad̲j̲nīs”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, 
Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 23 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_1144> 
And: Lidia Bettini, “Jinās”, in: Encyclopedia of Arabic Language and Linguistics, Managing Editors Online Edition: 
Lutz Edzard, Rudolf de Jong. Consulted online on 23 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1570-6699_eall_EALL_SIM_vol2_0041> 
On ṭibāq, see: W. P. Heinrichs, “Ṭibāḳ”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. 
Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 20 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_1215> 
 
23 In her introduction to the edited volume Early Islamic Poetry and Poetics, Suzanne Stetkevych gives an excellent 
overview of the major trends and studies on Arabic poetry from the 1970s up unit the first decade of the 20th 
century. Stetkevych’s introduction was no less than crucial in guiding my exploration of modern (Western) 
scholarship on Arabic poetry. See: Suzanne Stetkevych, ed., Early Islamic Poetry and Poetics. (Farnham, Eng., and 
Burlington, Vt., Ashgate, 2009), xiii-xxix. 
 
24 On the transformation of the terms and themes of nasīb and raḥīl, see: Renate Jacobi, “Nasīb”, in: Encyclopaedia 
of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. 
Consulted online on 20 February 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-
3912_islam_COM_0849> 
Renate Jacobi, “Raḥīl”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. 
Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 20 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_6194> 
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many studies have offered new insights into the various aspects of the so-called lesser genres, 

such as the khamriyya (wine poem), the ṭardiyya (hunt poem), and, above all, ghazal (love 

poem).25 

In the following lines, I will focus on three projects which I take as leading in this 

multifaceted approach in the study of the Arabic qaṣīda, and which, as indicated above, have 

helped shape my perspective regarding the poet vis-à-vis authority in Arabic poetry. I will begin 

by discussing Stefan Sperl’s liturgical reading of the bipartite ode, then I will turn to Suzanne 

Stetkevych’s ritual and ceremonial readings through the application of the anthropological rites 

of passage paradigm and the concept of “Islamic Manifest Destiny” and her studies on the 

correlations between the modernizing poetic movement of the 9th century and the 

conceptualization of an Arab Golden Age. After that, I will discuss Beatrice Gruendler’s 

                                                
25 The khamriyya has developed from a statement inserted in the nasīb section into a full-fledged genre with its own 
conventions. See the excellent EI2 entry on khamriyya: J. E. Bencheikh, “K̲h̲amriyya”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, 
Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted 
online on 20 February 2019 http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0491. 
Also, indispensable in this context is the pioneering study: Philip F. Kennedy, The Wine Song in Classical Arabic 
Poetry: Abū Nuwās and the Literary Tradition (New York, Oxford University Press, and Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1997). 
The ṭardiyya is usually composed in the rajaz meter and it is freestanding in terms of theme. For more see: T. 
Seidensticker, “Ṭardiyya”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. 
Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 20 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_7410> 
Some scholars have recently noticed that modern Arabic poetry has looked at the ṭardiyya poem from metapoetic 
lenses. In his recent book of previously published articles, Jaroslav Stetkevych traces the three stages of ṭardiyya 
poem, from being part of the classical qaṣīda, to becoming an independent genre, up until its transformation as 
metapoetic statement in modern Arabic poetry. See: Jaroslav Stetkevych, The Hunt in Arabic Poetry: From Heroic 
to Lyric to Metapoetic (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 2016). 
On Ghazal in Arabic tradition, see: R. Blachère and A. Bausani, “G̲h̲azal”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second 
Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 
20 February 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0232>  
Also see: Renate Jacobi, “Time and Reality in Nasīb and Ghazal,” in Early Islamic Poetry and Poetics, ed. Suzanne 
Stetkevych (Farnham, Eng., and Burlington, Vt.: Ashgate, 2009), 201-217. 
Ghazal in particular has been studied in its transcultural manifestations, crossing boundaries of language and 
becoming a world literature See: Angelika Neuwirth and Thomas Bauer, “Introduction: Ghazal as world literature: 
transformations of a literary genre,” in: Ghazal as World Literature I. Transformations of a Literary Genre, eds. 
Angelika Neuwirth and Thomas Bauer (Beirut: Steiner, 2005), 9-31. 
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articulation of the ethics of patronage in light of performance studies, speech-act theory, and 

dramatic discourse. 

Stefan Sperl: Fate and ruler in the bipartite ode 

Counter to the now old-fashioned approach to study Arabic literature, characterized by being 

largely limited to textual and philological analysis of the texts, the 1970s witnessed the 

emergence of two approaches that were considered important steps towards a more disciplinary 

reading of the Arabic qaṣīda. The first one was based on orality studies and it was concerned 

with the composition and transmission of the qaṣīda,26 and the second, coming from 

structuralism, looked at the overall structure of the qaṣīda and offered an understanding of its 

logic based on the binary oppositions idea.27 Studies adopting these two approaches were crucial 

in the development of the three above-mentioned projects. 

                                                
26 In the first approach, studies by James Monroe and Michael Zwettler, for example, offered new insights into 
issues such as composition, authorship, authenticity and transmission by applying the theory of oral-formulaic 
composition originally proposed by Milman Parry and his graduate student Albert Lord to study epic poetry, which 
addresses the so-called “Homeric Question” by asserting that classical poets had a repertoire of formulas readily 
available at their disposal to use once the conditions of the poem require them to. The outcome of the two studies 
mainly shed some light on the orality and authenticity of pre-Islamic poetry, discuss some of its formulae, and 
propose the existence of some composition patterns. They helped turned the focus to the overall form of the qaṣīda. 
See: James T Monroe, “Oral Composition in Pre-Islamic Poetry,” Journal of Arabic Literature 3 (1972): 1-53. 
Michael Zwettler, The Oral Tradition of Classical Arabic Poetry: Its Character and Implications (Columbus, OH, 
Ohio State University Press, 1978). Also see Suzanne Stetkevych’s discussion of these studies in her introduction to 
Early Islamic Poetry and Poetics. 
As for the oral-formulaic composition theory, see: Adam Parry, ed., The Making of Homeric Verse: The Collected 
Papers of Milman Parry (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1971). For a discussion of Parry’s work and an overview of 
his theory, see chapters 1 and 3 of Lord’s book: Albert B. Lord, The Singer of Tales, ed. Stephen Mitchell and 
Gregory Nagy, with audio and video CD (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000).  
 
27 While the oral component of the poem was the target of the first category of studies, the second category, 
structuralist studies, was concerned with the question of the formal unity of the poem. Their main goal was to make 
a logical sense of the different components of the Arabic qaṣīda, particularly its polythematic form, and to arrive at a 
holistic structure of it rather than considering the poem atomistic in nature, a stance that in no small degree was 
influenced by classical Arabic criticism and balāgha studies. Two scholars pioneered the application of 
structuralism to the study of the Arabic qaṣīda, namely Kamal Abu-Deeb, in his two-part article Towards a 
Structural Analysis of Pre-Islamic Poetry, and Adnan Haydar in his article The Muʿallaqa of Imruʾ al-Qays: Its 
Structure and Meaning. The studies understand the poem a series of binary oppositions, but no actual unity has been 
revealed. However, in addition to proposing, and turning the scholarly attention to, an underlying structure of the 
qaṣīda, these studies introduced the nature-culture binary; two important results that would come to be utilized in 
subsequent studies. See: Kamal Abu-Deeb, “Towards a Structural Analysis of Pre-Islamic Poetry,” International 
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Based on the structuralist binary opposition scheme but widening the critical analysis to 

incorporate mythical and social elements from outside the text, Stefan Sperl published his 

landmark article “Islamic Kingship and Arabic Panegyric Poetry in the Early 9th Century” to 

provide a structuralist-derived exploration of the mythic-religious building blocks of the Abbasid 

panegyric and how they are played out in the thematic and structural patterns of the poem.28 In 

his analysis of the socio-political functions of the Abbasid panegyric, he was almost the first to 

point out to its mythical and liturgical features. 

According to Sperl, the bipartite structure of the Abbasid panegyric (nasīb-gharaḍ), as 

opposed to the tripartite ode typical of pre-Abbasid poetry, is intended to intensify the antithesis 

between fate and the ruler. While fate caused suffering and chaos in the first part of the poem, 

which Sperl terms the “strophe,” the ruler restores order and brings about prosperity in the 

second part, the “antisrophe,” hence one can say that the bipartite poem becomes the verbal 

expression of a cosmic state of antithesis. The poet’s endeavor to escape fate and reach the ruler 

represents the societal need for a human ideal. 

To place the ruler in a location where he is capable of fighting fate, and thus to enshrine 

the institution of the Caliphate in the collective consciousness, poets resort to a set of cultural 

components that can be divided into three categories: heroic Arab virtues, divine sanction of 

Islam, and mythic power of Near Eastern kings.29 In the first, the ruler is likened to a supreme 

                                                
Journal of Middle East Studies 6, no. 2 (1975): 148-184; and: Kamal Abu-Deeb, “Towards a Structural Analysis of 
Pre-Islamic Poetry (II): The Eros Vision,” Edebiyât 1 (1976): 3-69. Also see Haydar’s article: Adnan Haydar, “The 
Muʿallaqa of Imruʾ al-Qays: Its Structure and Meaning,” Part I: Edebiyât 2 (1977): 227–261; Part II: Edebiyât 3 
(1978): 51–82. 
 
28 Stefan Sperl, “Islamic Kingship and Arabic Panegyric Poetry in the Early 9th Century.” Journal of Arabic 
Literature 8 (1977): 20–35. 
 
29 Ibid. 
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leader of supreme virtue, always setting an example of high morals by his resolution, nobility, 

and generosity. These virtues are abundant in tribal pre-Islamic poetry but now bear new 

meanings to function in the new imperial context. Second, the ruler’s authority is justified as 

being the actualization of God’s eternal act, hence the sacredness of the divine seeps into the 

ruler’s authority whose insignia become a symbol of the divine will. Third, the panegyric 

addresses the ruler as the center for the temporal and religious realms. Just like the ancient Near 

Eastern king, he brings justice and fertility and fight the forces of darkness, transferring the 

“waste land” into an earthly heaven. And because he was divinely endowed with his power, the 

continuation of his rule was the one and only guarantee of life itself. The fine line between the 

ideal human and nature dissolved. 

Sperl’s introduction, in the study of the classical qaṣīda, of the myths of the Ancient Near 

East, along with the conceptual apparatus with that, was formative for subsequent studies. In my 

reading of Arabic poetry, it mainly provided me with a window to understand the interplay 

between the form of the poem and its mythical and sociocultural expressions. This understanding 

was taken to the next level by Suzanne Stetkevych’s studies. 

Suzanne Stetkevych: Rite of passage, allegiance, and Islamic Manifest Destiny 

Suzanne Stetkevych’s early studies sought, first, to offer a more effective tool to explain the 

tenacity of the form of the Arabic qaṣīda, and, second, to uncover its mythic dimension by 

reading it within its sociocultural context. To arrive to this end, she has systematically applied 

theories from various fields of scholarship, such as anthropology, literary criticism, and history 

of religion. 
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Stetkevych’s first contribution came as a critical response to the structuralist studies 

mentioned above. In her article Structuralist Interpretations of Pre-Islamic Poetry,30 she offered 

an alternative to the structuralist binary oppositions scheme by applying van Gennep’s rites of 

passage pattern31 to the Muʿallaqa of Labīd (d. ca. 661)32 in order to understand the tripartite 

structure of the pre-Islamic qaṣīda. In this context, the three thematic sections of the qaṣīda are 

explained as analogous to the three stages of the rites of passage, hence we have the nasīb 

(elegiac prelude) section corresponding to the separation stage in Gennep's terms, raḥīl (journey) 

to liminality, and madīḥ or fakhr to re-aggregation. The result is that pre-Islamic poetry is ritual 

in form and function, a conclusion she augmented by utilizing the extensive body of akhbār as 

an exegetical tool. This ritual reading of the structure of the pre-Islamic Arabic poem was no less 

than a paradigm shift, paving the way for more studies to come on the form of the Arabic ode 

and its mythic, ritual, and sociocultural interactions.  

In another article, The Ṣuʿlūk and His Poem,33 she turned her attention to the poems that 

did not exhibit the tripartite structure of the majestic qaṣīda, but rather tended to deviate from it 

by omitting the gharad section (e.g. madīḥ or fakhr), such as the poems of the ṣaʿālīk (brigand 

                                                
30 Suzanne P. Stetkevych, “Structuralist Interpretations of Pre-Islamic Poetry: Critique and New Directions,” 
Journal of Near Eastern Studies 42, no. 2 (1983): 85–107. 
 
31 Arnold van Gennep, The Rites of Passage, trans. Manika B. Vizedom and Gabrielle L. Caffee (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1960). Stetkevych likens the three rites of passage (separation, liminality, and 
incorporation), as used in Gennep’s anthropology to describe the transition (passage) form one social status to 
another, to the three parts/stages of the pre-Islamic qaṣīda. 
 
32 Labīd b. Rabīʿa of the Banū ʿĀmir b. Ṣaʿṣaʿa tribe, a pre-Islamic poet who lived long until the time of the Prophet 
and became a Muslim. On Labīd, see: C. Brockelmann, “Labīd b. Rabīʿa”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second 
Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 
25 February 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_4604> 
Also, see Labīd’s Muʿallaqa in ʿAlī b. ʿAbdullah Al-Ṭūsī, Sharḥ dīwān Labīd b. Rabīʿa al-ʿĀmirī, ed., Iḥsān ʿAbbās 
(Kuwait: Wizārat al-Irshād wa-al-Anbāʾ, 1962), 297-321. 
 
33 Suzanne Pinckney Stetkevych, “The Ṣuʿlūk and His Poem: A Paradigm of Passage Manqué,” Journal of the 
American Oriental Society 104, no. 4 (1984): 661–678. A revised version of this article appears in Ch.3 of her book 
The Mute Immortals. See: S. Stetkevych, The Mute Immortals, 87-118. 
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poets, sing. ṣuʿlūk),34 and thus forming a bipartite structure. Taking her example from Taʾabbaṭa 

Sharran,35 she concluded that, in light of the van Gennepian model and the Douglas and Turner's 

formulation of the permanent liminal entity,36 the bipartite structure of the brigand poets as 

manifested in Taʾabbaṭa Sharran’s poem can be called rite de passage manqué, or a failed rite of 

passage. 

Later on, Stetkevych would include these studies, and others along similar lines, in her 

book The Mute Immortals Speak.37 The book builds on studies on orality, formulaic composition, 

architype, gender, and gift exchange to read various pre-Islamic poems and explain some of the 

issues they present, most important of which is the institution of blood vengeance, which 

Stetkevych understands to have served as “a ritual exchange of sacrificial victims.38” In her 

reading of what she calls “the master poem,” i.e. Imruʾ al-Qays’s Muʿallaqa,39 in the last chapter 

                                                
34 On the pre-Islamic ṣaʿālīk poets and their equivalents in the Islamic era, see: A. Arazi, “Ṣuʿlūk”, 
in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, 
W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 23 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_1120> 
 
35 Thābit b. Jābir b. Sufyān, a pre-Islamic brigand poet known by his nickname Taʾabbaṭa Sharran. See: A. Arazi, 
“Taʾabbaṭa S̲h̲arran”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. 
Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 23 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_7236> 
Also, see ʿAlī Dhū al-Faqqār Shākir’s excellent edition of what remains of Taʾabbaṭa Sharran’s poetry (219 verses 
and one hemistich, in addition to 61 verses misattributed to him). The edition includes three supplements: a new 
edition of the poet’s biography in Abū al-Faraj al-Iṣfahānī’s al-Ag̲hānī, a first-time edition of a part of a manuscript 
attributed to Ibn Jinnī, which includes short comments by Ibn Jinnī on 38 verses from 17 different poems, and a new 
edition of al-Marzūqī’s commentary on Taʾabbaṭa Sharran’s Qāfiyya poem in his Sharḥ al-Mufaḍḍaliyyāt, the first 
poem in his book. ʿAlī Dhū al-Faqqār Shākir, Dīwān Taʾabbaṭa Sharran wa-akhbāruh (Beirut: Dār al-Gharb al-
Islāmī, 1984). 
 
36 For more on Turner’s liminal entity and Douglas’s description of the dangers associated with liminality, see: 
Victor Turner, The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 
1977). And see: Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1966). 
 
37 S. Stetkevych, The Mute Immortals. 
 
38 Ibid., xiii. 
 
39 Ibid., 241-285. 
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of the book, Stetkevych adds to the rite of passage and rite of sacrifice Theodor Gaster’s seasonal 

pattern theory,40 in light of which she interprets Imruʾ al-Qays’s Muʿallaqa to be a sublimated 

blood vengeance poem; one in which the immediate, tribal battle of blood vengeance is 

sublimated into an expression of mythic and cosmic power, most specifically through the 

imagery in the closing storm scene of the poem. 

Another field of inquiry with which Suzanne Stetkevych was preoccupied was the court 

praise ode in light of its socio-political contexts. Jamel Eddine Bencheikh’s article on al-

Mutawakkil’s (r. 847-862) poetic circles41 describes the competitive court atmosphere, the 

cultural system in which the poem was operating, and the role of each individual caliph in setting 

the tone and the taste of his court. Stetkevych published her article “The Abbasid Poet Interprets 

History42” to examine some of Abū Tammām’s (d. 845) poems in military-political contexts and 

argue for the myhtopoetic role of the poet. Abū Tammām, the caliph’s favored court poet, 

transformed current political and military events into mythic events that buttressed an ideology 

of what she in later works termed “Islamic Manifest Destiny” by virtue of which the Islamic 

ruler’s victory is presented as a fulfillment of a preordained, divine will. 

                                                
40 Theodor H. Gaster, Thespis: Ritual, Myth, and Drama in the Ancient Near East (New York: Norton, 1977). 
 
41 Jamel E. Bencheikh, “The Poetic Coterie of the Caliph al-Mutawakkil (d. 247 h): A Contribution to the Analysis 
of Authorities of Socio-Literary Legitimation,” trans. Philip Simpson, in Early Islamic Poetry and Poetics, ed. 
Suzanne Pinckney Stetkevych (Farnham: Ashgate, 2009) 95–120. The article first published in 1977 in French. 
Bencheikh maintains that the stability of the qaṣīda form is largely due to a sociocultural court system not in favor 
of novelty and individuality. 
On al-Mutawakkil, see: K. V. Zetterstéen, “al-Mutawakkil”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, First Edition (1913-1936), 
Edited by M. Th. Houtsma, T.W. Arnold, R. Basset, R. Hartmann. Consulted online on 23 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/2214-871X_ei1_SIM_4949> 
 
42 Suzanne Pinckney Stetkevych, “The ʿAbbasid Poet Interprets History: Three Qaṣīdahs by Abū Tammām,” 
Journal of Arabic Literature 10 (1979): 49–64. 
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The ideas of this article would be further developed to make up the main thesis of some 

of her subsequent works, such as her book The Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy.43 Here she traces 

the development of qaṣīdat al-madh from the pre-Islamic time (al-Nābigha, d. 604) to 10th 

century Andalusia (Ibn Darrāj al-Qasṭallī, d. 1030), along with the great panegyrists in between, 

including Abū Tammām (d. 845) and al-Mutanabbī (d. 965). The main argument of the book is 

that the classical panegyric is ritual gift exchange (à la Marcel Mauss) through which the relative 

and mutually dependent rank and status of the poet and patron are negotiated in essence. In this 

reading, the classical praise ode is a verbal performance that was aimed mainly at creating and 

disseminating a myth of Islamic legitimacy for the ruler. In this performance, certain rites of 

negotiation between the poet and the ruler take place, and the poem becomes the poet’s tool to 

impress on the polity that he is the one who creates and perpetuates the myth of legitimacy. 

Building on her ideas of the ritual function of the praise ode and on her earlier work on 

the cultural significance of the badīʿ movement44 came one of Stetkevychs’s latest articles on the 

link between badīʿ poetry and the idea of the Arab Golden Age.45 The article develops a link 

between the verbal construction of hegemonic might that the Abbasid badīʿ panegyrists created 

and promulgated through their “linguistic correlative” of caliphal power, i.e., badīʿ-style poems, 

and how these verbal constructions were interpreted and utilized in the poetry of the 19th and 

                                                
43 Suzanne Pinckney Stetkevych, The Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy: Myth, Gender, and Ceremony in the Classical 
Arabic Ode (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2002). 
 
44 Badīʿ here denotes the novel/innovative poetic style invented by the Abbasid muḥdathūn (modern) poets of the 9th 
century. On the technical term in classical rhetoric, see: Geert Jan van Gelder, “Badīʿ”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, 
THREE, Edited by: Kate Fleet, Gudrun Krämer, Denis Matringe, John Nawas, Everett Rowson. Consulted online on 
23 February 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_ei3_COM_22907> 
I will discuss Suzanne Stetkevych re-conceptualization of Badīʿ in chapter 4. 
 
45 Suzanne P. Stetkevych, “Abbasid Panegyric: Badīʿ Poetry and the Invention of the Arab Golden Age,” British 
Journal of Middle Eastern Studies 4, no. 1 (2016): 48-72. 
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20th century Arab Awakening movement (ʿAṣr al-Nahḍa) to conceptualize an Arab Golden Age, 

a native civilizational might that modern poets resorted to in order to counterbalance 

colonialization and defeat by the West. This article came as a contribution to the emerging 

scholarly tendency to go beyond the prevailing compartmentalization of the history of Arabic 

literature manifested in the classical-modern dichotomy. 

Stetkevych’s studies were crucial in furthering my understanding of the mythic 

dimension of the Arabic poem, the centrality of the Arabic panegyric in the Arabo-Islamic 

political and sociocultural institutions, and how the equation of the poet vis-à-vis authority was 

integral to the history of Arabic poetry. Since this authority in the Arabo-Islamic context was 

most often represented by the persona of the patron, I then had questions about the minutiae of 

the relationship between the poet and the patron, how the innerworkings of the poem shape (and 

are shaped by) the conditions of the patronage, what self-images the poets create in order to meet 

this conditions while not erasing themselves and denying their agencies, and generally how the 

interplay between the artistic field and the political field works and takes place. Beatrice 

Gruendler’s studies were very illuminating in this context. 

Beatrice Gruendler: Performance of ethics of patronage 

In an attempt to tackle issues such as the interrelationships between poet and patron, Beatrice 

Gruendler suggested that a pragmatic approach is more suitable than other approaches in this 

direction. In Her article “Abbasid Praise Poetry in Light of Dramatic Discourse and Speech Act 

Theory,46” the basic ideas of which she later developed in her first book in this context Medieval 

                                                
46 Beatrice Gruendler, “Abbasid Praise Poetry in the Light of Speech Act Theory and Dramatic Discourse,” in 
Understanding Near Eastern Literatures: A Spectrum of Interdisciplinary Approaches, eds. B. Gruendler and V. 
Klemm (Wiesbaden: Reichert, 2000) 157-69. The contemporary use of the term “speech act” was first introduced by 
ordinary language philosopher J. L. Austin in his acclaimed work How to Do Things with Words. In its basic 
definition, a speech act is an utterance that, under the right circumstances, performs an action and not only expresses 
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Arabic Praise Poetry,47 she applied dramatic discourse and speech act theories into the study of 

communicative aspects of the Abbasid panegyric. 

Taking her examples from the poetry of Diʿbil al-Khuzāʿī (d. 859), ʿAlī b. al-Jahm (d. 

863), and Ibn al-Rūmī (d. 896), she argues in the article that the three present a poetic style 

different from the badīʿ poetry prevalent at the time. Their poetic style is distinguished, first and 

foremost, by its dramaturgical aspect, consisting of various dramatic scenes and multiple 

personae. She suggested a composite model of dramatic discourse and speech act theory in 

studying their poetry; the first part would deal with the macro-level of communicative settings 

while the second would tackle the specific verbal interactions between the historical figures 

during the performance (poet, patron, and audience). She finally proposed four levels of analysis, 

each of which is directed towards an aspect of the performance (verbal or otherwise).48 

In the book, Medieval Arabic Praise Poetry, she chose Ibn al-Rūmī to be her sole 

example. To understand how he manipulates the institution of the panegyric to install what she 

called “an ethics of patronage,” a delineation of the rights and duties of the poet vis-à-vis the 

patron, she further developed the application of dramatic discourse and speech act theory into the 

study of Ibn al-Rūmī’s panegyrics. She insists that these panegyrics are distinguished by their 

“dramatic scenes,” in which the poet creates “fictional personae” who often address each other in 

                                                
one. See: J. L. Austin, How to Do Things with Words (New York: Oxford University Press, 1965). As for the 
application of the term in performative studies, see: Richard Bauman, “Verbal Art as Performance,” American 
Anthropologist 77, no. 2 (1975): 290–311. 
 
47 Beatrice Gruendler, Medieval Arabic Praise Poetry: Ibn al-Rūmī and the Patron’s Redemption (London: 
Routledge, 2003). 
 
48 The four levels of analysis are: “characterization of the dramatis personae, typology of scenes, supporting verbal 
ornament, and articulated relationship(s) between praise poet and mamdūḥ.” See: Gruendler, “Abbasid Praise 
Poetry,” 162. 
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a manner alluding to how the poet sees the “historical encounter” and its outcome should be. In 

other words, the “fictional encounter” (or, one might say, the “poetic encounter”) is the poet’s 

indirect way of addressing the historical characters of the performative scene, mainly the patron. 

Inside these encounters, fictional and otherwise, Ibn al-Rūmī’s panegyric forms an ideal patron 

and imposes his character on the historical through a series of poetic speech acts. The patron 

finds himself challenged to act in accordance with the ethics of patronage whose conditions the 

poet installs within this complex net of speech acts and dramatic scenes. 

In terms of the structure of the poem, Gruendler builds on Sperl’s strophe/antistrophe 

scheme and adds to it a third section which she called the meta-strophe, a section that contains 

the poet’s metapoetic pronouncements on his craft and his views on how the patron should 

reward it. However, she insists that, in building on Sperl’s terminology and scheme, she does not 

necessary accept its underlying structuralist assumption of the antithesis between the first two 

sections. 

From authority to the poet/agent 

Building on the above-mentioned studies that went beyond the text to adopt an 

interdisciplinary approach in reading the classical qaṣīda, to shed light on its central concerns, 

most pertinent to the present discussion is the poet versus authority, and develop a nuanced 

appreciation of the complexity and the “multi-layeredness” of the dominant form of the qaṣīda 

and of its relationship with authority, I understand the very public utterance, or in our times the 

publication, of the poetic verse (and the literary work in general) as a simultaneous aesthetic and 

social act. It is an aesthetic act because it places the literary work in a continuity and a tradition 

of aesthetics, and it is a social act because it inserts the poet into the larger network of social 
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competition over meaning, identity formation, and capital (symbolic or material), to use Pierre 

Bourdieu’s (d. 2002) term.49 In this identity formation process, I search for how poets position 

themselves in the social field and how they accumulate more symbolic capital by virtue of which 

they attain higher positions in the cultural field and engage in rites of negotiation with the 

authorities that govern the other social fields. 

Capital and the field are two concepts essential to Bourdieu’s sociology, which, along 

with the habitus, make up his theory of practice with the aim of going beyond the opposition 

between structuralist-oriented (objectivism) and agency-oriented (subjectivism) approaches.50 In 

general terms, he looks at society as divided into multiple fields, each with its own rules and 

power relations (e.g., cultural field, political field, etc.). Fields are structured hierarchically, and 

agents of each field compete to accumulate more capital, be it material (financial) or symbolic 

(e.g., prestige), and then use that capital to claim higher positions in the hierarchy of their 

respective fields.51 

Bourdieu introduced the third essential term, habitus, to account for the set of 

dispositions that drive social agents to operate within their fields, one that enables them to have 

something like a “feel for the game.” Players in different fields compete to safeguard their 

autonomy, and sometimes interact towards a shared goal. Within their fields, agents distinguish 

                                                
49 For more on Bourdieu’s three most important terms that I discuss here (field, habitus, and capital), see: Pierre 
Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste, trans. Richard Nice (Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
Harvard University Press, 1984). 
 
50 For Bourdieu’s main criticism of structuralism, see: Pierre Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice, trans. 
Richard Nice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977). 
 
51 A very good summary of Bourdieu’s theoretical framework and conceptual apparatus can be found in: Richter, 
The Critical Tradition, 1333-1334. Given Bourdieu’s analysis of cultural power and capital, Richter includes him in 
his chapter on New Historicism and Cultural Studies. 
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themselves by many ways of representation, an important one of which is language, which has 

tremendous symbolic power. The choice to use formal or informal language, for example, has its 

social implications and ramifications, and thus Bourdieu lays a good deal of emphasis on 

language as a marker of differentiation and a sign of distinction.52 

Although Bourdieu’s sociology was developed in a 20th-century European context, it 

nonetheless provides a useful tool for looking at power relations in contexts where fields are not 

necessarily autonomous and distinct from each other. In the context of the classical Arabic ode, 

for example, patronage was critical to the flourishing of the ode and poets played an essential 

role in the ruler’s courts and institutions, creating and promulgating myths or ideologies of 

legitimate rule, as indicated in the previous pages.53 Likewise, modern Arabic poetry operates 

within a sociocultural context where the state wields enormous power in the cultural/literary 

field. These different contexts notwithstanding, I have adopted as the broader conceptual 

framework for this study Bourdieu’s notions such as the field, competition over capital, 

positioning and repositioning, and distinction and differentiation, notions that prove useful in 

interpreting a broad range of sociocultural contexts. 

Hence one can study the relationship between the poet, as a representative of the 

poetic/secular field, and the prophet, as exemplifying what can be called the Qurʾānic/sacred 

field, and see how the Arab poet looked at the capital he shares with the Prophet, i.e., “literary” 

                                                
52 See in particular: Pierre Bourdieu, Language and Symbolic Power, ed. John. B. Thompson, trans. Gino Raymond 
and Matthew Adamson (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991). 
 
53 Bourdieu discussed the issue of patronage and the “highly ambivalent” form of power relations it entails as part of 
his analysis of cultural production. He describes that relationship as “temporal and spiritual powers” whereby 
patronage works as “a sort of paternalistic patronage to the symbolic provocations of the artists, in the name of a 
not-so-unrealistic image of what the producers of cultural goods really are, that is, deviant children of the 
bourgeoisie or 'poor relations' forced into alternative trajectories.” See: Bourdieu, Distinction, 315-316. 
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language, and how he dealt with this challenge. One can expand the scope of the question and 

see how modern Arabic poetry deals with the Qurʾānic text as a form of authority, literary and 

religious, and with tradition at large as a source of both creativity and anxiety. Moreover, the 

issue of the poet vis-à-vis the ruler throughout the Arabo-Islamic history can be examined in 

Bourdieusian terms, not merely in the exchange of material capital (money) for symbolic capital 

(mythmaking), but also in poets’ use of language and poetic strategies to distinguish themselves, 

to demarcate the boundaries between the poet and the patron, and to create a self-image through 

the act of performing a panegyric. 

By focusing on the poet’s self-image, my study aims to direct more attention to the poet 

as an agent whose identity is deeply felt and fought for and who, along with playing a significant 

role in creating and propagating a certain Arabo-Islamic myth or ideology of legitimate 

authority, manages to engage in a mythmaking of his own, as if responding to imagined (or real) 

criticism by affirming that he is not merely a cog in the wheel of authority; it is much more 

complicated than that. Yet it is important to clarify that, while sociological concepts such as 

those of Bourdieu might inform some questions and provide large frameworks that can shed light 

on the dynamics surrounding the production of the text, my study is literary in nature and target 

and thus its focus is on the literary analysis of the inner workings of the poem. 

To give one example from the Arabo-Islamic tradition of how poets define themselves 

vis-à-vis authority in terms that do not deny their agency in the social exchange that is taking 

place, I turn to Abū al-Ṭayyib al-Mutanabbī (d. 965),54 who then “came to fill up the world and 

                                                
54 Aḥmad b. al-Ḥusayn b. al-Ḥasan al-Juʿfī al-Kindī, nicknamed al-Mutanabbī (d. 965), is generally considered the 
greatest Arab poet of all time. He frequented the court of more than one literary patron, most important among them, 
and perhaps most influential on his poetic career, was Sayf al-Dawla al-Ḥamdāni (d. 967) who reigned over Aleppo, 
where al-Mutanabbī was his most-favored poet, from 945 until his death. Al-Mutanabbī spent 9 years in Sayf al-
Dawla’s court (948-957) where he composed some of his most famous panegyrics, thus an entire section in his 
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preoccupy people,55” the quintessential panegyrist of the Arabic poetic tradition on whose poetry 

I have worked extensively before.56 

                                                
Dīwān is called al-Sayfiyyāt. There are repeated references to his wanting a poetical appointment, which will 
become crucial in his reception, especially in modern poetry. On al-Mutanabbī, see: R. Blachère and Ch. Pellat, “al-
Mutanabbī”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. 
van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 19 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0821>  
Sayf al-Dawla is Abū al-Ḥasan ʿAlī b. Abī al-Hayjāʾ ʿAbd Allāh b. Ḥamdān b. Ḥamdūn b. al-Ḥārith at-Taghlibī 
(916-967), ruler of Aleppo and of northern Syria from 945 until his death, famously known for his literary circle in 
Aleppo, specifically his patronage of al-Mutanabbī. For more, see: Th. Bianquis, “Sayf al-Dawla”, 
in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, 
W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 19 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_1010> 
 
55 It is the critic and man of letter Ibn Rashīq al-Qayrawānī who said this very famous sentence in his two-volume 
book on poetry al-ʿUmda. The sentence can be said to best summarize how people have been mesmerized by al-
Mutanabbī’s poetry for centuries. See: Abū ʿAlī al-Ḥasan Ibn Rashīq al-Qayrawānī, al-ʿUmda fī ṣināʿat al-shiʿr wa-
naqdihi, ed. al-Nabawī ʿAbd al-Wāḥid Shaʿlān (Cairo: Maktabat al-Khānjī, 2000), 1:154. 
On Ibn Rashīq, see: Geert Jan van Gelder, “Ibn Rashīq”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, THREE, Edited by: Kate Fleet, 
Gudrun Krämer, Denis Matringe, John Nawas, Everett Rowson. Consulted online on 20 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_ei3_COM_32186> 
 
56 I spent two years (2005-2007) memorizing the entire dīwān of al-Mutanabbī, analyzing the poems, and reading 
almost all available commentaries. Later on, I used that experience as a foundation to write two scholarly works on 
his poetry, and I am currently working on a third project. In chronological order, the three works are: 
1) Hatem Alzahrani (al-Zahrani), Shajāʿat al-ʿaql: dirāsa fī al-fikr al-shiʿrī wa-al-nasīj al-lughawī ʿind al-
Mutanabbī (The Courage of the Mind: A Study in the Poetic Thought and the Linguistic Texture of al-Mutanabbī) 
(Beirut: al-Muʾassasa al-ʿArabiyya li-al-Dirāsāt wa-al-Nashr, 2010). It was originally submitted in 2009 as a 
Master’s thesis to the Faculty of Arabic Studies at Umm al-Qura University (UQU) in Makkah, Saudi Arabia. The 
book examines the concept of the mind (Ar. ʿaql) as represented in al-Mutanabbī’s entire oeuvre, asks whether it can 
be understood as a nexus of al-Mutanabbī’s “world vision,” and explores the interrelationships between this world 
vision and the stylistic features of his dīwān. I used the concept “world vision” as developed in the “generic 
structuralism” of French Marxist theorist Lucien Goldmann, where he looks at how major works of literature 
materialize the mental structure of certain social classes at certain times of history. One question my study asks is 
what transformations a philosophical concept such as the “mind” could undergo when transposed into the poetic 
context. Among the main conclusions of the study, one more pertinent to this chapter was that, by looking at the 
social application of the mind, or its presence, or lack thereof, in people’s everyday-life, al-Mutanabbī was able to 
poeticize it and turn it into a basis for understanding human activity. In terms of the world vision, the study 
concludes that al-Mutanabbī’s work manifests a highly dialectic world vision that finds in his emphasis on rhetorical 
figures such as antithesis (ṭibāq), to cite only one stylistic feature, its aesthetic expression. For more on Lucien 
Goldmann and his conceptual apparatus, see his major work: Lucien Goldmann, The Hidden God: A Study of the 
Tragic Vision in the Pensées of Pascal and the Tragedies of Racine, trans. Philip Thody, with a new forward by 
Michael Löwy (London and New York: Verso, 2016). 
2) Hatem Alzahrani, “Undeclared Literariness: al-Ḥātimī’s al-Risāla al-Mūḍiḥa as a Self-Praising Autofiction” 
(master’s thesis, Yale University, 2014). I will discuss al-Ḥātimī’s epistle later in this chapter. 
3) Beatrice Gründler and Hatem Alzahrani, eds., “‘Whose Poetry Time Sings’: Verses of al-Mutanabbī That Became 
Proverbs. (In preparation). I am working on this project in collaboration with Beatrice Gründler, Professor of 
Arabic, Institute of Semitic and Arabic Studies, The Free University of Berlin. It is a bilingual edition of the most 
famous verses in the Arabic language, composed by al-Mutanabbī, with an introduction. 
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Al-Mutanabbī: The poet is king 

In al-Mutanabbī’s poetry, one is confronted with a heightened sense of a poetic self that 

sees the patron/ruler as no more than a counterpart. In one illuminating verse, which, in my view, 

can provide an excellent window into reading his poetic oeuvre, al-Mutanabbī defines himself as 

a king, only one with a different tool in the exercise of his authority, namely language. In other 

words, the space between the poet and the authority figure, or actual “king,” that the poem 

addresses, here exemplified by his patron in Egypt Kāfūr al-Ikhshīdī,57 the black eunuch slave 

regent of the Ikhshīdids regent, is omitted, for the poet is a king too. In the poem that I would 

like to call The Poet is King, al-Mutanabbī says: 

24. My heart is that of kings 

     although my tongue is seen to be that of poets 
  اك ِنإَو ِكولُملا نِم يداُؤفَو

58 ِءاَرعُشلا نِم  ىُری  يناسِل   َن 

This verse can be interpreted to show how the poet sees his status as an integral part of 

the polity, because he is the one who has the cultural means, through the performance of his 

poems, to decide what it means to be a ruler. In other words, the poet owns the meaning. He is 

the one who provides the sociocultural definitions of the ruler and sets the societal expectations 

that the political leader has to meet. Sometimes, when al-Mutanabbī realizes that a political 

figure does not meet the traditional societal standards of what it means to be a ruler, such as in 

                                                
57 On Kāfūr, see: A. S. Ehrenkreutz, “Kāfūr”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, 
Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 22 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_3781> 
 
58 See the verse in Ps. Abū al-Baqāʾ al-ʿUkbarī, Al-Tibyān fī sharḥ al-dīwān. eds. Ibrāhīm al-Abyārī, Muṣṭafā Saqqā, 
and ʿAbd al-Ḥafīẓ Shalabī, 4 vols. (Cairo: Maṭbaʿat Muṣṭafā al-Bābī al-Ḥalabī wa-Awlāduhū, n.d.) 1:36. (I refer to it 
henceforth as “al-Mutanabbī, Dīwān”). 
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the case with Kāfūr al-Ikhshīdī himself, who was a black eunuch, the poet interprets that ruler’s 

unconventional qualities in such a way as to meet the horizon of expectations of his 

contemporary audience.59 In the same poem addressed to Kafūr, from which I quoted the verse 

above, al-Mutanabbī says: 

15. He puts the sun to shame whenever it rises 

     with a black, bright sun 

 

16. Your robe, wherein glory lies, 

     has brightness that disdains all other brightness 

 

17. Skin is not but apparel, and the whiteness of the soul 

     is better than the whiteness of the tunic 

 

18. Generosity with bravery, shrewdness with radiance, 

     and competence with fulfillment 

 

19. How could white kings ever replace their colors 

     with al-Ustādh’s color and appearance? 

 

20. So that the sons of war see them with the eyes 

     that see him on the morning of battle  

  ـمَشلا تََّرذ امَّلُك َسمَشلا ُحَضفـَی

ِءادوَسٍ ةَرینُم ٍسمَِشب ُسـ  

 

                                                
59 My use of the term “horizon of expectations” comes from Hans Robert Jauss’s reception theory, where he 
considers the history of the readings of the literary work essential to the history of literature. Although Jauss’s focus 
is on the aesthetic expectations that readers of a given period and a specific cultural context form when “receiving” a 
new work of literature, I use the term here mainly for the sociocultural expectations (e.g. in the case of al-
Mutanabbī, what a society of readers and receivers of poetry expect in terms of how a leader is praised in a poem). 
See: Hans Robert Jauss, Toward an Aesthetic of Reception, trans. Timothy Bahti (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1982). For more on Jauss and his reception theory, see: Richter, The Critical Tradition, 981-988. 
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  ِھیفُ دجَملا يذَّلا َكِبَوث يف َِّنإ

  ِءایِض ِّلُكِب يرُزی ًءایَِضل

 

ـلا ُضاضــیــْباَو ٌَسبلَمُ دلِجلا امَّنِإ  

ِءاَبقلا ِضاضِیبا نِم ٌریَخ ِسَْفـنــ  

 

ٌءاَكذَو ٍةَعاجَش يف ٌمَرَك  

ِءافَو يفٌ ةَرُدقَو ٍءاَھب يف  

 

َوللا َلِدُبت َنأ ِكولُملا ِضیبِل نَم  

ِءانحَسلاَو ِذاتُسألا ِنَولِب َن  

 

ایَعأِب ِبورُحلا وَنب اھاَرَتف  
60 ِءاقِللا َةادَغ  اھِب  ُهاَرت   ٍن 

The verses reveal a concern on the poet’s part over the sociocultural expectations 

regarding the ruler’s personal traits. By resorting to the cultural repertoire of the ruler’s spotless 

virtue (glory and white soul) and cosmic power (brighter than the sun), the poem interprets these 

traits in a manner that legitimizes Kāfūr’s rule, on the one hand, and justifies the poet’s decision 

to include him in the institution of qaṣīdat al-madḥ, on the other. The poem as a whole is 

transformed into a verbal ceremony of negotiation of the stature of poet and the stature of patron 

by portraying the two as mutually dependent on each other. 

As al-Mutanabbī negotiates both his status and that of Kāfūr, he adopts a twofold 

strategy. First, Kāfūr has to be portrayed as a legitimate ruler, which requires a significant 

adjustment of concepts of legitimate rule, racial hierarchy, and bodily wholeness—in order for 

al-Mutanabbī to maintain his stature/status as poet to great rulers, he has to raise the status of 

                                                
60 Al-Mutanabbī, Dīwān, 1:34-35. 
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Kāfūr from black eunuch slave to legitimate ruler. Second, al-Mutanabbī has to establish himself 

as equal and counterpart; this does not mean being identical to him—rather, the two mutually 

reinforce each other’s status in each other’s domain: al-Mutanabbī’s in poetry and Kāfūr’s in 

rulership. This depiction of the two as equals and counterparts links the end of the poem to its 

beginning, where the claim of equality is explicitly expressed: 

1. Felicitations are for equals 

     or faraway people who come near  

 

2. And I am part of you; no organ would felicitate 

     the other organs with the joys 

 

… 

 

24. My heart is that of kings, 

     although my tongue is seen to be that of poets 

ِءافَكألِل ُتائِنَھتلا امَّنِإ  

ِءاَدُعبلا َنِم ينََّدی نَمِلَو  

 

  ٌوضُع ُئِّنَُھی ال َكنِم اَنأَو

ِءاضَعألا َِرئاس ِتاّرَسَملاِب  

 

… 

 

  اك ِنإَو ِكولُملا َنِم يداُؤفَو
61 ِءاَرعُشلا َنِم  ىُری  يناسِل   َن 

                                                
61 Ibid., 1:32, 36. 
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It is important to note that this was not the first ode that al-Mutanabbī addressed to Kafūr. 

He had already transferred his allegiance from Sayf al-Dawla to the Ikhshīdid regent through the 

performance of his famous ode Kafā bika dāʾan an tara-l-mawta shāfiyā (You’ve had enough 

[sickness] when your death becomes your cure). Suzanne Stetkevych has read this traditional 

tripartite ode with its conventional elements as to effect the incorporation of Kāfūr, the non-

Arab, into the establishment of the Arabic qāṣīda for “the conventional elements serve to 

identify, or establish a cognation or concordance, between Kāfūr and other Arabo-Islamic rulers 

to whom qaṣidas are addressed.62” My point here is that, after Kafūr is already incorporated into 

the institution of the Arabic qāṣīda, it is suitable in The Poet is King poem to proceed to the next 

step and depict the patron’s unique traits as black eunuch slave in terms relevant to the lexicon of 

the Arabo-Islamic qāṣīda. 

To depict the uniqueness of the patron, the ruler who is a slave, the poem finds no more 

appropriate and expressive poetic way than to emphasize antithesis as a source of distinction, a 

“marker of differentiation,” in Bourdieu’s terms. Hence, we have a black sun in the cosmic realm 

against the bright sun, a black ruler in the political realm against the white rulers, a black skin 

against a white soul, and faraway people versus a close friend, i.e. the poet, in the social level. 

Al-Mutanabbī’s use of this set of antitheses performs a twofold function: one, it forms the 

cosmic and moral foundations for legitimizing a black slave as a ruler in an Arabic sociopolitical 

sphere; and two, and perhaps more importantly, it confers on the patron an illustrious status that 

renders him worthy of an illustrious poet and his poetry. It is all about mutual dependency for 

                                                
62 S. Stetkevych, The Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy, 221. (translation of the quoted verse is by Suzanne Stetkevych. 
See: Ibid., 213). 
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high status: the poet’s status is measured by that of his patron, which, in turn, the poet establishes 

through his madīḥ. 

Classical commentary on al-Mutanabbī’s poetry did not fail to notice his attempts to 

erase the space between the poet and the patron and to portray the two as equal, or, in parlance 

more fitting to the present discussion, to present his self-image as complementary to that of 

authority and vice versa. In his commentary on this poem, particularly verse 2, the 11th century 

philologist and scholar al-Wāḥidī says after explaining the literal meaning, “And this is al-

Mutanabbī’s way, most often claiming to be . . . equal to those he praises. This is not for the poet 

to claim, and I don’t know how it was tolerated from him.63” Another 10th/11th century 

anthologist, Abū Manṣūr al-Thaʿālibī, said in his very long entry on al-Mutanabbī in his most 

celebrated anthology Yatīmat al-dahr fī maḥāsin ahl al-ʿaṣr that equating himself with the ruler 

is al-Mutanabbī’s madhhab (style) in his dīwān in general.64 

It is interesting that some classical critics found a useful tool in calling al-Mutanabbī “the 

king” for explaining even the aesthetic aspects of his poetry. When comparing al-Mutanabbī to 

his great predecessor Abū Tammām, Ibn Rashīq al-Qayrawānī says in a very insightful note in 

al-ʿUmda, ascribing the remarks to someone comparing the two poets: 

Ḥabīb [Abū Tammām] is but like the just judge: he puts the word in its place and 

gives the meaning (maʿnā) its due after long consideration and search for evidence. 

Or [he is like] a pious jurist (faqīh): he puts effort into [choosing] his words and 

eschews [issuing a fatwa] out of fear for his religion. As for Abū al-Ṭayyib [al-

                                                
63 Al-Wāḥidī, Sharḥ dīwān al-Mutanabbī, ed. F. Dieterici, Ḍabaṭahu wa-sharaḥahu wa-qaddama la-hu wa-ʿallaqa 
ʿalayhi wa-kharraja shawāhidahu: Yāsīn al-Ayyūbī and Quṣayy al-Ḥusayn (Bierut: Dār al-Rāʾid al-ʿArabī, 1999) 
4:1706-1707. 
 
64 Al-Thaʿālibī, Yatīmat al-dahr fī maḥāsin ahl al-ʿaṣr, ed. Muḥammad Muḥyī al-Dīn ʿAbd al-Ḥamīd (Cairo: al-
Maktaba al-Tijārīya al-Kubrā, 1956), 1:237. 
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Mutanabbī], he is like a mighty king: he takes what is around him by force and 

coercion, or like a brave, audacious [man] who breaks through what he wants with 

no heed of what he confronts or where he falls.65 

Even in modern times, Adūnīs (the nom de plume of Syrian poet and theorist ʿAli Aḥmad 

Saʿīd, b. 1930), for example, could not help but reuse the words of his predecessor Ibn Rashīq to 

describe the sway of al-Mutanabbī’s poetry. In Adūnīs’s eyes, al-Mutanabbī is a poet “who 

created a an entire nature with words, on the same level as that of his ambition; one that shakes, 

advances, sweeps away, breaks through, forces, and transcends, as if it is the sides of his inner 

being, its extension, and completion.66” The dramatized tone and poetic style of Adūnīs’s 

comments aside, the idea here does not seem far from my analysis of the Poet is King poem, 

namely that al-Mutanabbī created a poetic persona for his patron on the same level of greatness 

which he sees himself as a poet worthy of. He considers himself a counterpart and equal to the 

patron, and his self-image a complementary (or completion in Adūnīs’s words) to that of the 

great political leader that he established in his poetry. This ability to use words to create is what 

seems to matter the most in Adūnīs’s reading of al-Mutanabbī. 

Al-Mutanabbī’s counter-reception: From al-Ḥātimī’s verbal duel to al-Ghadhdhāmi’s fuḥūla 

Critics and poets, contemporary to al-Mutanabbī or contemporary to us, were very much 

aware of the authority that al-Mutanabbī saw his poetry as capable of bestowing and, most 

importantly, of the poetic self-image that he seemed to have so consciously cultivated. Al-

Mutanabbī’s self-image as an equal and counterpart to authority, to patrons and even to prophets, 

                                                
65 Ibn Rashīq, al-ʿUmda, 1:215. 
 
66 Adūnīs, Dīwān al-shiʿr al-ʿArabī, 4 vols. (Beirut: Dār al-Sāqī, 2010), 1:73. I will henceforth refer to it as: Adūnīs, 
Dīwān al-shiʿr. 
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which can be understood as both a metapoetic statement and a poetic result of his socio-cultural 

circumstances (e.g., he could make claims of equality to emirs and Ustādhs like Sayf al-Dawla 

and Kāfūr that he perhaps would not have been able to claim with caliphs) was so essential to his 

project that critics and poets could not help but comment on it, most often by trying to intervene 

in shaping that self-image through their reception and counter-reception. 

A few examples should suffice to show how al-Mutanabbī’s self-image as equal to 

authority was a central target of the reception and counter-reception processes. In his acclaimed 

history of Arabic criticism Tārīkh al-naqd al-adabī ʿinda al-ʿArab (History of Arabic Literary 

Criticism)67 the eminent Palestinian scholar of Arabic literature Iḥsān ʿAbbās (1920–2003)68 

called the critical movement spurred by al-Mutanabbīs poetry, examined in a chapter of its own 

in his book, al-Maʿraka al-naqdiyya ḥawla al-Mutanabbī (the critical battle over al-

Mutanabbī).69 This “critical battle” was spearheaded by al-Risāla al-Mūḍiḥa (henceforth referred 

to as al-Mūḍiḥa), the earliest known critical work on al-Mutanabbī, written by the philologist and 

literary critic Abū ʿAlī al-Ḥātimī (d. 998).70 This first critical work on the movement that Iḥsān 

                                                
67 Iḥsān ʿAbbās, Tārīkh al-naqd al-adabī ʿind al-ʿArab: naqd al-shiʿr min al-qarn al-thānī ḥattā al-qarn al-thāmin 
al-hijrī (Beirut: Dār al-Thaqāfa, 1983). 
 
68 For more on Iḥsān ʿAbbās’s biography and works, see: Wadād al-Qāḍī, “ʿAbbās, Iḥsān”, in: Encyclopaedia of 
Islam, THREE, Edited by: Kate Fleet, Gudrun Krämer, Denis Matringe, John Nawas, Everett Rowson. Consulted 
online on 20 February 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_ei3_COM_23780> 
 
69 Iḥsān ʿAbbās, Tārīkh al-naqd, 251-336. 
 
70 For more on al-Ḥatimī’s biography, see: S. A. Bonebakker, Ḥātimī and his Encounter with Mutanabbī: A 
Biographical Sketch (Amsterdam and New York: North-Holland Publishing Company, 1984). Also see: S. A. 
Bonebakker, “al-Ḥātimī”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. 
Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 22 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_8610> 
The edition of al-Mūḍiḥa I use here is: al-Ḥātimī, “al-Risāla al-ḥātimiyya,” Appendix to Abū Saʿd Muḥammad b. 
Aḥmad Al-ʿAmīdī, al-Ibāna ʿan sariqāt al-Mutanabbī, ed. Ibrāhīm al-Bisāṭī (Cairo: Dār al-Maʿārif, 1961) 115-45. I 
refer to henceforth as al-Ḥātimī, al-Mūḍiḥa. 
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ʿAbbās rightfully called “the critical battle over al-Mutanabbī” was, in effect, a verbal battle cast 

in prose. 

Al-Mutanabbī as unequal/loser in a verbal battle: Al-Ḥātimī’s intervention in the poet’s reception 

Although it was considered, following the sole claim of al-Ḥātimī, to include an actual, historical 

debate in tenth-century Baghdād between the poet and the critic, al-Ḥātimī’s work, like most 

classical Arabic adab literature, is a literary (re)construction of an event whose historicity cannot 

be definitely established. As an adab text, it is not a documentary record of actual events, but 

rather a literary work. It can be read as a “competitive” prose work, a case of literary duel to 

compete for rank and status that claims to record a dispute said to have taken place between al-

Mutanabbī and al-Ḥatimī but is in effect a polemic aimed at destroying the poet’s carefully 

crafted self-image and defending the critic’s name in the literary circles of the time. It shows that 

al-Hātimī was very much aware of al-Mutanabbī’s claim that he was an equal and counterpart to 

authority, since it seems that al-Hātimī’s goal was to demonstrate that al-Mutanabbī, actually, is 

inferior/unequal to critical authority (himself), and, by extension, to declare the triumph of prose 

over poetry.71 

In her article on al-Mūḍiḥa, the first, to the best of my knowledge, to explore the literary 

dimension of al-Ḥātimī’s work, Wen-Chin Ouyang compares al-Mūḍiḥa to one of al-

Mutanabbī’s most famous “epic odes,” namely the ode on the siege of al-Ḥadath,72 suggesting 

that al-Mūḍiḥa can be read to constitute a prose contrafaction (muʿāraḍa) of the ode. While the 

                                                
71 I elucidate this argument regarding al-Mūḍiḥa at length in: Alzahrani, “Undeclared Literariness.” 
 
72 Al-Mutanabbī’s ode on the siege and recapturing of al-Ḥadath al-Ḥamrāʾ by Sayf al-Dawla from the Byzantines in 
945 can be found in: al-Mutanabbī, Dīwān, 3:378-392. 
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poet’s patron triumphs in the poem, and the poet is presented as equal or even superior to his 

patron, the imaginary combat/debate in the book declares al-Ḥātimī victor in the end. 

Wen-Chin Ouyang maintains that al-Mūḍiḥa “announces al-Hatimi the winner of the 

match, for it is he who cracks al-Mutanabbi’s head open, should we, as al-Hatimi does, imagine 

the encounter as a combat, a duel between two warriors in which conceptual, linguistic and 

literary weapons of all sorts are used.73” This duel between the two individuals (al-Mutanabbī 

and al-Ḥātimī) is understood to be a metaphor of a larger debate between two genres of court 

literature, namely poetry and prose, for they “as poets and scholars of poetry as well as language, 

were competitors for the attention and favors of their patrons.74” Hence, al-Mūḍiḥa, at least in its 

shorter version Jabhat al-adab,75 “must be read, in one important sense, as an effort to topple 

poetry as the dominant ‘cultural institution’ at court.76” 

In al-Mūḍiḥa, al-Mutanabbī, the poet whose poetic self-image is that of an equal to 

authority, has no voice at all, save for the one affirming his enemy’s tarnishing his poetic image. 

Al-Ḥātimī has written “an extremely literary first person narrative account of a very literary duel 

set in the format of duet . . . [where] his voice drowns out that of al-Mutanabbi, the poet, in a 

                                                
73 Wen-Chin Ouyang, “Literature as Performance: The literature of al-Hatimi’s al-risala al-mudiha,” Classer les 
récits: Théories et pratiques, ed. Aboubakr Chraïbi (Paris: Harmattan, 2007), 119. 
 
74 Ibid., 131-132. 
 
75 See on al-Mūḍiḥa’s versions: Wen-Chin Ouyang, “Literature as Performance.” She takes the version that came to 
be known in classical bibliographic literature as Jabhat al-adab to be the original one. This version, according to 
Ouyang, was later incorporated to be the first quarter of the much larger version of al-Mūḍiḥa, which she read as a 
product of a long historical process. 
 
76 Ibid., 134. 
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self-serving reconstruction of a chain of events all leading to the total public humiliation of a 

poet silenced by al-Hatimi’s omniscient narrative.77” 

I argue that claims of equality and inequality were at the core of al-Ḥātimī’s verbal 

combat. The poetic self-image of al-Mutanabbī as equal to authority was both the target of al-

Ḥātimī’s attack and the strategy which he adopts in this verbal combat. On the one hand, al-

Mutanabbī’s claims of being equal to his patrons and that no other poets are equal to him were 

al-Ḥātimī’s targets to topple. On the other hand, al-Ḥātimī’s claims are that, first, he is equal to 

al-Mutanabbī and, two, that in terms of knowledge of poetry, he is even better than the poet who 

is portrayed as inferior/unequal to him. These claims and counterclaims form the common thread 

running throughout al-Ḥātimī’s work.  

That the poetic Mutanabbī, the self-fashioned equal to authority and unequalled poet, is 

the target of al-Ḥātimī’s verbal duel is very clear from the beginning of al-Mūḍiḥa. The opening 

section reads:  

Abū ʿAlī al-Ḥātimī said: Upon his arrival to Madīnat al-Salām (Baghdād), Abū al-

Ṭayyib al-Mutanabbī wrapped himself in a gown of arrogance, dragged the trains 

of lordliness, [contemptuously] averted his cheek, and remained aloof [from 

friendship]. He also would meet nobody except with a shaking of the two sides of 

his head, swaggering in a mantle of arrogance, and imagining that knowledge was 

limited to him and that poetry was a sea whose pure water none but him scooped, 

and a meadow on whose flowers none but him pastured. 

He had gloried in that for a long time during which he dragged the loose halter of 

ignorance. So he continued to strut about until, when he imagined that he was the 

fighter whom none could defeat, the contender whom none could match or 

challenge, and the lord of victory and the winner of the race, the men of letters in 

                                                
77 Ibid., 119, 121. 
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Madīnat as-Salām could no longer bear him, many of them bent their heads, 

lowered their wings, and readied their hearts to surrender to him.78 

 ،ِرـْـبـِـكـْـلا َءادِر َفـَـحـَـتـْـلا ِمالـَّسـلاَ ةـَـنـیِدـَم ِهِدورُوَ دـْنـِـع ّيبنتملا ِبِّیـطلا وبأ َناَك :يمتاحلا يلع وبأ َلاـَـق

80  ،ِھـْـیَوَرْذِم اًضـِفاـنّ الإ ًادـَـحأ ىـَـقـْـلـَـیال َناكَو ،ِھـِـبـِـناـجـِـب َىأـَـنَو  79 ُ،هَّدـَـخ َرـَّعـَـصَو ،ِھیـِّـتلا َلوُیذ َلاذأَو

ّتـلا نـِـمً الـِـفار  ٌرـْـحـَـب َرـْـعـِّشـلا َّنأَو ،ِھـْـیـَـلـَـع ٌروصـْـقـَـم َمـْـلـِـعـْـلا َّنأ ِھـْـیـَـلإ ُلـَّیـَـخـُـی ،ِھـْـَیدْرـُـب يف ِھــیِ

ُ.هاوـِـسُ هَراَّوـُن َعْرـَـی ْمـَـل ٌضْوَرَو ُ،هُرـْـیـَـغ ِھـِـئام َریمـَن ْفِرـَـتـْـغـَـی ْمـَـل  

 َلـَّیـَـخـَـت اذإ ىـَّتـَـح ،ِھـیـِّنـَـثـَت يـِـف ُحَرـْـمـَـی َّلـَظـَـف ،اھیـِـف ِلـْـھــَـجـْـلا َنـَـسَرُ ھـْـتَّرـَـجأً َةدـْـَیدـُـم َكـِـلذـِـب ََّلدـَـف

 ُكـِلاـَـمَو ِبـَلـَغـْلا ُّبَرُ ھـَّنأو ،ُعَزاـنـُی الَو  ىَراجـُـی ال يذلا ُعیزـَّـنلاو ،ُعَراـقـُی ال يذلا ُعیرـَـقـْـلاُ ھـَّنأ

 ُ،ھـَـْسأَر ْمـُھـْـنـِـم ٌریثـَـكَ أـَـْطأـَـطـَـف ،ِمالـَّسـلا ِةـَنـیدـَمـَـب َِبدألا ِلـْـھأ َىلـَـعُ ُھـتأـْطَو ْتـَـلـُـقـَـثَو ،ِبـَـصـَـقـلا
82 ُ.ھـَـشأـَـجُ ھـَـل ِمیلـْسـَّتـلا ىـَلـَـع َنـَماـطَو   81 ُ،ھـَـحاـنـَـج َضـَـفـَـخ  َو

Al-Mutanabbī’s exaggerated sense of self might have provided al-Ḥātimī with a 

justification for his attack. But more important than that, al-Ḥātimī initiated the verbal duel 

because he perceived al-Mutanabbī, the unequalled representative of the institution of court ode, 

as a threat to his symbolic capital, namely his literary status in the court. Hence, immediately 

following the beginning scene, which “mythicized” al-Mutanabbī as the “lord of victory,” al-

Ḥātimī turned to the more practical motives of his attack. He said that his patrons could not bear 

al-Mutanabbī’s inflated self-image: 

                                                
78 Based on a translation from: Hatem Alzahrani, Undeclared Literariness. 
 
79 Qurʾān, 31:18. In al-Mūḍiḥa, the expression is “ṣaʿʿara khaddahū”, which refers to the Qurʾānic expression “wa-
lā tuṣaʿʿir khaddaka li-n-nās”, by which Luqmān the Wise is a father giving pious admonitions to his son as not to 
lord over other people since God does not love the arrogant and the vainglorious. 
 
80 Qurʾān, 17:83, 41:51. The expression “naʾā bi-jānibihī” comes from the Qurʾān, where it is used in the context of 
characterizing man as being apt to respond ungratefully to God’s fortunes. 
 
81 Qurʾān, 15:88, 26:215, as “wa-khfiḍ janāḥaka li-l-muʾminīn” and “wa-khfiḍ janāḥaka li-mani-t-tabaʿaka mina-l-
muʾminīn”, respectively. These are commands to the Prophet to turn his loving attention to the believers. aThe same 
expression can also be found in Qurʾān 17:24, as “wa-khfiḍ la-humā janāḥ-a-dhdhulli min-ar-raḥmati” to urge the 
Believers to show mercy to their parents when they get old. 
 
82 Al-Ḥātimī, al-Mūḍiḥa, 253-254. 
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[Al-Mutanabbī was such that] Abū Muḥammad al-Muhallabī83 imagined that none 

could compete against him and match him, and manage to feud off any of his 

insults; and [until when] it saddened Muʿizz al-Dawla84 that none in his kingdom 

could match his craftsmanship, or come up to the rank of the man who had 

returned from his adversary’s85 presence. 

 ُموقـَـی الَو ،ِھـِـتاراجـُمو ِھـِـتـَـلـَـجاسـُـم ىـَـلـَـع ُرِدـْـقـَـی ال ًادـَـحأ َّنأِ ّيِبـَّلـَھـُمـلا ٍدـَّمـَـحـُـم وبأ َلـَّیـَـخـَـتَو

 الف ٌلـَـجَر ِهُِّودـَـع ِةَرـْضـَـح ْنـَـعَ دِرـُـی ْنأ ِةـَـلْوَّدـلا َّزـِـعـُـم َءاسَو ،ِھـِـنـِـعاـَطـَـم ْنـِـم ٍءْيـَـشـِـب ِھـِـعـُّبـَـتـَـتـِـل
86 .ِھـِـتـَـلِزـْنـْـم يف ِھیواسـُـیو ،ِھـِـتـَـعانـِـص يفُ ھـُلـِـثامـُـیٌ دـَـحأ ِھـِـتـَـكـَـلـْـمـَـم يف ُن وكـَـی  

That al-Ḥātimī’s patron was so stunned by al-Mutanabbī that he imagined he had no 

equal to him is a great threat to al-Ḥātimī’s status as a man of letters. Hence, he made it clear that 

his intention was to tear al-Mutanabbī’s self-image apart: 

At that time, I arose pursuing his flaws, tracing his tracks, extinguishing his fire, 

tearing down his curtains, clipping his claws, exposing his secrets, and tearing to 

pieces the cloak of his defects. [To do so,] I looked for the right moment to meet 

him in some house, so that he and I would race each other in a racetrack to 

distinguish the winner from the loser. 

 ،هَرارـْـَسأ ًاـكـِّـتـَـھـُـمَو ،هَراـَـن اـًـیـِـفـْـطـُمَو ،هَراـَـثآ اـًــبـِّـقـَـعـَـتـُـمَو ،هَراَوـُع ًاعـِّـبـَـتـَـتـُـم ٍذـِئـَـنیـِح ُتْدـَھـَـن

ّلـَقـُـمَو  ،راد انـَـعـَـمـْـجـَت ْنأ ًاـنـِّیـَحـَـتـُـم ،ھیواسـَـم َبابـْـلـِـج اـًـقِّزـَمـُـمَو ،ھـِیواطـَـمً اَرـِشانَو ،هَراـَـفـْظأ ًاــمـِ
87 .قوبـْسـَـملا نـِم ُقـِباـَّسـلا ِھیف ُفَرـْعـُـی رامـْـضـِم يف َوـُـھَو انأ يِرـْجأف  

                                                
83 Abū Muḥammad al-Ḥasan b. Muḥammad b. Hārūn (903-963), celebrated chief minister and vizier 950-63 to the 
Būyid emir (amīr) of ʿIrāq, Muʿizz al-Dawla. He was famous also for his literary salon. See: K.V. Zetterstéen and C. 
E. Bosworth, “al-Muhallabī”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, 
C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 14 April 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_5328> 
 
84 Abū al-Ḥusayn Aḥmad b. Abī Shujāʿ Fanākhusraw Būya (915-967), the youngest of the three Būyids of the first 
generation, founder of Būyid rule in Bag̲h̲dād. See: K.V. Zetterstéen and H. Busse, "Muʿizz al-
Dawla." Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition. Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van 
Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Brill Online, 2013. <http://referenceworks.brillonline.com/entries/encyclopaedia-of-islam-
2/muizz-al-dawla-SIM_5446> 
 
85 The adversary here is Sayf al-Dawla, al-Mutanabbī’s patron in Aleppo. 
 
86 Al-Ḥātimī, al-Mūḍiḥa, 254. 
 
87 Ibid. 
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After that, the two protagonists met, and then the one-sided conversation/debate began. 

Throughout the “debate,” and always through al-Ḥatimī’s omniscient narrative-form 

reconstruction of the event, the only thing that is equal to his voice is al-Mutanabbī’s silence.88 

At the end of al-Mūḍiḥa comes the scene where the poet (al-Mutanabbī) was defeated by the 

prose-writer (al-Ḥatimī), apologized for his arrogant behavior, and said, “language is surrendered 

to you.”89 And in what can be considered bayt al-qaṣīd (the key paragraph) of his book, al-

Ḥatimī responded to al-Mutanabbī’s surrender of language to him by saying: 

Once I had defeated him in speech, he said: you there, language is surrendered to 

you! 

I said: How can you surrender it when you are the father of its virginity, to you 

belong to its origin and secrets, and you are the worthiest to master it, elaborate on 

its derivations, and discourse upon its varieties? No one is more fitting to be asked 

about his language than you. 

Then the assembly present began to apologize on behalf of him and [ask me to] 

accept his apology, and each one of them said [to me]: you, more than any others, 

should be the most fitting to relent and forgive him. 

Having soothed my heart’s urge, I knew that exceeding the limits I had reached 

would be a type of injustice that I did not regard as my way. 

And I saw in him the merit of precedence in his art, and accordingly I lowered my 

shoulder to him and began describing him in beautiful terms.90 

ُ.ةـَـغـُّـللا َكـْیـَـلِإٌ ةـَمـَّـلـَـسـُم ،اذـَھ اـی :َلاـَق ِمَالـكلاـِبُ ھـُتْوـَلـَع اّمـَلـَف  

 ِقـُّقـَحـَّتـلِاـب ِساـَّـنلا ىـَلَْوأو ،اـھِّرـِـسَو اھـِـباـَـصـِن ْنـِمَو ،اھـِـتَرْذـُع وـَُبأ َتـْـَنأَو اـھـُمـِّـلـَـسـُت َفـْـیـَكَو :ُتـْـلـُـق

 ِھـِـتـَـغـُـل ْنـَـع ََلأـْـسـُـی َْنأـِـب ىـَـلَْوأٌ دـَـَحأ اـَـمَو ؟اھـِـنیـِناـَفأ ىلـَـع ِمالـَـكلاَو اھـِـقاقـِـتـْشا يـِـفِ عـُّـسَوـَّـتلاو اھـِـب

.َكـْنـِـم  

                                                
88 See: Wen-Chin Ouyang, “Literature as Performance,” 137. 
 
89 Al-Ḥātimī, al-Mūḍiḥa, 269. 
 
90 Ibid., 269. 
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 ٌّلـُك َلاـقَو ُ.ھـَل ِؤطاَوـتــلاَو ،ِهِرْذـُـع ِلوبـَـقَو ،ِھـِـئاـَـفـْـِعإ يـِـفُ ةَرـِضاـَـحـلاُ ةـَـعاـَـمـَـجـلا تـَـعَرـَـشـَـف

  .ٍدـَـَحأ ِّلـُـك ْنـِـم ِلـُـجَّرلا اَذـھ ِلـْـثـِـمـِـل ِةَرـَـسایـُـملاَو ِةـَـعـَـجارـُـمـلاـِـب ىـَـلَْوأ َتـْـَنأ :ْمـُھـْنـِـم

ّدـَحـلا َىـلـَـعَ َةداـیِّزلا ََّنأ ُتـْمـِـلـَـعَو ،يـسـْـفـَـن َءافـِـش ُتـْـغـَـلـَـب ْدـَـق ُتـْـنـُـكَو  ٌبْرـَـض ِھـْیـَـلِإ ُْتـَیـھـَتـْنا يذلا ِ

ُ ھـَـل ُْتأـَـْطأـَـطـَـف ،ِھـِتـَـعاـنـِـص يف ِةـَـمْدـِـقــلا َّقـَـحُ ھـَـل ُتـْـَیأَرَو .يـِبـَـھْذـَـم يـِـفُ هاـَـضَْرأ الِ يـْـغـَـبلا ْنـِـم
91. ِھـِـفـْصَو ْنـِـمً الیمـَـج ُتَْفْنأـَـتـْـْساَو ،ِيـفـِـتـَـك  

This ending scene is most pertinent to the present discussion of the poet’s self-image and 

the sources of his symbolic power, mainly language, since it shows the acute awareness of the 

two parties that, first, they are engaged in a verbal duel whose weapons are 

linguistic/poetic/literary merits, and, second, that one of them has to surrender his weapon to the 

other because the economy of court literature does not allow for the coexistence of both stars.92  

While al-Ḥatimī accepted al-Mutanabbī’s apology (or on his behalf), he was surprised 

that a poet would surrender language. Although he attacked him throughout the book/debate, 

surrendering language means losing the poet’s raison d'être, the very foundation of his symbolic 

(and material) power. It will also be most damaging to the critic’s career, for, after all, that career 

is based on the poet’s activity and engagement with language. Even as a prose writer, without al-

Mutanabbī, the unequalled poet, al-Ḥatimī would not have been able to establish himself as the 

unequalled court adab writer. 

To sum up what I see as the relevance of al-Ḥātimī’s Mūḍiḥa to the present discussion, it 

represents, as the first “counter-reception” of al-Mutanabbī, the critical awareness at the time of 

the poet’s self-image and its role in the cultural self-image at large. A close reading of al-Mūḍiḥa 

suggests that the “debate” format is a literary conceit for a literary circle of readers, since the 

                                                
91 Ibid. 
 
92 On the economy of court literature and the dynamics of patronage, see: Wen-Chin Ouyang, “Literature as 
Performance,” 132. 
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idea of competition, which a debate would certainly evoke, is central to this circle as to much 

adab discourse. But however one interprets the Mūḍiḥa, it is still an original text in that it 

represents practical criticism of living poetry at the time (and today), hence it is a document of 

intellectual history. Furthermore, the growth of the Mūḍiḥa in four subsequent versions shows a 

popularity of this satire-debate genre, and the changes and expansions of constitute an important 

trajectory for the “counter-reception” that al-Ḥātimī was trying to plant. 

What I have termed al-Mutanabbī’s unequalled self-image was the main target of al-

Ḥātimī, who attempted to intervene in the process of its formation in the cultural memory. It is 

worth noting in this context that al-Mutanabbī was the first poet to organize his Dīwān himself, 

i.e. (to try) to control his own reception as a poet. This makes him an important subject, as his 

attempt shows a new awareness, on the poet’s part, of his legacy as part of society, a legacy al-

Ḥātimī was perhaps attempting to intervene in its writing. 

Al-Mutanabbī as equal to fuḥūla and his modernist successors: Al-Ghadhdhāmī’s intervention 

The idea that al-Mutanabbī is equal to the institution of Arabic poetry in its most celebrated 

form, i.e., the praise ode, persists even in the modern reception of him and his poetry. In modern 

Arabic criticism, the Saudi literary and cultural critic ʿAbdullah al-Ghadhdhāmī (b. 1946) took 

al-Ḥātimī’s intervention in the re-writing of al-Mutanabbī’s self-image to a higher level whereby 

not only al-Mutanabbī but the poetic tradition as a whole is attacked for its larger cultural 

implications. 
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In his influential and perhaps most controversial work, al-Naqd al-thaqāfī (Cultural 

Criticism),93 considered the first work on cultural criticism in Arabic, al-Ghadhdhāmī’s premise 

was that poetry created and normalized a certain “nasaq,” a term central to his argument. By this 

term he means a set of cultural norms that penetrates deep into the cultural discourse at large and 

displays itself in a multiplicity of forms. He further argues that the negative aspects of this nasaq 

are not necessarily realized by those producing, exchanging, and perpetuating the discourse, 

especially because the aesthetic surface of poetry attracts people and leave them unable to reach 

the deep nasaq.94 

As al-Ghadhdhāmī argues, behind the aesthetic breakthroughs that the likes of al-

Mutanabbī achieved, and for which they were celebrated by modernists such as Adūnīs and his 

followers, there lies the ethically reprehensible nasaq of fuḥūla (from faḥl, lit. stallion camel).95 

Characterized by being egocentric and self-righteous, this “tyrant-producing” discourse 

“poeticized” Arabic tradition in a negative way; that is, by setting it against rationality, plurality, 

femininity, and equality. Hence the modernist project in Arabic poetry, led by Adūnīs, was only 

modern, progressive, and revolutionary on the surface. Deep down in its core, it was a 

reactionary undertaking thanks to that nasaq whose ideal representative was precisely al-

                                                
93 Abdullah al-Ghadhdhāmī, al-Naqd al-thaqāfī: Qirāʾa fī al-ansāq al-thaqāfiyya al-ʿArabiyya (Beirut: al-Markaz al-
Thaqāfī al-ʿArabī, 2000). 
 
94 On the term nasaq, see chapter 2 of al-Ghadhdhāmī, al-Naqd al-thaqāfī, 55-89. 
 
95 Ibid., 91-140. chapter 3 deals with what al-Ghadhdhāmī calls: “the invention of fuḥūla.” 
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Mutanabbī.96 Al-Ghadhdhāmī, in a very provocative manner, asked: is al-Mutanabbī a great 

creator (mubdiʿ) or a great beggar (shaḥḥādh)?97 

According to al-Ghadhdhāmī, Adūnīs focused on the aesthetic, formal aspect of poetry in 

a quest to find a new form for his modernist expression, like his traditional predecessors, poets 

and theorists alike. Hence when he turned to tradition to look for sources of inspiration, he 

overlooked what al-Ghadhdhāmī called that “ugly” nasaq of fuḥūla in the traditional poetic 

experiments. Even worse, Adūnīs, and the modernist movement in general, internalized this 

“ugly” aspect, gave it a modernist touch, and thus helped normalize it in the modern literary 

discourse. According to al-Ghadhdhāmī’s reading, Adūnīs’s project was merely “a project in 

changing the metaphor” and he is nothing but the faḥl of our time.98 

Al-Ghadhdhāmī’s reading of al-Mutanabbī, which concerns me the most here, shows 

how salient, tenacious, and influential the latter’s self-image is, so much that he deemed it as 

central in the formation of the nasaq of fuḥūla in Arabic culture. That said, I should clarify that I 

do not share al-Ghadhdhāmī’s assessment either of al-Mutanabbī or of Adūnīs, because it places 

the responsibility on poetry, or even one poet alone, for creating and perpetuating what he calls 

in such a sweeping generalization: the “ugly” aspects of culture. Such an assessment, coupled 

with the tendency to read poetry based on principles of modern morality and without taking into 

account its sociocultural and political exigencies, does not seem to fully appreciate the countless 

factors that lead to the formation of the cultural self-image, the complicated aspects of the Arabic 

                                                
96 On how the modernist project in Arabic poetry is reactionary from the perspective of al-Ghadhdhāmī’s cultural 
criticism, see: Ibid., 243-295. 
 
97 Ibid., 93. 
 
98 Ibid., 295. 
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panegyric as an institution, and the poets’ fine dealings with authority in it, dealings that are 

totally eclipsed by declaring that panegyrists are mere mendicants. 

Al-Mutanabbī from equality to displacement: Adūnīs and Ghāzī al-Quṣaybī 

The processes of reception and counter-reception of al-Mutanabbī all constitute a cultural 

expression of the enormous sense of what Harold Bloom terms “the anxiety of influence99” and 

the burden of the literary past. So famous and influential was al-Mutanabbī that, from his own 

day until ours, he was the one to beat. Al-Mutanabbī’s poetry, essentially, displaced the Qurʾān 

as the main point of competition for poets, and just as the Qurʾān was muʿjiz to its challengers, 

an incapacitating and immutable text, so was al-Mutanabbī’s poetry that the great poet and 

scholar Abū al-ʿAlāʾ al-Maʿarrī (d. 1058), one of his most fervent admirers throughout history, 

called his commentary on al-Mutanabbī’s dīwān: Muʿjiz Aḥmad100 (Aḥmad’s Miracle), where 

Aḥmad is al-Mutanabbī’s first name but also another name of Prophet Muḥammad. Al-

Mutanabbī displaces the Prophet, and the prophecy imbedded in his own laqab (the would-be 

prophet) became fulfilled. 

 The anxiety of influence toward al-Mutanabbī includes all those who interacted with, or 

intervened in, his reception—al-Ḥatimī being the first among them. He just thought that he could 

compete with, or displace, al-Mutanabbī by writing a prose risāla (epistle). The same applies to 

al-Ghadhdhāmī, for introducing a new theory that claims to uncover the underlying negative 

                                                
99 Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence: A Theory of Poetry (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997). I will 
discuss Bloom’s theory more in chapter 2. 
 
100 A title of al-Maʿarrī’s commentary on al-Mutanabbī’s dīwān. See: Abū al-ʿAlāʾ al-Maʿarrī, Muʿjiz Aḥmad: sharḥ 
dīwān al-Mutanabbī, ed. ʿAbd al-Majīd Dhiyāb (Cairo: Dār al-Maʿārif, 1992). 
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aspect of Arabic poetry, and culture at large, whatever this exactly means, required going back to 

the Qurʾān of Arabic secular culture (al-Mutanabbī’s poetry) and coming to terms with it.  

The risāla writer of the past and the theory promoter of the present felt compelled to 

compete with or displace al-Mutanabbī and, in the case of al-Ghadhdhāmī, with his modern 

reenactment in contemporary Arabic poetry. There can be only one faḥl, the belief seems to have 

been, and thus this faḥl has to kill his father, in the Freudian sense, in order to acquire his rank 

and status. Alternatively, as modern poets most often do, the strategy to gain their father’s status 

is to represent in their literary interventions with al-Mutanabbī his displacement of the greatest 

text in Arabic culture, namely the Qurʾān, and of Arabic history at large, and then build on this 

status to achieve one of their own.  

In this context, modern Arabic literature, and poetry in particular, has participated in the 

conversation over al-Mutanabbī’s self-image, and it seems to have an altogether different take on 

al-Mutanabbī’s self-image than what Ghadhdhāmī and his precursor al-Ḥātimī thought. In a 

poem addressed to al-Mutanabbī and the city of Aleppo entitled al-Mutanabbī wa-al-Shahbāʾ, 

the Lebanese poet Bishāra ʿAbdullah al-Khūrī (nicknamed al-Akhṭal al-Ṣaghīr, d.1968) said, 

alluding to al-Mutanabbī’s anxiety about his identity and perhaps hinting at his ambition to be 

appointed a governor, thus surpassing the conventions regarding the poet-ruler relationship into 

being an actual ruler: 

45. Through poetry you asked for something whose status is below poetry 

     But your God had willed that you did not reach your quest  

ًةـَـبـَـتْرـَـم ِرـِـعـِّشـلا َنُود ِرـْـعـِّشـلاـِـب َتـْـبـَلـَط  
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101 ابـَـلـَّطـلا َكِرْدـُـت َّالأ َكـُّــبَر َءاــشـَـف  

In requesting such an appointment, al-Khūrī’s verse suggests, al-Mutanabbī is trying to 

cross the conventional boundaries between the poetics field and the political field and claim for 

himself a new status, which the verse sees as below his own as a poet whose capital is essentially 

symbolic. But perhaps al-Mutanabbī’s project was not aimed toward abandoning his poetic craft 

for material gain as the verse suggests. Other poets found al-Mutanabbī’s cultivation of his 

poetic persona as his ultimate goal even when praising a patron. The Yemeni poet Abdullah al-

Baraddūnī (d. 1999) saw al-Mutanabbī’s poetic self as his true identity, a self so famous that it 

was capable of replacing his inherited name and substituting the powerful institution of lineage. 

According to al-Baraddūnī, this self was al-Mutanabbī’s beginning and end, as if alluding to the 

idea that even when praising patrons, al-Mutanabbī was actually praising himself. Al-Baraddūnī 

said in his poem warda min dam al-Mutanabbī (A Flower from al-Mutanabbī’s Blood),102 one of 

his most celebrated poems: 

1. From the blaze of his brilliance he nearly became blind 

     Because of the fame of his [poetic] name, he almost didn’t need a [real] name 

 

2. From his self he came alone to it 

     Throwing away his origin as dust and trace  

  ىـَـْمـعـَـیَ داك ِھـِعوـُمـُـل يـَِّظـلـَت ِْنـم

  ىّمـَـسـُـی ال ِھـِـمـْسا ِةَرـْھـُـش ْنـِـمَ داـك

 

  ًادیحَو اْھــیـَــلِإ ِھـِـسـْـفـَـن ْنـِـم َءاـج

                                                
101 Bishāra Al-Khūrī, Dīwān (al-Hawā wa-al-shabāb) (Cairo: Dār al-Maʿārif. n.d.), 190. 
 
102 Al-Baraddūnī, al-Aʿmāl al-shiʿriyyah (Sanʿa: Maktabat al-ʾIrshād, 2009), 1:926-934. 
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103 امـْـس َر َو اًرابــُغُ ھـَلـْـَصأ اـًیـِمار  

The idea of al-Mutanabbī’s relying on himself, rather than his nasab (lineage), finds 

echoes in other poets’ comments on his career. When asked about al-Mutanabbī as a person and 

persona, Maḥmūd Darwīsh said:  

I am so much impressed with his persona. When he was accused of being a [mere] 

court poet (shāʿir balāṭ [in the pejorative sense]), he was not understood very well. 

In that era, and in all Arabic eras in the past, praise was not a vice at all. 

In my opinion, al-Mutanabbī did not praise anybody and did not praise the 

authority of the [political] institution; rather, he was establishing his poetic 

authority. He used his poetic power to establish an authority for poetry, and hence 

Sayf al-Dawla was [indeed] al-Mutanabbī. He saw himself; he did not see Sayf al-

Dawla, and he used Kāfūr [only] in passing in order to expand the influence of his 

poetic authority. 

Therefore al-Mutanabbī is not a shāʿir balāṭ at all. He is the authority of words, 

and all poets aspire to establish their aesthetic and linguistic authority, otherwise 

why would they write?104 

As these past comments reveal, prominent modern poets are only half right regarding al-

Mutanabbī, since they seem unwilling to admit what he himself admitted—that his praise of 

others was the source of his own reputation. Nevertheless, what persists in modern assessments 

of al-Mutanabbī is his self-image as a cultural authority challenging all other forms of authority 

in Arabo-Islamic history and the image of his dīwān as a secular/human replacement of the 

divine muʿjiz book. In the following pages I will focus on two interpretations of al-Mutanabbī’s 

                                                
103 Ibid., 1:926. 
 
104 An excerpt from a long interview with Rafīf Fattūḥ, published first in Majallat al-Waṭan al-ʿArabī in Paris, July 
1986, and then republished in the Palestinian daily al-Shaʿb in July and August of the same year. Bibliographical 
information from: ʿĀdil al-Usṭa, “Maḥmūd Darwīsh and al-Mutanabbī,” retrieved online from Muʾassasat Filasṭīn 
li-lthaqāfa.: http://www.thaqafa.org/site/pages/details.aspx?itemid=6070#.XHRB1S3Mwyk 
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poetic persona: the first is found in the project of the “Prophet of Arabic Modernism,” i.e., 

Adūnīs, and the other takes place at the hand of a modern poet from the Arabian Peninsula who 

found himself facing a challenge from authority similar to what his great literary forefather 

faced, namely Ghāzī al-Quṣaybī. 

Poetry displaces history: Adūnīs’s identification with al-Mutanabbī in al-Kitāb 

Adūnīs chose al-Mutanabbī as his main character in his most daunting poetic-prosaic project, al-

Kitāb, which can be read as a grand textual attempt to displace history with poetry as the 

authoritative record of the Arab past.105 In Adūnīs’s eyes, al-Mutanabbī “throughout his oeuvre, . 

. . embraces his self, converses intimately with it . . . in a captivating, worshipful tone. His poetry 

is a book on the greatness of the human self.106” In al-Kitāb, Adūnīs writes his own book on 

Arabo-Islamic history but through al-Mutanabbī’s voice. The title al-Kitāb, which is another 

name of the Arabic divine book the Qurʾān, might suggest that Adūnīs intends this work to be 

understood as al-Mutanabbī’s displacement of the divine book. 

From the subtitle of his trilogy al-Kitāb, in which Adūnīs writes, “A manuscript 

attributed to al-Mutanabbī, edited and published by Adūnīs,107” the idea of displacement is 

simply and vividly manifest. In this book, al-Mutanabbī occupies the central position in the page 

while historical records are pushed to the margin. This is the strategy Adūnīs adopts to displace 

history with poetry and counteract what he sees as the marginalization of the creative voice, the 

different and independent, in Arabic culture. Al-Mutannabī, as the quintessential Arab poet, is 

                                                
105 Adūnīs, al-Kitāb: Ams, al-makān, al-ʾān: Makhṭūṭa tunsab ilā al-Mutanabbī, yuḥaqqiquhā wa-yanshuruhā 
Adūnīs. 3 vols. (Beirut: Dār al-Sāqī, 1995). 
 
106 Adūnīs, Dīwān al-shiʿr, 1/72. 
 
107 Adūnīs, al-Kitāb. 
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here to recover poetry and place it at the center of Arab experience and identity, reclaiming the 

position that every poet dreams of achieving. In Adūnīs’s work, al-Mutanabbī narrates historical 

events and modifies them in a way that looks very similar to the idea that Adūnīs himself had 

already established in his first landmark study of Arabic culture al-Thābit wa al-mutaḥawwil.108 

One might be justified in entertaining the idea that al-Kitāb is a revised and versified version of 

that work, one in which the innovative, poetic self takes precedence over conformity and 

imitation, and in which Adūnīs identifies completely as the “author” of al-Kitāb with his strong 

precursor. Al-Mutanabbī, in Adūnīs’s eyes, was the creative embodiment of the challenge to a 

hegemonic grand narrative; one authority was meant to challenge another, and one text was 

meant to displace another. 

In the first pages of al-Kitāb, considered to be Adūnīs’s largest and last project on the 

issue of rereading tradition and its authority, the speaker says:  

1. I seek shade, 

I emerge from this memory. 

 

From its cycles and its [ever]-turning wheels. 

 

I seek the shade of my other ancestors  

 

5. Whose light shines higher and farther than 

the mire of killing 

the darkness of the killers. 

ُأـَّـیـَـفـَـَتأ  

.ْهَرـِـكّاذلا ِهِذـَـھ ْنـِـم ُجُرـْخأ  

                                                
108 Adūnīs, al-Thābit wa-al-mutaḥawwil: baḥth fī al-ʾittibāʿ wa-al-ʾibdāʿ ʿind al-ʿArab, 4 vols. (Beirut: Dār Al-Sāqī, 
2011). 
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.ْهَرـِئّادلا اھـِـبیـِلاَودَو اھـِتارادـَم ْنـِم  

..ْنیرـَـخآلا َِيـفالـْسأُ أـَّـیـَـفـَـَتأ  

 

َدـَـعـْـبأَو ىلـْعأ َنوـُئیضـُـی نیذلا  

ِلـْتــَقـْـلا ِةأـْمـَح ْنـِم  
109. ْنی ـلـ ِتا ـ َقلا ْلـَمـِة  ـُـ  ِمـْن ظ

In these verses, Adūnīs’s departure from one form of tradition (“this memory”) through a 

re-invented Mutanabbī is the modern poet’s strategy to subscribe to “another tradition” (“my 

other ancestors”). As a figure central to the Arabic modernist project, al-Mutanabbī’s poetic 

persona is resurrected and reconstructed by Adūnīs to effect a revisionist reading of Arabo-

Islamic history where poetry becomes the center of cultural experience. Muhsin al-Musawi 

considers Adūnīs’s al-Kitāb an example of what he calls “textual apprenticeship,” a strategy that 

modern poets adopt, among many, to engage with tradition. Al-Musawi, indicating the centrality 

of al-Mutanabbī’s self-image to Adūnīs’s project, says: 

al-Mutanabbi is deployed for a purpose in a book that makes use of his personal 

and poetic record within a historical and cultural context. The poet’s career and 

reputation, his controversial lineage, glory, majestic presence, and mastery of 

language make him a central figure in a text that aspires to gather history and 

culture in a nexus. The use of a major text that voices the precursor’s poetic 

pronouncements within marginal, but contextualizing, interventions and 

comments, of opposite claims and positions, is a mechanism to operate on history 

with power, and even retribution. 

. . . Apprenticeship to the strong precursor is there; it culminates a career of 

innovation and acculturation, very much in line with that of the precursor. Now the 

poet outgrows association and strives for lineage. The so-called manuscript . . . is a 

                                                
109 Adūnīs., al-Kitāb, 37. 
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text that its present writer, Adūnīs, chooses to put under his newly claimed name, 

al-Mutanabbī. This culmination of a career sums up affiliations, concerns, 

inhibitions, aspirations, and frustrations.110 

Adūnīs assumes the name and identity of al-Mutanabbī as the persona who composed al-

Kitāb, which, of course, suggests a displacement of the Qurʾān. This use of al-Mutanabbī, as the 

strong(est) precursor, to provide a new reading of the past can also be seen in the project of 

another prominent Arab writer, the renowned Saudi poet, novelist, and statesman Ghāzī al-

Quṣaybī (1940-2010) in his acclaimed 1996 novel al-ʿUṣfūriyya (Insane Asylum).111 This novel 

presents an interesting case study of how a modern littérateur attempts to create a poetic persona 

for himself through a fictional re-writing of al-Mutanabbī’s biography, on the one hand, and, on 

the other, by means of inviting this historical/poetic persona to the modern world to read against 

him the cultural, social and political situation of the modern Arab world.  

The poet resurrected: Ghāzī al-Mutanabbī against the envious 

Al-ʿUṣfūriyya narrates an extended dialogue between the main character, Professor Bashshār al-

Ghūl, a madman who is nevertheless well-read in a wide variety of subjects, including world and 

Arabic literature, history, politics, philosophy, and the likes, and who does not admit his mental 

health condition. The Professor talks to the other main character, the psychiatrist (Dr. Thābit), 

and the dialogue takes place in the insane asylum, or al-ʿUṣfūriyya (approx: “Birdcage”) in the 

Lebanese dialect. Dr. Thābit’s role is limited to asking some questions and trying to respond to 

                                                
110 Muhsin J. Al-Musawi, Arabic Poetry: Trajectories of Modernity and Tradition (London and New York: 
Routledge), 85. 
 
111 Ghāzī Al-Quṣaybī, al-ʿUṣfūriyya (Beirut: Dār al-Sāqī, 1996). 
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the Professor’s answers, which clearly show his astonishing wealth of knowledge on 

innumerable topics for which the logic of digression, essential to the narrative, provides a space. 

Hence the Professor jumps from speaking about one historical figure to another, from 

8th-century poet Abū Nuwās (d. between 813 and 815)112 to Syrian poet Nizār Qabbānī (1923-

98);113 from 9th-century poet Ibn al-Rūmī (d. 896)114 to Adūnīs; from 13th/14th-century Ḥanbalī 

theologian Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1328)115 to 18-century Najdī reformer and founder of the Wahhabi 

movement Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Wahhāb (1792);116 from Sayf al-Dawla al-Ḥamdānī to Jamāl 

ʿAbd al-Nāṣir (1918-1970);117 from Charles de Gaulle (1890-1970) to Michael Jackson (1985-

2009); from Ernest Hemingway (1899-1961) to Shakespeare (d. 1616); from Egyptian writer and 

ideologue of Islamism Sayyid Quṭb (1906-1966)118 to Fidel Castro (1926-2016); to name only a 

few. Al-Mutanabbī, whom Professor Bashshār calls “Abū Ḥusayd; his real kunya is Abū 

                                                
112 E. Wagner, “Abū Nuwās”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, 
C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 28 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_0241> 
 
113 W. Stoetzer, “Ḳabbānī”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. 
Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 28 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_8733> 
 
114 S. Boustany, “Ibn al-Rūmī”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, 
C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 28 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_3337> 
 
115 H. Laoust, “Ibn Taymiyya”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, 
C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 28 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_3388> 
 
116 H. Laoust, “Ibn ʿAbd al-Wahhāb”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. 
Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 28 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_3033> 
 
117 D. Hopwood, “ʿAbd al-Nāṣir”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, 
C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 28 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_8226> 
 
118 J. J. G. Jansen, “Sayyid Ḳuṭb”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, 
C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 28 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_1012> 
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Muḥassad,” accompanies him in almost all parts of the novel; in fact, the printed book begins 

with a verse by al-Mutanabbī, before the dedication page and before the actual novel begins.  

In all the stories that the Professor narrates about these figures, al-Mutanabbī is always 

one of the main characters or a key witness. He recounts stories of his experiences in the many 

Insane Asylums he has visited, although he has always refused to consider himself mentally ill, 

citing as the reason for his confinement to the Asylum the misunderstanding on the part of the 

judges or psychologists of his condition, as a formidably well-informed man who knows more 

than they do. 

From the beginning until the end, the issue of the relationship with the West emerges as 

one of the central sites of tension. The Professor believes that many Arab intellectuals and 

politicians have suffered from a complex called the “Khawāja complex” (Khawāja in Egyptian 

Arabic denotes a Westerner professional who travels or lives in the Arab world, especially in 

Egypt). This complex leads those intellectuals and politicians to imitate Western customs and 

traditions without any critical assessment and without paying heed to their own tradition. 

The effects of the Khawāja Complex extend throughout the pages of the novel, to the 

extent that the modern history of Arabic culture and politics is seen to be a result of it. “All 

intellectuals of ʿArabistān [the name the Professor gives to the Arab World] in the 19th and 20th 

centuries suffered from this complex,” the Professor said,119 and before intellectuals come the 

                                                
119 Al-Quṣaybī, al-ʿUṣfūriyya, 28. 
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politicians: “Khedive Ismail [Pasha],120 Doctor, had a Khawāja complex, Khedive size!121” Even 

Shakespeare was a victim of this complex, otherwise “why would he have changed his beautiful 

Arabic name, Sheikh Zubayr, to this crude Anglo-Saxon name?122” The work mixes history with 

fantasy to show through sarcasm a high degree of richness and complexity in reading history. 

The Professor himself was not aware of al-Mutanabbī until he read Shakespeare and felt 

the urge to find an equal to him in the Arabic tradition. Concerns about being equal or 

unequalled are, again, at work once al-Mutanabbī enters a literary text. The Professor was 

envious of the West for having a writer of Shakespeare’s fame, especially since he was 

introduced to him by his girlfriend. He was trying to resist his own Khawāja Complex and prove 

to her that the Arabs have their own Shakespeare. This leads me to the other main issue in the 

novel: envy. The Professor uses envy as an explanation of many events in world history, 

especially events related to the cultural sphere. Here the Professor summons for the first time the 

persona of al-Mutanabbī, whom he claims to know personally, and provides explanations of the 

complex intersections between his biography and poetry. 

The first mention, and most pertinent to my discussion here, comes when the Professor 

discusses al-Mutanabbī’s relationship with Sayf al-Dawla. The relationship between the two 

protagonists ended because the patron was a poetaster, as al-Mutanabbī told the Professor in the 

latter’s fanaticized history. Sayf al-Dawla was envious of his poetic excellence, and when al-

Mutanabbī criticized his poetry, it was the beginning of the end of their relationship. The key 

                                                
120 P. J. Vatikiotis, “Ismāʿīl Pas̲h̲a”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. 
Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 28 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_3656> 
 
121 Al-Quṣaybī, al-ʿUṣfūriyya, 17. 
 
122 Ibid., 19. 
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sentence in this first mention of al-Mutanabbī is his comment on their relationship. He said to the 

Professor: “Sayf al-Dawla wished that he were a poet like me. Believe me! He was ready and 

willing to give up his rule to become a poet like me.123” 

This story stands in a total contrast to what traditional commentaries tell us about the 

reasons that led to the ending of the relationship between al-Mutanabbī and his patron(s). In 

these traditional sources, we are told that it was al-Mutanabbī who wanted a political 

appointment, and once his request was not granted, it was the beginning of the end of the poet’s 

relationships with two of his patrons: Sayf al-Dawla and Kāfūr.124 In other words, al-Mutanabbī 

is resurrected in al-Quṣaybī’s al-ʿUṣfūriyya to change his image in traditional sources from 

someone who “was ready and willing” to trade the patron his poetry for material gain to the one 

refusing to give up his poetic name, i.e., his symbolic capital, for the patron’s material capital. 

Again, al-Mutanabbī’s poetic persona is placed at the center and displaces tradition. 

It is beyond the scope of the present study to discuss all aspects of this very complex 

narrative work that merges together poetry, politics, fantasy, history, different languages, dialects 

and language registers, and almost every prominent historical figure that one can think of. My 

main point here is to show how al-Mutanabbī’s persona was reconstructed in his modern 

reception to displace accepted historical narratives. The poet who loved no one but himself,125 as 

the Professor said, is nonetheless still “filling up the world and preoccupying people.126” 

                                                
123 Ibid., 24. 
 
124 See, for example, al-Thaʿālibī, Yatīmat al-dahr, 1:142. 
 
125 Ibid., 72. 
 
126 Ibid., 70. 
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The relevance and perceived influence of al-Mutanabbī as a persona who is used to 

express al-Quṣaybī’s modern anxiety, especially regarding the relationship to authority, is must 

clearly manifested in the latter’s 1984 poem Risālat al-Mutanabbī al-akhīra ilā Sayf al-Dawla 

(al-Mutanabbī’s Last Letter to Sayf al-Dawla). This work provides a reading of al-Mutanabbī’s 

dilemma with authority, exemplified by his departure from his patron in Aleppo, Sayf al-Dawla. 

A modern poet found in al-Mutanabbī’s persona a perfect voice to express a similar challenge 

from authority to his own self-image.  

Ghāzī al-Quṣaybī can be said to best exemplify the tricky and delicate poet-authority 

relationship in modern Arabic poetry. A well-known poet, he was also a member of an elite 

family with strong ties to royal families of the Gulf.127 He served in many capacities in the Saudi 

government, including in the Cabinet where he held four different ministerial portfolios from 

1975 until his death in 2010. His second post came in 1984, when King Fahd b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz 

(regn. 1982-2005) appointed him Minister of Health. His activity during the short-lived post was 

so popular with the public that some powerful people close to the Royal Court perceived him as 

exceeding his authority and becoming close to a legend. This led to a crisis in his relationship 

with the king, who, in spite of his high regard of al-Quṣaybī as a successful minister, had to 

refuse some of his official requests. A crisis between the two was about to rise to the surface.128  

On March 5, 1984, the Saudi (Arabic-language) newspaper al-Jazīrah published al-

Quṣaybī’s poem Risālat al-Mutanabbī al-akhīra ilā Sayf al-Dawla. As mentioned above, it was a 

                                                
127 See al-Quṣaybī’s discussion of his family’s ties with the Saudi Royal Family since the time of the founder of 
modern Saudi Arabia, King ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz b. ʿAbd al-Raḥman Āl Suʿūd (ca. 1880-1953), in one of his best-sellers: 
Ghāzī al-Quṣaybī, Ḥayāh fī al-idāra (Beirut: al-Muʾassasa al-ʿArabiyya li-al-Dirāsāt wa-al-Nashr, 1998), 273. 
 
128 Al-Quṣaybī lists two main interrelated factors that were at play at the time and which ultimately led to the crisis: 
his popularity (the superstar phenomenon, as he calls it) and the enmity it caused towards him on the part of some 
officials and public figures. 
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reading of al-Mutanabbī’s political dilemma with his patron when he was forced to leave because 

of the slanderers. The poem was also a reflection on a modern poet, al-Quṣaybī himself, facing a 

similar dilemma with his “patron.” In the editor’s preface to the poem, one reads: 

Every now and then, our young poet Dr. Ghāzī al-Quṣaybī pleases us with a 

wonderful poem of his. Perhaps our poet this time intended, by addressing Sayf al-

Dawla, to reflect some feelings roaming in his heart, [to talk about] a painful thing 

that hurt his soul and made him worry, as was the case with Abū al-Ṭayyib in the 

time of Sayf al-Dawla.  

And whatever this analysis of ours of the dimensions of this poem is, we however 

believe that Dr. Ghāzī intended to get back something that he lost, or that people 

lost, which is the purity of the heart and the strength of the foundation [of love] 

with one whom he sincerely loves, or with those who love him. [We believe] that 

he is working to consolidate that love.  

What we hope is that this poem achieves for the Dr. Minister what he intends [to 

achieve].129 

The preface makes it clear that the poem was intended allegorically to allude to Saudi 

domestic politics, in particular the relationship between the poet (al-Quṣaybī) and his patron (the 

king). The publication of the poem was the straw that broke the camel’s back! A few weeks later, 

al-Quṣaybī was dismissed from his position as Minister of Health, as was Khālid al-Mālik from 

                                                
129 Ghāzī al-Quṣaybī, “Risālat al-Mutanabbī al-akhīra ʾilā Sayf al-Dawla,” al-Jazirah, on 3, 5, 1984. From a copy in 
my possession of the page of the newspaper where the poem was published (henceforth referred to as al-Quṣaybī, 
“Risālat al-Mutanabbī”). 
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his position as editor-in-chief of al-Jazīrah. Al-Quṣaybī later admitted that the publication of the 

poem was a breach of all social and political norms.130 

The 25-verse poem conveys a threefold message: One to Sayf al-Dawla, i.e., the king, 

that blames him for believing the poet’s “slanderers” despite his loyalty to him and the strong 

bond of love between the two; the second to the slanderers, attacking them as “unworthy of 

serious combat” because they are “false knights;” the third message is that of the poet’s 

pronouncing the merits of his craft to safeguard his self-image. It begins by addressing the patron 

directly: 

1. Between me and you are a thousand slanderers cawing  

     So about what should I sing at length? 

 

2. My voice is wasted, you don’t recognize its echo  

     When before you used to be enraptured when I sang 

 

… 

 

6. They deceived [you] and you liked the deception  

     When before perfumed falsehoods did not please you  
  َُبـعـْـنـَی ٍشاو ُفـْـَلأ َكـَـنـْـَیـبَو ينـْیـَـب

  ُبـِـنـْـُطأو ِءانـِـغلا يف ُبـِـھـْـُسأ َمالـَعـَـف

 

  ِھـِـعـْـجَرـَـب ُّسـِحـُت الو ُعیـضـَـی يـِـتْوـَص

  ُبَرـْطـَتُ ِدـشـْـُنأ َنیـح َكـُـتْدـِـھـَـع ْدـَـَقـلَو

… 

 

                                                
130 See Al-Quṣaybī, Ḥayāh fī al-ʿidāra, 265-267, where he recounts the days immediately preceding and following 
the publication of the poem. 
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  ْنـُـكـَت ْمـَـلَو ُعاِدـخلا َِكـبـَـجـْعأـَـف اوـَعدـَـخ
131 ُبـَـجـْعـُت ِرـَّطـَعـُمـْـلا ِفـْـیَّزلِاـب ُلـْـبـَـق ْنــِم  

The poem then turns to the slanderers, this time not directly but through asking a third 

party to convey the message to them. It is as if the poet uses this device to confirm their 

unworthiness of all types of fighting, physical and verbal alike. 

8. Say to the slanderers: I am raising my white flag,  

     so attack me and strike me [as you will]  

 

9. I am not good at fighting these battles. 

     Who would fight when his opponent is a fox?  

 

… 

 

11. Manhood refuses to defile its sword.  

     A fearless man’s defeat might be his triumph 
  يتـَـیار ُعـَـفَْرأ ُتـْـیـَـَتأ ِةاشُوـْـِلـل ْلـُـق

!اوـبِرـْـْضاو يمیَدأ يف اْوـَعـْـساـَـف َءاضـْـیـَـبـْلا  

 

  اھـَـضْوـَـخ ُنـِـسـْـًحأ ُتـْـسـَـل ُكِراـعـَـمـْـلا يذـَـھ

  !؟َُبـلـْـعـَّـثـلا ُمیرـَـغـْـلاَو ُبِراـحـُـی اذ ْنـَـم

 

… 

 

  اـھـَـفـْـیـَـس َســِّـَندـُـت َْنأُ ةــَلوجُّرلا ىـْبَأـت
132 ُبـَـلـْـغـُـیَ ةـَـعاـَس   َمادـْقـِمـْـلا ُبـِلـْـغـَـی ْدـَـق

                                                
131 Al-Quṣaybī, “Risālat al-Mutanabbī.” 
 
132 Ibid. 
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Immediately after the poem mentions manhood, it returns to the patron and, indirectly 

this time, presents the ideal picture of manhood, as if warning him that losing your poet is, in 

effect, losing your own perfect image, since it is construct by the poet himself. He said: 

12. At dawn, wilderness will embrace my journey’s mounts, 

     for the freeman escapes once he sees displeasure  

 

3. Wilderness is more generous: not overflowing with gifts for a time 

     And then listening to the slanderers and running dry 
  يلـِـحاوَر ُراـفـِـقـْـلا ُنـِـضـَـتـْـَحـت ِرـْـجـَـفـْـلا يـِف

  ُبُرـْھـَـیَ ةـَلالـَمــلا ىرـَـی َنیـِـح ُّرـُـحـْـلاَو

 

ُ هُؤاطـَـع ُضیـِـفـَـی ال ُمَرـْـَكأ ُرـْـفـَـقـْـلاَو  
133 ُبـَـضـْنـَـیـَـف ِةاشُْوـلـِـل يـغـْصـُـیَو ،ًانـیـِـح  

Nature is presented in these verses to be more humane than man. Even wilderness, with 

its apparent lack of basic life conditions, embraces the poet and treats him with generosity. It is 

as if the poet’s voice still has some faith in the patron that, despite the current crisis, his nature 

will lead him to admitting his mistake in listening to the slanderers and abandoning his poet. By 

describing the patron as the once-generous man whose gifts have now run dry, the poet hints at 

his role in shaping the patron’s image, and at the same time sends a friendly warning that this 

image is subject to modification should the crisis severs the relationship. In fact, the poet is ready 

to embrace even the wilderness and describe it as generous if need be. However, he is unable to 

conceal his conflicting feelings towards his patron, the one whom he still loves and respects, thus 

                                                
133 Ibid. 
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the poem returns to addressing the patron directly, as if the poet promises to return to him and 

become present physically: 

17. Separation is imminent, so should I say my farewell in silence? 

     Or are you listening to reproof so that I should blame?  

… 

 

20. O my master, injustice is not sweet,  

     But if it has pleased you, then it is sweet134 

 

21. Paid poems will be addressed to you 

     for the hungry panegyrists are at the ready  

 

22. A pen that is bought and sold cannot be equal 

     to a quill writing with the eye’s blood 
ّدَُوأ ْلـَھـَـف ،ُقاِرـفـلا َفَِزأ ؟ًاتـِماص ُعِ  

  ؟ُبـَتـْـَعأـَـف ِباتـِـعـْـلـِلٍ غـْـصـُـم َتـْـَنأ َْمأ

...  

 

  ٍبـَّبـَـحـُـم ُرـْـیـَـغ ُمـْـلـُّظـلاَو ،يدـِّیـَس اـَـی

ُبـَّبـَـحـُـم ُوـْھـَـف َكاـضْرأ ْدـَـقَو اـّـَمأ  

 

ُ ةَروجأـَـمٌ دـِـئاـصـَـق َكیـِـف ُلاقـُـتـُـس  

  اوبـَّـھأـَـت َنوعئاـجـلا َنوحِداـمـْلاـَـف

 

  ىرـَتـْشـُـیَو ُعابـُـی ٌمـَـلـَـق يوـَـتـْـسـَـی ال

                                                
134 Al-Quṣaybī is clearly echoing al-Mutanabbī’s last poem to Sayf al-Dawla before he left him for Egypt. In the M-
rhymed, 37-verse poem, al-Mutanabbī said: 
26. If you are glad about the words of those who envy me,  
               Then a wound that pleases you will not cause me pain. 

اُندـِـساح َلاق ام ُمـُـكَّرـَـس َناـَـك ْنِإ  
ُمــَلأ ُمـُـكاــضْرأ اذإ ٍحْرــُـجـِل امـَـف  

See: al-Mutanabbī, Dīwān, 370. 
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135 ُبـُتـْكـَـت ِرـِـجاـحـَمـلا َِمدـِـب ٍةـَـعارـَـیـِـب  

At this point, what remains is for the poet to turn to his self-image and reaffirm his 

identity as a poet, one whose craft will make those who reject him regret their decision. While 

kings are temporal and temporary, his poetry is cosmic and immortal:  

18. I am the poet of the world, my poetry has covered its surface 

     going through it east and west  

 

36. I am the poet of the cosmos: every small word of mine 

     is shining on the twilight of eternity   
يرعـِـش اـھَرـْـھـَـظ َنـَّطـَـبـَت ،اینُّدلا ُِرـعاـش انأ  

  ُبِّرـَـغـُـیَو اـھَرـْـبـَـع ُقِّرـَشـُـی

 

ِيـّنـِـم ٍةـَمـْیـَلـُـك ُّلـُك ،ِكالـْـفألا ُرـِعاـش اـنأ  
136 ُبـَّـھــَلــَـت ِدولـُـخـلا َِقـفـَـش ىـَلـع  

The poem ends with the affirmation, in purely Mutanabbian motifs and diction, of the 

modern poet’s self-image as an independent voice who chooses to praise patrons not merely for 

material gain but to immortalize himself. It also reads al-Mutanabbī’s authority crisis through the 

same lens, as his flight from the court of the Arab Emir Sayf al-Dawla to the black slave regent 

of Egypt signaled a shift in al-Mutanabbī’s career that was not easy to understand. Here, along 

with justifying al-Mutanabbī’s position, al-Quṣaybī is justifying his own as well, by putting the 

blame on the part of the patron who did not reward loyalty with due appreciation and defense in 

the face of slanderers in the competitive literary circles of the time. Al-Mutanabbī’s rift with 

Sayf al-Dawla was a critical moment in the history of the poet versus authority in Arabic poetry, 

                                                
135 Al-Quṣaybī, “Risālat al-Mutanabbī.” 
 
136 Ibid. 
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one that brings the ideal poet and the ideal patron together. Hence, it is the one that modern poets 

like al-Quṣaybī felt the need to revisit in order to exculpate the poet and, in the process, in the 

case of al-Quṣaybī in particular, exculpating themselves. Suzanne Stetkevysh writes on the al-

Mutanabbī-Sayf al-Dawla moment:  

The ideal poet-patron match is celebrated in the Arabic poetic tradition above all in 

the relationship of Abū al-Ṭayyeb al-Mutanabbī, considered the last and the 

greatest of the classical poets (khātam al-shuʿarā, “the seal of the poets”), and Sayf 

al-Dawlah, the Ḥamdānid prince of Aleppo, idealized as the consummate 

embodiment of Arabo-Islamic chivalry.137 

Al-Quṣaybī’s poem is an intervention in the formation of his predecessor’s self-image 

while at the same salvaging his own. And just as the Professor in his novel al-ʿUṣfūriyya reads 

the crises that the “the Arab’s greatest poet” faced with his patrons in the context of the envious 

atmosphere of the competitive literary circles of the time, al-Quṣaybī identifies with his 

precursor in the poem and reads his own crisis with authority through the same lens. It was his 

success that made him the object of envy, which ultimately led to his slanderers’ success in 

removing him from his post. 

Al-Mutanabbī displaces the Muʿjiz: Verbal power and authority immortalized 

While al-Mutanabbī’s image in traditional critical sources, such as that in al-Ḥātimī’s al-

Mūdiḥa, is of a man given to unbounded pride and arrogance, and thus himself responsible for 

his fraught relationships with patrons and others, al-Quṣaybī, Adūnīs, Darwīsh, and the other 

poets whom this chapter has examined, understand it for what it really was: the full self-

confidence of al-Mutanabbī in his verbal power to immortalize himself and others (as personas 

                                                
137 Suzanne Stetkevych, The Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy, 184. 
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of virtue or vice)—a confidence that proved well-founded. His verse, name, and names of those 

whom he praised or blamed, are immortal. Modern poets have a crisis of confidence in 

themselves, and in poetry as the institution par excellence of the Arabic self, hence they have 

taken al-Mutanabbī as their model.  

Al-Mutanabbī, who was very much aware of the cultural and political turmoil of his time, 

emphasized his unequalled, irreplaceable poetic persona as an emphasis on the role of poetry in 

the time where the sociopolitical conditions were threatening the institution of the Arabic ode. 

Suzanne Stetkevych sums up that context in which al-Mutanabbī’s poetry operated: 

The political and military instability of the period and the resultant precariousness 

of the local dynasts made for a poetry quite grounded in the realpolitik of the time 

and for a sense on the part of the poet that he, too, could be a player in the 

atmosphere of increasingly shifting political and military alliances. With true 

power in the hands of these warlords and petty dynasts, the awe and attraction of 

the ideologically maintained but practically impotent caliphate waned, and even 

the greatest panegyric of the day focused on the personal, usually military, 

accomplishment of individual local patrons. At the same time, the power vacuum 

at Baghdad opened the field for a fierce competition for authority, legitimacy, and 

prestige, and thus a market for the skills of a panegyrist who could frame sheer 

military political success in the myth and ideology of legitimate rule.138 

This lack of trust in long-term alliances and bonds of friendship seems to have found its 

perfect expression in al-Mutanabbī’s poetry. He saw a political institution shaking, and with it a 

tradition whose main foundation was poetry. Hence the emphasis of the centrality, uniqueness, 

and self-reliance on his poetry can be understood as an affirmation of poetry itself in the face of a 

cultural crisis that threatened the traditional institution of the Arabic qaṣīda. Therefore, it is not 

                                                
138 Ibid., 181. 
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surprising that, given his highly felt self-image as a unique, single voice, he claimed to be the 

only real poet of his time. While he finds “alleged” poets wherever he looks, he is the only one 

who exemplifies poetry itself: 

24. O my two companions, 

     I surely see nobody but [alleged] poets. 

So why [is it] from them [comes only] the claim 

     while from me [come] the poems? 

  ٍرِعاش َریَغ ىَرأ ال ّينِإ ََّيلیلَخ
139 ُدِئاَصقلا ّينِمَو  ىوَعدلا  ُمُھنِم  مَِلف   

The claim means that there was no other real poetry; he was the only one who could save 

that traditional institution. This metaphor of a messianic persona who could save the world is 

understandable coming from someone who identified himself with a number of prophets in an 

early age. In one of his earliest poems, the only one in his entire dīwān that is not addressed to 

anyone, he compares himself to a number of prophets, the first of whom to appear in the poem is 

no other than the Messiah (al-Masīḥ); the other prophets being Aḥmad (referring to the Prophet 

Muḥammad), Dāwūd (David), and Sāliḥ.140 

In his D-rhymed, 36-verse poem kam qatīlin kamā qutiltu shahīdī (How Many a Slain 

One Like Me Is a Martyr?),141 al-Mutanabbī claims to displace the Prophet, hence it is not 

unusual to find accounts in traditional sources, including almost all major commentaries, saying 

that this poem was the reason he was given his sobriquet al-Mutanabbī (“the would-be 

                                                
139 See the verse in al-Mutanabbī, Dīwān, 1:271. 
 
140 Al-Mutanabbī, Dīwān, 1:313-324. 
 
141 Ibid. 
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prophet”).142 The poem is only one example of an entire oeuvre that forms what can be called a 

“moment of displacement” where authority (here exemplified by prophetic authority) is 

displaced by the poet. In this poem, he became the ultimate incarnation not only of the Arab 

Prophet, but all prophets, and hence became part of a continuous divine and transcendental 

history: 

18. My dwelling in the land of Nakhla is only like 

     The Messiah’s dwelling among the Jewish people 

 

36. I am among a people—may God visit them with favor [or destruction]143 

     A stranger like Sāliḥ among Thamūd 

ّالإَ ةـَلـْخـَن ِضرأب يماقـُم ام  

ِدوھـَـیلا َنیبِ حیسـمـلا ِماقـُمـَك  

 

ُهللا اھـَـكَراَدـت ٍةـَّمأ يف اـنأ  
144 ِدومث يفٍ حـِـلاـَصـَـك ٌبیرـَـغ  

Al-Mutanabbī’s prophecy in his early poetic phase to be a displacement of prophethood 

as a whole seems to be fulfilled in the poetic and literary generations after him, from Abū al-

ʿAlāʾ al-Maʿarrī Muʿjiz Aḥmad to Ghāzī al-Quṣaybī’s ʿUṣfūriyya. It should not come as a 

surprise, then, that al-Maʿarrī and al-Quṣaybī, two of the most fervent admirers of al-Mutanabbī, 

have been compared with each other. On the back cover of the book, the renowned Sudanese 

                                                
142 Al-Thaʿālibī, Yatīmat al-dahr, 1:147. 
 
143 The Arabic is “tadārakahā Allāhu,” which could have both meanings: may God visit them with favor “and save 
them from their meanness,” as in Lane, or may God visit them with destruction “so that I may be safe from them.” 
See: Root d-r-k in Edward William Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, 8 vols. (New York: Frederick Ungar, 1958 
[London, 1863]). I will henceforth cite it as Lane). 
 
144 Al-Mutanabbī, Dīwān, 1/319, 324. 
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novelist al-Ṭayyib Ṣāliḥ (who was said to be himself a great admirer of the would-be-prophet) 

writes that al-Quṣaybī’s al-ʿUṣfūriyya is al-Maʿarrī’s Risālat al-ghufrān (The Epistle of 

Forgiveness) of our time.145 

Arab modernity resorts to poetic tradition in moments of rupture in order to restore order 

to the sociocultural fields, and it is al-Mutanabbī that modern Arabic writers, in poetry and prose, 

have seen as a displacement, in the sense that his oeuvre displaces the divine text as the point of 

competition. But the interventions by modern Arab writers with al-Mutanabbī’s self-image as 

equal to authority reveals another form of displacement, this time in the psychoanalytical sense 

of the word, where “displacement” denotes metaphor or metonymy, which bring dreams, 

fantasies or artistic works to manifestation. 

To Freud, “Dream-displacement and dream-condensation are the two governing factors 

to whose activity we may in essence ascribe the form assumed by dreams.146” David Richter 

clarifies that “Freud treats the unconscious psyche of the dreamer as a kind of poet. . . . What 

Freud calls ‘displacement’ is a process similar to poetic metaphor, and the process can be 

recursively repeated to create a more complicated code, a signifying chain of metaphors of 

metaphors. If displacement corresponds to metaphor, condensation corresponds to poetic 

metonymy or synecdoche, where several different associations to the forbidden fantasy coalesce 

into a single complex vision.147”  

                                                
145 See the back cover of al-Quṣaybī, al-ʿUṣfūriyya. 
 
146 Sigmund Freud, The interpretation of dreams (The Complete and Definitive Text). ed. and Trans. James Strachey 
(Oxford, England: Basic Books, 1955), 324. 
 
147 Richter, The Critical Tradition, 498. 
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This anatomy of how dreams and poetry work was taken to the next level by the neo-

Freudianism of Jacques Lacan whose revision of Freud “shifts the description of mental 

processes from a purely biological model to a semiotic one.148” Lacan holds that, “'condensation' 

is the structure of the superimposition of the signifiers, which metaphor takes as its field, and 

whose name . . . shows how the mechanism is connatural with poetry to the point that it envelops 

the traditional function proper to poetry. In the case of . . . 'displacement,' [it] is closer to the idea 

of that veering off of signification that we see in metonymy, and which from its first appearance 

in Freud is represented as the most appropriate means used by the unconscious to foil 

censorship.149” 

From the Freudian-Lacanian “displacement,” what is most pertinent to the discussion of 

al-Mutanabbī’s name and persona in modern Arabic literature is that he was reinterpreted to act 

as a metaphor or metonymy, a linguistic and psychological displacement of modern Arabic 

culture’s fears of losing poetry, the foundational expression of Arab identity. In all cases 

discussed above, al-Mutanabbī appears as an icon who can accommodate the past, the present, 

and the future. He can be summoned to comment on history, ancient and recent, on national and 

international political and cultural events and on personal crises; summoned by modernists and 

traditionalists; by poets and novelists; and by theorists and practitioners and those who wear both 

hats. 

Al-Mutanabbī’s poetic self-image, achieved through a verbal contest or challenge that 

involves the confrontation between the poet and authority, can be best understood through the 

                                                
148 Ibid., 1112. 
 
149 Jacques Lacan, “The Instance of the Letter in the Unconscious, or Reason since Freud,” Écrits: A Selection. A 
major new translation by Bruce Fink (New York & London: W. W. Norton & Company, 2002), 152. The article was 
translated before as: “The Agency of the Letter in the Unconscious, or Reason since Freud.” 
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moment, according to tradition, when the actual encounter between the poet and the greatest 

challenge to his poetic, linguistic, traditional, and visionary authority, i.e., the Prophet and his 

new text, the Qurʾān, appeared. The next chapter will explore how poetry responded to that 

challenge and what self-image created for itself to counteract it. 
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Chapter 2: 

Incorporation or Rejection Between the Poet and the Prophet 

Can poetic capital be shared? 

Since the Prophet in Arabo-Islamic tradition relied for the establishment of his authority 

on a linguistic medium (the Qurʾān), which seemed to compete with the poet in his own field, the 

study of the poetic representation of the relationship between the poet and the Prophet in early 

Islam along with its reception in modern poetry is bound to provide insights on how the poet 

presented his definitions of the self and the other when negotiating with an authority that enjoys 

the privilege of a medium of the same kind as his own. The poetic tongue referred to by al-

Mutanabbī in chapter 1 of this study (“My heart is that of kings, although my tongue // is seen to 

be that of poets”) is no longer the poet’s monopoly. The “king” now has his “poetic” tongue too. 

The new authority that the Jāhilī poet faced came with a Qurʾānic text, which was based 

on the same linguistic and cultural foundations of that “tongue,” but now challenges the poets in 

order to establish its own legitimacy. How did the poet deal with this competition in his verbal 

medium? How did he define and protect his poetic capital? How can one draw a picture of the 

relationship between the poet and this new authority? How has the form of this relationship 

changed throughout history, between the time when the Prophet exercised his political and 

cultural authority on the ground and the modern situation when the Qurʾānic text itself has 

become the emblem of prophetic and divine authority? And finally, what does this tell us about 

the definitions that poets adopt for poetry and its relation to prose? 
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To answer these questions, this chapter explores the relationship between the poet and the 

Prophet in Arabic poetry as manifested in three poems: Kaʿb ibn Zuhayr’s L-rhymed poem 

Bānat Suʿād (Suʿād Has Departed), Tamīm Ibn Muqbil’s R-rhymed poem Taʾammal khalīlī 

(Contemplate, O My Friend), and Maḥmūd Darwīsh’s L-rhymed poem Qāfiya min ajl al-

Muʿallaqāt (A Rhyme for the Suspended Odes). It attempts to uncover the ways through which 

the poetic and cultural self-image of poets from the classical and modern periods was articulated 

vis-à-vis prophetic authority. 

Taking into consideration the poetry/prose dichotomy, I adopt the view that the first two 

poems reveal two drastically different “poetic events.” While Kaʿb’s poem constitutes the “Poem 

of Incorporation” type of poetic event, by incorporating the Prophet and his prosaic text into the 

tradition of the classical ode, and incorporating the poet and his classical ode into the Islamic 

cultural establishment and its Qurʾānic text, Ibn Muqbil’s poem, by contrast, establishes a “Poem 

of Rejection;” a rejection of the typical tripartite form of the classical ode, a rejection of a 

possible reconciliation between two times and two cultural/textual systems, and, most 

importantly, between the Prophet and the poet. I read Ibn Muqbil’s poem as an aesthetic and 

cultural precursor or proto-type of Darwīsh’s Qāfiya, which came only to intensify this rejection 

by universalizing it and placing it within an archetypal narrative of an inevitable conflict, not 

only between the poet and the prophet, but also between the poet and the divine. Darwīsh’s 

Qāfiya is, ultimately, a double-rejection poem, for it also rejects the modernist rejection of the 

turāth as exemplified by the traditional metrical system and its modern continuity in shiʿr al-

tafʿīla (Free-Verse). 

I devote the bulk of this chapter to Darwīsh’s Qāfiya. I will first contextualize it within 

the poet’s larger aesthetic and cultural project, and then I will provide a full translation of the 
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poem and read it in light of the two poems and poetic events mentioned above. But since I read 

three texts belonging to two different cultural periods, perhaps I should first say a few words on 

how I see the relationship between these texts take place. 

Tradition and influence: Sariqa, intertextuality, and metapoetry 

Since pre-Islamic times, poets were aware that their predecessors had paved the way for 

them to compose poetry. Later poets understood that their poems had a lineage and that they 

should strive for originality of form and theme in order to secure a place in the poetic tradition. 

And although it is not always safe to try to understand classical notions through the lens of 

modern concepts, one can say that classical Arabic poets’ awareness of their forebears’ aesthetic 

achievements, on the one hand, and of their need to surpass them, on the other, does not seem 

remote from the main thesis of Harold Bloom’s Anxiety of Influence,150 which maintains that 

poets who produced great works of poetry were chiefly driven by a thirst for originality 

stemming from a sense of anxiety towards their predecessors. 

Such awareness of the location of the individual talent within a long-standing tradition, to 

use T. S. Eliot’s words,151 can be found even in pre-Islamic poetry, the time when tradition was 

still evolving, at least according to what has been passed down to us. Most famous in this regard 

is the opening line of the Muʿallaqa (Suspended Ode) of ʿAntara b. Shaddād (d. early seventh 

                                                
150 Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence. One must mention here a very important work that preceded Bloom’s study of 
the influence of poetic tradition, namely Walter Jackson Bate’s The Burden of the Past and the English Poet. In this 
1970 study, Bate raised important questions about the pressure exerted on modern poets by their precursors, questions 
that, three years later, Bloom expanded based on a Freudian understanding of that pressure. See: Walter Jackson Bate, 
The Burden of the Past and the English Poet (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1970). 
 

151 T. S. Eliot, The Sacred Wood: Essays on Poetry and Criticism (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1921), 42-53. 
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century),152 which somehow indicates a sense of the “burden of established poetic tradition,” as 

put by Suzanne Stetkevych.153 ʿAntara says: 

1. Have the poets left a single spot to sew a patch on? 

     Or did you, after long contemplation, recognize the abode 

     [where your loved ones once dwelt]?154 

ّدرـَـتـُم ْنـِـم ُءارـَـعـُّشـلا ََرداــغ ْلـَـھ ؟ِمِ  
155 ؟ِمـُّـھََوـتَ دـْعـَـب َراَّدـلا َتـْـفَرـَـع   ْلـَـھ َْمأ

A more specific example comes from the poetry of Imruʾ al-Qays, the poet whose 

originality was so widely acknowledged that he was credited with establishing some of the 

central conventions of the Arabic qaṣīda, such as the wuqūf and istīqāf motif of the nasīb section 

where the poet stops to weep over the departed beloved and asks his companions to do the same). 

In a verse attributed to him, he said: 

4. Halt, [my] two [companions] on the ruins that have changed, perhaps we can 

     Weep over the abodes as Ibn Khidhāmi wept [over them] 

انـَّلـَـعـَـل ِلیحـُـملا ِلـَلـَّطـلا ىـَـلـَـع اجوـُـع  
156 ِماذ ـِخ ّدـلا يكـْـبـَـن   ُنـْبا ىـَـكـَـب اـمـَـك َراـیِ

                                                
152 R. Blachère, “ʿAntara”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. 
Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 12 March 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_0685> 
 
153 S. Stetkevych, “Arabic.” 
 
154 Translation by Suzanne Stetkevych. See: Ibid. For other translations, see: A. J. Arberry, The Seven Odes: The 
First Chapter in Arabic Literature (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1957), 148–184; M. A. Sells, Desert 
Tracings: Six Classic Arabian Odes by ʿAlqama, Shanfara, Labīd, ʿAntara, Al-Aʿsha, and Dhu al-Rúmma. Intro. & 
trans (Middletown, Connecticut: Wesleyan University Press, 1989), 45–56. 
 
155 See the verse in: Ibn al-Anbārī, Sharḥ al-Qaṣāʾid al-Sabʿ al-Ṭiwāl al-Jāhiliyyāt, ed. ʿAbd al-Sallām Hārūn 
(Cairo: Dār al-Maʿārif, 1969), 293–366. Also see the verse in ʿAntara’s dīwān: ʿAntara b. Shaddād, Dīwān, ed. 
Muḥammad Saʿīd Mawlawī (Beirut: al-Maktab al-Islāmī, 1970), 182. 
 
156 Imruʾ al-Qays, Dīwān, 474. 
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The verse refers to a fifth (or sixth) century poet, Ibn Khidhām (or Ibn Ḥidhām) as the 

one who invented the nasībic motif of elegizing the deserted campsites (al-bukāʾ ʿalā al-aṭlāl).157 

In this verse, Imruʾ al-Qays seems to imply that tradition is a source of creativity.158 Moreover, 

the verse explicitly indicates his awareness of the lineage of this highly celebrated motif, and it 

might suggest an implicit attempt on his part to preemptively vindicate himself from charges of 

poetic theft, or sariqa, a term that would later come to dominate the discussion in pre-modern 

Arabic poetics of something similar to what is called in modern parlance: intertextuality.159 

Generally speaking, the question of the interaction between poets and their literary 

antecedents has been central in the study of poetry, both in classical Arabic criticism and modern 

literary theory. Many answers to that question have been mooted, which resulted in a voluminous 

body of works directing the inquiry toward different components of the author-text-reader 

triangle. In classical Arabic criticism, terms such as sariqāt160 (poetic plagiarisms) and 

muʿāraḍāt161 (poetic contrafactions; emulations), with various attempts at tracing their instances 

in poetic works and theorizing their implications, are only two examples that attest to the 

                                                
157 See on Ibn Ḥidhām’s assumed role on the invention of nasīb: R. Blachère and A. Bausani, “G̲h̲azal”, 
in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, 
W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 12 March 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-
3912_islam_COM_0232> 
 
158 See on the evolving critical awareness of sariqa: Beatrice Gruendler, “Originality in Imitation: Two Muʿāraḍas 
by Ibn Darrāj al-Qasṭallī,” Al-Qantara 29, no. 2 (July-December 2008): 437-465. 
 
159 Ibid., 438. 
 
160 W. P. Heinrichs, "Sariḳa." Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition. Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. 
Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Brill Online, 2015. Reference. Georgetown University. 16 December 2018 
 <http://referenceworks.brillonline.com/entries/encyclopaedia-of-islam-2/sarika-COM_1446. 
 
161 A. Schippers, “Muʿāraḍa.” Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition. Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. 
Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Brill Online, 2015. Reference. Georgetown University. 16 December 2018 
 http://referenceworks.brillonline.com/entries/encyclopaedia-of-islam-2/muarada-SIM_5276.  
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significance the Arabic critical canon has attached to issues at the very heart of the poetic 

process, such as originality, creativity, and influence. 

In modern literary theory, the debate about the abovementioned question has been 

intense, perhaps most famously since T. S. Eliot published his essay “Tradition and the 

Individual Talent,” in which he contested the hitherto unchallenged “European” notion of poetic 

creativity, which had been seen as directly proportional to the abandonment of tradition; that is, 

the more poets depart from tradition, the more talented they are and the more creative and 

original their works are. Quite to the contrary, Eliot insists that any new artistic work actually 

takes place within a well-established literary order, only to modify it and add new meanings to 

it.162 

A few decades after the publication of Eliot’s essay, Harold Bloom’s theory of intra-

poetic influence transformed the relationship between creative individuals and their tradition into 

a Freudian-informed notion of anxiety, arriving at what he calls “creative misreading” as an 

explanatory paradigm that accounts for the development of literary history. “Misreading” is a 

central concept in Bloom’s study of influence, where he sees the history of poetry as nothing but 

later poets’ creative reproduction, or misreading, of their precursors’ works.163 

As for the question of influence in modern scholarship on Arabic poetry, recent studies 

have emphasized continuity in this poetic tradition,164 especially with regard to its preeminent 

form, the qaṣīda (ode), whose proper reading depends to a large degree on a considerable 

                                                
162 Eliot, The Sacred Wood, 42-53. 
 
163 Harold Bloom, A Map of Misreading (New York: Oxford University Press, 1975), 83-105.  
 
164 Roger Allen, The Arabic Literary Heritage: The Development of its Genres and Criticism (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998), 203. 
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familiarity with its tradition, coupled with a great sensitivity to its inter-textual and inter-

referential nature.165 Suzanne Stetkevych maintains that, when dealing with the Arabic ode, not 

only do we find ourselves with “textual” influence, but with the reenactment of ritual and 

ceremonial scenes well-established in the pre-Islamic and the Arabo-Islamic traditions.166 Hence 

a new Arabic poetic work can be said to engage in constant dialog with earlier poems, and 

gradually with subsequent ones, even if a first glance at its features tends to suggest otherwise.167 

At the same time, by placing itself in an ever-expanding continuity, this new poem alters the way 

we read preceding works, making the process of reading and interpretation highly dynamic and 

productively multidirectional. 

This dynamic dialogue between poets and their predecessors and the reenactment of the 

poetic past has been an important field of inquiry in studies on metapoetry in the Arabic 

tradition, which have contributed to our understanding of poetic influence and the ways in which 

later poets responded to the challenge of originality and creativity within a tradition 

characterized by continuity. As “metapoetry” can be understood as the poem talking about itself, 

poets had to deal with the tradition of that poem when voicing their pronouncements about its 

form and their adjustments of it. Simply put, metapoetry takes place when the poet is 

preoccupied with issues pertaining to the nature of poetry, its stylistic features, its engagement 

with the literary debates of the time, its referential and intertextual utterances, and the role of its 

                                                
165  Akiko Motoyoshi, “Poetry and Portraiture: A Double Portrait in an Arabic Panegyric by Ibn Zamrak,” Journal of 
Arabic Literature 30. no. 3 (1999): 199–239. 
 
166 Suzanne Stetkevych, The Mantle Odes: Arabic Praise Poems to the Prophet Muhammad (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 2010), 53. 
 
167 Even modern poetry, with its form differing drastically, in some cases, from that of the classical ode, still places 
literary tradition at the core of its poetic project. For more information, see chapter 2 (The Tradition-Modernity Nexus 
in Arabic Poetics) in: Al-Musawi, Arabic Poetry, 30-67. 
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aesthetics at large. Poets often resort to this type of poetic experimentation in moments of 

rupture, when identity (literary, cultural, or otherwise) is in crisis. The poem hence becomes a 

medium through which the poet expresses his/her views regarding significant issues such as the 

self versus the other, innovation versus tradition, and what it is like to explore uncharted creative 

territory. 

Some studies of note have addressed the metapoetic aspect of classical Arabic poetry. 

One example is Suzanne Stetkevych’s interpretation of Abbasid Badīʿ (novel/innovative) poetry 

as a metapoetic undertaking whose main function was to decode (and re-encode) the ancient 

poetic tradition so as to accommodate and respond to the new, urban sensibilities of the Abbasid 

era.168 Another example, which I mentioned in chapter 1, is Beatrice Gruendler’s reading of the 

last part of the classical ode, particularly Ibn al-Rūmī’s panegyrics, as a “meta-strophe” that 

contains the poet’s comments on his craft and tackles issues related to the function of poetry and 

the conditions of patronage.169 

As for the study of metapoetry in modern Arabic poetry, one important work is Jaroslav 

Stetkevych’s “Modernity and Metapoetry in Muḥammad ʿAfīfī Maṭar’s Hunt Poem: Tardiyyah,” 

where he argues that the modernist poem of Egyptian poet Muḥammad ʿAfīfī Maṭar (d. 2010) 

takes the traditional hunt poem as an allegory for the poet’s quest for the perfect and final 

poem.170 In addition to J. Stetkevych’s study, Yair Huri has explored the metapoetic phenomenon 

                                                
168 Suzanne Stetkevych, Abū Tammām and the Poetics of the Abbasid Age (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1991). 
 
169 Gruendler, Medieval Arabic Praise Poetry. 
 
170 Jaroslav Stetkevych, “Modernity and Metapoetry in Muḥammad ʿAfīfī Maṭar's Hunt Poem: Ṭardiyyah,” Journal 
of Arabic Literature 43, no. 2/3 (2012): 137–171. This study would become part of the author’s most recent book: 
Jaroslav Stetkevych, The Hunt in Arabic Poetry: From Heroic to Lyric to Metapoetic (Notre Dame, Indiana: 
University of Notr Dame Press, 2016). 
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in the works of the Bahraini poet Qāsim Ḥaddād (b. 1948), arguing that his poetry, from the early 

1980s onward, witnessed a shift from a declamatory poetics of commitment that characterized 

his early works towards a more metapoetry-focused poetics concerned with the mechanisms of 

the poetic process and the multifaceted relationship between the poet and expression, in general, 

and language, in particular.171  

In a similar vein to Huri’s article, Aida Azouqa’s study of the poetry of Iraqi poet ʿAbd 

al-Wahhāb al-Bayātī argues for the pioneering role of al-Bayātī in Arabic metapoetry and 

compares his poetry to some Western poets.172 Her starting point was that metapoetry is 

originally a Western phenomenon, an idea which other scholars, such as Huda Fakhreddine, do 

not agree with. And most recently, Waed Athamneh’s took al-Bayātī as representative of the 

metapoetic turn that modern Arabic poetry has taken as a response to changing sociopolitical 

conditions in the modern Arab world. The metapoetic is one of three major poetic responses; the 

other two are what she calls “recommitted” and the “humanist.173” 

Representing a significant contribution to the growing body of scholarship that has gone 

beyond the “classical/modern” dichotomy in Arabic literary and critical studies to present a more 

integrated view of a continuous tradition, rather than the modernist view of a radical break with, 

                                                
171 Yair Huri, “‘The Queen Who Serves the Slaves’: From Politics to Metapoetics in the Poetry of Qāsim 
Ḥaddād,” Journal of Arabic Literature 34, no. 3 (2003): 252–279. Of note also is the recent Master’s thesis by 
Miguel Merino on Qāsim Haddād’s later works, from 2000 to 2013, where he argues that by employing a holy 
persona in his poetry, Haddād’s collections of this artistic phase reveal the trajectory through which he passed to a 
destination where the divine, the artistic, and the universal united. See: Miguel Merino, “Al-Kawnu Mawqifun: 
Poetry and Prophecy in Works of Qassim Haddad, 2000-2013” (master’s thesis, Georgetown University, 2016). 
Also see the most recent English translation of some of Ḥaddād’s later works: Hatem al-Zahrani, Huda Fakhreddine, 
and Roger Allen, “Poems by Qāsim Ḥaddād,” Middle Eastern Literatures 21, no. 1 (2018): 100-104. 
 
172 Aida Azouqa, “Metapoetry between East and West: 'Abd Al-Wahhāb Al-Bayātī and the Western Composers of 
Metapoetry: A Study in Analogies,” Journal of Arabic Literature 39, no. 1 (2008): 38–71. 
 
173 Waed Athamneh, Modern Arabic Poetry: Revolution and Conflict (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 
2017). 
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and rejection of, the past, Huda Fakhreddine’s Metapoesis in the Arabic Tradition stands as one 

of the most original attempts to explore metapoetry and its role in Arabic poetry throughout its 

history.174 Building on the work of Suzanne Stetkevych, Fakhreddine argued that, in response to a 

socio-cultural moment which enjoyed the urban life of the Abbasid court, on the one hand, and 

which on the other hand inherited the classical ode from the past, Abbasid muḥdathūn poets 

(Moderns)175 embarked upon a project of modernizing Arabic poetry that can be principally 

characterized as metapoetic. 

Fakhreddine asserts that, at the hands of the muḥdathūn poets, Arabic poetry witnessed a 

project of change underpinned by the poets’ metapoetic concerns about their craft and their acute 

awareness “of themselves as creators of something new.176” She contends that the muḥdathūn’s 

concerns were, in essence, the same as those found in the modern project of change in Arabic 

poetry in the twentieth century, i.e., the Free Verse movement. The muḥdathūn poets were 

preoccupied with the same self-questioning as their modernist successors. This introspective 

mode stems from an anxiety about the function of poetry, the inner workings of the poetic 

process, and the location of the poet in the world and within the continuity of tradition. 

According to Fakhreddine, the metapoetic aspect of the muḥdathūn project of change can 

be divided into two types: thematic metapoetry, where poetry is the expressed subject matter of 

the poem, and a more complicated type that she calls contextual or referential where the medium 

                                                
174 Huda Fakhreddine, Metapoesis in the Arabic Tradition: From Modernists to Muḥdathūn (Leiden and Boston: 
Brill, 2015). 
 
175 “Muḥdathūn” denotes a group of poets who founded and nurtured a movement of modernity in Arabic poetry that 
stretched roughly from the second/eighth century to the end of the fourth/tenth century. The group includes: 
Bashshār b. Burd (d. 783), Muslim b. al-Walīd (d. 823), Abū Nuwās (d. 813), Abū Tammām (d. 845), al-Buḥturī (d. 
897), Ibn al-Rūmī (d. 889), and al-Mutanabbī (d. 965). 
 
176 Fakhreddine, Metapoesis in the Arabic Tradition, 10. 
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of expression, i.e., the poem, becomes in and of itself a metapoetic statement.177 Following 

Suzanne Stetkevych’s reading of Abū Tammām’s poetry and the Abbasid Badīʿ movement as 

exegetical of the ancient tradition and a reinterpretation of it, Fakhreddine explores the uses and 

re-uses of the two first thematic sections of the tripartite qaṣīda, namely nasīb and raḥīl, in 

Abbasid muḥdath poetry. Like S. Stetkevych, she argues that, far from being mannered and 

stereotypical, that is, lacking the introspective element, the Abbasid poets used the traditional 

elements of the qaṣīda very self-consciously, linking themselves to tradition and transforming 

this tradition to the new generations of readers. Here, the two opening sections became 

metapoetic passages that helped the poets and their audience understand the archetypal 

metaphors of the ancient poets. The nasīb section in a muḥdath poem was a meta-nasīb whose 

role was to explicate the Jāhilī precursors’ fascination with the ruined abode,178 and the journey, 

in muḥdath terms, was a metapoetic riḥla in a poetic topography.179 

Fakhreddine’s analysis of the reuses of traditional elements in a modern poem belonging 

to the Abbasid poetic project will prove useful when discussing the metapoetic techniques that 

modern poets, such as Maḥmūd Darwīsh in the present chapter and Muḥammad al-Thubaytī in 

chapters 3 and 4, use as a foundation to claim authority by linking themselves to the well-

established tradition of the Arabic qaṣīda and thus placing their projects in the continuity of 

Arabic poetry. When modern poets perceive their cultural identity to be threatened, resorting to 

the cultural forefathers helps them gain a strong ground against their adversaries, real or 

perceived. 

                                                
177 Ibid., 7. 
 
178 Ibid., 93-132. 
 
179 Ibid., 133-161. 
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Kaʿb Ibn Zuhayr’s incorporation versus Ibn Muqbil’s rejection: Two antithetical poetic events  

This chapter presents a reading of two “poetic events” composed of three moments of 

poetic production and reproduction in Arabic poetry. It highlights specific aspects of the poems 

under study in order to test the feasibility of the argument that the three poems can be read as 

events in a poetic history of the relationship between the poet and the prophet. 

I use T. S. Eliot’s dynamic understanding of tradition to indicate that later poems alter the 

way we understand their textual antecedents. I also adopt a general understanding of Bloom’s 

concept of creative misreading, but by no means accepting all its Freudian-driven Oedipal 

interpretations. Suffice it to say that while Bloom assumes that belated poets fall under the 

“anxiety of the influence” of earlier poets (i.e., literary fathers) and then react by misreading the 

latter’s poems to “kill” them and their textual authority, I modify this by expanding the anxiety 

to include the reader as well. For me, I first thought of the relationship between the poet and the 

Prophet when I read Maḥmūd Darwīsh’s A Rhyme for the Suspended Odes. Thus, my reading of 

it informed my readings of the previous poems. This chapter makes the reader responsible for 

designing a “poetic event” composed of two poetic moments regardless of the poet’s actual 

relationship with his precursors. The anxiety of this reading is that of its reader’s, a result of the 

attempt to arrive at a meaningful reading of one image (the poet vis-à-vis the Prophet) in three 

poems created at various times throughout a period of nearly fifteen centuries to constitute two 

poetic events. 

This chapter employs the term “poetic event” in the sense that Judith Balso introduced it 

in her book Affirmation of Poetry.180 In this book, which is meant to present a philosophy of 

                                                
180  Judith Balso, Affirmation of Poetry, trans. Drew S. Burk (Minneapolis: Univocal Publishing, 2014). 
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poetry and suggest a new window onto reading poems, each poetic work, or each group of poetic 

works, is seen to form what she calls “a figure of thought,” by which she means a way of seeing 

the world, or of "thinking the world.181” By thinking the world poetically, an event circumscribed 

by the textual arena of the poem emerges, hence its ontology is of a totally poetic nature: it does 

not exist outside the poem. The poetic event is named not according to the contents of the poem, 

but by the way in which the poem “treats” its subject matters.182 

Balso suggests seven types of poetic events, citing one poet (or one group of like-minded 

contemporary poets) for each type.183 In my reading, I modify Balso’s methodology by allowing 

the poetic event to include poets of different literary periods as long as their poems exhibit a 

similar way of thinking about the world. Also, I understand the poetic event to be dynamic and 

constantly changing, not stagnant or static, thus allowing changes and transformations to take 

place within the same poetic event. Furthermore, I read the formal aspects of the poem (tropes, 

rhymes, devices, and the like) as “doing” and performing something within the poem, a reading 

that will become clear once the poems are analyzed.  

The main poetic event of the present chapter is that established by Kaʿb ibn Zuhayr’s L-

rhymed poem Bānat Suʿād (Suʿād Has Departed). As it will soon become clear, in Kaʿb ibn 

Zuhayr’s poem, which forms an event that I term “The Poem of Incorporation,” the poet 

harnesses his talents to the service of the Prophet, relinquishing his past and enlisting himself in 

the poetic army of the new power. At the same time, the poet signals the incorporation of Jāhilī 

poetic tradition into Islamic culture, thus paving the way for the incorporation of himself (the 

                                                
181  Ibid., 16. 
 
182  Ibid., 16-17. 
 
183  Ibid. 
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poet), as a representative of the Jāhilī poetic tradition and the pre-Islamic creativity in general, 

into the new society.  

Quite to the contrary, Tamīm ibn Muqbil’s R-rhymed poem Taʾammal khalīlī 

(Contemplate, O My Friend) designs the event that can be called “The Poem of Rejection,” 

through which the poem expresses dismay over the new cultural force (i.e., Islam) which was 

seen to commandeer the Jāhilī (i.e., pre-Islamic) cultural tradition and replace it with a new 

value system, a process spearheaded by a man with a prosaic “text,” i.e. the Prophet with the 

Qurʾān. The poem’s directionality intensifies its conflicting nature by reversing the trajectory of 

time to be form the present to the past. 

Along the same lines, Maḥmūd Darwīsh’s L-rhymed poem Qāfiya min ajl al-Muʿallaqāt 

(A Rhyme for the Suspended Odes) revisits the origin of the story of the relationship between the 

poet and the Prophet and invents it anew. Darwīsh’s poem constructs a new origin myth, 

whereby the Arabic pre-Islamic qaṣīda, as his poem reads, was so beautifully crafted, just like 

the wonders of the ancient world, that the Arabs worshipped it. Therefore, when God wanted 

them to worship Him instead, he sent a Prophet with a prosaic text. A language was meant to 

challenge a language. But were it not for the divine power behind the Prophet’s prosaic text, the 

poetic text would have swept to victory and the poet would have triumphed over the Prophet. 

The two poems of Ibn Muqbil and Darwīsh represent the poetic event that I term “the 

Poem of Rejection,” in the sense that they fail to coopt the prophetic text into the tradition of the 

poetic text and vice versa. They see their ideal times as part of the bygone days, which were 

destroyed by the new text and its culture. Both poems, Ibn Muqbil’s and Darwīsh’s, were 
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composed within a tradition-bound genre, which makes it possible for subsequent “texts” to be 

directly or indirectly influenced by previous ones. 

The Poem of Incorporation: Kaʿb Ibn Zuhayr’s L-rhymed poem 

As I indicated above, I follow the understanding of the classical panegyric ode as a poetic 

performance of rituals that, through a particular use of form, imagery, and diction transfers 

current events into mythical manifestation of divine will and conveys a message of allegiance or 

disloyalty.184 Political concerns were at the core of the pre-Islamic (and the Islamic) poetic 

project, although, in some cases, poets would employ certain poetic devices to modify the 

conventional qaṣīda and exceed its structural and thematic boundaries, arriving at a poem that 

transcends the immediate by means of artistic imagery (such as in Imruʾ al-Qays’s Muʿallaqa).185 

After the advent of Islam, people witnessed the establishment and consolidation of an 

unprecedented political and cultural power (i.e., Islamic empire). The response of poetry to, and 

its participation in the formation of, the new power was no less than crucial. Revolving mainly 

around the two themes of allegiance and sedition, qaṣīdas excelled in performing the rituals that 

the structure of the new system required, and poets (and poetesses, for that matter) pronounced 

their anxieties and enacted their new sensibilities and allegiances using the form of the classical 

ode. 

As for Kaʿb’s L-rhymed poem Bānat Suʿād (Suʿād Has Departed), it holds a special place 

in the history of Arabic poetry, for it was the poem that inaugurated the incorporation of the 

                                                
184 See Suzanne Stetkevych’s studies: “The ʿAbbasid Poet Interprets History;” The Mute Immortals Speak; and The 
Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy. 
 
185 S. Stetkevych, The Mute Immortals Speak. 
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tradition of the Jāhilī ode into the Islamic cultural system,186 thus, as this chapter reads it, 

initiating the history of the relationship between the poet and the Prophet as representatives of 

two different “textual” cultures. But before examining the passages of the poem that highlight 

this relationship, how did this incorporation come about? What was the story of the poem? 

Arabic literary tradition has read Kaʿb’s poem as an apology. The story tells us that the 

poet recited the poem before the Prophet, admitting his mistaken conception of Islam and its 

Messenger and responding, the tradition adds, to the threats he received from the Prophet and his 

companions as a result of composing invectives against them. This pre-poem story is further 

substantiated by post-poem anecdotal materials, in which we have the Prophet taking off his 

mantle and bestowing it upon the poet. The pre-poem and post-poem anecdotes coalesce to 

create a prosaic framework very dramatic to intensify the ritual function and effect of the 

poem.187 

The questions about the historicity of this traditional prosaic framework and whether or 

not it was only a result of the poem itself, and issues such as the poet’s sincerity, purposes, or 

intentions, need not detain us here. What concerns our literary reading of the entire scene is the 

poem as a linguistic/artistic performance of the rituals of surrender and transfer of allegiance 

from the jāhiliyya into Islam, a performance very highly valued that a physical mantle was given 

in exchange for the poetic “mantle.188” How can Kaʿb’s poem be read to shed some light on the 

                                                
186  S. Stetkevych, The Mantle Odes. 
 
187 Ibid., 33-37. 
 
188 S. Stetkevych employs the paradigm of gift exchange, first introduced by Marcel Mauss, to study the rituals of 
classical poetry. For more on the gift exchange rituals, see: Marcel Mauss, The Gift: The Form and Reason for 
Exchange in Archaic Societies, trans. W. D. Halls (London & New York: Routledge, 1990). 
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relationship between the poet and the Prophet, and to exhibit the kind of poetic event that this 

chapter calls “the Poem of Incorporation”? 

From a performative point of view, the very act of reciting a poem before a 

religious/political leader, with the entire ritual package that it entails, is a self-evaluation of the 

poet as essential in the new prophetic value system. The poet’s weapon, i.e. the classical ode, 

was viewed as crucial in establishing and sustaining the emerging political power and its various 

institutions. This evaluation had to be measured by the poet based on a deep-rooted cultural 

understanding of the classical ode as containing a tacit contract between the poet and the praised 

leader, in which each one recognizes the significance of the other. 

Kaʿb’s case, however, was not normal, since the leader he is praising is a Prophet, 

already endowed with and supported by a linguistic “weapon,” the Qurʾān, that claimed to be 

divine and inimitable, incapacitating anyone who tried to produce its like. How could the poet, 

then, navigate through this divine linguistic field to find a place for his human, imitable words? 

From a formalistic point of view, there are three steps that Kaʿb has taken to reconcile the 

poetic text with the prophetic text: 

1. Qurʾānic Diction: In her analysis of the poem, Suzanne Stetkevych noted that Kaʿb’s poem, 

while upholding the tripartite structure of the pre-Islamic ode (elegiac prelude, journey, and 

praise), is imbued with Islamic (Qurʾānic) diction.189 This diction contains terms such as abāṭīl 

(false statements, verse 10) and taḍlīl (delusion, verse 12) to describe Suʿād’s promises, which 

came to mean, in ritual terms, the Jāhilī ways of life: 

                                                
189 S. Stetkevych, The Mantle Odes, 41. 
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10. The false promises of ʿUrqūb 

      were her model; 

Her promises were nothing except 

      empty prattle. 

 

12. Don’t be deceived by the desires 

      she aroused, the promises she made, 

For hopes and dreams 

      are a delusion.190 

ً َالثَم اََھل ٍبُوقْرُعُ دیِعاَوَم َْتناَك  

  ُلیِطَاَبألا َِّالإ اَُھدیِعاوَم اَمَو

 

  َْتدَعَو اَمَو ْتَّنَم اَم َكْنَُّرَغیَ َالف
191 ُلیِلَْضت   ََمالَْحألاَو َّيِناََمألا َِّنإ

These terms, which are associated in the Qurʾān with kufr (disbelief), were utilized by 

Kaʿb’s poem in an attempt to reassure its audiences, presumably the nascent Islamic community 

and its leader, that the classical ode could actually embrace and convey the new developments in 

society, and that it was capable of embedding what were now Qurʾānic concepts, such as bāṭil 

and ḍalāl, in human (mundane), concrete experience. In other words, this embrace of some 

aspects of the Qurʾān is the poem’s strategy to, first, showcase poetry’s transferability (and 

transformability) into the new cultural realm, and, second, defend its cultural role. 

                                                
190 Translation by Suzanne Stetkevych, Ibid. 
 
191 Kaʿb b. Zuhayr, Dīwān, 8-9. 
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2. Performative recognition of the Qurʾān: The Qurʾān, as the Prophet’s miracle, is found in the 

poem (verse 37) as God’s nāfila (gift) that contains mawāʿīẓ (lessons/warnings) and tafṣīl 

(discernment): 

37. Go easy, and let Him be your guide 

      who gave to you 

The gift of the Qurʿān in which 

      are warnings and discernment!192 

ـْلاَ َةلِفَان َكاَطَْعأ يِذَّلا َكَادَھً الْھَم  
193 ُلیِصَْفتَو ٌظیِعاَوَم  اَھیِف  ِنآُْرق  ــ  

 Here the poet delineates, not the similarities, but the differences between the poetic and 

prophetic texts but without mentioning poetry at all, since it is already there as the medium that 

conveys this delineation. The prophetic text is a hortatory and salvific, newly revealed divine 

text, while poetry is of human origin and of political concerns and is something that fellow Arabs 

can relate to because it is a continuation of their long-lived tradition. These descriptions of poetry 

are not explicitly expressed, but rather implicitly conveyed through the very act of performing 

the poem itself. In this division of cultural roles, the poem encodes the idea of incorporation and 

cooperation. 

3. “Prosaic” transition into the ritual core: Suzanne Stetkevych also noted that the transitional 

verse (verse 32) from the journey into the praise section, which she calls “the ritual core” of the 

poem, signals a shift “from the lexically rich and metaphorically dense poetic metalanguage that 

has characterized the elegiac prelude and the journey section to a stripped-down, univocal, 

                                                
192 Translation by Suzanne Stetkevych. See: S. Stetkevych, The Mantle Odes. 
 
193 Kaʿb b. Zuhayr, Dīwān, 19. 
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apparently “prosaic” style.194” Verse 33 is also composed in the same style, and the voice in both 

is that of the slanderers. Verse 34 is the poet’s reply; verse 35 is an aphorism about life and 

death; verse 36 is an expression of the poet’s fear and hope; and then verse 37 is the description 

of the Qurʾān as mawāʿīẓ (lessons/warnings) and tafṣīl (discernment), as noted above: 

32. My slanderers at her two sides 

      denounced me saying, 

“You, O Son of Abū Sulmā, are 

      as good as dead.” 

 

33. And every trusted friend in whom 

      I put my hopes 

Said, “I cannot help you, I am occupied 

      with other things.” 

 

34. So I replied, “Out of my way, 

      you bastards!” 

For all that the All-Merciful decrees 

      will come to pass! 

 

35. For every man of woman born, 

      though he be long secure, 

Will one day be borne 

                                                
194 S. Stetkevych, The Mantle Odes, 49. 
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      on humpbacked bier. 

 

36. I was told God’s Messenger 

      had threatened me, 

But from God’s Messenger 

      pardon is hoped. 

 

37. Go easy, and let Him be your guide 

      who gave to you 

The gift of the Qurʾān in which 

      are warnings and discernment!195  

ُمُُھلَْوقَو اَھَْیبانَجُ ةاَشُولا َىعَْست  

ُلُوتْقََمل ىَمْلُس يَِبأ َنْب َای َكَّنِإ  

 

ُُھلُمآ ُتْنُك ٍلیِلَخ ُّلُك َلَاقَو  

ُلُوغْشَم َكْنَع يِّنِإ َكََّنیِفُْلأَ ال  

 

ُمَُكل َاَبأَ ال يِلیبَس اوُّلَخ ُتُْلَقف  

ُلُوعْفَم ُنمْحَّرلا َرََّدق اَم ُّلَُكف  

 

ُُھتََمالَس َْتلاَط ِْنإَو َىثُْنأ ِنْبا ُّلُك  

ُلوُمْحَم َءَابْدَح ٍَةلآ َىلَع اًمَْوی  

 

يَِندَعَْوأِ هللا َلوُسَر َّنأ ُْتئِبُْنأ  

ُلوُْمأَمِ هللا ِلوُسَرَ دْنَع ُوَْفعلاَو  

 

                                                
195 Translation by S. Stetkevych, Ibid. 
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ْلاَ َةلِفَان َكاَطَْعأ يِذَّلا َكَادَھً الْھَم  
196 ُلیِصَْفتَو ٌظیِعاَوَم  اَھیِف  ِنآُْرق   

In light of the location of this “prosaic” style, one can interpret it as the poem’s 

incorporation of what was perceived as the “Qurʾānic” style. Verses 32-34 are warnings which 

the poet is receiving from his treacherous kinsmen, and verse 35-36 are the lessons he learned 

from that betrayal and the action he decided to take afterwards. Hence the stylistic shift of the 

“prosaic” ritual core facilitates the poetic text with its otherwise “lexically rich and 

metaphorically dense poetic metalanguage” in its submission to and embrace of the Qurʾānic 

revelation, and thus further reassures the Prophet (the leader of the new community) and his 

companions (its members) that the poetic text and the prophetic text can harmoniously coexist 

and mutually reinforce one another, albeit only on the basis of the submission of the poetic to the 

Prophetic.  

To sum up, Kaʿb’s poem has established the poetic event that I call “the Poem of 

Incorporation” through a number of strategies: 

1. Making room for the Qurʾānic diction to appear in a poetic text, thus performing a 

twofold act of mutual incorporation; the Prophet into the jahilī ode and the poet into the 

Islamic text and culture. 

2. Schematizing the differences between the poetic text and the prophetic text, only to 

emphasize their ability to coexist and mutually reinforce one another in the third step. 

                                                
196 Kaʿb b. Zuhayr, Dīwān, 19. 
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3. Composing a number of verses that resemble what the poet seems to think of the 

Qurʾānic style, while upholding the Jāhilī tripartite ode. 

With the very act of performing a Jāhilī-born and Jāhilī-nurtured poetic ritual in the 

center of the Islamic establishment, and with the widely accepted story of the Prophet’s 

bestowing his mantle upon the poet, and thus embracing the tradition of the classical ode into the 

Islamic milieu, the poem becomes a poetic event of incorporation. This poetic event will be 

better understood when compared to its antithetical. 

The Poem of Rejection: Tamīm Ibn Muqbil’s moment197 

The “Poem of Incorporation,” established by Kaʿb’s L-rhymed poem, will be better grasped if 

we compare it to the “Poem of Rejection,” represented first by Tamīm Ibn Muqbil’s R-rhymed 

poem Ta’ammal khalīlī (Contemplate, O My Friend), and then universalized by Maḥmūd 

Darwīsh’s Qāfiya min ajl al-Muʿallaqāt (A Rhyme for the Suspended Odes). 

Ibn Muqbil, just like Kaʿb, is a mukhaḍram “bridging” poet, one who witnessed both the 

Jāhiliyya and Islam, but one who appears to be in constant conflict, unable to reconcile the two, a 

case that was first observed by traditional scholars.198 This chapter reads his poem Taʾammal 

khalīlī (Contemplate, O My Friend) as a poetic representation of the rituals of rejection of the 

reconciliation between two times, two cultural systems, two ways of life, and above all, between 

                                                
197 According to ʿAbdullah al-Fayfī, Ibn Muqbil’s name can be found in traditional sources in five different forms. 
The first four are: Tamīm ibn Ubayy ibn Muqbil, Tamīm ibn Muqbil, Ibn Muqbil, or just Tamīm, with the last three 
being only short forms of the first one. The fifth form is Tamīm ibn Abī Muqbil, which al-Fayfī understands as a 
mistake stemming from similarity between Ubayy )ّيـَـُبأ(  and )يـبأ(  in the Arabic script. See: ʿAbdullah al-Fayfī, Shiʻr 
Ibn Muqbil: qalaq al-khaḍrama bayn al-Jāhilī wa-al-Islāmī: Dirāsa Taḥlīlīyya Naqdīyya, 2 vols. (Riyadh: Nādī 
Jāzān al-Adabī, 1999), 31-36. 
 
198 For more information on the traditional reception of this poem and on Ibn Muqbil’s attitude toward the new Islamic 
culture, see: al-Fayfī, Shiʻr Ibn Muqbil. 65-70. See also: Jaroslav Stetkevych, “A Qaṣīdah by Ibn Muqbil: The Deeper 
Reaches of Lyricism and Experience in a Mukhaḍram Poem: An Essay in Three Steps,” Journal of Arabic Literature 
37, no. 3 (2006): 303–354. 
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the poet and the Prophet. Whereas in Kaʿb’s poem the poet is not specifically mentioned but 

rather enacted through performance, the missing part of the equation in Ibn Muqbil’s poem is the 

Prophet. This absence is in and of itself a writing of the premise of the poem that the Prophet and 

the poet cannot coexist in one textual, cultural, or ritual field. 

Doubtful about, and resentful of, the fledgling political and cultural power, the poet found 

rescue in his verse. He applied metapoetic techniques to showcase his poetic capabilities and 

advance a claim of the poet’s distinction. The poetic verse itself was, first, his tangible evidence 

of a great past, and second, in light of the Arabic meaning of the word verse (bayt), was his 

actual safe haven. The poetic persona in the poem under study has no clear direction, and is 

perplexed between two times, with passages glorifying and lamenting the past following 

passages rejecting the present, only to proceed to other passages that take pride in the glorious 

past again, a process that transforms the poem into a network of organically conflicting 

antitheses. In general, the trajectory of the poem, as noted by Jaroslav Stetkevych,199 is reversed, 

with the past gaining precedence over the present: 

11. Oh, how I see this time reversed, 

The wadi bed of Ar-Rikāʾ of my confederates laid waste, 

 

12. How many a road-side water-hole, its folk now perished, 

Its bounty reversed, unrecognized! 

 

13. Sand-grouse of uncased water-holes flocked in from everywhere; 

                                                
199 Ibid. 
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They pecked clean our camel’s resting spots, then flew off.200 

ارـــــَّیـَغـَـت َنامَّزلا َاذـــــَھ ىََرأ ّيدـَِجأ  

ارـَفـْـَقأ َّيـِلاَوـَم ْنـِم ِءاــكِّرلا َنـْطــبو  

 

ُھـُلـَْھأَ داـَب ٍلـَھـْنـَم ْنـِم ىَرـَت ْنـِئاـَكَو  

ارـَّكـَنـَتــَف ِھـِفورـــْعـَم ىـَلـَعَ دــیـِعَو  

 

ٍبـِناـَـج ِّلـُك ْنـِم ِباـَبـَْجألا اطـَقُ هاـَـَتأ  
201 اَرـَّیـَط َّمـُث  ِھـِناـــــــــَطـَْعأ  يـِف  َرـَّقـَنـَف   

J. Stetkevych also noted that the poem does not follow a clear structure (tripartite or 

bipartite); it unfolds instead based on a direct emotional expression that highlights ego, 

individual and tribal, as a way to express resistance to the nascent political power.202 The poet 

takes pride in the Jāhilī ethics of his tribal society as an indirect expression of the lack of need 

for a new (divine) dispensation to organize social relationships. These celebrated Jāhilī moral 

values, such as courage and generosity, are further reinforced by other “values” that have a 

linguistic/artistic character, namely poetry: 

25. For I would be shamed, as indeed a man must be, 

If a supplicant came to me, and I made excuses. 

 

26. When I die and fall silent in my verses, to follow them 

You will find no one like me, no one more skilled, more excelling, 

 

                                                
200 Translation by J. Stetkevych, Ibid. 
 
201 Ibn Muqbil, Dīwān, 109. 
202 See a complete translation of the poem in: J. Stetkevych, “A Qaṣīdah by Ibn Muqbil.” 
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27. No one more imperious of verse, for which 

Poetry’s rough highlands were beaten smooth. 

 

28. Radiant, like nothing ever heard before, men stroke its face203 

As hands stroke the famed, blazoned stallion. 

ًىـَحـَتـْسـُم ِّقـّحلا يفَو يـِیـْحـَتـْسَأل ِيّـنِإَو  

اََّرذـَعـََتأ َْنأ ِفْرـُعلا يـِغاـَب َءاـــــــــَج َاذِإ  

 

ىَرــــــــَت ْنـَلـَف يـِفاَوـَقلا ِرـْكِذ ْنَع ُّتـِم َاذإ  

اَرـَعـــَْشأَو َّبــــََطأ يـــِلـْثـِم ًایـــِلاـَت اـــــَھـَل  

 

ْھـــــــَل ْتـَبِرـــــُض ًادِراـَم اــــًتـْیـَب َرـَثـَْكأَو  

اَرــَّســـَیــَت ىـَّتـَح ِرـْعـِّشلا ِلاـِبـِج ُنوُزـُح  

 

ُھـَھــــْجَو ُساـَّنلا ُحـَســــْمـَی ًاـبیرـِغ َّرـََغأ  
204 اَّرـَھـَشـُملا َّرـََغألا  يدـَْیألا  ُحـَسـْمـَت  اـَمـَك   

In terms of the relationship between the poet and the Prophet, I noted above that the 

absence of the Prophet from a poem that concerns the relationship between Jāhiliyya and Islam 

is tantamount to a refusal to incorporating him in the tradition of the classical ode and the tribal 

ethos that it embodies and codifies. This view is further substantiated by the fact that in one 

metapoetic section of the poem, poetry is being described as mārid (rebellious), which is the very 

description of the Satan in the Qurʾān,205 the Satan being the absolute antithesis of the Prophet. 

                                                
203 It seems that there is a typo in J. Stetkevych’s translation of this verse. In the article, it reads:  
“Radiant, like nothing ever heard before, men stroke its face people stroked.” See: Jaroslav Stetkevych, “A Qaṣīdah 
by Ibn Muqbil,” 330. 
 
204 Ibn Muqbil, Dīwān, 111. 
 
205 See: Qurʾān, 37:7. The verse describes how God adorned the sky with stars, which have the other function of 
protecting the sky from every “rebellious devil” (shayṭānin mārid). As noted by Th. Bianquis, the word mārid has a 
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Just as the Prophet and the Satan cannot coexist, so do the poet and the Prophet in this poem’s 

view. This rejection seems to be mutual, for the new dispensation (Islam) has not made a 

political “place at the table” for Ibn Muqbil’s tribe; in fact, it has disenfranchised the tribe whose 

recognized poet and spokesman he was.206 The poet, in turn, “makes no place” for the 

Prophet/Islam in his poem.  

With its rejection and de-construction of the conventional thematic structure of the 

classical ode and its rejection of the reconciliation between two times and two cultural systems; 

furthermore, and perhaps most importantly, with its refusal to incorporate the poet and the 

Prophet into each other’s fields of, this poem performs the poetic event that I call here the “Poem 

of Rejection.” This rejection was taken to a universal level by Maḥmūd Darwīsh, who builds on 

his strong predecessor’s moment to establish his rejection of surrendering the ancient poetic 

capital to the divine prosaic text, and his rejection of the modernists’ rejection of the poetic 

tradition. In so doing, Darwīsh injected his poetic project within the continuity of the Arabic 

tradition, and thus performed an act of resistance and challenge to sociopolitical forces that 

threaten to uproot him and his people from their physical and cultural place. But before reading 

Darwīsh’s Qāfiya, a contextualization of it within the poet’s evolving poetic project is warranted, 

a project that was part of, and responding to, the larger project of the Free Verse movement of 

Arabic poetry. 

                                                
negative connotation of rejecting and rebelling against authority. He said that, “in classical Arabic, the term mārid 
has negative connotations and that, in the unconscious collective mind, it goes back to the revolt of Iblīs against God 
and refers likewise to that of a member of the community against the ruling power, considered as a fatal source of 
trouble and instability.” See; Th. Bianquis, “Mārid”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. 
Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 16 April 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_8815> 
 
206 Ibn Muqbil occupied a central position in the hierarchical system of his tribe that it was sometimes referred to 
after his name: the people of Ibn Muqbil. See: al-Fayfī, Shiʻr Ibn Muqbil, 103. 
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Contextualization Maḥmūd Darwīsh’s poem of double rejection: 
Traveling on a horse of song 

 

A brief introduction to the metrical system of Arabic Free-Verse poetry 

Darwīsh’s Qāfiya is an Arabic poem of al-shiʿr al-ḥurr (Free-Verse) in the metrical form termed 

in modern Arabic shiʿr al-tafʿīla (lit. poetry of the metrical foot), a new invention in the classical 

Arabic metrical system, the discipline called ʿIlm al-ʿArūḍ (prosody).207 This system was first 

formulated by the linguist al-Khalīl b. Aḥmad al-Farāhīdī (d. 791 or 786 or 776), the founder of 

Arabic philology who was the first to compile a lexicon of the Arabic language in his Kitāb al-

ʿAyn.208 

In the Khalīlī metrical system (usually referred to the poetry written according to this 

system as al-shiʿr al-ʿamūdī or al-Khalīlī), Arabic poetry has fifteen meters (buḥūr or awzān, s. 

baḥr, wazn, most often used interchangeably),209 to which one was added later by al-Akhfash al-

Awsaṭ (d. between 825-835),210 making the final list of Arabic meters sixteen. The Arabic poetic 

line (bayt al-shiʿr) consists of two equal hemistiches, each of which is called miṣrāʿ; the first 

                                                
207 See: G. Weil and G. M. Meredith-Owens, “ʿArūḍ”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. 
Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van 
Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 29 January 2018 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0066> 
 
208 R. Sellheim, “al-K̲h̲alīl b. Aḥmad”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. 
Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. 
Heinrichs. Consulted online on 16 April 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-
3912_islam_SIM_4161> 
 
209 Most accurately, the buḥūr are the ideal meters as theorized by al-Khalīlī; the awzān are their actual application 
in poetry. See: G. Weil and G. M. Meredith-Owens, “ʿArūḍ”. 
 
210 Abu al-Ḥasan saʿīd b. masʿada (al-Akhfash al-Awsaṭ) was a luminary disciple of Sībawaih (Sībawayhi, d. 
approx. 796) who was a pupil of al-Khalīl. Whether or not al-Akhfash studied with al-Khalīl is not settled. See: C. 
Brockelmann and Ch. Pellat, “al-Ak̲h̲fas̲h̲”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. 
Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 19 April 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0034> 
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miṣrāʿ being al-ṣadr, the second al-ʿajuz. A conventional poem can have as many verses as the 

poet sees fit, but it has to maintain one meter and one rhyme throughout. 

In each one of the two equal hemistiches, a number of metrical-feet are maintained and 

repeated in the same order throughout the poem. We have eight metrical-feet (or rhythmic-feet) 

and they are called in al-Khalīl’s terminology ajzāʾ (plural of juzʾ: part). Al-Khalīl “in 

accordance with the common practice of Arabic grammarians. . . represents each of these 8 

"parts" by a mnemonic word, derived from the root fʿl.211” These eight parts are: faʿūlun, fāʿilun, 

mafāʿīlun, mustafʿilun, fāʿilātun, mufāʿalatun, mutafāʿilun, and mafʿūlātu. Since the names of 

these metrical-feet (parts) are derived from the generic root of Arabic grammar and morphology, 

fʿl, the metrical-foot is also called tafʿīla. 

This metrical system remained unchallenged from the time of al-Khalīl until the 20th 

century; unchallenged in the sense that, despite experimentations with the metrical form that 

Arabic poetry has witnessed in some phases of its history, no alternative viable system has been 

put forth.212 Beginning from the turn of the 20 century, and as a result of a host of complicated 

factors, chief among them Western influence, Arab poets began to challenge the Khalīlī structure 

by freeing the poetic verse, more or less, from what they saw as the traditional strictures of al-

Khalīl’s metrical schemes. After decades of experimentation with a new poetic form, the final 

and most viable result was the Free-Verse poem (al-shiʿr al-ḥurr). 

                                                
211 G. Weil and G. M. Meredith-Owens, “ʿArūḍ”. The idea that fʿl is the basis for the metrical-feet and the generic 
root of the Arabic root-and-pattern system will be of great importance in chapter 4 when I read Muḥammad al-
Thubaytī’s Mwaqif al-jinās. 
 
212 While the experimentation with new metrical forms predates the Free-Verse movement, the latter was the first in 
the history of Arabic poetry to replace the classical system with a new system. For more on the modern trends in 
Arabic poetry prior to the Free-Verse movement, see the sources in the previous footnote, and also see: Salma 
Khadra Jayyusi, Trends and Movements in Modern Arabic Poetry (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 1977). 
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It is common knowledge now that the Arabic Free Verse Movement, which has become 

almost synonymous with Arabic modernism in its early stages, saw the light in the late nineteen-

forties, first in Iraq.213 While changing the thematic aspects of the poem, its structural 

composition, and its “world-view” at large were critical components of the Arab modernist 

project, its principal target was to free Arabic poetry from most of its traditional conventions, 

particularly the mono-rhymed, mono-metered form which the traditional Arabic qaṣīda has 

enjoyed for centuries. The Modernists (and the Moderns) sought to replace the traditional 

metrical system, which is based on the sixteen meters (buḥūr) and requires the poet to maintain 

one full meter (baḥr) and one rhyme (qāfiya), with a new system which takes the single metrical 

foot (tafʿīla) as the basic metrical unit. With the centrality of the new tafʿīla-based metrical 

system in the modernist movement, the poetry that it produced became known as shiʿr al-tafʿīla. 

In shiʿr al-tafʿīla, the metrical “system” is not as strict as that of al-Khalīlī. Since the 

publication of the ʿIrāqī poet-critic Nāzik al-Malāʾika’s book Qaḍāyā al-shiʿr al-muʿāṣir in 

1963,214 considered the first serious theoretical work on shiʿr al-tafʿīla and its formal aspects, 

                                                
213 For more on the history of modernism in Arabic poetry and the Free Verse movement, see chapter 4 (Modernist 
Poetry in Arabic), by Salma Khadra Jayyusi, in: M. M. Badawi, ed., Modern Arabic Literature (Cambridge 
University Press, 1993) 132-179. Also see chapter 1 in: M. M Badawi, A Short History of Modern Arabic Literature. 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), and M. M. Badawi, A Critical Introduction to Modern Arabic Poetry (London: 
Cambridge University Press, 1975). See also Huda Fakhreddines’s discussion of the modernist movement as a 
metapoetic project in chapter 2 of her book: Fakhreddine, Metapoesis in the Arabic Tradition, 22-42. On other 
pioneers of the Free-Verse movement, see: Mounah A. Khouri, “Lewis ʿAwaḍ: A Forgotten Pioneer of the Free 
Verse Movement,” Journal of Arabic Literature 1 (1970): 137–144. Also see: Shmuel Moreh, “Free Verse "(Al-
Shi'r Al-Hurr)" in Modern Arabic Literature: Abū Shādī and His School, 1926-46,” Bulletin of the School of 
Oriental and African Studies, University of London 31, no. 1 (1968): 28–51. 
 
214 Nāzik al-Malāʾika, Qaḍāyā al-shiʿr al-muʿāṣir (Beirut: Dār al-Ādāb, 1962). In the book, she expanded on her 
previous notes and proposed a theory of Free-Verse poetry, its metrical “system” in particular. She also argues for 
her pioneering role in introducing the “proper” Free-Verse form to Arabic poetry in her 1947 poem al-Kūlīrā 
(Cholera), which was published a couple weeks before the publication of the collection Azhār dhābila (Withered 
Flowers) by the other pioneering ʿIrāqī poet of her generation Badr Shākir al-Sayyāb (d. 1964), which included the 
Free-Verse poem Hal kāna ḥubban (Was It Love?). Nāzik’s theorizing role in the Free-Verse began with her short 
introduction to her second poetry collection Shaẓāyā wa-ramād (Sparks and Ashes, or Ashes and Shrapnel, 1949), in 
which she argues for the need to modernize Arabic poetry in all its formal and thematic aspects, including its 
metrical system. See: Nāzik al-Malāʾika, Dīwān Nāzik al-Malāʾika (Beirut: Dār al-ʿAwda, 1997), 27-29. 
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most importantly the new metrical system it proposed, the debate over how much metrical 

freedom the Free-Verse poem can enjoy has not been settled. Al-Malāʾika asserts that a Free-

Verse poem must maintain one meter throughout the poem (mono-metered), but the poet can 

choose more than, or less than, the number of metrical-feet required in the Khalīlī system.215 She 

also advocates for the use of the homogeneous meters (those based on the repetition of the same 

tafʿīla) because they are easier.216  

After al-Malāʾika’s book, much has been written on the metrical system of shiʿr al-

tafʿīla,217 its “most accurate” name(s),218 and its different formal and thematic aspects. And with 

the advent of the prose-poem (qaṣīdat al-nathr) in the 1950s, the debate went from how to play 

with the meters to whether or not they are actually essential to poetry.219 And now Arabic poetry 

is generally written in the three forms of al-shiʿr al-ʿamūdī, shiʿr al-tafʿīla, qaṣīdat al-nathr with 

the latter still competing for its legitimacy as a genuine part of the Arabic poetic corpus. In the 

metrical form of shiʿr al-tafʿīla, a general observation suggests that most poems still maintain a 

                                                
215 al-Malāʾika, Qaḍāyā al-shiʿr, 65. 
 
216 Ibid., 64. 
 
217 See for instance: Shmuel Moreh, Modern Arabic Poetry, 1800–1970: The Development of Its Forms and 
Themes under the Influence of Western Literature (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1976). 
 
218 Ahmed al-Tami, “Arabic ‘Free Verse’: The Problem of Terminology,” Journal of Arabic Literature, 24, no. 2 
(1993): 185–198. 
 
219 On the debate on Arabic prose-poem, see: Moreh, S, “Five Writers of Shi'r Manthūr in Modern Arabic 
Literature,” Middle Eastern Studies 10, no. 2 (1974): 229–233; Mounah A. Khouri, “Prose Poetry: A Radical 
Transformation in Contemporary Arabic Poetry,” Edebiyat 1, no. 2 (1976): 127–49. On the relationship between 
Arabic poetic tradition and the prose-poem, see: Huda Fakhreddine, “The Prose Poem and the Arabic Literary 
Tradition,” Middle Eastern Literatures 19, no. 3 (2016): 243–259. For the broader cultural and aesthetic contexts 
where the prose-poem was first introduced and theorized in the very influential majallat Shiʿr (Shiʿr periodical) in 
the Beirut of the 1950s, see chapter 4 “The Origins of the Arabic Prose Poem.” In: Robyn Creswell, City of 
Beginnings: Poetic Modernism in Beirut (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2019), 121–146. Also see: Sayyid 
al-Sīsī, Mā baʿd qaṣīdat al-nathr: naḥw khiṭāb jadīd li-al-shiʿriyya al-ʿArabiyya (Beirut, al-Muʾassasa al-ʿArabiyya 
li-al-Dirāsāt wa-al-Nashr, 2016). Al-Sīsī argues that the Arabic translation (and, by extension, understanding) of 
both terms Free-Verse and prose-poem was inaccurate. 
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mono-meter, although poets might divide their longer poems into sections with varying metrical 

schemes (as we will see in some of al-Thubaytī’s poems in chapter 3 and in his Mawqif al-jinās 

in chapter 4). 

This brief introduction to the Free-Verse movement and its metrical system will prove 

useful when I discuss the metrical aspect of Darwīsh’s Qāfiya, an aspect that is no less than 

essential to the poem’s message. But before that, a discussion of the larger aesthetic and cultural 

context where Qāfiya operated is warranted, particularly the collection where the poem appears: 

Limādhā tarakta al-ḥiṣāna waḥīdan “Why Did You Leave the Horse Behind.” 

Darwīsh’s Qāfiya min ajl al-muʿallaqāt: A context 

To begin with, reading a modern poem requires reading it within a poetry collection, the latter 

taken as a larger poetic work (or framework) that provides a poetic environment for poems so 

that each one has its role in the meaning-making process of the entire collection. Qāfiya is part of 

the collection Limādhā tarakta al-ḥiṣāna waḥīdan “Why Did You Leave the Horse Behind,” 

published in 1995 as Darwīsh’s first collection after, and response to, the 1993 Oslo Accord. The 

Accord meant, effectively, that the Palestinians, represented politically by the Palestinian 

Liberation Organization (P.L.O.), have agreed to come to terms with the Israelis who, in the 

Palestinian public’s eye, have taken their homes and homeland. 

Darwīsh, who had been an important figure in the P.L.O. for nearly two decades prior to 

the Oslo Accord, was opposed to it and resigned from the P.L.O.’s Executive Committee in 

protest. In these contexts, “Why did You Leave the Horse Behind” was published to intensify the 

intersection between the public and the personal, the collective and the self, the epic and the 
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lyrical, the historical and the poetic, and the traditional and the modern, an intersection which is 

characteristic of Darwīsh’s late poetry.220 

The collection can be said to exemplify Darwīsh’s experiment with poetry as a form of 

rewriting the biography of the self, personal and collective,221 and hence it offers glimpses of the 

past both in its individual and collective dimensions. It is divided into six sections preceded by 

one opening poem, Arā shabaḥī qādiman min baʿīd (I See My Shadow Coming from Afar), 

which does not belong to any section. This poem begins with the voice of the poem’s speaker 

saying: 

32. I overlook, like a house balcony, what I want 
222 .ْدـیرأ ام ىـلَع ،ٍتـْـیـَـب ِةـَـفْرـُـشـَـك ُّلـِـُطأ  

This sentence will function as a refrain throughout the poem. The speaker of this 

poem/biography “overlooks” his place, family, history, and friends, personal and cultural, of 

whom the most important are poets. The reason this poem is not part of any section is that it 

functions as a balcony that overlooks the other poems/sections in the collection. 

What the first poem’s speaker as balcony overlooks are the six sections of the collection. 

These six sections are: 

                                                
220 See Edward Said’s preface to the English translation of Darwīsh’s poem Aḥada ʿashara kawkaban ʿalā ʾākhir al-
mashhad al-andalusī, translated as Eleven Stars over Andalusia, in: Edward Said, “On Mahmoud Darwish,” Grand 
Street, no. 48, Oblivion (Winter, 1994): 112-115. See the English translation in: Mahmoud Darwish, “Eleven Stars 
over Andalusia,” trans. Mona Anis et al, Grand Street, 48, Oblivion (Winter, 1994): 100-111. See the original 
Arabic version of the poem in: Maḥmūd Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-ūlā al-kāmila (Beirut: Riad El-Rayyes Books, 2005), 
3/269-292. The poem was originally published in 1992 as part of the collection: Aḥada ʿashara kawkaban (Eleven 
Stars). 
 
221 Some critics call the poetic form adopted by this collection and other collections of other poets: al-qaṣīda al-
sīr/dhātiyya (roughly translated as the autobiography poem). See: Khalīl Shukrī Hayyās, al-Qaṣīda al-sīr/dhātiyya: 
bunyat al-naṣṣ wa-tashkīl al-khiṭāb (Amman: Dār Ghaydāʾ li-al-Nashr wa-al-Tawzīʿ, 2016), 198-198. 
222 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:277. 
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I. Ayqūnātun min billawri al-makān (Icons of the Places’ Crystals): 

This section details the journey that a boy and his father were forced to take away from 

their home and homeland. Its main theme is the place, which corresponds to the speaker’s 

voice in the first poem Arā shabaḥī qādiman min baʿīd when he looks at, or remembers, 

discrete images of the place that spark further memory and recollection. Examples are 

trucks carrying soldiers that change the trees “of the place,” trees that guard the night, the 

dog of an immigrant neighbor, and a trunk of an olive tree that concealed the Prophet 

Zakariyyā (Zachariah). 

II. Faḍāʾu Hābīl (Abel’s Open Space): 

The theme of this section is human tragedy, and its most expressive example in the Arā 

shabaḥī poem is Aeschylus (often recognized as the father of Greek Tragedy). In this 

interpretation, Aeschylus represents the writing of tragedy and Abel stands for the 

actualization of it, or, say, the former is literature and the latter is history. 

III. Fawḍā ʿalā bābi al-Qiyāma (Chaos at the Door of Resurrection): 

The self, family, and friends constitute the theme of this third section of the collection, 

where the poet speaks of the self’s memory of the family, and it contains a poem on the 

poet’s mother. In this section, the speaker in the first poem remembers mementos and 

moments of himself with his family and friends. He overlooks his picture as a child, his 

mother’s scarf, and his friends carrying the evening mail, drinking wine, eating bread, 

reading novels, and listening to music. This section will act to prepare the collection to 

solve the chaos, by, first and foremost, turning the deep self, i.e., the poetic one, and talk to 

it. 
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IV. Ghurfatun li-l-kalāmi maʿa al-nafs (A Room to Speak to the Self): 

Language and poetry, i.e., metapoetry, is the obvious theme of this section. To bring its 

metapoetic concern to the fore, the section begins with a poem titled Tadābiru shiʿriyya 

(Poetic Measures).  The section contains a poem on the poet Abū Firās al-Ḥamdānī (d. 

968),223 in addition to the poem that this chapter is concerned with, namely Qāfiya min ajl 

al-Muʿallaqāt (A Rhyme for the Suspended Odes), among others. Similarly, in the Arā 

shabaḥī poem, the speaker overlooks/considers al-Mutanabbī’s name, words that became 

extinct from the dictionary Lisān al-ʿArab224 (or the Arabs’ tongue), and his own language. 

V. Maṭarun fawqa burji al-kanīsa (Rain on the Steeple): 

This section, centered around love and the female, constitutes an elaboration on the few 

love and flesh moments in the Arā shabaḥī poem. The experience of love and the flesh is 

what the speaker of the first poem recalls when he overlooks a woman sunbathing within 

herself, and when he says that a woman’s hand is enough to embrace freedom and let the 

tide ebb and flow within his body. 

VI. Aghlaqū al-mashhad (They Closed the Scene): 

This section speaks of beauty versus power and the declaration of the triumph of power 

over beauty in closing the scene. The character that exemplifies beauty defeated by power 

in this section is Imruʾ al-Qays b. Ḥujr, the pre-Islamic poet whose persona is portrayed in 

                                                
223 H. A. R. Gibb, “Abū Firās”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, 
C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 06 March 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_0183> 
 
224 Lisān al-ʿArab is one of the most famous and comprehensive classical dictionaries of the Arabic language. 
Compiled based on five earlier works, it was completed in 1290 by Ibn Manẓūr (d. 1311/1312). See: J. W. Fück, 
“Ibn Manẓūr”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. 
van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 07 March 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_3284> 
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the akhbār literature as to be centered, first, around his youthful erotic exploits and, second, 

his unbounded quest to avenge his slain royal father.225 An entire poem is dedicated to 

Imruʾ al-Qays in this section, titled Khilāfun ghayru lughawiyyin maʿa Imriʾi al-Qays (A 

Non-Linguistic Dispute with Imruʾ al-Qays). Corresponding to this section in the opening 

poem is the speaker’s “overlooking”/observing the neckless of a poor woman being ground 

beneath a handsome prince’s carriage, and the hoopoe becoming exhausted by the king’s 

admonition. 

Sections I, III, and IV contain six poems each; sections II and V contain five poems each; 

and section VI comes with only four poems. The collection, particularly section I, tells the story 

of the tragedy of the 1948 Palestinian exodus and its personal and collective ramifications. In his 

preface to the English translation of another Darwīshī landmark poem Aḥada ʿashara kawkaban 

ʿalā ʾākhir al-mashhad al-andalusī (Eleven Stars to Andalusia), Edward Said noted that in 

Darwīsh’s poems of this period, “poetry now replaces history as the site of actuality.226” This is 

equally applicable here. 

After the exodus, the Palestinians were expelled from their home and had to find another 

one; yet they “left the horse behind” as the title of the collection reads, because the horse would 

“keep the house inhabited.” But beyond the literal meaning, what could the cultural/poetic 

significance of the horse be? How does Darwīsh draw from his poetic capital to negotiate his 

place and affirm his position in the face of a force that threatens to uproot him from his own land 

and culture? I argue that what Darwīsh did was mainly to resort to the Arabic cultural repertoire 

                                                
225 See the lengthiest version of Imruʾ al-Qays’s akhbār in: Abū al-Faraj al-Iṣbahānī, Kitāb al-Aghānī, 24 vols., eds. 
A group of editors (Cairo: 1952-1961), (vols. 1-16, Dār al-Kutub al-Miṣriyyah); 1970-1994 (vols. 17-24, al-Hayʾa 
al-Miṣriyya al-ʿAmma li-l-Kitāb), 9:77-105. 
 
226 Edward Said, “On Mahmoud Darwish.” 
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to challenge the occupying force, to place himself and his people within a cultural continuity that 

is impossible to uproot, and to transform agony into poetry. 

Your horse is your tongue/your song 

The title “Why Did you Leave the Horse Behind?” is a quotation from the poem Abadu al-

ṣabbār (The Eternity of Cactus), the fourth in section I: 

1. -Where are you taking me, father? 

-In the wind’s direction, my son. 

… 

11. -And who will inhabit the house after us, 

father? 

-It will remain the same as it [always] was, 

my son. 

… 

23. -Why did you leave the horse behind? 

-To keep the house inhabited, my son, 

for houses die when their inhabitants are gone. 

… 

32. . . . So hold out with me 

so that we return. 

-When, father? 

-Tomorrow. Perhaps in two days, my son. 

؟يـِـَبأ اـی يـِـُنذـُـْخأـَـت َنـْـَیأ َىــلِإ -  
227 .يِدـَـلَو اـیِ حـیِّرـلا ِةـَـھـِـج َىـلإ  - 

… 

َاـنِدـْـعـَـب ْنـِـم َتـْـیـَـبـْـلا ُنـُـكـْـسـَـی ْنـَـمَو -  

؟يـِـَبأ اـی  

َناـك اـمـَـلـْـثـِـم ِھـِلاـَـح ىـَلـَـع ىـَـقـْـبـَـیـَـس -  

                                                
227 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:298. 
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228 .يِدـَـلَو ای  

...  

؟ًادیـِـحَو َناصـِـحـلا َتـْـكَرـَـت اذامـِـل -  

،يِدـَـلَو اـی ،َتـْـیـَـبـْـلا َسـِـنْؤـُـی ْيـَـكـِـل -  
229 .اھـُـناـَّكـُـس َباـَـغ اذإ ُتوـَمـت ُتویـُـبـْـلاـَـف  

...  

يـعـَـم ْدـُـمـْـصاــَف ... -  

.ْدوعـَـنـِـل  

؟يبأ ای ىـَـتـَـم -  
230 .ينــْبا اـی ِنـْیـَمَوـیَ دـْـعـَـب امـَّـبُر .ًادـَغ  - 

 

The son asks his father four questions in this poem, all of them end with the vocative “yā 

abī” (father) except for the question: (Why did you leave the horse behind?), which is the title of 

the collection. I do not think that this is arbitrary. In the poem Kam marratan yantahī amruna 

(How Many Times Will Our Situation End?), immediately following (The Eternity of Cactus) in 

the same section, the son addresses his father six times, all of them with the vocative “yā abī” 

(father).231 In the poem following this one, Ilā ʾākhirī wa-ilā ʾākhirih (To My End and to Its 

End), the son uses the same vocative when addressing his father in four cases out of six,232 the 

remaining two cases being a question for his father to expand upon his previous answer and the 

                                                
228 Ibid., 1:299. 
 
229 Ibid, 1:299-300. 
 
230 Ibid., 1:300. 
 
231 Ibid., 1:303-305. 
 
232 Ibid., 1:306-308. 
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father’s asking his son the same thing.233 There seems to be a poetic significance behind dropping 

the vocative “yā abī” (O father) when the son asks about the horse’s being left behind. 

Not mentioning the father when asking about the reason why the horse was left behind 

suggests that the son was in a state of shock or sadness because the horse was abandoned, which 

made him forget the expected, intimate manners of how to address his father—the manners that 

the collection itself emphasizes in all other instances. As there was no place for the horse in the 

journey away from home, as the journey was emptied from his presence, poetic language is now 

filled with the word (horse) in its definite form (al-ḥiṣān). That is, the poem substitutes its 

physical absence with a textual presence. The father is the one who is dropped from the text or, 

one might say, the text is emptied from the word (father) because he already filled the place with 

his actual presence. A linguistic presence is meant to resist a physical absence. 

The word “horse” is mentioned nine times in the collection, in a manner that supports my 

interpretation of the previous verse as revealing a pattern of verbal substitution and an intimate 

relationship between the triad of land, horse, and father. In addition to the question of the title: 

(Why Did You Leave the Horse Behind?), the horse and the father are associated in three more 

instances in a fashion that makes each one of them evoke the other.234 The two are not identical, 

however; every party retains its own identity, but they operate within a very close textual field. 

And because of this closeness, emptying the text from the father is the linguistic correlative of 

emptying the land from the horse, who, in its turn, now fills the textual terrain. Moreover, the 

                                                
233 Ibid., 1:307. 
 
234 The four examples can be found in pp. 288-298 (quoted in this page); p. 299 (the title); p. 326 (the horse and the 
father are mentioned in two separate sentences but immediately following each other); and pp. 345-346 (“her father 
flew on the wedding’s horse,” with the pronoun “her” apparently referring to Darwīsh’s mom, Ḥūriyya (d. 2009), 
since the poem is titled Taʿālīm Ḥūriyya (Ḥūriyya’s Teachings). Here I use the mere linguistic association between 
the word “horse” and the word “father” to support my claim above. 
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horse’s remaining behind functions as an image of its owner’s absence. It is this image of 

absence and emptiness, embodied by the horse, that recurs throughout the poem. It is like the 

aṭlāl (ruined abode) of the nasīb section of the classical ode, but rather than leaving it behind to 

move on and beyond, the poetic persona in Darwīsh’s poem keeps returning to this image as he 

wants to return to his homeland. 

The most expressive example of this intimate relationship between the horse and the 

father comes early on in the collection. In the first poem in section I, Fī yadī ghaymatun (In My 

Hand Is a Cloud), the scene of the interaction between the horse and the father is all what the self 

wants from Earth: 

49. A cloud in my hand wounds me: I do not 

want from Earth more than  

this land: the scent of cardamom and hay  

between my father and the horse. 

ال :يِدـَـی يفٌ ةـَمـْـیـَـغ ينـُـحَرـْـجـَت  

ْنـِـم َرـَـثـْـَكأ ِضْرألا نـِمُ دیُرأ  
235. ْناصـِـحـْـلاو يبأ َنـْیـَب ِّشـَـقلاو  ِلاـھـلا ِةـَحـِـئار :ِضْرألا ِهِذـَـھ   

The land/place (this earth) is defined, above all, by the speaker’s memory of the 

interaction between the horse and the father, because the image of the abandoned horse indicates 

what is missing (those who fled) and, unlike the aṭlāl and rusūm al-dār of nasīb, it awaits and 

assumes their return. The horse was left behind to keep the house inhabited and occupied “li-kay 

yuʾnisa al-bayt,” which is, in poetic diction, the opposite of abandoned, wild, and ruined. As 

                                                
235 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:288-289. 
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long as the horse is there (even if alone), the abode is not abandoned but still inhabited awaiting 

their return.  

But if the significance of the father and the land is easily understandable, why does the 

horse enjoy such a remarkable presence in Darwīsh’s poem? What does it signify? To answer 

this question, one can go back to the first time the horse is mentioned in this collection and see 

how it figures there.236  

The first “horse” instance comes in the first poem in the collection Arā shabaḥī qādiman 

min baʿīd (I See My Shadow Coming from Afar), in which there is a refrain in the poet’s voice 

that reads, “I overlook, like a house balcony, what I want.” As mentioned above, one of the 

elements that the speaker recollects is the name of al-Mutanabbī, but he recollects that name in a 

very specific way. The poem reads: 

9. I overlook the name of “Abū al-Ṭayyib al-Mutanabbī” 

that travels from Tiberius to Egypt 

 on the horse of song 

ّيبـَنـَـتـُـمـلا ِبـِّیـَّطـلا يبأ ِمـْسا ىلـَع ُّلـِـُطأ  

َرـْصـِـم ىلإ اـّیِرـَـبـَط ْنـِـم ِرـِـفاسـُـمـْـلا  
237 ْدیشـِّنـلا ِناصـِح َقوـَـف  

The tremendous poetic connotation of the word “horse” in this collection can be 

explained by this verse on al-Mutanabbī, for associating him with the horse is likely an allusion 

                                                
236 As I said above, the horse is mentioned nine times in the collection, seven times in the singular, definite form, 
one in the plural definite, and only one in the singular indefinite. In all these instances, the horse is either associated 
with the father, with the place, or, as will be explained later, with poetry. 
 
237 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:278. 
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to al-Mutanabbī’s horse when he was forced to leave home (i.e. Sayf al-Dawla’s court in 

Aleppo) to Egypt. Al-Mutanabbī said: 

12. Horses are just like friends: scarce 

Even if they seem many to an inexperienced eye. 

 

13. If you see only the beauty of their markings  

And [of] their limbs, then their beauty is concealed from you 

ُةـَـلـیـلـَـق ِقیدـَّصـلاـَـك َّالإ ُلـْیـَـخـلا اـَـمَو  

ُبِّرـَـجـُـی ال ْنـَـم ِْنـیـَـع يـف ْتَرـُـثـَــك ِْنإَو  

 

اِھـتایـِـش ِنـْـسـُـح َرـْیـَغ ْدـِھاـشـُت ْمـَل َاذإ  
238 ُبـَّیـَـغـُـم َكـْنـَـع ُنـْسـُـحـْـلاـَـف اھـِـئاـَـضـْـَعأَو  

Al-Mutanabbī’s trust in the horse to carry him from the Levant to Egypt and his 

personification of the horse as a true friend who would show him loyalty when human friends 

(i.e., Sayf al-Dawla) betray him take on the metaphorical meaning of poetry itself. Al-

Mutanabbī’s horse is the only horse in the collection that takes a metaphorical form (the horse of 

song), which suggests that, not only does the horse have a metaphorical function, but so too does 

al-Mutanabbī.239 The horse being left behind, then, must also be metaphor for poetry, that “holds 

the place” of the poet/nation when they are in exile. 

In light of this interpretation, the horse in the collection is a symbol for poetry (the horse 

of song) which helped the greatest Arab poet overcome betrayal and continue on his poetic 

                                                
238 Al-Mutanabbī, Dīwān, 1:180. 
 
239 Al-Mutanabbī figures prominently in Darwīsh’s oeuvre, and his forced departure to Egypt is the sole topic of one 
of Darwīsh’s famous poems: Riḥlat al-Mutanabbī ʾilā miṣr (Al-Mutanabbī’s Journey to Egypt) in the 1984 
collection Ḥiṣār li-madāʾiḥ al-baḥr (Siege of the Panegyrics of the Sea). See: Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-ūlā, 2:419-430. 
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journey. Likewise, the modern Arab poet is relying on poetry to construct his own version of 

history, personal and collective, and travel throughout it on the back of his own “horse of song.” 

Poetry here is used to “overlook like a house balcony” the past, comment on the present, and 

envision the future. 

Therefore, the close association between the father and the horse in the collection is 

indeed an association between the two sources of the poet’s identity. While the father gave him 

his official and lineage name, the “horse of song”, i.e., poetry, gave him his artistic name and his 

poetic identity. This appears to be the reason why he overlooks, not al-Mutanabbī, but his name: 

“I overlook the name of Abū al-Ṭayyib al-Mutanabbī,” as the poem reads. Darwīsh, then, 

develops the metaphor of the colloquial Arabic proverb lisānak Ḥuṣānak “Your tongue is your 

horse” as his Mutanabbian horse of song that allows the modern poet to travel throughout history 

and make his own. At the same time, then, the horse left behind in the homeland must be the 

poet’s tongue/poetry holding the place until the exiles’ return. 

This vision of the self as split into two, one inherited from the father and one functioning 

as a name given by poetry, occurs with some consistency in Darwīsh’s poetry. In the poem 

before the last one in the collection, Mutatāliyāt li-zamanin ʾākhar (Sequences for Another 

Time), the first passage reads: 

4. I see myself split into two: 

me, 

and my name.  

:ِنـْـیـَـنـْـثا ىلإ ُّقـَـشـْـنـَـت َيـِـسـْـفـَـن  

،انأ  
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240 ... يــِــمـْـساو  

In another poem Tadābiru shiʿriyya (Poetic Measures), the first poem in the metapoetic 

section, Section IV Ghurfatun li-l-kalāmi maʿa al-nafs (A Room to Speak to the Self), and the 

only poem in the collection whose title refers explicitly to poetry, Darwīsh understands poetry as 

recurrent questioning of identity: 

42. The poem is between my two hands, and it is capable 

of managing the affairs of myths, 

using handwork, but I have, 

20. since I found the poem, displaced my self  

and questioned it: 

Who am I? 

Who am I?  

اھـِـعـْـسُو يـفَو ،ََّيدـَـی َنَْیـبُ ةدیصقلا  

،ِریطاـَـسألا َنوؤـُـش َریِدـُـت ْنأ  

يـنـَّـنـِكـَـلَو ِ،ّيَِودـَـیـلا ِلـَـمـَـْعــلاـِـب  

يـسـْـفـَـن ُتْدَّرـَـشَ َةدیصـَـقـلا ُتْدـَـجَو ْذـُـم  

:اُھـتـْـلَءاـسَو  

اـنأ ْنـَـم  
241 ؟اـنأ ْنـَـم  

The topoi of poetry as identity, language as a departure from the place, and poetry as a 

miracle of a magnitude and an authority commensurate with that of prophethood can be found in 

many places in the collection, but it is the poem Qāfiya min ajl al-Muʿallaqāt (A Rhyme for the 

Suspended Odes) that best exemplifies Darwīsh’s fascination with all these themes. In this poem, 

song is Darwīsh’s horse to explore the Arab soul and travel throughout the history of the Arabs 

                                                
240 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:425. 
 
241 Ibid., 1:368. 
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and their greatest miracle, i.e., poetry. He begins the exploration of Arabic poetry from its 

origins, the Muʿallaqāt, to create a myth of how it came to existence by, chiefly, putting it in the 

context of the miracles of the previous nations. My argument is that Darwīsh’s Qāfiya constructs 

a self-image of the poet that culminates in setting it, as a poetic system of meaning, against the 

Qurʾān, the prosaic writing system that Prophet Muḥammad transmitted to the Arab people. 

Darwīsh’s poem, which I read here as the second moment in the “Poem of Rejection” poetic 

event established by Ibn Muqbil, will be analyzed after I provide a full translation of it. 
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Maḥmūd Darwīsh’s A Rhyme for the Suspended Odes: A translation242 

 

1. No one has guided me to myself. I am the guide; I am the guide… 

 

…To myself between the sea and the desert. From my language, I was born  

on the road to India between two small tribes, above whom  

the moon of the ancient religions, and the impossible peace, 

 

5. And whose task it was to preserve the orbit of the adjacent Persians 

and the Byzantines’s great apprehension, so that the heavy time falls 

from the Arab’s tent. Who am I? This is  

the others’ question, and there is no answer to it. I am my own language, 

And I am one suspended ode… two suspended odes… ten. This is my language. 

10. I am my language. I am what the words said: 

Be 

my body, then to their tone, I was a body. I am what 

I said to the words: Be the junction of my body 

and eternity – the desert. Be, so that I be as I say! 

 

15. No land on earth bears me, so my words bear me 

like a bird, spreading out from me, and building the nest of its journey before me. 

In my rubble, in the rubble of the magical world around me, 

on a wind I stopped. And my long night was too long for me. 

This is my language: necklaces of stars around the necks of 

20. those I love: they migrated 

They took the place and migrated 

They took the time and migrated 

They took their scents from the pottery  

and [from] the scarce pasture, and migrated 

                                                
242 See the full Arabic text in Appendix [1]. 
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25. They took the words, and the slain heart migrated… 

 

. . .With them. Does the echo diffuse? This echo, 

This white, vocal mirage of a name 

whose hoarseness fills the unknown, and which departure fills with divinity? 

 

The sky places over me a window, so I look: I don’t 

30. I see anyone but myself. . . 

I found myself outside of it 

just as it was with me, and my visions 

did not stray from the desert, 

Of wind and sand are my steps 

35. And my world is my body and what my hands possess. 

I am the traveler and the path 

 

Gods appear to me and depart. And we don’t prolong 

our conversation about what is to come. There is no tomorrow in 

this desert but what we saw yesterday, 

40. So, let me raise my suspended ode so that the cyclical era is broken 

and the beautiful time is born! 

 

How often the past comes tomorrow! 

I left my self to itself, [my self] which had taken its fill of its present  

And the journey emptied me… 

 

45. …of the temples. Heaven has its peoples and its wars. 

But me, I have the gazelle as a wife, and for me the palms. . . 

 

. . . are suspended odes in the book of sand. What I see is past. 

Man possesses the kingdom of dust and its crown. So, let 

my language triumph over time – the enemy, over my progeny, 
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50. over me, over my father, and over an ending that never ends. 

 

This is my language and my miracle: the staff of my magic; 

the Gardens of my Babylon, and my obelisk, my first identity, 

and my polished blade 

 

And what is sacred to the Arab in the desert, 

55. worshipping the rhymes 

that flow like stars over his cloak, 

and worshipping what he says. 

 

There has to be prose, then, 

There has to be a divine prose for the Prophet to triumph… 
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Resuscitating the Muʿallaqāt: The identification between the poet and his language   

Darwīsh’s Qāfiya is a seminal work in modern Arabic poetry when it comes to 

pronouncing one’s anxiety regarding language, identity, and a place that was once called home. 

It raises the Arabic bayt (poetic verse) to the status of the true “home/homeland” of the Arab 

people. I will read the poem to explore the idea of language as an identity, poetry as an Arab 

home, and modernity as continuity. Based on my reading of the poem, I will argue that 

Darwīsh’s Qāfiya exhibits a double rejection. First, its thematic dimension exhibits a refusal to 

host the poet and the Prophet in one textual field, and instead treats them as representatives of 

two conflicting forms of literary production (poetry and prose). This rejection is influenced Ibn 

Muqbil’s moment, which Darwīsh seems to take as a point of reference throughout his career as I 

will explain later. Second, this rejection of the classical Prophet has a scaffolding effect, which 

helps the poem raise its voice of rejection of the modernist rejection of the poetic turāth. In 

claiming to resuscitate the Muʿallaqāt, Darwīsh is also rejecting the modernist rejection of the 

classical tradition and re-claiming it as his heritage. In rejecting both types of prophet, the 

prophet of tradition and the prophet of modernism, Darwīsh is searching for a new prophet 

whose prophethood is not based on dichotomies like poetry and prose, or tradition and 

modernity. He says in the first poem of the collection: 

20. I overlook the procession of the ancient prophets 

Ascending barefoot and questioned it: 

And I ask: is there a new prophet  

For this new age?  

ىـَمادـُـقلا ِءایـِـبـْـنألا ِبـِـكْوـَـم ىـَـلـَـع ُّلـِطأ  

َمیـِـلـِـشْروأ ىـلإً ةاـَـفـُـح َنودـَـعـْـصـَـی ْمـُـھَو  

ٍدیدـَـجٍ ّيـِبـَـن ْنـِـم ْلـَـھ :ُلأـْـسأو  
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243 ؟ْدیدـَـجـلا   ِنامزـلا اذـَھـِـل

The Qāfiya falls within Section IV Ghurfatun li-l-kalāmi maʿa al-nafs (A Room to Speak 

to the Self), which I described above as the metapoetic section of the collection because it 

expresses the modern poet’s preoccupation with poetry and the poetic language, and its function 

in the world at large. It is a room in which the modern Arab poet speaks with the collective self 

and its history, and his means to do so is certainly poetry, or Dīwān al-ʿArab (the Register of the 

Arabs). The metapoetic character of the section intensifies in the poem Qāfiya, which, in 

addition to taking poetry as its subject-matter, constitutes, as I will show later, what Huda 

Fakhreddine terms “referential poetry,” where the medium of the poem itself becomes a 

metapoetic statement. 

The poem can be thematically divided into six sections. In lines 1-7, the poem provides 

the geographical and political settings of the pre-Islamic Muʿallaqa, especially within the ancient 

Arabs’ precarious position between the two great powers of the time, namely the Sasanian 

Persians and the Byzantines. The fear of an authoritative other and the need to protect the self 

leads to the question of identity (who am I?), which is the topic of the second section (lines 7-

14). In this section, the self appears incarnated in language and is born from it, a critical 

foundation for the argument of a poem that sees itself in conflict with the authority of the Arab 

Prophet because of the different system of meaning that he brought to Arabia. Then, lines 15-26 

describe the land as ruined after the departure of the poet’s loved ones, a departure that created a 

tragic feeling of sorrow and emptiness (lines 26-47) which transformed the Arab desert into an 

infinity, or an eternity as the poem reads, whose days are cyclical and whose future is a repeated 

                                                
243 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:279. 
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past, a feeling that even Gods couldn’t help overcome. To resist the monotony of life and the 

tragic feeling of loss, the Muʿallaqa was born (or raised), and hence language became the ancient 

Arab’s miracle to reclaim power and authority over his temporal space (line 48-57). However, 

his linguistic miracle became so powerful that he worshiped it, then God intervened by sending a 

Prophet with a divinely-supported prose to challenge the ancient Arab’s ode. Finally, the prosaic 

text triumphed, and the Prophet was victorious. 

The poem designs for the Jāhilī Arab an identity that revolves entirely around language, 

specifically poetry. Language is his mother, his real self, the music of which he is a body, a bird 

that carries him away, and necklaces of stars around the necks of those he loves. Additionally, 

language is a means of survival. The poem begins with the negation: “No one has guided me to 

myself,” only to go directly to the affirmation: “I am the guide, I am the guide.” This 

grammatical structure has a deep connotation. The harshness of the desert and its tragic, endless 

space almost “negated/exterminated” the ancient Arabs, but they resisted that existential threat 

with one tool: language, hence the poem proceeds, “I am the guide to myself. From my language 

I was born.” Acknowledging the necessity of the “guide” in the pathless desert, the poem 

declares the ancient poet as an earthly guide, in what it seems to render irrelevant the prophetic 

guidance to al-ṣirāṭ al-mustaqīm (the Straight Path).244 

The modern Arab also resists with language. Palestinian Darwīsh resists with a poem the 

forces that deny him his homeland and seek to force him into exile. His resistance here is deeper, 

more cultural and poetic than his earlier poems, such as Biṭāqat huwiyya (Identity Card): Sajjil 

                                                
244 Al-ṣirāṭ al-mustaqīm is a common Qurʾānic concept. In the first Sūra of the Qurʾān, al-Fātiḥa (The Opening), the 
speaker (the Prophet and all believers) ask God for his guidance to the straight path, which means asking for moral 
and religious guidance. See: Qurʾān: 1:6. 
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anā ʿArabī (Record: I am an Arab!).245 In the Qāfiya, the absence of the divine made language 

the means by which the Jāhilī Arab realized his existence. Darwīsh’s resistance here is formed 

by inserting the modern Palestinian/Arab’s tragedy within a poetic continuity of affirming 

identity and experimenting with language as a means of survival, of resisting existential and 

cultural negation, as if Darwīsh’s statement is: if the ancient Arab resisted by language the harsh 

conditions that tried to annihilate him, then the modern Arab will be able through language to 

defend himself and retain his identity in the face of modern challenges. 

The monotony and repetitiveness of life, or the “cyclical era” as the poem reads, and the 

infinite extension of the place, which suggests the disappearance of the new and the 

transformative, are also conditions that almost denied the ancient Arab his existence. The 

solution was to “raise” the ancient ode and discover the unknown and go beyond the physical 

boundaries of life, just as believers “raise the adhān” to reach the same goal: 

37. …we don’t prolong 

our conversation about what is to come. There is no tomorrow in 

this desert but what we saw yesterday, 

40. So, let me raise my suspended ode so that cyclical era is broken 

and the beautiful time is born! 

ُلیـِطـُن ال...  

يفٌ دـَـغ ال .يتأـَـیـَـس اَّمـَـع انـَـثیِدـَـح  

،ِسمأ انـْـَیأر اـمّ الإ ِءارـْحـَّصـلا ِهذـَـھ  

ُّيرـِـئّادـلا ُناـمّزـلا َرـِـسـَـكـْـنـَـیـِـل يتـَـقـَّلـَـعـُـم ْعـَـفَْرْألـَـف  
246 ُلیمـَـجـلا ُتـْقَوـْـلاَ دـَـلوـُـیَو  

 

                                                
245 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-ūlā, 1:80-84. 
 
246 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:383. 
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This beautiful time is the absolute opposite of the heavy time that stands on top of the 

ancient Arab’s tent in the first section of the poem:  

5. And whose task it was to preserve the orbit of the adjacent Persians 

and the Byzantines’s great apprehension, so that the heavy time falls 

from the Arab’s tent. Who am I? This is  

the others’ question, and there is no answer to it. I am my own language, 

ِ ّيسرافـلا ِراوـِـجـلا َكـَـلـَـف اظـَـفـْـَحـت ْنأ امـِـھـْـیـَـلـَـعَو  

ُلیقـَّــثـلا ُنـَمَّزـلا َطـِـبـْـھـَـیـِـل ،َریبـَـكـلا ِمورلا َسـِـجاـھَو  

اذـَـھ ؟اـنأ ْنـَـم .َرـَـثـْـكأِ ّيـِـبَرـَـعـلا ِةـَـمـْـیـَـخ ْنـَـع  
247 اـنأ يتـَـغـُـل اـنأ ُ.ھ ـَـل َباوـَـج الو َنیرخآلا ُلاؤـُـس  

The tent is the dwelling (bayt = house) of the ancient Arab, but it is also the etymological 

origin of the poetic verse (bayt al-shiʿr). Interestingly enough, the question that arises 

immediately after mentioning the Arab’s tent is the question of identity, as if the actual Arab’s 

bayt, i.e. the tent, and the cultural bayt, the poetic verse, are identical. They both protect the self 

and give it security in the face of the surrounding threatening forces, and thus they provide him 

with a sense of selfhood. In fact, not only does the poetic bayt give the ancient poet his identity, 

he himself becomes a suspended ode, making the fine line between the self and the ode, the 

subject and the object, the seer and the seen, and the sayer and the said disappear: 

And I am one suspended ode… two suspended odes… ten. This is my language. 

10. I am my language. I am what the words said: 

Be 

my body, then to their tone, I was a body. I am what 

I said to the words: Be the junction of my body 

and eternity – the desert. Be, so that I be as I say! 

يتـَـغـُـل ِهذـَـھ ،ٌرـْـشـَـع ... ِناتقـّلـَـعـُـم ...ٌ ةـَـقـَّلـَـعـُـم اــنأَو  

                                                
247 Ibid. 
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:ُتامـلـَـكـلا َتلاـق اـم اـنأ .يتـَـغـُـل اـنأ  

ْنـُـك  

  ام اــنأ .ًادـَـسـَـج اـھِرـْـبـَـنـِـل ُتـْنـُـكـَـف ،يدـَـسـَـج

َعـم يدـَـسـَـج ىـقـَـتـْـلـُـم ينوـُـك :ِتامـِـلـَـكـْـلـِـل ُتـْـلـُـق  
248 ُلُوقأ امـَك َنوـكأ ْيـَـك ينوـُـك .ِءارـْـحـّصـلا ِةـَّـیِدـَـبألا  

The use of the imperative kun (be) is the first hint to the competition or conflict between 

the poetic/human language and the prosaic/divine language, for it refers to the Qurʾānic recurrent 

phrase of creation “kun fa-yakūn”,249 which is not mere words, but a divine speech-act that brings 

things from nonexistence into existence. Language here functions as the Jāhilī Arab’s God who 

says to him: be, and then he exists, but the difference is that the poet is also creating language: “I 

am what I said to the words: be, so that I be as I say.” This interdependency between man and 

language is absent in the divine version of creation, where the relationship between God’s 

language and man is always unidirectional: from God to man. In addition to being the first hint at 

the conflict between the two forms of literary production, the poetic/human and the 

prosaic/divine, this passage is critical in that it lays the foundation for the climax of the poem 

when the Jāhilī Arab becomes so attached to his language that he worshiped it. In other words, in 

its first and last appearances in the poem, poetic language assumes the authority of a God. 

In addition to being interdependent, man and language in this human/secular reading of 

the pre-Islamic era are identical: he is a body of its tone, and language is a bird that carries him 

away from the wasteland: 

15. No land on earth bears me, so my words bear me 

                                                
248 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:383. 
 
249 This speech-act phrase of divine creation is mentioned eight times in the Qurʾān: 2:117, 3:47, 3:59, 6:73, 16:40, 
19:35, 36:82, and 40:68. 
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like a bird, spreading out from me, and building the nest of its journey before me. 

In my rubble, in the rubble of the magical world around me, 

on a wind I stopped. And my long night was too long for me. 

يمالـَـك ينـُـلـِـمـْـحـَـیـَـف ،ينـُـلـِـمـْـَحـت ِضرألا َقوـَـف َضْرأ ال  

يماـمأ ِھـِتـَلـْـحِر َّشـُـع يـنـْـبـَـیَو ،يـّـنـِـم ًاـعِّرـَـفـَـتـُـم اًرـِئاط  

،يلْوـَـح ْنـِـمِ ّيرـْحـِّسـلا ِمـَلاعـلا ِماطـُـح يف ،يماطـُـح يـف  
250 ُلیوـَّطـلا يلـْـیـَـل يـب َلاطَو .ُتـْفـَـقَوٍ حیِر ىلـَع  

In these verses, poetry (kalāmī) appears as an Arabic phoenix that takes the Jāhilī Arab to 

a new journey every time his tragedy turns his abode to rubble, a scene that alludes to the aṭlāl 

(ruined abodes) of the pre-Islamic ode. This allusion is further strengthened by the last line in the 

passage above, which evokes three moments in classical Arabic poetry all at once: al-

Mutanabbī’s famous verse (Anxious as if the wind was beneath me, directing it south or north),251 

the traditional wuqūf and istīqāf motif of the nasīb section typical of pre-Islamic odes (elegiac 

prelude where the poet stops and asks his companions to stop to weep and remember the 

departed beloved), and Imruʾ al-Qays’s complaint in his Muʿallaqa about the endless night, 

where he says: 

45. Many a night like the billowing sea 

     let down its veils over me 

With all kinds of cares 

     between al-Dakhūl, then to test me. 

 

46. Then I said to it when 

                                                
250 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:382. 
 
251 Al-Mutanabbī, Dīwān, 3:225. 
16. Anxious as if the wind was beneath me,  
               directing it south or north. 

ِيـتـْـحـَـت َحـیِّرـلا َّنأـَـك ٍقـَـلـَـق ىـَـلـَـع  
الاــمــــَـش َْوأ ًاـبوـنـــَـج اھــــُھـــِّـجَُوأ  
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     it stretched out its spine, 

Followed with its hindquarters, 

     and heaved its ponderous breast, 

 

47. Alas, long night, will you not dispel, 

     revealing dawn, 

Though the dawn of day will be 

     no better for me.252 
َُھلودُس ىخَرأ ِرـَحبلاِ جوــَمـَك ٍلـَیلَو  

يلـَتـبـَیِل ِموــمـُھلاِ عاوــَنأـِب ََّيلـَع  

 

ِھِبلــُصـِب ىــّطــَمـَت اـَّملُ َھل ُتلـــُقــَف  

ِلــَكلــَكــِب َءاــنَوً ازاـــجــَعأ ََفدَرأَو  

 

يلَجْنا َالأ ُلیوَطلا ُلَیللا اھَُّیأ َالأ  
253 َِلثـَمأِب َكـنِم  ُحاـبصِإلا  امَو  ٍحـبـُصِب   

In Darwīsh’s poem, the ancient Arab lives in a constant state of anxiety (On a wind I 

stood,) and a constant concern of the other (India, the two small tribes, impossible peace, the 

Persian sphere of influence, and the great fear of the Byzantines). It seems that Darwīsh is 

painting the geopolitical picture here to hint at the extra-literary function of the Arabic ode, and 

perhaps to indicate that the stylistic features of the ode such as the similes, metaphors, structure, 

and so on and so forth are to be explained with that context in mind because poetry was a 

response to the challenges of life. Additionally, setting poetry against the great powers of the 

pre-Islamic period strengthens the idea that poetry was a form of authority itself, which the poem 

is trying to establish throughout, and hence paves the way for understanding the divine decision 

                                                
252 Translation by Suzanne Stetkevych. See: S. Stetkevych, The Mute Immortals Speak, 254. 
 
253 Imruʾ al-Qays, Dīwan, 239-242 (this version has the verses in numbers 42, 43, and 45 respectively).  
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to send a prosaic text to counter that authority. All these references to the great powers of the 

past are, in a different level, allegorical to the present—the Arab’s, particularly Palestinian, 

struggle with modern imperial powers. 

Moreover, as I said above, Darwīsh is claiming authority for the modern Arab poet, 

himself first, by injecting his own verse in the re-writing of the history of the ode, and thus 

rejecting the modernist rejection of classical poetry. Darwīsh is very aware of the fact that 

“history” is owned by those who write it, hence he writes a “history” of the origin of the Arabic 

qaṣīda and its extra-literary function within the authority structure of the time. Emphasizing the 

significance of writing one’s history, he said in the poem Qāla al-musāfiru li-l-musāfiri: lan 

aʿūda kamā (The Traveler Said to the Traveler: I Will not Come Back as…) in Section IV (A 

Room to Speak to the Self): 

39. Whoever writes his story will inherit  

the land of words and own the meaning entirely! 

ْثِرـَـیُ ھـَـتـَـیَاـكـِـح ْبـُـتـْـكـَـی ْنـَـم  
254 !اـماـمـَت ىـَـنـْـعـَـمـلا ِكـُلـْـمـَـیَو ،ِمالـَـك ـْـلا َضَْرأ  

Continuity through a cultural taḍmīn: An interdependent frame of reference  

In order to create a continuity between his poetry and that of his predecessors, Darwīsh 

ingeniously employs taḍmīn (enjambment), the instance where the complete meaning of the line 

of poetry, or verse in pre-modern poems, is dependent, syntactically or semantically, on the line 

or verse following it.255 Other meanings of taḍmīn includes the instance where one verse contains 

                                                
254 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:378. 
 
255 Generally considered a defect that poets should avoid, “enjambment” is only one meaning of the word taḍmīn. 
Amidu Sanni lists three main categories of taḍmīn as discussed in classical rhetoric: grammatical (syntactic or 
semantic, this is enjambment), rhetorical (quotational borrowing from one line into another), and hermeneutic 
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a quotation from another (which is called in modern Arabic parlance iqtibās), a phenomenon that 

I will comment on later to explore the place of Tamīm b. Muqbil’s poetry of resentment toward 

prophetic authority in Darwīsh’s oeuvre.256 I call the first type the taḍmīn of continuation, and the 

second the taḍmīn of containment. 

To appreciate the significance of the use of taḍmīn in Dawrīsh’s Qāfiya, the metrical 

system of the poem should be first introduced. Qāfiya is a mono-rhymed, mono-metered tafʿīla 

poem. Although it does not completely adhere to the metrical system of the classical poem, 

which requires a fixed number of metrical-feet in each line/verse as I explained above, it still 

maintains one metrical-foot and a consistent mono-rhyme, meaning that all its verses end with 

the same rhyme, or qāfiya. This qāfiya is the letter L (lām) with a ḍamma short vowel, preceded 

by either of the two long vowels ī or ū. Although the ḍamma is a short vowel (lu), it receives the 

sound of a long vowel (īlū, or ūlū) because the qāfiya is muṭlaqa (loosened).257 The tafʿīla of this 

poem, mutafāʿilun of the meter al-Kāmil, accepts the variant of mustafʿilun, which is a flexibility 

within the Khalīlī system. The lines of the poem, in their alternating between mutafāʿilun and 

mustafʿilun, rhyme 15 times, and these rhyming-verses vary in length, meaning in the number of 

tafʿīlas that each “verse” contains. 

The following table shows how much the “verses” vary in metrical length. I will give the 

verse the abbreviation Vr. with its corresponding number (e.g., Vr. 1), and by “verse” I mean the 

                                                
(scriptural interpretation). See: Amidu Sanni, “Again on ‘Taḍmīn’ in Arabic Theoretical Discourse,” Bulletin of the 
School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London 61, no. 1 (1998): 1–19. 
 
256 Ibid. 
 
257 On the difference between the qāfiya muṭlaqa (loosened rhyme) and the qāfiya muqayyada (fettered rhyme), see: 
Geert Jan Van Gelder, “Rhyme,” in Sound and Sense in Classical Arabic Poetry (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 
2012), 171-268. Also see: Marle Hammond, “Qāfiya,” in A Dictionary of Arabic Literary Terms and Devices 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018). 
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continuous flow of sentences before the break of a Qāfiya. The tafʿīlas will be abbreviated as Tf. 

preceded by the number of tafʿīlas (e.g., 4 Tf.). Under each Vr., I will write the number for the 

line(s) that this given verse covers. For example, verse number 2 (Vr. 2) begins with “Ilayya 

bayna” (To myself between) in line 2 and ends with the rhyming word al-mustaḥīlū at the end of 

line 4 (= Ln. 2-4). All the words between these two textual boundaries form verse number 2, 

which means that Vr.2 is 13-tafʿīla long: 

2. To myself between the sea and the desert. From my language, I was born  

on the road to India between two small tribes, above whom  

the moon of the ancient religions, and the impossible peace, 

ُتْدـِلُو يتـَـغـُـل ْنـِم .ِءارـْـحـَّصـلاو ِرـْـحـَـبـْـلا َنـْـیـَـب َّيـَـلإ . . .  

امـِـھـْـیـَـَلـع ِنـْیـَتَرـیـغـَـص ِنـْـیـَـتـَـلـیـِـبـَـق َنـْـیـَب ِدـْـنـِـھـْـلا ِقیرـَط ىـَلـَـع  
258 .ْلیحـَـتـْـسـُـمـلا ُمالـَّـسـلاو ّدـلا ُرـَـمـَـق  ِةـَـمـِـیدـَـقـلا ِتاـنایِ  

Table 1: Metrical length of each verse 

Vr.1 
 
Ln.: 
1 

Vr.2 
 
Ln.: 
2-4 

Vr.3 
 
Ln.: 
5-6 

Vr.4 
 
Ln.: 
7-14 

Vr.5 
 
Ln.: 
15-
18 

Vr.6 
 
Ln.: 
19-
25 

Vr.7 
 
Ln.: 
26-
36 

Vr.8 
 
Ln.: 
37-
41 

Vr.9 
 
Ln.: 
42-
44 

Vr.10 
 
Ln.: 
45-
46 

Vr.11 
 
Ln.: 
47-
50 

Vr.12 
 
Ln.: 
51-
53 

Vr.13 
 
Ln.: 
54-
55 

Vr.14 
 
Ln.: 
56-
57 

Vr.15 
 
Ln.: 
58-
59 

 
4 
Tf. 
 

 
13 
Tf. 
 

 
8 
Tf. 
 

 
27 
Tf. 
 

 
17 
Tf. 
 

 
18 
Tf. 
 

 
30 
Tf. 
 

 
17 
Tf. 
 

 
8 
Tf. 
 

 
8  
Tf. 
 

 
15  
Tf. 
 

 
9  
Tf. 
 

 
4  
Tf. 
 

 
5  
Tf. 
 

 
6  
Tf. 
 

 

Going back to taḍmīn, my argument here is that, although taḍmīn can be found in other 

Arabic Free-Verse poems, employing it in Darwīsh’s Qāfiya seems to have a metaphorical and 

metapoetic significance. Forming a continuity of meaning within the textual field of a modern 

                                                
258 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:381. 
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poem that evokes tradition is Darwīsh’s overarching claim of how the meaning of ancient poetry, 

i.e. the Muʿallaqāt, becomes complete only through modern Arabic poetry and vice versa. The 

traditional and the modern complete each other in sense that the two bodies of poetry form two 

grand verses dependent upon each other, the ancient as a frame of reference to the latter; the 

latter as a repertoire of the potential meanings of the former. This will become clear once the 

instances of taḍmīn are analyzed. 

Darwīsh’s poem is titled Qāfiya min ajl al-Muʿallaqāt (A Rhyme for the Suspended 

Odes). From the title, one can deduce that the actual qāfiyas (rhyme words) of the poem are of 

significant role in the meaning-making process of the poem. To borrow related concepts from 

cognitive poetics for interpreting the function of the qāfiyas, one finds that “figures and ground” 

for the most applicable framework to the emphasis Darwīsh’s poem places on the rhyming 

words. Within this framework, literary works are seen as textual fields with contrasting 

relationships between the ground of the field and some of its prominent elements (figures) whose 

prominence differentiates them from the ground. As Peter Stockwell explains: 

The part of a visual field or textual field that is most likely to be seen as the figure 

will have one or more of the following features that make it prominent: 

•  it will be regarded as a self-contained object or feature in its own right, with 

well-defined edges separating it from the ground; 

•  it will be moving in relation to the static ground; 

•  it will precede the ground in time or space; 

•  it will be a part of the ground that has broken away, or emerges to become the 

figure; 

•  it will be more detailed, better focused, brighter, or more attractive than 

the rest of the field; 

•  it will be on top of, or in front of, or above, or larger than the rest of the 
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field that is then the ground.259 

It is precisely the last feature that is especially applicable to the rhyming words in 

Darwīsh’s poem, because what the title does is foregrounding the word “rhyme” by putting it on 

top, in front of, and above all other words in the poem. By placing the word qāfiya in the first 

position in the title, Darwīsh is foregrounding the rhyming words and granting them a prominent 

role. The poem is mono-rhymed in the letter L (lām), which is preceded by either of the two long 

vowels ī or ū. It has fifteen qāfiyās (rhyming words),260 eleven ending in the rhyme ī and lām 

with a ḍamma short vowel (īlū),261 and only four ending with the rhyme ū and lām (ūlū),262 

including the last verse which ends with the word the Messenger (al-rasūlū). The poem exhibits 

taḍmīn in almost half of the qāfiyas (seven out of fifteen), which, going back to Stockwell’s 

“figure and ground” features, makes taḍmīn “detailed, better focused, brighter, or more attractive 

than the rest of the field.263” This hyper use of taḍmīn justifies searching for a metaphorical and 

metapoetic significance of it. If one takes all the qāfiyas as a minor textual field, taḍmīn is also 

“on top of, or in front of, or above… the field that is then the ground,264” because it is right from 

the first qāfiya that we are faced with taḍmīn, where Darwīsh had to break the “sentence” with 

the qāfiya in order to achieve taḍmīn.  Here are all the taḍmīn instances:  

(1) 

1. No one has guided me to myself. I am the guide, I am the guide. 

                                                
259 Peter Stockwell, Cognitive Poetics: An Introduction (London and New York: Routledge, 2002), 15. 
 
260 The rhyming words can be found in lines: 1, 4, 6, 14, 18, 25, 36, 41, 44, 46, 50, 53, 55, 57, and 59.  
 
261 Lines: 1, 6, 14, 18, 25, 36, 41, 44, 46, 53, and 55. 
 
262 Lines: 14, 50, 57, and 59. 
 
263 Stockwell, Cognitive Poetics, 15. 
 
264 Ibid. 
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2. To myself between the sea and the desert.  
.ُلیـلَّدـلا اـنأ ،ُلیـلَّدـلا اـنأ .َّيـَلـَـعٌ دـَـَحأ ينـَّـَلد اـم  

265 .ِءارـْـحـَّصـلاو ِرـْـحـَـبـْـلا َنـْـیـَـب َّيـَـلإ  

 

(2) 

6. . . . so that the heavy time falls 

7. from the Arab’s tent.  

ُلیقـَّــثـلا ُنـَمَّزـلا َطـِـبـْـھـَـیـِـل ...  
266 .َرـَـثـْـكأِ ّيـِـبَرـَـعـلا ِةـَـمـْـیـَـخ   ْنـَـع

 

(3) 

25. They took the words, and the slain heart migrated… 

26. . . .With them.  

...ُلیتقلا ُبلـَـقـْـلا َرـَجاـھَو َمالكـْـلا اوذـَـخأ  
267 .ْمـُـھـَـعـَـم ...  

 

(4) 

44. And the journey empties me… 

45. …of the temples. Heaven has its peoples and its wars. 

(5) 

46. But me, I have the gazelle is a wife, and for me the palms . . .  

47. . . . Are suspended odes in the book of sand. 

...ُلیـحَّرـلا يَنـغَرـْـَفأَو  

.اھـُـبوُرـُحَو اھـُبُوـعـُـش ِءامـَّسـلل .ِِدـباَعـمـلا َنـِـم  

...ُلیـِخـَّـنـلا َيـِـلَو ٌ،ةـَجْوَزُ ةـَـلازـَـغـْـلا َيـِـلـَـف ،انأ اــَّمأ  
268 .ِلـْـمَّرـلا ِباتـِـك    يـِـف ٌتاقـَّلـَعـُـم

                                                
265 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:381. 
 
266 Ibid. 
 
267 Ibid., 1:382-383. 
 
268 Ibid., 1:384. 
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(6) 

53. . . . and my polished blade 

54. And the sacred of the Arab in the desert, 

 

(7) 

55. worshipping the rhymes 

56. that flow like starts over his cloak, 

،ُلیقـَّصـلا َيـَِندـْـعـَـمَو  

،ِءارـْـحـَّـصلا يـفِ ّيـِبَرـَـعـْـلا ُسَّدـَقـُـمَو  

ُلیـِسـَـی اـمُ دـُـبـْـعـَـی  
269 .ِھـِـتَءابع ىلـَع ِموجـُّـنلاـك يفاوـَـقـْـلا نـِـم  

In five instances (1, 2, 3, 4, and 7) taḍmīn links the two lines through a prepositional 

phrase, which is to say that the second line only adds extra information to the first, but the 

second has no meaning or function without the first line; it will be a merely free-standing 

prepositional phrase. In instance number (6), the second line after taḍmīn is a continuation of a 

list which begins before the taḍmīn. The phrase (And what is sacred to the Arab in the desert) in 

line 54 is an addition to the list that contains, among other elements, (my polished blade) in line 

53. Again, line 54 will make sense only if the preceding line is taken into account. In these six 

cases (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7), the first line before taḍmīn is syntactically complete, but semantically 

not; as for the second line after taḍmīn, it is neither syntactically nor semantically independent. 

It is only in case number 5 that both lines, before and after taḍmīn, are grammatically 

dependent on each other. Interestingly enough, the word that comes first in the next line after this 

fully interdependent taḍmīn is Muʿallaqāt (suspended odes), which functions as a predicate 

(khabar) to a subject (mubtadaʾ) that comes before taḍmīn: (for me, the palms… are suspended 

                                                
269 Ibid. 
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odes in the book of sand).270 I take this fully interdependent case of taḍmīn, in the syntactic and 

semantic levels, as a metaphor of the relationship between what comes before (tradition) and 

what comes after (modernity), by the virtue of which the meaning of tradition, exemplified by 

the muʿallaqāt, is incomplete unless its reception and interpretation in what comes after (modern 

poetry) are taken into account. Likewise, the latter is only a continuation of the former and 

without it, it lacks its significance. Here, the poetic and cultural significance of taḍmīn is so 

beautifully exhibited in Darwīsh’s poem. 

The title of the poem also lends legitimacy to this claim. If the qāfiyas of this poem link 

one multi-line verse of poetry to the next, the title (qāfiya) links one body of poetry (classical 

ode) to the next (modern poetry). This poem is written not to the Muʿallaqāt, not about the 

Muʿallaqāt, but for the Muʿallaqāt, as if the classical ode was in need of modern poetry in order 

to be complete or to survive. Likewise, by the very act of giving the name qāfiya to a modern 

poem, the text alludes to the idea that a critical element of the identity of modern poetry is 

provided by the classical ode. The modern poet is creating a self-image in which he completes 

the work of the classical ode while simultaneously being completed by it. 

Moreover, Darwīsh’s use of taḍmīn in almost half of the qāfiyas creates a circular text in 

which the movement of the lines is continuous. The sonority of the repetition and circularity of 

rhyme provides an auditory expression of the circularity and repetitiveness of time. This is a 

“poetic event” that the ancient poet creates in his suspended ode, which is “raised like a polished 

blade” to break circular time: 

37. . . . we don’t prolong 

                                                
270 The close association between the Muʿallaqāt and palms can also be found in Darwīsh’s 1999 poem-Dīwān 
Jidāriyya. He said in one instance: “My last Muʿallaqa fell of my palm-tree.” See: Ibid., 1:468. 
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our conversation about what is to come. There is no tomorrow in 

this desert but what we saw yesterday, 

40. So, let me raise my suspended ode so that cyclical era is broken 

and the beautiful time is born! 

ُلیـِطـُن ال...  

يفٌ دـَـغ ال .يتأـَـیـَـس اَّمـَـع انـَـثیِدـَـح  

،ِسمأ انـْـَیأر اـمّ الإ ِءارـْحـَّصـلا ِهذـَـھ  

ُّيرـِـئّادـلا ُناـمّزـلا َرـِـسـَـكـْـنـَـیـِـل يتـَـقـَّلـَـعـُـم ْعـَـفَْرْألـَـف  
271 ُلیمـَـجـلا ُتـْقَوـْـلاَ دـَـلوـُـیَو  

 As the ancient Arab is perceived in Darwīsh’s Qāfiya to be a victim of the never-

changing, circular time, the modern text in its typographical level (the formal aspect of rhyme) 

and its grammatical links creates a circular or at least repetitive work of some sort. The poem 

here does not only express the idea of circularity and repetitiveness; it actually performs that in 

its own form. This is a “poetic event” performed by the poem and not just an expression of a 

content existing prior to the poem. 

To link this formal circularity and repetition to my claim that the use of taḍmīn in this 

poem is a metaphor for continuity, I argue that Darwīsh’s poem alludes to the idea that poetic 

modernism in its formal dimensions, as in this text, saves the old Arabic poem from the 

annihilation of the circular time by incorporating the Muʿallaqāt in the corpus of modern poetry. 

Likewise, the modern poet turns to the Muʿallaqāt to claim continuity and autochthony, and 

hence to express cultural resistance and rejection: the classical poet’s rejection of submission to 

the Prophetic prose, and Darwīsh’s rejection of the modernists’ rejection of classical poetry, in 

its metrical system and the stylistic features it entails. 

                                                
271 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:383. 
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This is a mutual exchange of cultural roles through which each party saves the other, and 

thus the meaning of taḍmīn takes on a cultural dimension in which the memory of the modern 

Arab and the deep meaning of his life is a continuation of his Jāhilī forefather’s ode, just as the 

latter's visions are continued in subsequent interpretations at the hands of modern poets such as 

Darwīsh. The grammatical structure of the verse becomes a cultural construct through which the 

relationship transforms from the interconnection of two poetic verses into a cultural 

interdependence of two cultural products separated by more than fourteen centuries. 

This prosodic/grammatical and cultural interdependence between modern poetry 

(Darwīsh) and classical poetry (Ibn Muqbil) is also augmented in another form of taḍmīn, which 

I call the taḍmīn of containment. This type of taḍmīn denotes a quotational borrowing from one 

line of poetry or Qurʾān,272 and it establishes very clearly that Darwīsh is by no means a stranger 

to Ibn Muqbil’s poetry of resentment. 

In as early as 1984, Darwīsh published his poetry collection Ḥiṣār li-madāʿiḥ al-baḥr 

(Siege of the Panegyrics of the Sea), with its first poem, Mūsīqā ʿArabiyya (Arabic Music), 

beginning with this quotation (taḍmīn): “Layta al-fatā ḥajarun” (If only man could be a 

stone?).273 The poem then takes out the quotation marks and transforms the sentence into: “Yā 

laytanī ḥajarū” (If only I could be a stone?).274 Then the poem proceeds, only to end with the 

same two sentences about the stone in the beginning: Layta al-fatā ḥajarun, yā laytanī ḥajarū (If 

only man could be a stone? If only I could be a stone?), but this time without putting the first 

                                                
272 See: Sanni, “Again on ‘Taḍmīn’.” 
 
273 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-ūlā, 2:395-396. 
 

274 Ibid., 2:395. 
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quotation (Layta l-fatā ḥajaru) between quotation marks, since it has already become part of the 

modern poem itself. 

The first quotation is an amendment of part of a famous line by no other than Tamīm b. 

Muqbil. In an M-rhymed poem of forty-seven verses,275 Ibn Muqbil expresses how Islam (al-dīn, 

in his words) prevented him from the joys of the Jāhiliyya. His frustration is best expressed in 

the khabar that he was forced to divorce his wife Dahmāʾ (the persona in the nasīb section of this 

poem) because she had been his father’s wife before the latter’s death, a marriage permitted in 

the Jāhiliyya but forbidden in Islam.276 In a short transitional section from the nasīb to the fakhr 

(boast), line 25 reads:  

25. How sweet life would be if man could be a stone 

     that vicissitudes glance off while it remains unscathed 

ٌرَجَح َىَتفلا ََّنأ َْول َشَْیعلا ََبیَْطأ اَم  
277 ُموُمْلَم َوْھَوُ ھْنَع ُثِداوَحلا ُوبَْنت  

Here Darwīsh’s poem employs what I called above the taḍmīn of containment. In 

Darwīsh’s use of this type of taḍmīn, the classical verse and its poet are contained within the 

modern poem and its poet, whose experience, on its part, is contained within a classical verse. 

The capacity of classical poetry to express the anxiety of the modern poet is this containment. 

Darwīsh’s selection of this particular verse is by no means arbitrary. It is true that the 

verse could be interpreted in general terms as to indicate a certain existential attitude towards 

time and its changes, but since these changes were perceived by Ibn Muqbil as brought about by 

                                                
275 Ibn Muqbil, Dīwān, 194-202. 
 
276 See: al-Fayfī, Shiʻr Ibn Muqbil, 65-70. 
 
277 Ibn Muqbil, Dīwān, 198. 
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Islam, then one can at least use this verse as a background against which to read Darwīsh’s 

moment in the “Poem of rejection”, a poem that provides a reading of the relationship between 

the pre-Islamic poet and the Prophet. 

Ibn Muqbil’s verse (How sweet life would be if man could be a stone) is central to the 

modernist understating of pre-Islamic poetry. Adūnīs, the modernist movement’s theorist par 

excellence, says in his Muqaddima li-al-shiʿr al-ʿarabi that this verse is “a key to understand the 

Arab people in the pre-Islamic period . . . [since] it reveals the [ancient] Arab’s feeling of how 

fragile life is. . . [and his] longing to overcome that fragility.” This statement by Adūnīs here is a 

re-print (with only minor revisions) of a statement he made in the introduction to his Dīwān al-

shiʿr al-ʿArabī. Since Adūnīs’s Dīwān al-shiʿr was first printed in 1964, this leaves little doubt 

that Darwīsh is aware of the modernist interpretation of Ibn Muqbil’s verse. 

Using Darwīsh’s taḍmīn of Ibn Muqbil’s verse as a background to read the former’s 

comments on the poet-versus-prophet equation is further legitimatized by the fact that the same 

quote, “Layta al-fatā ḥajarun” (If only man could be a stone?) can also be found in the collection 

(Why Did You Leave the Horse Behind?, 1995) where the poem Qāfiya appears. When a verse 

of poetry appears in two poetry collections separated by more than a decade of productive 

writing, one is safe to conclude that this verse and the poetic project of its poet are significant to 

the modern poet’s project.278 

                                                
278 Adūnīs, Muqaddima li-al-shiʿr al-ʿarabi (Beirut: Dār al-ʿAwda, 1979), 13, 14. And: Adūnīs, Dīwān al-shiʿr al-
ʿArabī, 1:22. 
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In the present collection, (Why Did You Leave the Horse Behind?), the quote “Layta al-

fatā ḥajarun” (If only man could be a stone?) is found in a poem titled “Marra al-qiṭāru” (The 

Train Has Passed), the last poem in Section II (Abel’s Open Space).279 Darwīsh says: 

30. Here I was found and wasn’t found  

I will, in this train, come across 

My self that was filled by 

Two banks of a river that died between them 

As man dies 

“If only man could be a stone?” 
ْدـَجوأ ْمـَـلَو ُتْدــِجُو انـُھ  

ِراطـِـقلا اذـَـھ يف ُرـُـثـْعأـَـس  

َْتألـَـتـْـما يتـلا يـسـْـفـَـن ىـَـَلـع  

امـُـھـَـنـْـیـَـب َتام ْرـْـھـَـنـِـل ِنـْـیـَـتـَّـفـِـِضــب  

ىتـَـفـْـلا ُتومـَـی اـَمـَـك  
280 "...ُرـَـجـَـح ىـتـَـفـْـلا   َتـْـیـَـل"

The poem speaks of a train that took “travelers to their days” but left the speaker of the 

poem waiting in a “different hour,” which conveyed a sense of “longing for vague things” in the 

past after “the day when the break occurred between yesterday and the morrow” and “the river 

died between two banks.”281The antithesis between two times seems to be the main theme of this 

poem, which makes it all the more suitable to employ what I called the taḍmīn of containment 

and bring a mukhaḍram poet like Ibn Muqbil, who lived before Islam and then witnessed its 

“speeding train” separating time into the dichotomy of Islamic and pre-Islamic, to voice a 

modern poet’s anxiety over time, change, and fate. Ibn Muqbil, therefore, seems to occupy an 

                                                
279 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:328-331. 
 
280 Ibid., 1:330. 
 
281 Ibid., 1:328, 1:329, 1:330. 
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important position in Darwīsh’s poetry, which justifies using his poem (Contemplate O My Two 

Companions) as the first moment in the Poem of Rejection event, and Darwīsh’s Qāfiya as the 

second. 

This act of creating an interdependent frame of reference, whereby modern poetry and 

classical poetry are continuing, and referring to, each other is further evidenced in the structural 

level of the poem, for it exhibits what Huda Fakhreddine called “referential metapoetry” as I said 

above. In the structural level, Darwīsh’s Qāfiya contains some elements that can be found in the 

typical tripartite Jāhilī (pre-Islamic) ode, particularly in the nasīb (elegiac prelude) and the raḥīl 

(journey) sections, but in an innovative way in which the two sections overlap, such as in this 

illuminating passage: 

15. No land on earth bears me, so my words bear me 

like a bird, spreading out from me, and building the nest of its journey before me. 

In my rubble, in the rubble of the magical world around me, 

on a wind I stopped. And my long night was too long for me. 

 

This is my language: necklaces of stars around the necks of 

20. those I love: they migrated 

They took the place and migrated 

They took the time and migrated 

They took their scents from the pottery  

and [from] the scarce pasture, and migrated 

25. They took the words, and the slain heart migrated… 

. . .With them. 

يمالـَـك ينـُلـِـمـْـحـَـیـَـف ،ينـُـلـِـمـْـحـَـت ِضْرألا َقوـَـف َضَْرأ ال -  

يماــمأ ِھـِتـَـلـْـحِر َّشـُـع ينـْـبـَـیَو ،يـّـنـِـم ًاـعِّرـَـفـَـتـُـم اًرئاـط  

،يلوـَـح ْنـِـمِ ّيرـْـحـِّـســلا ِمـَلاـعـلا ِماطـُـح يـف ،يماطـُـح يـِـف  

ُلیوـَّطـلا يـلـْـیـَـل يــب َلاـطَو .ُتـْـفـَـقَوٍ حــیِر ىـَـلـَـع  
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ِقانـْعأ َلْوـَـح ٍموجـُـن ْنـِـمُ دـِئالـَـق يـِـتـَـغـُـل ِهِذـَـھ ...  

اورـَـجاـَـھ :ِةـَّبـِـحألا  

اورـَـجاـَـھَو َناكـَـمـْـلا اوذــََخأ  

اورـَـجاـَـھَو َناــمَّزـلا اوذــََخأ  

ِراـَّخـفـلا نـَع ْمـُھـَحـِـئاوَر اوذــََخأ  

اورـَـجاـَـھَو ِ،حیحـَّشـلا ِألـَـكـْـلاو  

...ُلیتقلا ُبلـَـقـْـلا َرـَجاـھَو َمالكـْـلا اوذـَـخأ  

 
282. ْمـُـھـَـعـَـم  ...  

In this section, one finds expressions that allude to the nasīb section: “In my rubble, in 

the rubble of the magical world around me. on a wind I stopped,” which remind one of the ruined 

abodes and the wuqūf and istīqāf motif of the nasīb section, along with expressions and scenes 

typical of the journey section of the classical ode: “They took the place/the time/their scents . . .  

[from] the scarce pasture and migrated.” In another layer, the modern poem is referring here to 

classical poets as the beloved people who “took the words” and migrated. In this interpretation, 

the modern poet is not only describing the classical poet’s situation, he himself is also standing 

on the “ruined abodes” of his departed people, i.e., his predecessors. In other words, through the 

mask of the ancient poet, the modern poet is lamenting the departure of words from the Arab 

land and the abandonment of poetry, which is, again, the same question to be found in the title: 

(Why Did You Leave the Horse Behind?), with the horse taken here as the “horse of song” as the 

first poem in the collection states. 

Lamenting the loss of poetry and its defeat in the modern world reminds the poet of the 

first moment the Arabic verse was defeated, the moment when the Prophet came with a prosaic 

                                                
282 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:300. 
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text that enjoyed the divine support and challenged and displaced the authority of the institution 

of the classical ode. As the taḍmīn technique establishes an extended line of aesthetic and 

cultural continuity between the classical and the modern, the poet-versus-prophet conflict places 

the modern poet’s anxiety over the significance and the role of his craft in the modern world in 

the continuity of the poet versus authority. 

The poetic versus the prosaic: Shifting the ground 

It is essential to first sum up my main points in the preceding pages of this chapter in 

order to understand how the modern poet sees the relationship between the poet and the Prophet. 

What I have been arguing for in this chapter is that: 

1. Building upon the readings of S. Stetkevych and J. Stetkevych, I adopt the view that 

Kaʿb’s L-rhymed poem Bānat Suʿād (Suʿād Has Departed) and Tamīm Ibn Muqbil’s R-

rhymed poem Taʾammal khalīlī (Contemplate, O My Friend) were among the first, and 

certainly the most important, responses to the Prophetic authority in the tradition of the 

Arabic qaṣīda, form two antithetical poetic events. While Kaʿb’s poem constitutes the 

“Poem of Incorporation” type of poetic events, by incorporating the Prophet and his 

prosaic text into the tradition of the classical ode and incorporating the poet and his 

classical ode into the Islamic cultural establishment, Ibn Muqbil’s poem establishes a 

“Poem of Rejection;” a rejection of the typical form of the classical ode, a rejection of a 

reconciliation between two times and two cultural systems, and most importantly 

between the Prophet and the poet. 

2. Darwīsh’s Qāfiya, which I read as a “Poem of Double Rejection”, is an essential part of a 

poetry collection which can be understood as a grand metaphor of how the modern Arab 
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poet sees poetry as a “horse of song” that the Arabs have left behind, and which he is 

reclaiming to rewrite the personal and collective history of the self and of Palestine as a 

synecdoche of the larger Arab politico-cultural situation. 

3. While the topoi of poetry as identity and language as the poet’s authority with which he 

resists annihilation and the denial of his agency is the main theme of the collection, the 

poem Qāfiya exemplifies theses topoi through the construction of a self-image for the 

poet that reaches its climax in framing poetry as an anti-text to the new prosaic system of 

writing that was the Prophet’s miracle, namely the Qurʾān, and also as a rejection of the 

modernist project that rejects the classical ode and its stylistic features. 

4. In the world of the classical Muʿallaqāt prior to the Qurʾān dispensation where “Gods 

appear and go,” the poet identifies with language in its highest form, poetry, in order to 

resist the harshness of the place, the monotony of life, and the repetitiveness and 

circularity of time, or the “cyclical era” as the poem reads. In his turn, the modern Arab 

poet claims authority by placing his kalām in the re-writing of the history of the classical 

ode. Among other important means to create an interdependent frame of reference 

between his poetry and that of the classical poet, the modern poet employs the taḍmīn, 

which, in a multiplicity of metaphorical layers, makes for the argument that what came 

before (the first verse, but also classical poetry) is connected to, and continued and 

contained in, what comes after (the next verse, but also modern poetry). The modern and 

the classical continue and complete each other. 

5. The authority of the poet, as the head of the classical ode institution, saw its first 

challenge in the moment of the revelation of the Qurʾānic text, which was based on the 
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same language that the classical poet had been monopolizing as his poetic capital alone. 

This is the reason that promoted a modern poem like Darwīsh’s Qāfiya to go back to that 

moment in order to re-write the history of the classical ode. 

Qāfiya, as I said above, is 15 bayts/verses out of 59 line mono-rhymed Arabic Free-Verse 

poem in the letter L (lām), preceded by either of the two long vowels ī or ū. The poem is also 

called a rhyme, which means that its rhyme word is an essential part of its identity. It is of note 

that the rhyme of Darwīsh’s Qāfiya (ūlū / īlū) is identical to that of Kaʿb’s Poem of Incorporation 

Bānat Suʿād (Suʿād Has Departed), although the two poems’ meters are different (al-Kāmil for 

Darwīsh’s; al-Basīṭ for Kaʿb’s). This shared sonority, in addition to thematic aspects, suggests 

reading Darwīsh’s Qāfiya as against or counter to Kaʿb’s Poem of Incorporation. At the same 

time, Darwīsh’s Qāfiya is an anti-text to the modernist qaṣīdat al-nathr, which claims to reject 

the classical tradition, particularly its metrical system.283 

While Kaʿb’s Poem of Incorporation, as analyzed above, recognizes and submits to the 

role God plays in the world by revealing the Prophet’s text to guide people, the world that 

Darwīsh’s Qāfiya designs for the pre-Islamic poet existed without the need for Gods. Moreover, 

the language that this Jāhilī world commanded became the Arab’s great weapon in the face of 

every enemy, from father (apparently in the Freudian sense) to fate. A step farther, then it 

became his miracle. One more step, then he was worshipping it. The poem places language (and 

the ode) within the history of the human miracles, as opposed to the divine miracles, whereby the 

Arab poet’s language became his miracle and, subsequently, his God. The poem reads: 

                                                
283 In his study of the modernist movement of the Beirutī Shiʿr periodical, Robyn Creswell notes that rejecting the 
Khalīlī system and the concept of ṭarab closely associated with the classical poem was, for aesthetic, cultural, and 
ideological reasons, essential to the argument of the prose poem advocates of Shiʿr and the modernist movement in 
general. See: Creswell, City of Beginnings, 124-127. 
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Man possesses the kingdom of dust and its crown. So, let 

my language triumph over time – the enemy, over my progeny, 

50. over me, over my father, and over an ending that never ends. 

 

This is my language and my miracle: the staff of my magic; 

the Gardens of my Babylon, and my obelisk, my first identity, 

and my polished blade 

 

And what is sacred to the Arab in the desert, 

55. worshipping the rhymes 

that flow like stars over his cloak, 

and worshipping what he says. 

ْرـِـَصـتـْـنـَـتـْـلـَـف ُ.ھـُـجاـتَو ِرابـُـغـْـلاُ ةـَكـَلـْمـَـم ِءرـَـمـْـلـِـل  

،يتالالـُـس ىلـَـع ،ُِّودـَعـلا ِرـْـھَّدلا ىلـَـع يتـَـغـُـل  

ُلوزـَـیال ٍلاوز ىَلـعَو ،يـِبأ ىَلـع ،َّيـَـلـَـع  

 

.يرـْحـِـس اصـَـع .يتَزـِجـْعـُـمَو يـِتـَـغـُـل ِهِذـَـھ  

،ىلوألا يتـِّیَوـُـھَو ،يتـَّلـَـسـِـمَو يـِلـِباـب ُِقئادـَـح  

ُلیقـَّصـلا َيـَِندـْعـَـمَو  

 

،ِءارـْـحـَّصـلا يفِ ّيـِـبََرـْعـلا ُسَّدـَـقـُـمو  

ُلیسـَـی امُ دـُـبـْـعـَـی  

 

،ِھـِـتَءابـَـع ىَلـع ِموجـُّـنلاك يفاوـَقـلا نم  
284 .ُلوقـُـی امُ دـُبـْعـَـیَو  

It is interesting that almost all these miracles, which the poem likens to the classical 

poet’s language, are human, or man-made, a strategy that helps the poem empty its world from 

any presence of the divine and thus pave the way to present the Arabic ode as the absolute 

                                                
284 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:384. 
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antithesis, and displacement, of the divine miracle, i.e., the Prophetic divine prose. This strategy 

of humanizing and secularizing the artistic experience is consistent in Darwīsh’s project. In the 

longest poem in his oeuvre, Jidāriyya (Mural, 1999), the 79-page poem that constitutes an entire 

dīwān and chronicles Darwīsh’s experience with what appeared to him as the closest state to 

death during open-heart surgery, he said of art versus death: 

486/12. O Death, all the arts have defeated you.285 

O Death, the songs in Bilād al-Rāfidayn (Mesopotamia) have defeated you. 

The Egyptian’s obelisk. The Pharaohs’ tombs, 

487/1. the inscriptions of a temple’s stones, [all] have defeated you 

and triumphed [over you], and eternity escaped your ambush. 

.اھـُـعیمـَـج ُنونـُـفلا ُتْوـَم ای َكـْتـَـمَزـَـھ  

ِدالـِب يف يناـغألا ُتْوـَـم ای َكـْتـَـمَزـَـھ  

ُ،ةـَنـِـعارـَـفـلاُ ةَرـَـبـْـقـَـم ،ُّيِرـْـصـِـمـْـلاُ ةـَّلـَسـِـم .ِنَْیدـِفاّرلا  

َكـْتـَمَزـَھ ٍدـَبـْعـَـم ِةراجـِـح ىلـَع ُشوقـنلا  

َكـِـنئامـَـك ْنـِـم َتـَـلـْـَفأَو ،ْتَرـَصـَتـْناَو  
286 ..ُ.دولـُـخـْـلا  

Placing people’s songs together with the human miracles in the continuity of the arts is 

exactly what Darwīsh’s Qāfiya does when dealing with the pre-Islamic suspended ode. That the 

Arab poet became so mesmerized by his language (read: his ode) to the extent that he made a 

God out of it, this prepares the poem for its “punch line.” Here God intervened to challenge this 

artistic/poetic language by a prosaic language that is transmitted by a human being, but with a 

divine power. The story comes to an end, and the Prophet triumphs: 

58. There has to be prose, then, 

                                                
285 486 is the page number; 12 the line number in that page. This poem is too long to include all its verses in one 
line-number system. 
 
286 Darwīsh, al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda, 1:386-487. 
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There has to be a divine prose for the Prophet to triumph… 

ً،اذإ ٍرـْـثـَـن ْنـِـم َّدـُـب ال  
287 ...ُلوـُـسَّرلا َرـِـصـَتـْـنـَـیـَـلٍ ّيـِـھـَـلإ ٍرـْـثـَـن ْنـِـم َّدـُـب ال  

With this ending, which follows the dramatic description of the captivation of the pre-

Islamic poet in his ode, the relationship between the poet and the Prophet proves to be of a 

contradictory nature. They compete, not cooperate or incorporate each other, in their respective 

fields of authority. This poem takes Ibn Muqbil’s tribal rejection of the Prophetic text to a 

universal level, dividing human history between a prophetic/divine history, which is totally 

ignored in the poem, and a poetic/human history, which could have won had it not been for the 

divine assistance to the Prophet.  

Universalizing and modernizing rejection 

It is important to notice that Darwīsh’s poem specifies that the conflict lies essentially in 

the two differing forms of literary production that the poet and the Prophet reveal. Here the 

poetic/literary form becomes more than a formal tradition. It is the bayt (home/homeland) of the 

self, as defined by Tamīm b. Muqbil, in which its identity can be found. Therefore, the difference 

in the literary genre is the lens through which the modern poet examines the relationship between 

the poet and the prophet, and also the basis of the definitions that the poet sets for himself and for 

the other. 

This differentiation between the two forms, poetry and prose, is echoed in another 

Darwīshī poem in the same collection (Why Did You Leave the Horse Behind?), where he 

depicts the poet as receiving revelation from “The Unknown” and in the desert. In the poem (The 

                                                
287 Ibid., 1:384. 
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Traveler Said to the Traveler: I Will not Come Back as…) in the metapoetic Section IV (A 

Room to Speak to the Self), which I quoted above to demonstrate that Darwīsh was aware of 

how critical it was to write one’s history and own one’s narrative, he said:  

25. I don’t know the desert, 

however often I visit its concerns 

And in the desert the Unknown said to me:  

Write! 

Then I said: On the mirage there is another writing 

30. He said: Write, so that the mirage becomes green 

Then I said: I lack absence  

And I said: I haven’t learned the words yet 

Then he said to me: Write, so that you know them 

And you know where you were, where you are 

35. And how you came, and what you will be tomorrow 

Put your name in my hand and write 

so that you know who I am, and go like a cloud…  

 

…in the open space  

Then I wrote: whoever writes his story will inherit  

40. the land of words and own the meaning entirely! 

،َءارـْـحـَّـصـلا ُفِرـْـَعأ ال  

،اَھـسـِـجاـھ ُتْرُز امـْـھـَـم  

:ِيـل ُبـَْیـغلا َلاق ِءارـْـحـَّصلا يفَو  

!ْبـُتـُْكا  

ىرـْـُخأُ ةـَـباتـِـك ِبارـِّسـلا ىلـع :ُتـْـلـُـقـَف  

ُبارـَّســلا َّرـَـضـْـخـَـیـِـل ْبـُـتـْـكا :َلاقـَف  

ُبایـِـغلا ينُصـُـقـْـنـَـی :ُتـْلـُـقـَـف  

ُدـْـعـَـب ِتاِمـلـَـكـلا ِمَّلـَـعـَـتأ ْمـَـل :ُتـْـلـُـقَو  

اھـَـفِرـْـعـَتـَـل ْبـُـتـْـُكا :يل َلاقـَـف  

َتـْـنأ َنـْـیأَو ،َتـْـنـُـك َنـْـیأ َفِرـْـعـَـتَو  
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،ًادـَـغ ُنوكـَت ْنـَـمَو ،َتـْـئـِـج َفـْـیـَـكَو  

ْبـُتـْـكاَو يدـَـی يف َكـَمـْساِ عـَـض  

اماـمـَـغ ْبـَـھْذاو ،اـنأ ْنـَـم َفِرـْـعـَـتـَـل  

 

...ىدـَـملا يـف  

ْثِرـَـیُ َھـتـَـیاكـِـح ْبـُتـْـكـَـی ْنـَـم :ُتـْـبـَـتـَـكـَـف  
288 !اماَمـت ىنعـَـمـْـلا ِكـُـلـْـمـَـیَو ِمالـَـكـلا َضْرأ  

The allusion in this passage to the story of the first revelation of the Qurʾān is striking. 

According to the Islamic tradition, the Angel Jibrīl (Gabriel) was sent to Prophet Muḥammad 

when he was in seclusion worshipping God in a cave on top of a mountain in the city of Makkah. 

The Angel grabbed the Prophet and said to him, three times: Recite! The Prophet responded to 

all three commands: I cannot recite! After the third time, the Angel said: “recite, by the name of 

your Lord who created,” and then continued to recite what will become the first five verses of the 

Qurʾān to be revealed to the Prophet.289 

What the section from Darwīsh’s poem does is contrasting the Prophet’s reciting/reading 

with the Poet’s writing, thus reinforcing the idea that the origin of the conflict between the poet 

and the Prophet is the different forms of literary production. Each party is putting forth a story, a 

narrative about the personal self and the collective self, and the poet is aware that writing, not 

reciting, is his tool. While the act of reciting denotes a reading of a pre-existing content, writing 

in Darwīsh’s poem, it seems, denotes originality and creativity and indicates a sense of agency. 

And regardless of whether or not one is convinced with this differentiation, the point I am 

making here is that, this is what Darwīsh’s poem seems to argue for, that the poet and the 

                                                
288 Ibid., 1:386-487. 
 
289 I will discuss the full story of the first Qurʾānic revelation in chapter 4.  
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Prophet are representatives of two conflicting forms of literary production. 

In this highly metapoetic collection, which includes a section designated as offering a 

room to talk to the self, the modern poet constructs a self-image to challenge the forces that 

threaten to make poetry lose its significance in the Arab world, to deprive modern Arabic culture 

of its memory, and to abandon the “horse of song.” By creating a world of poets referring to 

other poets, Darwīsh’s argument seems to be that poetry is in no need of other authorities to 

guide it; it can guide itself: (I am the guide, I am the guide. To myself) as the opening lines in his 

Qāfiya read. 

The rejection of displacing poetry with other texts (revealed to either classical or modern 

prophets) and the emphasis on its role as replacing history and on the poet as one who owns and 

inherits meaning, Darwīsh rewrote the “history” of the Arabic ode by, first, reading it within the 

human continuity of the arts and, second, by placing his verse within the continuity of Arabic 

poetry through metapoetry and the taḍmīn technique; the former to universalize the Arabic poetic 

tradition and the latter to modernize it. Finally, Darwīsh’s Qāfiya came to intensify the rejection 

expressed by Ibn Muqbil’s poem by universalizing it and placing it within an archetypal story of 

an inevitable conflict, not only between the poet and the Prophet per se, but between the forms of 

literary production that they revealed: poetry and prose. 

The conflict between the poetic and the prophetic seems to be diffused in the project of 

another modern poet, the Saudi modernist Muḥammad al-Thubaytī. His project, I argue, offers a 

space where the poet and the prophet become incarnated in a modern secular prophetic persona 

who sees his mission as to redefine the modern, re-write history, and re-imagine the identity of a 

people whose story was dehumanized, agency denied, and narrative reduced to a newly 
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discovered commodity or a newly invented religious dogma. Chapters 3 and 4 will discuss this in 

detail. 
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Chapter 3: 

The Saudi Arabian Poet versus Misrepresentation of the Cultural Self 

Muḥammad al-Thubaytī: Reimagining the pre-oil identity of Arabia 

The aesthetic project of the Saudi modernist poet Muḥammad al-Thubaytī (1952-2011) 

can be best approached by analyzing the poems that belong to what can be called the poetic peak 

of his literary career, the phase that began, as critics almost unanimously agree,290 with his third 

collection al-Taḍārīs (Terrains, 1986).291 The Saudi critic Saʿīd al-Surayḥī, who penned a number 

of books and articles on al-Thubaytī’s project, considered al-Taḍārīs an enormous transition 

from the traditional and romantic poetics that characterized the poet’s earlier works into “a 

highly opaque language that constitutes a unique model of modernist poetry and surpasses many 

of the poetic experiments in contemporary Arabic poetry.292” Al-Thubaytī’s project continued 

afterwards, albeit sporadically, to make breakthroughs that inspired the experiments of the 

literary avant-garde of Saudi Arabia, the Arabian Peninsula, and beyond. 

Al-Thubaytī ’s works, particularly since the publication of the collection al-Taḍārīs, 

considered by and large one of the defining moments of the modernist movement in the Arabian 

Peninsula in general and in Saudi literature in particular, attest to an acute awareness of tradition 

                                                
290 Critics who have examined al-Thubaytī’s oeuvre agreed that, starting from his third collection, al-Taḍārīs 
(Terrains, 1986), the poet was able to find a special voice for himself, one that combines the traditional and 
modernist experiences in a text full of myths and references to the cultural experience of the Arabian Peninsula. See, 
for instance, al-Bazei, New Voices of Arabia, 257.  
 
291 The collection al-Taḍārīs (Terrains) was first published in 1986 to contain poems written between 1984 and 
1986. The collection is now part of the poet’s Complete Works. See: al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 53-129. 
 
292 Saʿīd al-Surayḥī, ʿAtabāt al-tahajjī: qirāʾa ūlā fī al-tajriba al-shiʿriyya ʿind Muḥammad al-Thubaytī (Beirut: 
Jadāwil, 2015), 11. Al-Surayḥī can be considered an authority in al-Thubaytī’s poetry; the latter once said, “al-
Surayḥī is a friend of my poetry.” See: al-Surayḥī, ʿAtabāt al-tahajjī, 9. 
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and present a creative misreading of it. Furthermore, the overarching theme of his oeuvre hinges 

upon the idea of the poet as a preserver of a collective, pre-oil identity, and a creator of new 

forms of expressions capable of redefining the self, often in ways deeply rooted in the culture of 

the place. This is a dynamic poetic project aimed at (re)creating and reimagining the pre-oil 

natural and cultural worlds of Arabia, while at the same time charting a course for a post-oil 

cultural identity. The poet’s self-image versus a prevalent de-humanizing narrative about the 

place and its people appears central to al-Thubaytī ’s project. 

I was primarily concerned with the poet’s self-image al-Thubaytī constructs versus the 

reductionist, oil-based narrative about modern Saudi Arabia, a self-image that all so often 

transforms the poem into a site of commemoration, something like a ṭalal (ruined abode) that, 

however, is not yet ruined but that the poet fears might very well be, a ṭalal upon which the poet 

stands, just as his classical precursors did, and remembers the past before taking his journey into 

the future. This site of commemoration provides the poet with a vantage point for deconstructing 

the current image, or narrative, about the place and for making it possible for a new re-imagining 

of the past, the present, and the future to take place. al-Thubaytī says: 

1. He embraced me, 

Then made me stand on the sands 

 
He called me: 

By mīm (m), ḥāʾ (ḥ), mīm (m), and dāl (d) 

 

5. And he stood up radiantly in my certainty, 

And said: 

 

You and the palm tree are two branches 
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………………………… 
 

12. The fruit of the poor 

And the fruit of the poets 

 

You poured each other the two blended drinks: 

15. Innocent wine and lawful magic 

،يـِنـَّمـَـض  

ْلاـَـمِّرلا ِيـف يـِنـَـفـَـقَْوأ َّمـُـث  

 

:ينَاـَعدَو  

ْلَادَو ٍمـیـِـمَو ٍءاـَحَو ٍمـیـِـمـِب  

 

،يـِنـیـِقـِی يـِف ًاعـِطاـَس ىَوـَـتـْساَو  

:ْلاـَـقَو  

 

:ِناـَعْرـَف ُلـْـخـَّنلاَو َتـْـَنأ  

...  

 

  ِءاَرـَقـُفلاَ ةـَھـِكاـَـف

ِءاَرـَعـُّشـلا ِةـَھـِكاـَـفَو  

 

:ِنـْیـَطـیـِلـَخلاـِب اـَمـُتـْـیـَقاـَسـَت  
293 ْلال ًاــئــ َوِسـْحـًرا َحـ َبـِری ً ا  َخـْمـَر

To examine the overarching theme in al-Thubaytī’s oeuvre, I have chosen in chapter 4 to 

present an interpretive reading of his Mawqif al-rimāl … mawqif al-jinās (The Stance of the 

Sand... The Stance of Paronomasia, henceforth referred to as Mawqif al-jinās), from whose 

opening lines come the verses quoted above. The reason I chose to analyze this particular poem, 

                                                
293 Al-Thubaytī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 11-12. 
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one of the poet’s last and longest poems, is that it stands as a heteroglossic, multi-layered 

masterpiece that culminates a lifelong project of experimentation with poetry as a way of 

redefining identity. This identity, while firmly anchored in the tradition of the place as seen by 

the poet, is flexible enough to accommodate the innovations of modernity and, to use al-

Thubaytī’s words, to “make friends with them,” as friendship signifies understanding, 

willingness to cooperate, and complementarity. The poem reads: 

I make friends with the streets 

The sand and the fields 

30. I make friends with the palm trees 

 

I make friends with the city 

The sea and the ship 

And the beautiful beach 

 

I make friends with the nightingales 

35. The house facing mine 

And music and song 

 

I make friends with the stones 

The lighted square 

And the long season 
ْعِراَوـَّشـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

  ْعِرازـَمـلاَو َلـْـمَّرـلاَو

ْلیـخـَّنـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

 

ْھـَـنـیِدـَـمـْـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

  ْھـَـنـیـِـفـَّسـلاو َرـْحـَـبـْـلاَو

ْلیـمـَـجـْـلا َئـِطاـَّشـلاَو  
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ْلـِبالـَـبـْـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

  ْلـِباـَـقـُمـْـلا َلِزـْنـَـمـْـلاَو

  ْلیَدـھـْـلاَو َفْزـَـعـْـلاَو

 

ْهَراـَـجـِـحـْـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

ْهَراـنـُـمـْـلاَ ةـَـحاـَّـسـلاَو  
294 ْلیوـَّـطـْـلا َمـِـسْوـَـمـْـلاَو   

What is striking to me in the two excerpts above is the harmonious hosting of tradition 

and modernity in one text. While the poem’s voice makes friends with the streets and the city, as 

emblems of modernity, he summons tradition through the allusion in the first excerpt to two 

fundamental moments in the history of Arabic language, namely the birth of the Qurʾānic text 

(by alluding to the first Qurʾānic revelation to Prophet Muḥammad, as will be explained in detail 

later) and the birth of the first and “best achieved qaṣidah in the Arabic language,295” i.e., the 

Muʿallaqa of Imruʾ al-Qays (through the motif of wuqūf and ʾistīqāf). 

And not only does the dichotomy between tradition and modernity disappear, but also the 

internal dichotomies in each one of them. Hence the Prophet and the poet in tradition, and the 

sand and the streets in modernity, to give only one example from each, operate harmoniously 

within the textual field of the poem. The Prophet and the poet do not incorporate each other, as in 

Kaʿb’s Poem of Incorporation, nor do they reject each other, as in Ibn Muqbil’s and Darwīsh’s 

Poem of Rejection; they simply co-exist incarnate in the poetic persona of the poet whose self-

image neutralizes multiple forms of authority and reclaims the agency of his people by being 

                                                
294 Ibid., 14. The verses are written in bold in the collection. 
 
295 S. Stetkevych, The Mute Immortals Speak, xiv. 
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incarnated in the nature of Arabia and the word of the Arabic language, as will become clear 

later. 

In order to appreciate al-Thubaytī’s poetic project and be better equipped to listen to the 

subtle voices of resistance in his poems, one ought to situate it, first and foremost, within the 

cultural context of 1980s Saudi Arabia, the time when al-Thubaytī’s poetic project was evolving. 

Taking into account a domestic atmosphere very hostile, at the time, to the modernist project, 

and a prevalent, taken-for-granted reductionist narrative about Saudi culture, history, and people, 

as I shall explain in this chapter, one can better grasp the significance of al-Thubaytī’s 

breakthroughs. Chief among his poetic characteristics is the distinctive utilization of the classical 

diction and mythology of pre-Islamic Arabia,296 the references and intertextual allusions to the 

Arabic literary canon, and the interpretive reproduction of some of the core aspects of the 

classical ode, all harmoniously playing out in a modernist textual network too dense for the 

reader to unpack without strong foundation in Arabo-Islamic tradition. 

The density of al-Thubaytī’s text and its strong bond with tradition, as this chapter will 

elucidate, which he does not seem to see as a restriction to his poetic freedom (to his free verse), 

was arguably the poet’s act of resistance to two dominating forces. The first was formed by the 

Islamist297 domestic opponents who accused the modernists of being “Westernizing agents” who 

                                                
296 The mythology of al-Thubaytī’s project caught the attention of many critics. The earliest known study was 
written by the Egyptian scholar ʿAlī al-Baṭal. See: ʿAlī al-Baṭal, al-Adāʾ al-ʾusṭūrī fī al-shiʿr al-muʿāṣir: taṭbīq ʿalā 
shiʿr Muḥammad al-Thubaytī (Cairo: Majmūʿat Mīrādiyya li-l-Taʾlīf wa-al-Baḥth al-ʿIlmī wa-al-Tarjama, 1992). al-
Baṭal was the first to introduce to the Arabic-speaking readership Carl Jung’s theories about collective 
unconsciousness. He employed Jung’s concepts to study the mythology of the imagery of classical Arabic poetry. 
See: ʿAlī al-Baṭal, al-Ṣūra fī al-shiʿr al-ʿArabī ḥattā ākhir al-qarn al-thānī al-hijrī: dirāsa fī ʾuṣūlihā wa-
taṭawwurihā (Cairo: Dār al-Andalus, 1981). The most recent study on al-Thubaytī’s mythology is: Bahīja Miṣrī 
Idlibī, Al-ʾUṣṭūra fī shiʿr Muḥammad al-Thubaytī (Riyadh: Kitāb al-Faiṣal 23, 2018). Most studies in this context 
stress that al-Thubaytī’s myth largely belongs to the milieu of the Arabian Peninsula. 
297 “Islamists” is a term that encompasses a wide variety of politicoreligious movements that emerged beginning 
from the early decades of the 20th century with the aim to restore “true Islam” and revive Muslim societies based on 
Islamic principles. What is referred to as “Islamists” now are, generally speaking, activist organizations (such as 
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disregarded tradition, this accusation itself part of a larger debate over tradition versus modernity 

in modern Arabic cultural discourse.298 One might say that the brand of identity promoted by the 

modernists, which stresses the local and secular aspects of the collective self, was seen as if it 

were antithetical to the universal Umma-based identity the Islamists were propagating, which 

seeks to highlight the Saudi nation’s religious mission as the leader of the Muslim world.299 The 

                                                
Muslim Brotherhood) that stress the Islamic character of Muslim societies and which are, in general, opposed to the 
“secular” project of the governing elite, as in some parts of the Arab world. 
In my study, I use the term “Islamist” in the sense that Stéphane Lacroix used in his seminal work on Saudi 
Islamism, Awakening Islam, which he explained as, “any formally or informally organized agent acting or wishing 
to act on his social and/or political environment with the purpose of bringing it into conformity with an ideal based 
on a particular interpretation of the dictates of Islam.” See: Stéphane Lacroix, Awakening Islam: The Politics of 
Religious Dissent in Contemporary Saudi Arabia, trans. George Holoch (Cambridge and London: Harvard 
University Press, 2011), 281. Later in this chapter, I will discuss the specific case of Saudi Islamists and their project 
which was anti-modernists such as al-Thubaytī. On Islamism in general, see: Adam J Silverstein, Islamic History: A 
Very Short Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 40-48. 
 
298 It is beyond the purview of this study to write a history of the turāth-ḥadātha (tradition-modernity) dichotomy in 
the modern Arabic literary and intellectual discourses, or to trace the historical trajectory of the multiple literary 
schools and intellectual movements that have existed, since the 19th century, to respond to the challenge of 
modernity. Suffice it to say that the Saudi debate over modernism and tradition can be read as part of the larger 
intellectual debate in the Arab and Muslim worlds. In this study, I zoom in on the Saudi case. One symbolic event 
that took place in another part of the Arab world but had far-reaching consequences, which may lend a better 
understanding of how traditionalists (not necessarily Islamists) compete with modernists over the meaning of 
identity and what can and cannot be accepted in terms of cultural renovation, is the controversy that followed the 
publication of Egyptian thinker, writer, and scholar of Arabic literature Ṭahā Ḥusayn’s (d. 1973) Fī al-shiʿr al-Jāhilī 
(On pre-Islamic Poetry) in 1926. Building on ideas from D. S. Margoliouth, the book argued that most pre-Islamic 
poetry was muntaḥal/manḥūl (forged) by the transmitters of the Islamic era. Moreover, the book contends that the 
historicity of the Qurʾānic stories of the prophets, such as that of Prophet Ibrāhīm (Abraham), is not to be taken at 
face-value, for the Qurʾān is not a history book. These arguments in the book sparked a storm of controversy in 
which Ḥusayn was accused of heresy and his book was banned. He then had to omit some parts of the book and 
republish it under a slightly different title, Fī al-adab al-Jāhilī. The symbolic significance of the whole episode is 
that it speaks of the mechanisms and strategies of how a modern method of dealing with tradition is confronted; 
usually by resorting to the fundamental religious lexicon which treats the cultural field in theological terms and thus 
includes or excludes certain practices based on its adherence to the perceived religious truth. This is not so far from 
what happened to Saudi modernists as this chapter will clarify in the coming pages. On Ṭahā Ḥusayn, see: P. Cachia, 
“Ṭahā Ḥusayn”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, 
E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 14 March 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_1148> 
See also the new edition of Fī al-shiʿr al-Jāhilī, which includes an introduction on the controversy: Ṭahā Ḥusayn, Fī 
al-shiʿr al-Jāhilī: al-kitāb wa-al-qaḍiyya, Taqdīm wa-dirāsat ʿAbd al-Munʿim Tallīma (Cairo: Ruʾya li-al-Nashr wa-
al-Tawzīʿ. 2007). See also Margoliouth’s article which contains his ideas on pre-Islamic poetry: D. S. Margoliouth, 
“The Origins of Arabic Poetry,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, no. 3 (1925): 
417–449. 
 
299 On his two-part personal account of the modernist movement in Saudi Arabia, the modernist poet, novelist, 
essayist, and activist ʿAlī al-Dumaynī (b. 1948) emphasizes that the modernist movement provoked a conflict that 
was essentially cultural and not only literary or esthetic, because, at the core, it aimed to redefine identity. See: ʿAlī 
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second force was the prevailing narrative about the Saudi Arabian history. The Western-inspired 

construction of a modern Saudi Arabian history promulgated the ideology of an oil-based “Saudi 

exceptionalism,” with its concomitant representation of the Saudi populace as mere “Bedouins” 

with camels, oil, and a bunch of religious, Kharijite-like300 fanatics who had no history prior to 

the discovery of oil. In this narrative, the Saudi nation appears as “a set of tribes with a flag, 

manifestly not like other imagined real or authentic nations,” as Robert Vitalis puts it more 

plainly.301 

The impact of these two forces contributed to a Saudi Arabia that is an “enigma,302” a 

situation that, as Stéphane Lacroix rightly noted, left those who approach the Saudi history and 

society “between caricature and outrageous oversimplification. Saudi Arabia is said to export a 

                                                
al-Dumaynī, Ayyām fī al-Qāhira wa-layālin ukhrā: sardiyya adabiyya (Beirut: Dār al-Kunūz al-Adabiyya. 2006), 
153-215. 
 
300 The term Kharijites (Ar. Khawārij, sing. Khārijī, lit. Those Who Went Out) was originally used to denote 
members of a religious movement that rebelled against the fourth of the Rightly-Guided Caliphs ʿAlī b. Abī Ṭālib, 
who would then be killed by a Kharijite in 660 because he reached an agreement with Muʿāwiya b. Abī Sufyān (to 
become first Umayyad Caliph, d. 680) to settle their differences over the killing of the third of the Rightly-Guided 
Caliphs ʿUthmān b. ʿAffān (killed in 655), the killing that provoked the battle of Ṣiffīn (July 657). See: Vida G. Levi 
Della, “K̲h̲ārid̲j̲ites”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. 
Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. 
Heinrichs. Consulted online on 14 March 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-
3912_islam_COM_0497> 
The term travelled throughout history, and nowadays it is mostly used to describe extremist, religious fanatics (or 
even religiously-inspired terrorist organizations) who do not hesitate to excommunicate people (practice takfīr) from 
the Islamic faith even for minor sins. 
 
301 See Vitalis’s account of the origins of this “Saudi Arabian Exceptionalism,” its relationship with regional 
political rivalry in the fifties and sixties, and the influence of a transnational American oil industry underpinned by 
an American exceptionalism: Robert Vitalis, America’s Kingdom: Mythmaking on the Saudi Oil Frontier (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2007), 2. The historiography of Saudi Arabia is, certainly, far more complicated and 
multifaceted than what the term “Saudi Exceptionalism” might suggest. Even inside Saudi Arabia, historians wrote 
the nations’ history from different angles (dynastic, local, tribal, and social and economic histories). See: Jörg 
Matthias Determann, Historiography in Saudi Arabia: Globalization and the State in the Middle East (London: I. B. 
Tauris, 2014). 
 
302 See: Pascal Menoret, The Saudi Enigma: A History, tran. Patrick Camiller, foreword by Fred Halliday (London: 
Zed Books. 2005). One important contribution of Menoret’s book is the deconstruction of “the fantasies of outside 
perception” of the kingdom, especially those attached to the desert and its impact on Saudi culture. 
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retrograde Islam, homogeneous and unchanged since the eighteenth century, when it was revived 

at the instigation of a preacher from central Arabia, Sheikh Muhammad bin Abd al-Wahhab. In 

this picture, modernity enters into play only indirectly, through the discovery of oil, which 

provided a religious idiosyncrasy with the resources for global expansion.303” 

One of the principal sources of inspiration in al-Thubaytī’s poetic project, I argue, was to 

deploy a counter-narrative to the prevalent, hegemonic one that the two dominating forces 

mentioned above helped create and promote. Al-Thubaytī  says in a very moving verse in 

Mawqif al-jinās: 

145. In the field of missteps 

Between the Kharijites and the battleships 

My patience 

Clamored inside of me 

And my stance 

150. Made me worry. 

ِتاَرـَـثـَعـْـلا ِةـَحاـَس يـِـف  

ِجِراَوـَبـْـلاَوِ جِراَوـَخـْـلا َنـْیـَب اـَم  

يِرـْبـَص يـِب َّجـَض  

يـِـنـَـقـَـلـْـَقأَو  
ي304 ـِـ ما ـَـ ق ـُـ  م

This chapter argues that Muḥammad al-Thubaytī’s primary “poetic event,” to use Judith 

Balso’s term again, is to devise a new imagining of the place and its people, or, say, to reimagine 

Saudi Arabian identity. To this end, the chapter will proceed as follows: 

                                                
303 Lacroix, Awakening Islam, 1. 
 
304 al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila. 27. 
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1. Examine the concept of “imagined communities,” first put forth and expanded upon by 

the historian and political scientist Benedict Anderson, and explain its relevance to the 

imagining of a new Saudi identity in the discussion of al-Thubaytī’s project, with 

particular emphasis on Anderson’s explanation of how the modern understanding of ideas 

such as national identity, narrative, history, and tradition was calibrated and re-calibrated 

over time. 

2. Take a detailed look into the Saudi cultural context and how it created a sui generis Saudi 

modernism. 

3. Examine the reductionist oil-based narrative of Saudi history and identity and explore al-

Thubaytī’s response to it in his works prior to Mawqif al-jinās--a response largely 

characterized by anchoring his poetic project on the tradition of the place. 

Imagined communities and national identity: Reconstructing society’s self-image 

In his 1983 work Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 

Nationalism, Benedict Anderson develops a theory and a set of concepts to study the 

phenomenon of the modern nation-state and the origins of national consciousness and 

nationalism, first in Europe and then elsewhere.305 Admitting from the outset that “nation, 

nationality, nationalism . . . have proved notoriously difficult to define, let alone to analyse,” he 

modestly explains the aim of his book as “to offer some tentative suggestions for a more 

satisfactory interpretation of the ‘anomaly’ of nationalism.”306 

                                                
305 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London and 
New York: Verso, 2006). 
 
306 Ibid., 4. 
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Considering nationalism a “cultural artifact” and attempting to find its cultural roots, he 

defines it from an anthropological perspective as “an imagined political community – and 

imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign.”307 It is imagined because all the people of a 

certain nation share a certain national image about “their communion” even though each one of 

them will not know but a small number of their fellow nationals.308 This communion is imagined 

as limited since every nation has political boundaries; sovereign because it was developed in an 

age in which the political model of the divinely ordained dynasty was in a process of losing its 

legitimacy thanks to the Enlightenment and Revolution; and it is imagined as a community 

because “the nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship.”309 

According to Anderson’s definition, perception precedes reality when it comes to 

nationalism and nations’ self-image. People imagine themselves as a nation before the actual 

realization of that imagined nation in reality; in fact, the latter is a result of the former. This new 

perception of national togetherness can best be understood if read against two preceding cultural 

systems that are most relevant to it, namely the cultural systems of “the religious community and 

the dynastic realm. For both of these, in their heydays, were taken-for-granted frames of 

reference, very much as nationality is today.”310 The question now is how these frames of 

reference were considered self-evident? And what caused that self-evidentiality to lose currency?  

                                                
307 Ibid., 6. 
 
308 Ibid. 
 
309 Ibid., 7. Anderson’s definition of nationalism and his conceptual framework in general was criticized by many, 
especially by scholars from feminist (for its “masculinity bias”) and postcolonial backgrounds. Later in this chapter, 
I will discuss one of the most vocal postcolonial criticisms, by Partha Chatterjee, for it is most pertinent to my 
present discussion of how cultural products, such as al-Thubaytī’s poetry, contribute to the re-imagining of national 
identity. 
 
310 Ibid., 12. 
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All religiously imagined communities of the classical world, Anderson contends, 

“conceived of themselves as cosmically central, through the medium of a sacred language linked 

to a superterrestrial order of power.311” Classical communities such as the Islamic Umma,312 the 

“Chinese” Middle Kingdom, but particularly Christendom were, to various degrees, first 

challenged by the European Age of Discovery and Exploration, which made it possible to think 

of new models of the human life. 

But it was the “gradual demotion” of the once thought of as sacred languages and, 

consequently, the written script of the religions of these classical communities that brought an 

end to their dominance, since it was only through these mediums that it was possible to imagine 

them.313 If we take the realm of Christendom as an example, Anderson posits that “the fall of 

Latin exemplified a larger process in which the sacred communities integrated by old sacred 

languages were gradually fragmented, pluralized, and territorialized.314” 

As for the dynastic realm, contrary to our “modern” conception of the nation in which 

“state sovereignty is fully, flatly, and evenly operative over each square centimetre of a legally 

demarcated territory,” in dynasties, “kingship organizes everything around a high centre. Its 

legitimacy derives from divinity, not from populations, who, after all, are subjects, not 

                                                
311 Ibid., 13. 
 
312 This is one of only few instances in which the realm of Arabo-Islamic culture is mentioned in Imagined 
Communities. In the beginning of the book, Anderson lamented the fact that previous studies on nationalism were 
largely Euro-centric. Being a European-American specialist in East Asian political history, his examples come 
mostly from the historical experiences of Europe, the Americas, Russia, and East Asia. The vast territorial stretch of 
the Islamic empire (or empires) over much of the pre-20c world is largely, yet understandably, glossed over in 
Anderson’s account of nationalism. 
 
313 Ibid., 18. 
 
314 Ibid., 19. 
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citizens.315” Hence in the imagination of these classical communities, “borders were porous and 

indistinct, and sovereignties faded imperceptibly into one another.316” The great puissance of the 

political system of the dynastic realm notwithstanding, its sway and the self-evident legitimacy it 

so entailed began to wane during the seventeenth century, first in Western Europe.317 

During the time in which, 1) the dynasts’ legitimacy became questionable and, later on, 

something to revolt against, and 2) religiously imagined communities began to lose the very 

medium through which their worldviews could be conveyed and promoted, i.e., sacred languages 

and written script, another significant cultural change was emerging. People’s understanding of 

how the world works was being radically altered, particularly regarding the apprehension of 

time, how historical events are related to each other, and what is actually man’s place in the 

cosmos. Without this unprecedent change of conception, the very idea of the nation would have 

been unimaginable.318 

In the religiously imagined communities, people “had no conception of history as an 

endless chain of cause and effect or of radical separations between past and present,319” Anderson 

contends. To the contrary, time was linked to a pre-determined, Divine grand plan whereby 

historical events are interpreted as either promises for upcoming, or fulfillments of previous, 

ones. This interpretive understanding of historical events is what Erich Auerbach calls “figural 

                                                
315 Ibid. 
 
316 Ibid. 
 
317 Ibid., 21. 
 
318 Ibid., 22. 
 
319 Ibid., 23. 
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interpretation” in his article “Figura,320” and which he later employed in his magnum opus 

Mimesis.321 Auerbach minutely delineates the foundational differences in the conception of time 

between classical antiquity, exemplified by Homer, and “divine” texts as manifested in the 

hermeneutic tradition of the Old and New Testaments. Figural interpretation began with St. Paul 

in the first century of the Christian era. In Mimesis, Auerbach states:  

Paul and the Church Fathers reinterpreted the entire Jewish tradition as a 

succession of figures prognosticating the appearance of Christ, and assigned the 

Roman Empire its proper place in the divine plan of salvation. Thus while, on the 

one hand, the reality of the Old Testament presents itself as complete truth with a 

claim to sole authority, on the other hand that very claim forces it to a constant 

interpretative change in its own content; for millennia it undergoes an incessant 

and active development with the life of man in Europe.322 

In other words, the entire history of mankind up to Paul’s time was seen to be 

encapsulated in a divine text and thus was understood in divine, not human, terms. Additionally, 

focusing more and more on the concept of history, Auerbach adds that “the claim of the Old 

Testament stories to represent universal history, their insistent relation . . . to a single and hidden 

God, who . . . guides universal history by promise and exaction, gives these stories an entirely 

different perspective from any the Homeric poems can possess.323” 

                                                
320 See Erich Auerbach’s article Figura in: Erich Auerbach, Time, History, and Literature: Selected Essays of Erich 
Auerbach, ed. with an introduction by James I. Porter, trans. Jane O. Newman (Princeton & Oxford: Princeton 
University Press, 2014) 65-113. The article was originally published in 1944. 
 
321 Erich Auerbach, Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature, introduction to the fiftieth-
anniversary edition by Edward Said (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2013). 
 
322 Ibid., 16. 
 
323 Ibid., 16-17. 
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This pattern of figural interpretation of history persists well into later Christian writings. 

Taking Augustine as an example, Auerbach notes that “all the more frequently . . . do we find the 

Fathers pursuing the interpretation of reality . . . for the purpose of bringing them into harmony 

with the Judaeo-Christian view of history. The method employed is almost exclusively that of 

figures.324” Auerbach then concludes, “This type of interpretation obviously introduces an 

entirely new and alien element into the antique conception of history.325” 

On his part, Anderson makes use of Auerbach’s figural interpretation to distinguish not 

between the antique concept of history and that of Christianity, but between the latter’s, as 

exemplary of the religiously imagined communities, on the one hand, and that of modernity, on 

the other. He quotes a long passage from Auerbach’s Mimesis which illustrates the Christian 

concept of history using the example of the sacrifice of Isaac.326 According to Auerbach, the 

Christian figural interpretation of this Old Testament story was such that the sacrifice of Isaac 

was understood to be a necessary prefiguration of the sacrifice of Christ, the former promising 

the latter who in turn fulfills the former.327 These two events are linked “neither temporally nor 

causally” and in ways “impossible to establish by reason in the horizontal dimension . . . It can 

                                                
324 Ibid., 73. 
 
325 Ibid. 
 
326 In Islamic tradition, there is no agreement over the identity of Prophet Ibrāhīm’s (Abraham) would-be sacrifice 
(al-dhabīḥ), whether it was Ismāʿīl/Ishmael or Isḥāq/Isaac. See: W. Montgomery Watt, “Isḥāḳ”, in: Encyclopaedia 
of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. 
Consulted online on 14 March 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-
3912_islam_SIM_3613> 
See also: Rudi Paret, “Ismāʿīl”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, 
C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 14 March 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_3644> 
 
327 Auerbach, Mimesis, 73. 
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be established only if both occurrences are vertically linked to Divine Providence, which alone is 

able to devise such a plan of history and supply the key to its understanding.”328 

In such an interpretation of historical events, Auerbach asserts that “the here and now is 

no longer a mere link in an earthly chain of events, it is simultaneously something which has 

always been, and will be fulfilled in the future; and strictly, in the eyes of God. It is something 

eternal, something omni-temporal, something already consummated in the realm of fragmentary 

earthly event.329” Anderson likens this religious perception of time to what Walter Benjamin 

called “Messianic time,”330 a perception by which appears “a simultaneity of past and future in an 

instantaneous present. In such a view of things, the word ‘meanwhile’ cannot be of real 

significance.”331 

The modern perception of time and history is radically different. To clarify this 

difference, Anderson resorts again to Walter Benjamin. He borrows from him the idea of a 

“homogeneous, empty time,332” where the religious idea of “simultaneity-along-time” is replaced 

by a simultaneity that is “transverse, cross-time, marked not by prefiguring and fulfilment, but by 

temporal coincidence, and measured by clock and calendar.”333 

                                                
328 Ibid., 73-74. 
 
329 Ibid., 74. Quoted in Anderson’s Imagined Communities. Commenting on Auerbach’s text, Anderson says, “He 
rightly stresses that such an idea of simultaneity is wholly alien to our own.” But Auerbach is talking about how this 
understanding is alien to that of classical antiquity. See: Anderson, Imagined Communities, 24. 
 
330 Ibid., 24. 
 
331 Ibid. 
 
332 From Benjamin’s article (Thesis on the Philosophy of History) in: Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, trans. Harry 
Zohn, ed. with an introduction by Hannah Arendt, preface by Leon Wieseltier (New York: Schocken Books, 2007), 
261. The book was first translated into English in 1968. 
 
333 Anderson, Imagined Communities, 25. 
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To make Benjamin’s idea much clearer, one finds an illuminating passage in the 

acclaimed study Provincializing Europe: Postcolonial Thought and Historical Difference, by the 

historian Dipesh Chakrabarty.334 In chapter three, where Chakrabarty reflects on the limitations 

of the modern conception of history as a secular subject for examining the political experience in 

South Asia, secular in the sense that “Gods, spirits, and other ‘supernatural’ forces can claim no 

agency in our narratives,”335 he turns to Benjamin’s “homogeneous, empty time” idea and 

explains that “this time is empty because it acts as a bottomless sack: any number of events can 

be put inside it; and it is homogeneous because it is not affected by any particular events; its 

existence is independent of such events and in a sense it exists prior to them.336” 

Going back to Anderson, he posits that the two modern forms of imagining that can best 

typify the radical shift in the perception of time are the novel and the newspaper, for both of 

these forms granted the imagined community that is the modern nation its technical means of 

representation.337 In a classical novel structure, there are different characters embedded in their 

own societies, or literary societies, one might say, who are going about their daily actions 

without necessarily knowing of each other’s situation. It is only because they are also embedded 

in the minds of the omniscient readers, who act like God, the All-Knowing, that a link between 

their actions can be established. The novel, Anderson concludes, “is clearly a device for the 

                                                
334 Dipesh Chakrabarty, Provincializing Europe: Postcolonial Thought and Historical Difference, With a new 
preface by the author (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000). 
 
335 Ibid., 73. 
 
336 Ibid. 
 
337 Anderson, Imagined Communities, 25. 
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presentation of simultaneity in ‘homogeneous, empty time,’ or a complex gloss upon the word 

‘meanwhile’.”338 

Authors conjure up this imagined world in the minds of the readers in a fashion very 

similar, if not identical, to how nations are imagined. The characters’ actions in their textual 

worlds are performed according to the clock and the calendar, by which the time of real people’s 

actions in the “real” world is measured. Hence Anderson likens the two processes of imagining 

to each other saying that, “the idea of a sociological organism moving calendrically through 

homogeneous, empty time is a precise analogue of the idea of the nation, which also is conceived 

as a solid community moving steadily down (or up) history.339” In the novel, just as in the 

imagined nation, people have “complete confidence in their steady, anonymous, simultaneous 

activity.”340 Without this confidence, it would have been almost impossible for the imagining of 

the modern nation to take place.  

As for the newspaper, Anderson argues that it is no less literary than the novel and, 

moreover, the calendar plays a more significant role in making sense of the simultaneous 

movement of its characters. The newspaper creates an internal fictive community whose 

characters are linked together because of a mere calendrical coincidence (all events and actions 

happened on the same day). Additionally, being “an extreme form341” of the book, it creates an 

external community of extremely large number of readers who simultaneously consume it with 

full confidence in the existence of this huge number of readers, on the one hand, and in the 

                                                
338 Ibid. 
 
339 Ibid., 26. 
 
340 Ibid. 
 
341 Ibid., 35. 
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firmness of the imagined community (i.e., nation) which the newspaper is representing, on the 

other.342 

Now three of the most powerful conceptions of the classical world regarding language 

and truth, rulers and the Divine, and temporality, have been replaced by three equally powerful 

modern conceptions.343 Thanks to geographical, social, and scientific discoveries, on the one 

hand, and the rapid change in the technology of communication, on the other, a script-language 

inseparable from truth was weakened by countless vernaculars; a taken-for-granted form of 

polity centered around a ruler divinely sanctioned was called into question and later rejected 

altogether; and a time of prophecy and fulfillment was substituted with a conception of time as 

empty and homogeneous. In a word, the indistinguishability between history and cosmology was 

no longer an acceptable framework for imagining the human life.344 The single most important 

factor that made it possible for people to devise a new imagining of their communities was what 

Anderson terms print-capitalism. 

With Johannes Gutenberg's fifteenth-century invention of the movable-type printing 

press, more affordable books became available, more people became literate, and a broader 

readership base among the European populace was emerging. Compounded with the Protestant 

Reformation’s insistence on the need for a scripture written in the vernacular (German first) so 

that average people who did not have access to elitist Latin institutions could read it, the demand 

for reading scripture and popular literature in the vernacular grew rapidly. The economic 

                                                
342 Ibid. 
 
343 Ibid., 36-37. 
 
344 Ibid., 37. 
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response to this demand by creating new markets for print-languages is what Anderson calls 

print-capitalism.345 

The spread of the vernaculars following these developments and the roles that they 

assumed later on as administrative languages and official mediums for education were crucial in 

the decline of the religious imagination and in the creation of the possibility of imagining new 

communities that share the same vernaculars, read the same books, and, most significantly, go 

through the same daily ritual of reading a newspaper about their particular place, in their 

particular moments, and using their “own” vernacular. Anderson sums this up by saying that, 

“the convergence of capitalism and print technology on the fatal diversity of human language 

created the possibility of a new form of imagined community, which in its basic morphology set 

the stage for the modern nation.346” 

Among the ways in which print-languages contributed to the concretization of national 

consciousness, three are the most important, Anderson argued. These three are founding a 

“unified field of . . . communication below Latin and above the spoken vernacular;347” creating “ 

languages-of-power;”348 and, most relevant to the subject-matter of this chapter, the way in which 

“print-capitalism gave a new fixity to language, which . . . helped to build that image of antiquity 

so central to the subjective idea of the nation.349” Through the study of folklore and classical 

                                                
345 Ibid., 37, 42-47. 
 
346 Ibid., 48. 
 
347 Ibid., 46. 
 
348 Ibid., 47. 
 
349 Ibid., 46. 
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literature, nations created new national narratives to link themselves to a perceived “golden” past 

and claim profound cultural roots.350 

With this emphasis on the role of language, literature, and tradition--real or perceived--in 

the formation of a new national identity, several general points can be taken from Anderson’s 

Imagined Communities in order to construct a general conceptual framework through which to 

read al-Thubaytī’s modernist project: 

First: language was the most crucial factor in imagining how modern societies and 

identities are perceived. Second: imagining a new community necessitates an imagining of a 

certain past, a tradition on the basis of which the new community can claim one form of antiquity 

or another. In other words, an argument for novelty always entails an argument for continuity 

with a tradition that most often is not but invented. In the introduction to The Invention of 

Tradition, Eric Hobsbawm (Anderson’s teacher at Cambridge) notes that, although “modern 

nations and all their impedimenta generally claim to be the opposite of novel, namely rooted in 

the remotest antiquity, and the opposite of constructed, namely human communities so 'natural' 

as to require no definition other than self-assertion . . . ,” modern concepts such as nationalism 

“must include a constructed or 'invented' component” for “ the national phenomenon cannot be 

adequately investigated without careful attention to the 'invention of tradition’.351” 

Third: literary works were important sites where claims of antiquity, deep-rootedness, 

and continuity were created and disseminated. Among the relevant examples that Anderson gives 

to illustrate how cultures strived to establish through literature an antiquity for themselves, a 

                                                
350 Ibid., 77. 
 
351 E. J. Hobsbawm and T. O. Ranger, The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 
14. 
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cultural root in some ways, is what happened in the Arab world in the second half of the 19th 

century, where “Maronites and Copts, many of them products of Beirut’s American College 

(founded in 1866) and the Jesuit College of St. Joseph (founded in 1875) were major contributors 

to the revival of classical Arabic and the spread of Arab nationalism.”352 

This third point which gives literature a crucial role in the imagining of the past, and by 

extension of the cultural self-image, goes in line with what recent studies have shown in regard 

to the role of literature in fostering a nationalist reading of the past in the Arabo-Islamic context. 

As I indicated in chapter 1, Suzanne Stetkevych quite convincingly argued that the idea of an 

Arab Golden Age, albeit now lost, was in no small degree constructed by the poetry of the 19th 

and 20th centuries Arab Awakening movement (ʿAṣr al-Nahḍa) in order to counterbalance defeat 

by the West.353 When they interpreted current events by locating them within a continuity of 

perceived Golden Age of their ancestors, Nahḍa poets were effectively following the example of 

their Abbasid predecessors who applied the same strategy, for the Abbasid poet “took it upon 

himself to interpret contemporary events, give them dimensionality and meaning and locate them 

with respect to the two axes of his past: the Jahiliyah and the Islamic.”354 

                                                
352 Anderson, Imagined Communities, 77. By “Beirut’s American College” Anderson means the Syrian Protestant 
College, named the American University of Beirut (AUB) after 1920. 
 
353 S. Stetkevych, “Abbasid Panegyric.” 
 
354 S. Stetkevych, “The ʿAbbasid Poet.” Michael Cooperson attributed the idea of an Abbasid Golden Age to a mere 
“convergence of contingencies” whereby the availability of paper in the mid-eighth century allowed for archiving 
the cultural experiences of the pre-Abbasid and Abbasid periods. Archiving these cultural experiences in vivid 
details brought them into being, and when revivalists of the Nahḍa period, such as Jurjī Zaydān (d. 1914), wanted to 
write a cultural history of the Arabo-Islamic civilization, they selected the Abbasid age as their example because of 
its vivid availability. Thus, the idea of an Abbasid Golden Age is a result of the encounter between the archive and 
modern expectations and positions aiming at re-imagining the past and writing a secular nationalist history. See: 
Michael Cooperson, “The Abbasid “Golden Age”: An Excavation,” Al-ʿUṣūr al-Wusṭā 25 (2017): 41-65. 
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This capacity to reconstruct a certain past that meets the society’s current needs and 

positions is one important characteristic in Jan Assman’s theory of cultural memory, which was 

intended to relate the three poles of “memory (the contemporized past), culture, and (society) . . . 

to each other.”355 Since preserving the past is impossible, “what remains is only that "which 

society in each era can reconstruct within its contemporary frame of reference."356” In order to 

relate current events to a certain past and vice versa, “cultural memory exists in two modes: first 

in the mode of potentiality of the archive whose accumulated texts, images, and rules of conduct 

act as a total horizon, and second in the mode of actuality, whereby each contemporary context 

puts the objectivized meaning into its own perspective, giving it its own relevance.357”  

With its capacity to reconstruct, cultural memory is selective. Cultures, societies and 

nations differ in what aspects of their past they highlight and in how to deal with it in order to 

cultivate a certain self-image. Hence, in the repertoire of knowledge and symbols that societies 

construct, “There are important and unimportant, central and peripheral . . . symbols, depending 

on how they function in the representation, and reproduction of this self-image.”358 Cultural 

memory as a concept “comprises that body of reusable texts, images, and rituals specific to each 

society in each epoch, whose "cultivation" serves to stabilize and convey that society's self-

image.359” 

                                                
355 Jan Assmann, “Collective Memory and Cultural Identity,” trans. John Czaplicka, New German Critique, no. 65 
(1995): 125–133. 
 
356 Ibid., 130 (Quotation from Halbwachs’s Das Gedächtnis.) 
 
357 Ibid. 
 
358 Ibid., 131. 
 
359 Ibid., 132. 
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The processes of constructing and reconstructing the identities and self-images of 

societies, whether through textual artifacts, such as literary works, or through habitual and ritual 

performances as Paul Connerton explains,360 and bringing about a new imagining of a certain 

community all require referring to a constellation of particularities, specific sites that indicate the 

belonging of a certain place to a specific community, which is my fourth concluding points here. 

In other words, a discourse characterized by an abstract claim of universality cannot create an 

imagining of a specific community. In the preface to the second edition of his book, Anderson 

realized that his insistence on the significant contribution to the new perception of time in 

creating the modern perception of the nation lacked an insistence on an equally significant factor, 

which is a changing perception of space. Hence, he added a chapter on census, map, and museum 

to study the contribution of these “institutions of power” in shaping the modern nation’s 

understanding of the domain of the legitimacy of its rule over the place and its people.361  

Fifth: The imagining of a modern community entails a break away from the strictures of 

an old, religiously imagined one, and this process not only takes a very long time, but it usually 

results in a confrontation with the authority that sees its interest in preserving the status quo. 

While this new imagining is in the making, and, in certain cultural contexts, even after the new 

conception of the nation outweighs the old notions, I would claim that there is no reason to 

exclude the possibility of multiple imagined communities, or perhaps competing sub-

communities, existing at the same time within the larger community. 

                                                
360 See: Paul Connerton, How Societies Remember (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989). 
 
361 Ibid., 167. 
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This last point should serve as a good spot to transition (or, say, to make a takhalluṣ) into 

the question of the Saudi imagined community(/ies) in particular, an interesting case of how a 

religiously imagined community fights very hard to keep its perceptions intact and to prevent the 

emergence of modern(ist) proposals and negotiations of new forms of the national self-image 

and its cultural representations. In the process of discussing that, I shall examine al-Thubaytī’s 

aesthetic project and his role in the creation and promotion of the modernist cultural self-

imagining in order to establish a foundation for examining his poetic construction of a new 

imagining of a new Saudi (and Arabian) nation. 

Literary modernism in Saudi Arabia: A clash of imaginings 

On May 3rd, 2018, the official Twitter account of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) posted a tweet, in Arabic, hailing Muḥammad al-Thubayitī 

as one of the prominent pioneers of literary modernism in Saudi Arabia.362 To place his poetic 

career in the broader context of Arabic modernism, the tweet rightfully described him as an 

important figure in the Arabic Free Verse Movement. The Thubaytī tweet was part of a sporadic 

series called Creative Saudis,363 which the Saudi MOFA updates every now and then to celebrate 

and promote the works of Saudi writers, poets, journalists, or artists. 

On al-Thubaytī, the MOFA quotes a verse from the poet’s Mawqif al-jinās, the poem that 

chapter 4 will read to explore the poet’s re-imagining of the Saudi self-image versus a 

hegemonic, dehumanizing narrative. The Arabic quote reads: 

70. O palm tree 

                                                
362 https://twitter.com/KSAMOFA/status/992084265331580928 
 
363 In Arabic: ibdāʿāt Saʿūdiyya: https://twitter.com/hashtag/ ةیدوعس_تاعادبإ ?src=hash 
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The weak trees slander you 

And the lowly tent-peg looks down on you  

While you keep ascending in God’s space 

With legendary pollen 

75. And gracious patience 
 :ُلـْخـَّنـلا اـَھـُّـَیأ اـَـی

 ْلیِزـَھـْـلا ُرـَجـَّشلا َكـُـباـتـْغـَی

 ْلـیـِـلَّذلاُ دـَـتَوـْـلا َكـُّـُمذـَیَو

ِ هللا ِءاـَضـَف يـِف وـُمـْسـَـت ُّلـَـظـَـتَو

ٍ ّيـِفاَرـُـخٍ عـْلـَط َاذ

 ْلـیـِمـَج ٍرـْبـَص َاذَو

The Communication and Media Center at the MOFA followed the Arabic tweet with two, 

one in English (translating a different verse) and another one in French (translating the same 

verse as the Arabic tweet). The tweet was received with great excitement and was the subject of 

discussion among many prominent Saudi writers on Twitter and other mediums for a couple of 

days. Some people read it as emblematic of the country’s new embrace of modern art and 

literature at the highest level of its leadership, following the official announcement of the 

country’s economic and cultural blueprint, known officially as Vision 2030.364 

It might seem normal for a nation to celebrate its creative talents and present their works 

to the world, but the story of literary modernism in Saudi Arabia is much more complicated. This 

high-profile celebration of Saudi modernists was almost unthinkable in the context of the 1980s 

Saudi Arabia when al-Thubaytī’s project was evolving. In fact, the entire Saudi modernist 

project was on the verge of collapsing towards the end of that decade due to many factors, the 

                                                
364 Officially announced on April 25, 2016, the Vision is an economic grand plan to diversify Saudi economy, 
underpinned by social and cultural reform. It is led directly by Saudi Arabia’s Crown Prince Muḥammad b. Salmān. 
For more on the Vision 2030, see: https://vision2030.gov.sa/en 
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most important of which was the conservative Islamists’ vicious attack on the modernists who 

were deemed sinners, an attack that, it is fair to say, was sanctioned, one way or another, by the 

political institution itself (the Saudi government). The religiously-imagined community (part of 

which is the powerful, government-supported religious establishment) and the guards of the 

dynastic political order, in Anderson’s terms, embodied the authority that the modernist project 

was seen as challenging. 

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to lay out a detailed history of the Saudi modernist 

movement; to see whether the MOFA tweets constitute a genuine shift from demonizing to 

sanctifying the modernists and why, or to situate this shift within the larger trajectory that Saudi 

Arabia is taking under the current leadership. What concerns this chapter is how the protagonists 

of the modernist project in Saudi Arabia had to fight very hard to have their voices heard, to 

propose a new imagining of the nation, and to safeguard the relative autonomy of their cultural 

field in the 1980s Saudi Arabia. Most importantly, this chapter is concerned with how al-

Thubaytī’s works can be better understood within that context. 

A very short introduction to the 1980s war over modernism in Saudi Arabia 

Although one could argue that there was no Arab country in which the literary experiments of 

modernism did not meet with controversy, it is safe to say that the Arabic modernist movement 

has fought its fiercest wars in Saudi Arabia. There, “modernism” was a keyword in the battles 

over symbolic capital between the Saudi modernists, on the one hand, and the group opposing 

the modernist project, on the other, which included conservative elements in academia and the 

literary class establishment and, most importantly, Saudi Islamists, the groups that represented 

the religiously imagined community (conservative religious establishment) in the Saudi context. 

These wars were most intensely fought during the modernist movement’s heyday in the 1980s. 
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The modernist literati were a specific group of the Saudi intelligentsia, or the muthaqqaf 

(modern intellectual) class. From the time this class was first created in Saudi history, it was 

meant to lead the modernizing economic and sociocultural efforts by the government and thus to 

counterbalance the religiously imagined community (religious establishment) within the Saudi 

society. Stéphane Lacroix explains the context where the muthaqqaf class was created: 

To make this modernizing claim effective, the regime had to create a body of 

“clerics of modernity,” counterparts of the ulema or “clerics of tradition,” who 

would be the spokesmen of the kingdom’s development and modernization. 

Hence, under the auspices of the royal family, there came into being a new social 

type, the muthaqqaf, or recognized “intellectual.” This birth of the muthaqqaf was 

accompanied and made possible by the emergence alongside the religious field of 

a second field of cultural production, the intellectual field. 

The muthaqqaf, as instituted in the 1970s, appeared as the symbolic extension of a 

new social group that had come into being as a result of the modernizing efforts 

exerted since the first decades of Abd al-Aziz’s rule: the intelligentsia (in the sense 

of an educated class drawn to Western modes of thinking, which it identified with 

modernity). The creation of this group was closely connected to the dispatch of 

Saudi students to foreign schools and universities, at first in Egypt, Lebanon, and 

Iraq, beginning in the 1940s. This movement was made possible by the Saudi 

regime’s ever- increasing income from oil, large quantities of which had been 

discovered in the Eastern Province and were now being extracted by an American 

company, Aramco. For the royal family, the goal of this policy was to train a 

generation of bureaucrats capable of turning the wheels of a rapidly growing 

administration.365 

The Saudi muthaqqaf class consisted of many groups, prominent among them were 

theorists and critics, on the one hand, and writers, on the other hand. While the theorists and 

                                                
365 Lacroix, Awakening Islam, 15. 
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critics aimed to introduce modern literary theory and philosophy to Saudi cultural discourse and 

to establish a Saudi school of literary criticism, theory, and thought, the poets and, to a lesser 

degree, prose writers represented the Saudi avant-garde trend and provided the critics with 

materials on which to apply the imported theories they were propagating. Muḥammad al-

Thubaytī was a central voice in the latter group, but it was the theorists and critics, such as 

ʿAbdullah al-Ghadhdhāmī, who have come to embody Saudi modernism because their new 

imagining of the cultural self-image was more visible to the public than the opaque literary 

experiments of mainly poets writing in high-modernist style.366 

In 1985, al-Ghadhdhāmī published his first book al-Khaṭīʾa wa-al-takfīr: min al-

binyawiyya ilā al-tashrīḥiyya (Sin and Atonement: From Structuralism to Deconstruction),367 

which employs analytical methods from French theory to study the works of the Saudi poet and 

littérateur Ḥamza Shiḥāta (1908/10-1972/73).368 Shiḥāta is one of the pioneering voices of Saudi 

                                                
366 It is important to note that not all non-traditionalists were Ḥadāthīs (modernists). The modernists are a specific 
group of poets and writers, and theorists and critics, who took inspiration for their literary and theoretical projects 
from Western and Arabic modernisms. It is also important to mention that a growing body of literature on the Saudi 
modernist movement has become more critical of its very modernist claims, suggesting that modernism as a total 
break with the past was not even remotely achieved by al-Ghadhdhāmī and his followers. A leading work in this 
critical literature is the prominent Saudi novelist and cultural critic ʿAlī al-Shadawī’s book al-Ḥadātha wa-al-
mujtamaʿ al-Saʿūdī. In this book, he describes al-Ghadhdhāmī as a prototype of what he calls al-ʿaql ghayr al-
Ḥadāthī (the non-modernist mind) which is in a state of transition between traditionalism and “real” modernism. 
See: ʿAlī al-Shadawī, al-Ḥadātha wa-al-mujtamaʿ al-Saʿūdī (1924-1953) (Casablanca: al-Markaz al-Thaqāfī al-
ʿArabī & Riyadh: al-Nādī al-Adabī, 2009), 7-54. Although al-Shadawī’s book begins with an essay on “the non-
modernist mind” of the 1980s, it is mainly concerned with the roots of modernity/modernism in the Saudi society, 
particularly the period between 1924 and 1953 in the region of al-Ḥijāz. 
 
367 ʿAbdullah al-Ghadhdhāmī, al-Khaṭīʾa wa-al-takfīr: min al-binyawiyya ilā al-tashrīḥiyya (Jeddah: The Jeddah 
Cultural Club, 1985). 
 
368 On Shiḥāta and the different generations of Saudi modern literature, see: Jayyusi, The Literature of Modern 
Arabia. Also see: Mansour al-Hazimi et al, eds., Beyond the Dunes: An Anthology of Modern Saudi Literature 
(London & New York: I. B. Tauris, 2006). In this anthology, Shiḥāta is described as the poet who took the Saudi 
poem to “a high point in terms of language, composition and vision.” See: al-Hazimi, Beyond the Dunes, 15. This 
anthology is a partial translation of Mawsūʿat al-adab al-ʿArabī al-Saʿūdī al-ḥadīth, a 10-volume compendium of 
modern Saudi literature that spans one Hijrī century, 1319-1418 H, roughly corresponding to 1902-1998 C.E., where 
1902 is the year of King ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz’s (d. 1953, founder of modern day Saudi Arabia) reconquest of Riyadh, 
which was the beginning of a series of reconquests that would later form the modern (third) Saudi state. The 
Mawsūʿa covers seven genres: poetry, short story, novel, autobiography, essay, criticism, and play. See: al-Lajna al-
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modernism in its early stages, and al-Ghadhdhāmī was convinced that the latter’s very complex 

and multi-layered texts, in prose and poetry, made him the most suitable model on which to 

gauge the exegetical possibilities of the then new theoretical enterprise in the Arab world. The 

book received the prize of the Arab Bureau of Education for the Gulf States (first season, 1985) 

for its originality as the first systematic introduction and application of structuralism and 

deconstruction for an Arab readership. Almost one year after the release of al-Ghadhdhāmī’s 

book, Moḥammed al-Thubaytī published his third collection al-Taḍārīs. This period, in general, 

witnessed a profusion of literary output along the same lines, all constituting a breakthrough in 

Saudi intellectual discourse. However, not everybody was happy with the success the modernist 

movement was achieving. 

Beginning from the second half of the 1980s, the movement was harshly attacked by its 

conservative Islamist opponents, and al-Ghadhdhāmī, deemed the doyen of Saudi modernists, 

but also al-Thubaytī and other Hadāthīs (modernists), came under fire. They were accused of 

“corrupting” the Arabic language, Westernization, importing “atheistic” or anti-religious 

methods, blasphemy, heresy and even treason against the state. The literary aspect of the 

movement, which was characterized by a considerable degree of ambiguity not uncommon in 

high modernism worldwide, was seen as only a deceptive coating disguising a core very 

dangerous to the “cultural well-being” of the society, a threat to its traditional mores and 

practices, and a “secret war” on the Islamic faith. 

                                                
ʿIlmiyya (Committee of Scholars) ed., Mawsūʿat al-adab al-ʿArabī al-Saʿūdī al-ḥadīth: nuṣūṣ mukhtāra wa-dirāsāt, 
10 vols. (Riyadh: Dār al-Mufradāt, 2010). Also see on the aesthetic “philosophy” in Ḥamza Shiḥāta’s works: Ṣāliḥ 
al-Zahrānī, “Al-Falsafa al-jamāliyya ʿind Ḥamza Shiḥāta.” Majallat Jāmiʿat Umm -al-Qura li-ʿulūm al-sharīʿa wa-
al-lugha al-ʿArabiyya wa-ādābihā, 14, no. 24 (May 2002): 16-109. 
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The backlash against the modernists took many forms and involved many players, but it 

was spearheaded by a book entitled al-Ḥadātha fī mīzān al-Islām (Modernism on the Scales of 

Islam), first published in 1988.369 It bore the name of a certain ʿAwaḍ al-Qarnī (b. 1957, currently 

in prison), a then little-known cleric of mainstream Saudi Islamism, or the so-called Ṣaḥwa 

(Awakening) movement, the group that emerged in Saudi Arabia as a product of the fusion of 

selected aspects of Salafī theology and the activism of the Muslim Brotherhood.370 

The Ṣaḥwa movement was gaining prominence and popularity in Saudi Arabia starting 

from the late 1960s and 1970s, benefiting from a pan-Islamist government policy that enlarged 

the size of the religious establishment in order to ensure the efficacy of a unified religious 

message that was aimed to counteract leftist and communist enemies, at home and abroad, and to 

further legitimize the state (with U.S. backing to counteract the Soviet influence).371 Additionally, 

                                                
369 ʿAwaḍ al-Qarnī, al-Ḥadātha fī mīzān al-islām, with a forward by ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz bin Bāz (Cairo: Dār Hajar, 1988). 
Efforts to hinder the Ḥadāthī project preceded al-Qarnī’s book, to be sure. These efforts were so confrontational that 
some Ḥadāthīs called them “Neo McCarthyism.” However, al-Qarnī’s book was a turning point in the history of the 
development of the modernist project because, first and foremost, it was more organized, mobilized, and endorsed 
by the highest religious establishment, itself an integral part of the Saudi polity. See: ʿAbdullah al-Ghadhdhāmī, 
Ḥikāyat al-Ḥadātha fī al-mamlaka al-ʿarabiyya al-saʿūdiyya (Beirut: al-Markaz al-Thaqāfī al-ʿArabī, 2004). 
 
370 Salafī is a nisba adjective from the word al-salaf al-ṣāliḥ (The Pious Predecessors, usually referring to the first 
three generations of Islam). It literally means he who emulates the life and teachings of the Salaf. The most 
influential example of Salafism came about in the Arabian Peninsula in the form of the reformist movement of the 
Najdī scholar Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Wahhāb (d. 1792). See: Joas Wagemakers. "Salafism." Oxford Research 
Encyclopedia of Religion.  August 05, 2016. Oxford University Press,. Date of access 17 Mar. 
2019, <http://oxfordre.com/religion/view/10.1093/acrefore/9780199340378.001.0001/acrefore-9780199340378-e-
255> 
On Ṣaḥwa as a blend of Salafism and Muslim Brotherhood, see: Lacroix, Awakening Islam, 52. He explains that, 
“the ideology of the Ṣaḥwa is located at the juncture of two distinct schools of thought with different views of the 
world: the Wahhabi tradition and the tradition of the Muslim Brotherhood. . . . On theological questions connected 
to creed and on the major aspects of Islamic jurisprudence, the Ṣaḥwīs adhered to the Wahhabi tradition and 
considered themselves its faithful heirs. But on political and cultural questions, their view of the world tended 
toward that of the Muslim Brotherhood, although it was partly reformulated in terms derived from the Wahhabi 
tradition.” On my part, I refrain from using the word “Wahhabism” in describing the Salafī component of the 
discourse of the Saudi religious establishment, for the word is sometimes used as derogatory slur by the movement’s 
detractors to bash Saudi Salafism in a fashion that does not antagonize other Muslim Salafists. 
 
371 See: Thomas Hegghammer and Stéphane Lacroix, “Rejectionist Islamism in Saudi Arabia: The Story of 
Juhayman Al-ʿUtaybi Revisited,” International Journal of Middle East Studies, 39, no. 1 (2007): 103–122. 
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the Saudi context was made more favorable to developing a local brand of Islamism when a good 

many number of Muslim Brotherhood leaders, who fled from repression and imprisonment by 

the Syrian and Egyptian regimes and sought refuge in Saudi Arabia, quickly took the lead in the 

country’s nascent education sector.372 

In addition to the growing religious body in the policy sphere, The Ṣaḥwa movement 

seems to have been a product of the growing sociocultural tension ensuing the rapid modernizing 

effort of the 1970s’ “dogma of development,” as per Toby Jones’s words,373 the tension that 

culminated in the calamitous event of the Siege of the Holy Mosque in Makkah in 1979.374 This 

event, among other factors, compelled the Saudi government to shift its policy and discourse 

from the emphasis on development to religion in order to deal with the legitimacy crisis that the 

Siege seemed to provoke.375 all these factors, compounded with the advent of a theocratic Shiite 

Islamist government in Iran following the so-called Iranian Revolution in February 1979 and the 

religious, activist spirit it helped spread across the Muslim world, presented a golden opportunity 

                                                
372 Ibid. 
 
373 See: Toby Jones, “The Dogma of Development: Technopolitics and Power in Saudi Arabia,” Saudi Arabia in 
Transition: Insights on Social, Political, Economic and Religious Change, ed. Haykel, Bernard et al (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2015), 31-47. Also see chapter 3 in: Toby Jones, Desert Kingdom: How Oil and Water 
Forged Modern Saudi Arabia (Cambridge and London: Harvard University Press, 2010). 
 
374 Jones, “The Dogma of Development.” For an account of the siege of the Holy Mosque in Makkah, see: Yaroslav 
Trofimov, The Siege of Mecca (New York: Doubleday, 2007), Hegghammer and Lacroix, “Rejectionist Islamism,” 
and W. Montgomery Watt et al. “Makka”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. 
Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 19 March 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0638> 
 
375 Jones, “The Dogma of Development.” Stéphane Lacroix reads the change of the King Fahd’s title to be Khādim 
al-Ḥaramayn al-Sharīfayn (The Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques) in 1986 in the context of the Saudi 
government’s shift to emphasize its religious character in order to deal with the legitimacy crisis that ensued the 
1979 event. See: Lacroix, Awakening Islam, 137-138. 
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for the Ṣaḥwa movement to solidify its social and cultural dominance in the kingdom in the 

1980s.376 

Now that Ṣaḥwa had become a very powerful movement in Saudi Arabia and one of the 

most important players in the sociocultural field, and religion was becoming more and more the 

source of legitimacy for prominent social and political players, al-Qarnī found the time 

propitious to attack his opponents through a book which claimed that the modernist project 

constituted a deviation from the Islamic faith. In a shrewd tactical move, the book was prefaced 

with an endorsement by Sheikh ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz bin Bāz (d. 1999),377 the head of the General 

Presidency for the Management of [Religious] Scholarship, Predication, and Guidance, and 

unofficial Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia at the time. 

Bin Bāz himself had published a book earlier in the same year condemning Pan-

Arabism,378 a step that can be understood as part of a broader trend, especially pronounced at the 

time, of defending “true” Islamic thought from what was perceived as “cultural invasion.” The 

social fabric of Saudi Arabia was becoming increasingly religious in character, and exclusion 

was seen as the only method of interaction between the social players of different fields. 

Although their goals were not entirely identical, the Islamist, activist group of the religious class, 

on the one hand, and on the other hand the more traditional, politically conformist, or quietist, 

official religious establishment were working together to outflank their common Ḥadāthī rivals. 

                                                
376 Ibid. As Stéphane Lacroix noted, the influence of the Ṣaḥwa movement reached its peak “Sahwa Insurrection” 
after the invasion of Kuwait by Ṣaddām Ḥusayn’s (d. 2006) forces in 1990. See: Lacroix, Awakening Islam, 52. 
 
377 For more on Bin Bāz, see: Natana J. DeLong-Bas, “Bin Bāz”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, THREE, Edited by: 
Kate Fleet, Gudrun Krämer, Denis Matringe, John Nawas, Everett Rowson. Consulted online on 18 March 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_ei3_COM_23796> 
 
378 ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Bin Bāz, Naqd al-qawmiyya al-ʿArabiyya ʿalā ḍawʾ al-Islām wa-al-wāqiʿ (Riyadh. 1988). 
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Bin Baz’s preface furnished al-Qarnī’s book with the necessary legitimacy and gave it a 

great potential for popularity, but another factor was crucial in spreading al-Qarnī’s word. The 

book drew extensively from a cassette released shortly before its publication and recorded by 

Saʿīd al-Ghāmidī (b. 1961, currently a dissident living outside Saudi Arabia), another young, 

relatively obscure Ṣaḥwī at the time. This cassette became so popular that it was one of the main 

factors that transformed the elitist discussion on modernism in Saudi Arabia into an intense 

public debate over Islam’s friends and foes.379 

Al-Qarnī’s book served as a manifesto to demonize the modernists, their theoretical 

stances, and their aesthetic experimentations. In his Ḥikāyat al-Ḥadātha fī al-mamlaka al-

ʿArabiyya al-Saʿūdiyya (The Tale of Modernism in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia),380 al-

Ghadhdhāmī gives a first-hand, very gloomy account of the Saudi intellectual milieu following 

the publication of al-Qarnī’s book. Similarly, the Saudi modernist poet, novelist, essayist, and 

activist ʿAlī al-Dumaynī called the conservative attack against the modernist movement at the 

time Majzarat al-Ḥadātha (The Ḥadātha Massacre) where al-Qarnī’s book was crucial in 

mobilizing the public against the modernist project. He says: 

This book spread its fires throughout the country, attempting to bury alive the 

nascent cultural experiment. . . . Most importantly, this battle was a pilot test for 

the Ṣaḥwa movement to mobilize its supporters around a tangible cause, without 

                                                
379 It is worth noting in this context that al-Ghāmidī would go on to build upon the materials of his cassette and write 
a 1749-page Ph.D. dissertation entitled al-Inḥirāf al-ʿaqadī fī al-adab al-ʿarabī al-muʿāṣir: dirāsa naqdiyya 
(Theological Deviation in Modern Arabic Literature: A Critical Study, this time supervised by the new Grand Mufti 
of Saudi Arabia Sheikh ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz Āl al-Shaykh (b. 1943) at Imam Muahammad b. Saud University, Riyadh, 
1997. The dissertation would be published six years later under the title: al-ʾInḥirāf al-ʿaqadī fī adab al-Ḥadātha 
wa-fikrihā: dirāsa naqdiyya sharʿiyya (Theological Deviation in the Literature of (Arabic) Modernism and Its 
Thought: A Critical and Religious Study). See: Saʿīd al-Ghāmidī, al-ʾInḥirāf al-ʿaqadī fī adab al-Ḥadātha wa-
fikrihā: dirāsa naqdiyya sharʿiyya (Jeddah: Dār al-Andalus al-khaḍrāʾ, 2003). 
 
380 See: al-Ghadhdhāmī, Ḥikāyat al-Ḥadātha. 
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[directly] confronting the official [political] institution. In the meanwhile, [the 

Ṣaḥwa movement] was testing [the scale of] its power, capabilities, and success in 

front of everybody (the [political] authority and the society), and mobilizing all its 

capacities waiting for the right moment to transition to the phase of [direct] 

confrontation with the state.381 

Even independent, non-Ḥadāthī observers who wrote about the Ḥadātha-Ṣaḥwa conflict 

acknowledged the essential role of al-Qarnī’s book in demonizing the Ḥadātha project. In his 

voluminous 880-page book al-Saʿūdiyya: sīrat dawla wa-mujtamaʿ, the Saudi journalist and 

writer ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz al-Khiḍr says: 

This historic book . . . was the most important book to make a huge impact in a 

short period of time in broad segments of the [Saudi] society. . . . Its importance 

lies in that it made a real impact in the conservative mentality of the society.382 

And despite its many methodological weaknesses, one must acknowledge that it 

was the most important book in the Saudi milieu in the 1980s, [for] it easily 

achieved its goal of condemning an entire movement and its figures inside and 

outside Saudi Arabia, to the extent that the word Ḥadātha changed from a source of 

pride for the Ḥadāthīs into a source of shame.383 

The aftermath of the Islamist attack 

The Ṣaḥwī attack was so consequential that most Ḥadāthīs had to endure repeated unfounded 

accusations of blasphemy, but three figures experienced more than just vitriolic verbal attacks. 

ʿAbdullah al-Ghadhdhāmī, the critic and theorist Saʿīd al-Surayḥī, and Muḥammad al-Thubaytī 

faced the most vicious campaigns of intimidation and character assassination. It seemed that the 

                                                
381 Al-Dumaynī, Ayyām fī al-Qāhira, 206-208. 
 
382 ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz al-Khiḍr, Al-Saʿūdiyya: sīrat dawla wa-mujtamaʿ. Qirāʾa fī tajribat thulth qarn min al-taḥawwulāt 
al-fikriyya wa-al-siyāsiyya wa-al-tanmawiyya (Beirut: al-Shabaka al-ʿArabiyya li-al-Abḥāth wa-al-Nashr, 2010), 
397. 
 

383 Ibid., 405. 
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response from the official institution, i.e. the government, was no more than “sympathy with the 

extremist current and its allegations.384” 

Al-Ghadhdhāmī had to transfer to King Saud University (KSU) in Riyadh and leave the 

Department of Arabic Language and Literature at King Abdulaziz University (KAU) in Jeddah, 

the department that, ironically enough, he himself had established after finishing his Ph.D. 

studies in the University of Exeter, England, in 1978. In his The Tale of Modernism, al-

Ghadhdhāmī describes in vivid detail how it was becoming unbearable, for him and his family as 

well, to endure the hate campaigns in his department and elsewhere in Jeddah: 

There was nothing that would prevent them [his opponents in the department] from 

doing anything against me, beginning with sticking newspaper clippings on my 

office door until the door was full of clippings against me. And how much did they 

rejoice over the preface to the book al-Ḥadātha fī mīzān al-Islām, which was 

written by the late Sheikh ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz bin Bāz, that they stuck it along the other 

critical and vilifying newspaper clippings on my office door.385 

They used to write [intelligence] reports and send them to every possible 

[governmental] body, including official, security, religious, and to the press. They 

would help each other in that [effort]386.  

My stay in the university was a source of concern for everybody, for friends and 

foes alike.387 

I did not see any solution in staying. I saw the solution in moving to Riyadh, to 

keep what is left of my mind and my health. Had I stayed in that department, I 

would have experienced a mental problem or a health-related issue, as a result of 

                                                
384 Al-Dumaynī, Ayyām fī al-Qāhira, 208. 
 
385 Ibid., 227. 
 

386 Ibid., 228. 
 
387 Ibid., 231. 
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the serious hostility that surrounded me in the department that I had established to 

be at the end a snake trying to swallow me.388 

This rather lengthy quotation shows clearly how the “war on modernist ideas” was 

getting so vicious and that the Islamist opponents to the Ḥadāthī project were being helped and 

supported by academics as well. That is what made al-Ghadhdhāmī conclude that the hostility 

towards him was not necessarily personal; rather, it was what he calls al-nasaq al-thaqāfī, which 

I explained in chapter 1 as the underlying cultural norms that operate beneath the surface of 

modernity and materialist development, that prompted the hostility campaign, although the 

personal factors cannot be entirely ruled out. 

Saʿīd Al-Surayḥī’s experience was more appalling and his opponents resorted to what can 

be described as abhorrent tactics, by which he was stripped of his doctoral degree altogether in 

1989389 (although he had already passed the Ph.D. viva) because the dissertation included “ideas, 

expressions, and methods incompatible with the teachings and principles of our religion and our 

Muslim society,” as the final Ph.D. report by Umm al-Qura University (UQU) in Makkah, in 

which al-Surayḥī defended his dissertation, concluded.390 The phrase “Muslim society” is key 

here, because, together with al-Ghadhdhāmī’s analysis of the entire hostility campaign as 

motivated by the hidden cultural nasaq, this can justify reading this episode in the Saudi cultural 

history as a clash, not only between individuals of different world views, but between two 

imaginings of the community. 

                                                
388 Ibid., 233. 
 
389 Saʿīd Al-Surayḥī, “al-Tajdīd fī al-lugha al-shiʿriyya ʿind al-muḥdathīn fī al-ʿaṣr al-ʿAbbāsī” (Ph.D. dissertation, 
Umm al-Qura University, 1988). 
 

390 Umm al-Qura University, Arabic Language Faculty, Report No. 876/8/Ṣ (June 5, 1989). 
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In that hostile atmosphere towards everything modernist, and as part of the well-

organized anti-Ḥadāthī campaign, Muḥammad al-Thubaytī was prevented from accepting the 

Jeddah Literary Club Award for poetry, which was awarded to him in 1989 in recognition of his 

collection al-Taḍārīs, only an hour before he was set to receive it.391 This collection was 

particularly infuriating to the Islamist conservatives, especially expressions such as: “yā kāhina 

al-ḥayy”392 (O soothsayer of the neighborhood), or “ṣubba lanā waṭanan fi-l-kuʾūs”393 (pour for 

us a homeland in the glasses), or the use of some Qurʾānic verses in a context totally different 

from the original one and in a manner that was seen as irreverent toward the sacred words of the 

Quran. One example is the following lines from the poem al-Asʾila (Questions) from the 

collection al-Taḍārīs: 

12. Tell Layla she can come on Sunday morning 

 

She is standing now between the pure water and the foam  

 

Tell her: 

15. Water is salt on the outside and foam on the inside 

 

Tell her: 

You are free [of restrictions] in this land 

                                                
391 For more on the incident, see: “Tafāṣīl laylat tahrīb al-Thubaytī min Adabī Jeddah baʿīdan ʿan al-mutashaddidīn.” 
Al-Hayat (24 January 2006): 
http://www.alhayat.com/article/725938/ نیددشتملا-نع-ادیعب-ةدج-يبدأ-نم-يتیبثلا-بیرھت-ةلیل-لیصافت  
 
392 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 99, 101, 106. In his book al-Ḥadātha fī mīzān al-islām, ʿAwaḍ al-Qarnī 
mentioned the section from al-Thubaytī’s poem where the expression “yā kāhina al-ḥayy” (O soothsayer of the 
neighborhood) can be found in six occasions, and then said, hinting that this expression is mere kufr, “Among what 
we have learned in our childhood of the ABC’s of Islam is that al-duʿāʾ mukhkh al-ʿibāda (supplication is the 
essence of worship) and that making supplication to other than Allah is shirk (associating partners with Allah; 
polytheism). So who is this kāhin (soothsayer) that al-Thubaytī is beseeching and making invocations to?” See: al-
Qarnī, al-Ḥadātha fī mīzān al-islām, 77. 
 
393 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 97. 
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You are an absolution for this boy. 

 ْدـَـَحألا َحاـَبـَص ُءيــِجـَت ىـَلـْـیـَـلـِل ْلـُـق

 

 ْدـَـبَّزـلا َنـْـیـَـبَو ِلالُّزلا َنـْـیـَـب َنآلا ُفـِـقـَـت اھــَّنإ

 

 :اـھـَـل ْلـُـق

 ْدـَـبَز ْنـِـمُ ھـُنـِطاـبَو ٌحـْلـِـم ِءاـَمـْـلا ُرـِـھاـَظ

 

 :اـھـَـل ْلـُـق

 ْدـَـلـَـبـْـلا اذـَـھـِب ٌّلـِح ِتــْنأ

 394ْدـَلَوـْـلا اذـَـھـِـل ٌّلـَـح ِتــْنأ

Al-Thubaytī feminization and secularization of the addressee in “anti ḥillun bi-hātha al-

balad” (You [feminine] are free [of restriction] in this land) was immediately noticeable. Using 

the feminine pronoun anti, and not the masculine anta as in Sūrat al-Balad (The Land) of the 

Qurʾān “wa-anta ḥillun bi-hātha al-balad” (While you [masculine] are free [of restriction] in 

this land) [Qurʾān 90:2], thereby changing the addressee from Prophet Muḥammad to a woman 

in an intimate relationship with a man, as well as other expressions of a similar kind, caught the 

conservatives off-guard, for they interpreted these incidents as transgressions of accepted 

religious and social norms.395 

On the night when al-Thubaytī was set to receive the prize, the conservative Islamists 

filled the club halls in order to prevent him from receiving it. And as a result of their noisy 

campaign of opposition to al-Thubayti’ that night, the club administration finally had to raise the 

                                                
394 Ibid., 127. 
 
395 The Saudi sociologist ʿAbd al-Salām al-Wāyil told a story about a preacher in a Jumʿa prayer condemning these 
verses of al-Thubaytī and accusing him of kufr. See the episode on al-Thubaytī in the biography TV show al-Rāḥil 
(The Departed) of Rūtānā Khalījiyya Channel: “Sīrat wa-ḥayāt al-shāʿir wa-al-adīb al-rāḥil Muḥammad al-Thubaytī 
raḥimahu Allah,” Al-Rāḥil maʿa Muḥammad al-Khamīsī, Rūtānā Khalījiyya (27 May. 2018), Television. 
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white flag. Abd al-Fattāḥ Abū Madyan (b. 1926), an eminent cultural pioneer in Saudi Arabia, 

who was a member of the first Board of Directors of the club when it was established in 1975 

and who was the president of club from 1980 to 2006, said that they canceled the ceremony that 

night because they “felt the imminent danger and recalled the threatening calls and the inciting 

(mosque) sermons”396 all against modernist figures such as al-Thubaytī. Not only was al-

Thubaytī deprived of the prize, but he had to be smuggled out of the club to avoid an imminent 

clash with his Islamist and traditionalist opponents. To make matters worse, al-Thubayti’s above-

mentioned collection was later banned from distribution by the General Presidency of Youth 

Welfare (GPYW), the governmental body that used to oversee literary clubs and monitor their 

activities. 

Modernists were literally silenced by al-Qarnī’s book and the events that ensued. In fact, 

they were banned even from responding to the books’ accusations and clearing their names in 

Saudi journals and magazines. When Muḥammad al-ʿAlī (b. 1932), one of the fathers of Saudi 

literary modernism, wanted to respond, no one in the Saudi press dared to publish his response. 

At the end, he had to send it as a series of articles to the Kuwaiti Arabic daily al-Waṭan and they 

were then published between March 13 and 21, 1989, under the title Qirāʾah sākhinah fī kitāb 

bārid (A Hot Reading of a Cold Book). Al-ʿAlī’s response notwithstanding, the Ṣaḥwīs and their 

condemnation of the modernist project prevailed and their brand of imagining the community 

proved more powerful at the time. 

Consequently, “the takfīr fever and the Islamist partisanship prevailed in the country,”397 

hence many Ḥadāthīs withdrew from public life, and al-Thubaytī in particular almost 

                                                
396 See: “Laylat al-Thubaytī.” Okaz (20 May 2008): https://www.okaz.com.sa/article/186217/ يتیبثلا - ةلیل  
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disappeared from the cultural scene for more than a decade. The label Ḥadāthī (modernist) at that 

time amounted to something close to heretic, with all its serious repercussions. One might go as 

far as to say that the word Ḥadātha became increasingly taboo for quite some time in the Saudi 

context. In fact, the Ministry of Information issued in a ministerial decree banning the use of the 

word Ḥadātha in all media outlets.398 

The Ṣaḥwa movement and the religious establishment saw something threatening in 

literary modernism, such as that of al-Thubaytī, and cooperated, with some direct or indirect 

support from the political institution, to counteract its growing influences in the Saudi 

intellectual milieu. They all worked together to outflank their common Ḥadāthī rivals. It is in this 

context, one in which the religious aspect of the Saudi identity was re-interpreted to reflect a 

very strict understanding of Islam, that the Ḥadāthī project grew to devise a new way of 

imagining the community, defining identity, and challenging a narrative that ignored significant 

aspects of the cultural history of Arabia. 

It seems that, for al-Thubaytī, to emancipate Saudi Arabian identity from subjection to 

this narrowminded, hegemonic narrative required a twofold strategy. The first was going back to 

pre-Islamic Arabia in order to revive the autochthonous culture of the place. The second strategy 

was to liberate the religious discourse itself from its historically constructed theological aspect, 

ultimately allowing for the spiritual and mystical dimensions of the religious phenomenon to 

come to the fore, while at the same time humanizing and localizing the transcendental experience 

at large. In other words, one of the main goals of al-Thubaytī’s project, it seems, was to reduce 

                                                
397 Al-Dumaynī, Ayyām fī al-Qāhira, 208. 
 
398 The ban was issued in 1988 but did not last for long; people resumed using the term Ḥadātha after a period of 
time without a new decree overruling the old one. See: al-Ghadhdhāmī, Ḥikāyat al-Ḥadātha, 33. 
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religion to myth, which is essentially a secular stance. This will become clear when analyzing 

some of the central texts in al-Thubaytī’s dīwāns, especially his poem Mawqif al-jinās, as next 

chapter will show. But first, the larger context of al-Thubaytī works should be examined. 

“In my language is a Jāhilī stone”: The modern harmonized with the traditional 

For al-Thubaytī, the novel begins from the old, a stance which reminds one of Benedict 

Anderson’s insistence on how the modern nation-state was always keen on claiming a tradition 

for itself in order to anchor the new imagining in it.399 Here the new Saudi (Arabian) narrative 

can be re-told using linguistic and literary artifacts from the earliest known past of the place, i.e. 

Jāhilī Arabia, and thus “inventing” a certain tradition of it, as per Hobsbawm’s words,400 which 

serves “to stabilize and convey that society’s self-image.401” In this regard, some scholars have 

noticed the recent effort by governments in the Arabian Gulf to recover the very ancient past of 

their nations in order to fuel nationalistic sentiments. This past goes beyond the “oil moment” of 

the twentieth century and dates back to pre-Islamic civilizations.402 

                                                
399 Anderson, Imagined Communities, 77. 
 
400 Hobsbawm, The Invention of Tradition, 14. 
 
401 Assmann, “Collective Memory,” 132. 
 
402 Elias Muhanna of Brown University, wrote on May 21, 2018, in the New Yorker that research activity on early 
Arabic based on rock inscriptions is now met with a regional interest in pre-Islamic history. By showcasing, for 
example, the glory of the ancient Nabataean kingdom, Saudi Arabia is linking itself to a glorious, ancient past, on 
the basis of which she can compete with her neighbors. Other Gulf countries are doing the same thing in order to 
construct a new narrative. See: Elias Muhanna, “A New History of Arabia, Written in Stone,” The New Yorker (May 
2018). Also see: Loring Danforth, Crossing the Kingdom: Portraits of Saudi Arabia (Oakland, California: 
University of California Press. 2016). In chapter 5 (pp. 134-167), Danforth analyzes the Saudi government’s attempt 
to advance a more ancient Saudi identity through promoting joint (Saudi-international) archeological expeditions on 
its ancient heritage sites and showcasing some of their artifacts in international exhibitions, most important of which 
is Roads of Arabia which was first held in the Louvre, Paris, in 2010, and toured, so far, more than fifteen different 
institutions and museums throughout the world. The Saudi agency responsible for this endeavor is Saudi 
Commission for Tourism and National Heritage. For more on the Roads of Arabi exhibition and other related 
exhibitions by the Commission, see: SCTH. The “Roads of Arabia Masterpieces of Antiquities in Saudi Arabia 
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Similarly, al-Thubaytī’s works can be read as an allusion to the ancient rock inscriptions 

referred to in pre-Islamic poetry, a sign of the glorious past of a modern nation whose 

autochthonous tradition is lost between its development and religious discourses. However, 

whereas the state’s effort to ignite the nationalistic sentiment among the masses is by nature 

politically inspired and is meant to utilize that sentiment for political gain, the objective of al-

Thubaytī's modernist project was arguably to link the new imagining of the community to the 

artistic project of the past as exemplified by classical poetry. No wonder, then, that al-Thubaytī 

seems to be obsessed with the idea of searching for linguistic, particularly literary and poetic, 

artifacts from pre-Islamic Arabia and the classical Arabic canon and then linking them to modern 

Saudi Arabia so as to create a continuous narrative of the place that stretches from modern-day 

Makkah all the way back to Jāhilī Arabia. The critic Saʿīd al-Surayḥī once said of al-Thubayitī 

that what distinguished him from other Ḥadāthīs was that “al-Thubayitī was an exceptional 

reader of tradition.403” 

This Jāhilī tradition, of which modern Saudi Arabia is a continuation or, one might say, is 

a geographically and culturally legitimate heir, is often overlooked, negatively portrayed, or even 

rejected altogether. It is beyond the purview of this chapter to trace the genesis of such historical 

mis-understandings, traditional and modern alike, of the pre-Islamic era which, tellingly enough, 

was called the Age of “Ignorance,” as one meaning of the word jāhiliyyah suggests. Suffice it to 

say that Islam, and the political and cultural institutions developed since its advent, were largely 

                                                
Across the Ages” Exhibition: https://scth.gov.sa/en/Antiquities-
Museums/ArcheologicalMasterpieces/Pages/default.aspx. 
 
403 “Saʿīd al-Surayḥī,” Fī al-ṣamīm maʿa ʿAbd Allah al-Mudayfir, Rūtānā Khalījiyya (28 June. 2015). Television. 
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perceived as a break from the Jāhilī norms and ways of life, with Islam in this case being the 

“modernity” which necessarily entails a break with its past. 

Islamist traditionalists, among them those opposing the modernist enterprise in Saudi 

Arabia, seemed to the modernists to be unaware of the rich, multifaceted Arabic tradition, 

especially that which dated back to pre-Islamic Arabia. Due to their Islamist ideology, they 

seemed to have an understanding of tradition that restricts it to its Islamic character; a different 

version of imagining the past than that which the modernists, such as al-Thubaytī, were 

proposing. They were so detached from the Jāhilī tradition of the place, al-Thubaytī’s following 

poem suggests, that his poems, immersed in the rich cultural world of pre-Islamic Arabia, 

seemed to speak a different, ancient language. He says in the poem al-Asʾila (Questions) from 

the collection al-Taḍārīs: 

1. They came out like sparrows, inflamed by song, 

So I looked inside myself: 

How shall I read these faces, 

when in my language is a Jāhilī stone? 

 

5. Between two fires, I emptied my glass 

Called upon my heart to relax  

Will youth once more become open 

to perfumed song  

or eloquent/faṣīḥ weeping 

 ًءاِنـغ َنُولـِـعـَـتـْـشـَـی ِریفاـَـصـَعـْـلاـَك اوـُلـَبـْـَقأ

 يـِلـِـخَاد يـِـف ُتـْـقَّدـَـحـَـف

َ هوجُوـْـلا يذـَـھُ أَرـْـَقأ َفـْـیـَـك

 ؟ّْيِلـِـھاـَـج ٌرـَـجـَـح يـِـتـَـغـُـل يـِـفَو
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 َيـِـْسأـَـك ُتـْـغَرـْـَفأ ِنـْیَراـَـن َنـْـیـَـب

 ْحیِرـَـتـْـسـَــی ْنأ َيـِـبـْـلـَـق ُتْدـَـشاـَـن

 ِرـِّطـَـعـُـمـْـلا ِءانـِـغـْلــِل ًاـــَعَرـْـشـُـم اـَبـِّصـلاُ دوـُـعـَـی ْلـَـھ

 404؟ْحیـِـصـَــفـلا ِءاكـُـبـْـلـِل َْوأ

The obvious classical tone of al-Thubaytī’s poem, such as the allusion in the last line to 

the weeping over the ruined abodes in the nasīb section of the classical ode, is taken here as a 

Jāhilī stone, an artifact that the poet holds as a proof of the ancient history of the place and its 

undying cultural significance. With tradition being an essential part of the poet’s language, he 

struggles to find in it words that are mutually intelligible between him and those sparrows, the 

latter can be understood to symbolize a cultural group detached from its traditional roots. With 

this Jāhilī language, the poem laments that the Bedouin knight’s Arabic is now a foreign 

language and thus his “faṣīḥ weeping” is nothing but an “aʿjamī (obscure or non-Arab) blood.” 

al-Thubaytī:  

23. Well, Bedouin knight 

 

Did you gulp down morning sadness 

and the patience of the evening? 

 

Today I see your face a map for weeping 

and your eyes streaming an aʿjamī blood 

 

 ّيَِودـَبـلا ُسِرافـلا اھـُّـیأ ًانـَـسـَـح

َ ةادـَغـلا َنْزـُح َتـْـعَّرـَـجـَـت ْلـَـھ

 ّيـِشـَـعـْلا َرـْـبـَصَو

 

                                                
404 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 125. 
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 ِءاكـُـبـْلـِـلً ةـَطِراـَـخ َمْوـَـیـْـلا َكـَـھـْـجَو َىرأ

 405ّيـِمـَـجـْـعأ ًاـَمد يرجـُـت َكـْـیـَـنـْـیـَـعَو

To be true, proposing a secular identity closely linked to the ancient tradition of the place 

was not something new in modern Arabic poetry. Several studies have noticed this trend in the 

poetry of the Free Verse movement, particularly in the poetry of the Tammūzī poets.406 Poets 

utilized the mythology of the ancient Near East in order to claim an indigenous, prototypical or 

nationalist identity of some sort that existed prior to the collective, cultural and linguistic Arabo-

Islamic identity that was seen to eclipse other religious, racial, and cultural sub-identities.407 In 

their eyes, in order to be true modernists, poets tended to make a break from one tradition, which 

was regarded as hegemonic, and link themselves to a tradition very customized and self-

interpreted so as to suit the goals of their modernist project.408 

In al-Thubaytī’s project, however, there seems to be a greater interest in claiming a 

continuity of the modernist project and the modern identity of the people of Arabia, although this 

continuity could only be achieved by making creative breaks from a multiplicity of currently 

held “traditions,” which can be summed up as follows: 

1. An imagined pre-Islamic Arabian past whose creation was necessary in order to define 

Islam as a breakthrough. 

                                                
405 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 129. 
 
406 Tammūz is a fertility God of ancient Near East. Poets belonging to the Free-Verse Movement used who used this 
myth are called the Tammūzī poets, most prominent among them is the ʿIrāqi poet Badr Shākir al-Sayyāb (d. 1964). 
See: Nazeer El-Azma, “The Tammūzī Movement and the Influence of T. S. Eliot on Badr Shākir Al-
Sayyāb,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 88, no. 4 (1968): 671–678. 
 
407 Ibid. 
 
408 See Al-Musawi’s comments on Adūnīs’s project in chapter 2 (The Tradition-Modernity Nexus in Arabic Poetics): 
al-Musawi, Arabic Poetry, 30-67. 
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2. A perceived Islamic history largely devoid of spiritual experience and rather reduced to a 

political institution and mechanical daily practices. 

3. Most importantly, an oil-based narrative about Saudi Arabi in particular, and the Arabian 

Peninsula in general, following the discovery of oil and the establishment of the new 

nation-states on the Arabian side of the Gulf. 

It is against the backdrop of this latter narrative that, in my view, al-Thubaytī’s project 

can best be approached. All the “traditions” from which this project makes breaks are condensed 

in that reductionist Saudi narrative, and it seems that al-Thubaytī’s quest was to link the 

particular, modern identity of the people of that place to a cultural continuity that stretches back 

to the pre-Islamic era. This chapter argues that debunking a coercive, totalizing, dehumanizing, 

and stereotypical narrative about the people of Arabia in general and Saudi Arabia in particular is 

exactly the "poetic event" of al-Thubaytī’s project. In so doing, this project is advancing a new 

narrative about this particular “imagined community,” i.e., the people of (Saudi) Arabia that 

allows them a worthy place in the continuity of Arabic culture and counteracts the narrative that 

reduces their history to an oil moment and a religious movement, which together formed a 

certain Saudi exceptionalism. 

In the currently accepted historical narrative about the modern Saudi identity, as Robert 

Vitalis has shown, the cultural, economic, and political institutions emanating from the oil 

industry, particularly in Saudi Arabia and the United States of America, played a crucial role in 

establishing and promoting an exceptional Saudi identity in a fashion reminiscent of the idea of 
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“American Exceptionalism,” now based on the moment of the discovery of oil in 1938.409 The 

details about this enterprise need not detain us here, for what matters about this “oil moment” is 

that it was used to advance a purely materialistic discourse of development, which eventually led 

to the formation of a Saudi identity that sacrificed the diverse, pre-oil Arabian culture. After the 

discovery of oil and the ensuing projects and initiatives, “development” became part and parcel 

of what it meant to be a Saudi, as Toby Jones points out.410 

This exceptional oil moment was combined with another exceptional Saudi moment, this 

time created and disseminated by the religious and political players whose discourses were 

designed to reinforce one another in propagating the “foundation myth” of Saudi Arabia. 

According to this myth, the political leaders hold the sword to support the “true word” that the 

religious leaders wanted to spread across Arabia, and later the world, in order to urge people to 

abandon shirk (polytheism) and return to the true Islam of the Salaf. This myth was first reified 

in the 1744 Dirʿiyya Pact between Muḥammad b. Suʿūd (d. 1765) and the Najdī scholar 

Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Wahhāb (d. 1791), the eponymous leader of the reformist movement that 

is usually referred to as Wahhabism.411 

Whether or not one agrees with those scholars who argue that the underlying causes that 

ultimately lead to the Dirʿiyya Pact were not primarily religious but rather economic, social, and 

                                                
409 See my discussion of Robert Vitalis’s ideas of the interplay between Saudi and American exceptionalisms earlier 
in this chapter. 
 
410 Jones, “The Dogma of Development,” 33. 
 
411 On Ibn ʿAbd al-Wahhāb, see: H. Laoust, “Ibn ʿAbd al-Wahhāb”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam. On Muḥammad bin 
ʿAbd al-Wahhāb’s movement (wahhābiyya; Wahhabism), see: Peskes, Esther and Ende, W., “Wahhābiyya”, in: 
Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. 
Heinrichs. Consulted online on 19 March 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-
3912_islam_COM_1329>  
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political, at a time when the people of Arabia were looking for some kind of political waḥda 

(unification) and not necessarily tawḥīd (monotheism),412 what matters the most in the present 

discussion is the impact of that pact. There is an almost unanimous agreement that the pact 

changed life in Arabia in an unprecedented fashion. It was the first time in Islamic history, since 

the transfer of the capital of the Islamic Caliphate from Medina in the Ḥijāz to Kufa in Iraq in 

657 CE, that Arabia became a political center in the Islamic world.413 

These two factors, the discovery of oil and the religious-political unification, resulted in 

creating a state of what can be called a “cultural amnesia,” through which the identity of the 

people of Arabia was reduced to the Salafī movement of the eighteenth century or the oil 

moment of 1938. The political pact was taken to symbolize a new beginning of the cultural 

history of Arabia, which has its foundations in the first three generations of the Muslim 

community; i.e. the Salaf. In the end, the oil moment and the religious movement became the 

two pillars of Saudi identity and, by extension, of the people of Arabia. complaining about this 

reductionist narrative, the well-known Saudi poet and statesman Ghāzī al-Quṣaybī (d. 2010) said: 

“Oil,” people call my country. 

They were not fair; my country is glory! 

.يـِـنـَـطَو ْنـَـع ُساـَّـنلا ُلوـُقـَـی ٌطـْفـِن  

ُ!دـْجـَمـْلا َوـُھ يـِنـَـطَو :اوــُـفـَصـْـَنأ اـَـم  

                                                
412 This is the position of Saudi scholar Khalid al-Dakhil. See his Ph.D. dissertation: Khalid al-Dakhil, “Social 
Origins of the Wahhabi Movement” (Ph.D. dissertation, Los Angeles: University of California, 1998). Al-Dakhil’s 
dissertation would be translated into Arabic and published in 2013. See: Khalid al-Dakhil (Khālid al-Dikhayyil), Al-
Wahhābiyya bayn al-shirk wa-taṣadduʿ al-qabīla (Beruit: al-Shabaka al-ʿArabiyya li-al-Abḥāth wa-al-Nashr, 2013). 
For a short version of al-Dakhil’s thesis, see: Khalid al-Dakhil, “Wahhabism as an Ideology of State Formation,” in 
Mohammed Ayoob and Hasan Kosebalaban, eds., Religion and Politics in Saudi Arabia: Wahhabism and the State 
(Boulder: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2009), 23-38. For more on how recent studies are reconsidering the Wahhabi 
movement, see a bibliography in: Fred H Lawson, “Review Article: KEYS TO THE KINGDOM: CURRENT 
SCHOLARSHIP ON SAUDI ARABIA,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 43, no. 4 (2011): 737–747. 
 
413 See: Silverstein, Islamic History, 112-113. 
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It is not without significance that this verse was part of the poem al-Quṣaybī composed in 

1993 for the operetta of the National Festival for Tradition and Culture in Janādiriyya (al-

mahrajān al-waṭanī li-l-turāth wa-al-thaqāfa), aka the Janādiriyya Festival, which the Saudi 

Arabian National Guard organized annually to both celebrate Saudi tradition and promote Saudi 

Arabia as a center for high-profile cultural debate that includes leading Arab intellectual 

figures.414 The opening musical operetta of the annual festival and the accompanying folk dances 

represent a performative re-enactment of the local cultural components of the national identity. 

However, whereas al-Quṣaybī’s poem chose to tackle the oil-based narrative in a rather 

declaratory manner that left no room for allusions, al-Thubaytī let the poem cultivate its ultimate 

statement. 

Arab autochthony as a site of pre-oil memory 

In al-Thubaytī’s oeuvre, we see a poet self-consciously utilizing the introspective mode 

of metapoetry, among other modes, in a quest to create a poetic site of commemoration through 

which to position himself in the world, create a collective identity of the people of the place, and 

affirm their agency. In so doing, al-Thubaytī creates a self-image of the poet as a secular prophet 

who harnesses the powers of language to neutralize the authority of the de-humanizing narrative 

about the place and its culture. For this self-image, the poet relies upon nature as a cultural 

refuge. This topos is most commonly exemplified in al-Thubaytī’s works by the sand and the 

palm-tree as forces of resistance against the totalizing oil-based narrative that threatens to 

dehumanize the place. 

                                                
414 For more on the Janadiriyya Festival and how it can be understood within the context of the Saudi polity, see: 
Lacroix, Awakening Islam, 137-138. 
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The palm-tree and the sand can be traced back to al-Thubaytī’s second and third 

collections, Tahajjaytu ḥulman tahajjaytu wahman (I Spelled Out a Dream, I Spelled Out an 

Illusion, 1982) and al-Taḍārīs (Terrains, 1986), as Saʿīd al-Surayḥī has shown.415 He reads the 

two elements of the natural and cultural worlds as forming a thread that connects these two 

collections together, and then the poetic phase they represented with that of Mawqif al-rimāl, the 

poem in which his entire project culminates. In Tahajjaytu ḥulman, the “history” of the palm-tree 

is that of the poet, and in Mawqif al-rimāl, the poet and the palm-tree are one and the same.416 As 

for the sand, al-Surayḥī says that the collection Tahajjaytu ḥulman: 

celebrates the elements of creation . . . with which the sand becomes a favorite 

material for the poet, repeated in fourteen places in the collection, and which the 

poet examines in all its variations. . . . If we realize what the sand refers to and 

what transformations it undergoes in the collection Tahajjaytu ḥulman tahajjaytu 

wahman, then we will understand how tartīlat al-badʾ (Hymn of Beginning), [the 

first section] in the poem al-Taḍārīs, celebrates the sand to the extent that the poet 

becomes a sand diviner, . . . then the sand appears shining in the title of the fourth 

collection mawqif al-rimāl.417 

In a poem entitled al-Bashīr (The Bearer of Glad Tidings), a very visceral image of the 

poet’s coming to save the land emerges. The land is corrupt because the palm-trees made their 

necks bend down and the sands turned into pus:  

5. I am the last of death 

The first child to climb its body 

and to see the orbit of wilderness  

                                                
415 Al-Surayḥī, ʿAtabāt al-tahajjī, 18. 
 
416 Ibid., 63, 68. 
 
417 Ibid., 19. 
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and the time fossilized in it 

 

And to see a nation of fog 

10. And a desert penetrating the mirage  

To see a red time 

 

To see cities with their insides torn by labor pains 

And beneath their fingernails the water turn to pus 

Until the palm trees make their necks bend down to them [the cities] 

15. And stay a long time in them, and settle down 

And empty them of the pus of the sands. 

ِتْوـَمـْـلا ُرـِـَخآ اـَـَنأ  

ُھـَتـَماـَـق َرَّوـَـسـَت ٍلـْفـِط ُلَّوأ  

ِھـیـِّـتلا َكـَـلـَف َىأَرـَـف  

ِھیـِـف َرِّجـَـحـَـتـُـمـْـلا َنـَـمَّزـلاَو  

 

ْباـَـبـَـض ْنـِـمً َادـَـلـَـب ىأَر  

ْبارـَّـسلا يـِـفً ةـَــنـِـعاـَـط َءاَرـْـَحــصَو  

اَرـَمـْـحأً انـَـمَز ىأَر  

 

اــھَءاـَشــْحأ ُقــْـلـَّطـلا َقَّزـَمً اَندـُـم َىأَرَو  

ُءامـْـلا اھِرـِفاـَـظأ َتـْحـَـت َحــَّیــَقـَـتَو  

ُھـــَقاــنـْـعأ ُلــْخـَّنلا اھـَـل َخاـَـنأ ىـَّتـَـح  

ْلاـطـَـتـْـساَو ... اھـِـب َلاـَـطأـَـف  
418 ْلا ـِّرمـ لا َدی  ـِد َص اھ ــْـ ـن ِم َغ َر ـْـ فأ  َو

What is striking in this section of the poem is that the bearer of glad tidings is bringing a 

new life to the “wasteland” by means of death. Death becomes a source of life just as the ruined 

abodes of the classical ode lead to a journey into a new beginning. Furthermore, the bearer of 

                                                
418 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 91-92. 
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glad tidings is described as the “last of death” who “climbs its body” to bring about a new life, a 

poetic/prophetic persona that reminds the reader of Prophet Muḥammad who used to climb Jabal 

al-Nūr (Mountain of Light) in Makkah in a regular basis in order to find the right place and 

atmosphere to contemplate the state of affairs of his people and time. The Prophet then received 

the first revelation of the Quran on that same mountain, and since he was the last of Prophets, he 

was called khātam al-anbiyāʾ (The Seal of Prophets) [Qurʾān 33:40], the term, this is khatam, 

that al-Thubaytī makes use of in the beginning of this poem. In the passage preceding “the last of 

death” passage, al-Thubaytī says: 

1. I am the seal of those standing on the naṭʿ (leather [execution] mat)419 

This is the sword of sin crossing over my flank 

And then I make a spring of fire flow with blood  

In the veins of the virgins 

ِعـْطـَّنلا ىـَـَلــع َنـیـلـِـثاـَـملا ُمـَـتاـَـخ اـَنأ  

يـِـتَرـِصاـَـخ ُرـُـبـْـعـَـی ةـَـئیـِـطـَـخلا ُماـَسـُـح َاذـَـھ  

اًَمد يرـْجـَـی ِراـَّنلا نـِم ًاعـْـبـَـن ُلـِســْلـَسأـَف  
ى420 َراذ ـ َعلا ِقو  ُر ـُـ ع ِفـ ي  

                                                
419 The use of the word naṭʿ in this context refers to a leather mat with a specific purpose, the one placed under the 
person who is about to be beheaded. A very famous poem which helped imbue the word naṭʿ with a certain poetic 
symbolism that evokes the meanings of death and the power of poetry to change fate is attributed to the Kharijite 
poet Tamīm b. Jamīl al-Taghlibī. According to traditional sources, Tamīm was about to be beheaded by the Caliph 
al-Muʿtaṣim (re. 833-42) for rebelling agaist the Caliph. When he was captured and brought to al-Muʿtaṣim’s majlis, 
the caliph asked him to say his last words. He began with some supplications, and then recited a short poem that 
begins with this verse:  
               I see death lurking between the naṭʿ (leather execution mat) and the sword 
               Glancing at me from whatever direction I look  
ًانماك فیسلاو عطنلا نیب توملا ىرأ                 
ُتفلتأ امثیح نم ينظحالی                 
The story goes that al-Muʿtaṣim was so impressed by the poem that he granted Tamīm a Caliphal pardon and 
commanded that he be given an award. See: al-Ḥuṣrī, Zahr al-ādāb wa-thamar al-albāb, ed. ʿAlī Muḥammad al-
Bajāwī (Cairo, 1953), 784-785. 
On al-Muʿtaṣim, see: C.E. Bosworth, “al-Muʿtaṣim Bi ’llāh”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: 
P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 22 March 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_5656> 
 
420 Ibid., 91. 
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The poem merges the poetic with the Quranic, a strategy typical of al-Thubaytī’s oeuvre 

as many cases in this chapter have shown. This strategy seems to have a twofold objective. The 

first is breaking the barriers between the poetic and the prophetic aesthetic traditions and thus 

creating a field of creativity in which a continuous linguistic experience takes place. The second 

is linking the modern experience of a poet from Arabia to the culture of the place, be it prophetic 

or poetic, and thus making the claim, by the very referential act of the poem, that voices from the 

so-called “classical” culture have the capacity to be renewed and utilized to express a modern 

anxiety. Dichotomies such as the prophet and the poet and modernity and tradition can 

harmoniously coexist in this new field of creativity by, essentially, secularizing the prophetic 

experience. 

Moreover, the image of “the last of death” bringing life and good tidings to the dead land 

does not seem far from the myth of the phoenix that endlessly arises to life from the ashes. The 

bloody time, or the “read age” as the poem reads, is in need of a new life, here symbolized by the 

child climbing the body of death. The poem takes this myth of death and rebirth and anchors it in 

the poet’s cultural world, hence the allusion to the story of Maryam (Mary) in the Qurʾān, 

particularly the story of the Annunciation. In Sūrat Maryam (Mary), she is depicted experiencing 

the pain of childbirth near a trunk of a palm tree. Now that she is extremely worried about her 

life and that of her baby, and with so excruciating a pain in her body, she wishes she were dead: 

{And the pains of childbirth drove her to the trunk of the palm tree. 

She said, "Oh, I wish I had died before this and were forgotten, utterly forgotten.}  

[Qurʾān 19:23] 

ً}ّایِسنَّم ًایَْسن ُتُنكَو َاذَٰھ َلَْبق ُّتِم يَِنتَْیل َای َْتلَاق َِةلْخَّنلاِ عْذِج َٰىلِإ ُضاَخَمْلا اَھَءاََجَأف{  
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Then, the Angel Jibrīl appears to comfort her, reassure her that God is looking after her, 

and then to instruct her to shake the trunk of the palm tree so that fresh dates fall down and she 

can eat to regain her energy:421 

Then he called out to her from below her: 

Grieve not; your Lord has placed a rivulet beneath you. 

And shake toward you the trunk of the palm tree; 

it will drop upon you ripe, fresh dates. 

So eat and drink and cool your eye. [Qurʾān 19:24-26]422 

ا:یِرَس َِكتَْحت ِكُّبَر ََلعَج َْدق يِنَزَْحت ََّالأ اَھِتَْحت نِم اَھَادَاَنف{  

  ا:یِنَج ًابَطُر ِكَْیلَع ِْطقاَُست َِةلْخَّنلاِ عْذِِجب ِكَْیلِإ يِّزُھَو

}...ًانْیَع يَِّرقَو يِبَرْشاَو يِلَُكف  

Likewise, the palm-tree in al-Thubaytī’s poem is portrayed as the source of a new birth. It 

bends down to the city that experiences the pain of labor and empties the pus from its sands in 

order to usher in a new era. The moribund corrupt condition of the contemporary city is 

symbolized here by suppuration and festering (like an infected wound), that is pus. I would argue 

that by pus here the poet refers to oil, whose removal from the sand is a prerequisite for the 

purification and creation of the new narrative. Quite similar to the death-rebirth mythology of the 

Tammūzī movement in Arabic modernism and the function of blood in that myth, the bloody 

land in Arabia is reborn at the hands of the palm tree, the mother and giver of life. 

12. To see cities with their insides torn by labor pains 

And beneath their fingernails the water turn to pus 

                                                
421 See: A. J. Wensinck, and Penelope C. Johnstone, “Maryam”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited 
by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 22 March 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0692> 
 
422 Based on a translation from: Seyyed Hossein Nasr et al, eds., The Study Quran: A New Translation and 
Commentary (New York: HarperOne, 2015). 
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Until the palm trees make their necks bend down to them [the cities] 

And stay a long time in them, and settle down 

And empty them of the pus of the sands 

اـھَءاـشـْـحأ ُقـْلـَّطـلا َقَّزـَم ًاـُندـُم َىأَرَو  

ُءاـَمـْـلا اھِرـِفاـَـَظأ َتـْـَحـت َحـَّیـَـقـَـتَو  

ُھـَقاـنـْـعأ ُلـْخـَّنـلا اھـَـل َخاـََنأ ىـَّتـَـح  

ْلاطـَـتـْـساَو ...اھـِـب َلاطأـَـف  

 423 ْلاــمِّرـلا َدیدـَـص  اھـْـنـِـم َغَرــَْفأَو   

The Qurʾānic Maryam enters the picture to anchor the Tammūzī myth of death and 

rebirth in the cultural world of the poet, the world of the Arabic/Arabian Qurʾān, on the one 

hand, and to serve as a poetic act that acknowledges the ability of the literary text to preserve the 

stories and traditions of the place, thus providing the poet with the necessary justification to 

claim such a function for his own text.424 Furthermore, the selection of the story of Mary serves 

perfectly to back the poem’s claim of a mythical, life-giving function of the palm-tree, which 

seems to function as a leitmotif throughout al-Thubaytī’s works providing them with identity and 

coherence. As the boundaries between them dissolve, the natural and the cultural worlds become 

one and the same. 

But in al-Thubaytī’s pre-Mawqif al-jinās phase, the poem that exemplifies his project of 

anchoring the modernist experience in the culture of the place is Taghrībat al-qawāfil wa-al-

maṭar (The Westward Voyage of the Caravans and the Rain, henceforth referred to as Taghrība), 

                                                
423 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 92. 
 
424 In her readings of the pre-Islamic praise ode, such as al-Nābigha al-Dhubyānī’s “O Abode of Mayyah” (Yā Dāra 
Mayyata), Suzanne Stetkevych demonstrates how Arabic poetry from its beginning, by virtue of its condensed, non-
narrative form, played the role of preserving the ancient myth and legend of Jāhiliyya, and later conveying it into the 
Islamic context. Al-Nābigha’s evocation in this poem of the story of Solomon to make a “mythic concordance” 
between him and the praised leader, al-Nuʿmān b. al-Mundhir, “condenses a body of ancient lore and myth and 
brings it to bear on al-Nuʿmān.” See: Stetkevych, The Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy, 29, 35. 
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one of al-Thubaytī’s longest and most popular poems throughout his career, and the longest in 

his third collection, al-Taḍārīs. It creates a mythology of the place based on a re-reading of the 

saga of the Banū Hilāl, a confederation of tribes originally from Najd and Hijāz who were forced 

to emigrate to North Africa beginning from the mid eleventh-century C.E. (fifth-century A.H.).425   

In this poem, oil appears as the antithesis of the palm tree, the former depicted as blood 

full of warts; the latter a savior and a guide to the right path: 

86. O you who come to water, give the herds [of camels] a drink once more 

And pour for us a homeland in the young girls’ eyes  

For there remains in the unknown a pasture ground426 for misery 

And the wind still bears the remnants of the voyagers’ exhaustion  

90. When we drink a well-aged sun as our morning-draught 

And we get intoxicated with the smell of the land as it boils up with the lantern oil 

O land, stop [the] wart-soaked blood 

O palm tree, take us to the beginning of night  

  ایاطـَمـْـلا َّلـِع َءامـْـلاَ دَراَو اـَی

ایابـَّصـلا ِنوـُـیـُع يـِـف ًانـَـطَو انـَل َّبـُـصَو  

ِءاـقـَّشـلل ٌعـَـجـَتـْنـُـم ِبـْـیـَـغـلا يـِف َلاَز امـَـف  

ایاقـَـب َنیـلـِـحاَّرـلا ِبـَعـَت ْنـِـمِ حیِّرـلا يفَو  

  ٍةـَـقـَّتـَعـُم ٍسـْمـَـشـِب انـْحـَـبـَطـْصا اـَـم اذإ

ِلیدانـَـقـْـلا ِتـْیَزـِب ُروـُـفـَـت َيـْـھَو ِضْرألا ِةـَـحـِـئارـِب انْرـِـَكـسَو  

ّفـُـك ُضَْرأ ای ِلـیـِـلآـَّثـلاب ًاـبَرـْـشـُـمً اـَمد يـِ  

                                                
425 See: H. R. Idris and J. Schleifer, “Hilāl”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. 
Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 23 August 2018 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0287>  
Also see Dwight F. Reynolds’s project: the Sirat Bani Hilal Digital Archive (http://www.siratbanihilal.ucsb.edu). 
The archive aims to “preserve and make accessible online, to both scholars and the general public, materials related 
to the Arabic oral epic tradition of Sirat Bani Hilal (the epic of the Bani Hilal Bedouin tribe).” See: Dwight F. 
Reynolds, “The Sirat Bani Hilal Digital Archive,” Oral Tradition, 28, no. 2 (2013): 271-278. 
 
426 Muntajaʿ is a place where herbage is sought. See: Root n-j-ʿ in Lane. 
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427 ِلیللا َلَّوأ  اـنـِـب  ْكِر  ْدأ ُلـْخـَـن  ای   

Al-Thubaytī’s Taghrība is comprised of multiple sections that alternate between the 

tafʿīla and ʿamūdī metrical systems, with a collective voice asking the kāhin (soothsayer) of the 

neighborhood to bring water to the desert so that the modern Banū Hilāl, i.e. the people of 

Arabia, can finally end their mythical journey and arrive to the “awaited nation.” It begins with a 

section in which the main voice is asking someone, perhaps the nādil (cup-bearer or waiter) as in 

a classical Khamriyya (wine poem,)428 to pour for him and his companions (or tribesmen) qahwa 

and a homeland: 

1. Pass around [the cup of] the muhja429 of the morning 

Pour for us in the cups a homeland 

that makes heads spin 

And give us more of the Shādhiliyya430 

5. until the cloud comes back 

 

Pass around [the cup of] the muhja of the morning  

And shed on the people’s jars 

                                                
427 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 105. 
 
428 For an overview on the Khamriyya, see footnote 25 in chapter 1 of this study. 
 
429 The word muhja means the heart’s blood, which evokes meaning of grief and sorrow. See: Root m-h-j in Lane. 
This goes in line with how morning-wine is usually depicted in a classical poem. According to Philip Kennedy, the 
Jāhilī description of the morning-wine tends to associate it with grief and anxiety, as opposed to evening-wine 
which is a source of “high-spirit, pleasure and luxury.” See: Philip Kennedy, “Khamr and Hikma in Jāhilī 
Poetry,” Journal of Arabic Literature 20, no. 2 (1989): 97–114. 
 
430 The epithet Shādhiliyya [lit. the Shādhilī drink] functions here as a reference to qahwa (coffee), which is 
sometimes associated with wine, or any intoxicating drink. Shādhiliyya proper is a Sūfī order whose founder is said 
to have discovered and promulgated the drink that is qahwa (coffee) in the 9th/15th century and ascribed to it mystic 
significance by which the drinking was thought of as facilitating the experience of the Divine. While qahwa means 
wine in classical Arabic poetry, its usage in poetry (and in this poem in particular) evokes all the connotations of the 
mystic experience and the ones associated with wine-drinking gatherings. See: C. Van Arendonk and K. N. 
Chaudhuri, “Ḳahwa”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. 
Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 22 March 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0418> 
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your bitter yet pleasant qahwa431 

 

Pass around [the cup of] the muhjah of the morning 

10. blended with the blaze  

And stir our agonies over the embers of the ghaḍā432 trees  

And then bring me the rabāba433 

Bring me the rabāba! 
ِحـْبـُّصلاَ ةـَجـْھـُم ْرَِدأ  

ْسوؤـُـكلا يـِف ًانـَـطَو انـَل َّبـُـص  

ْسوؤُّرلا ریُِدی  

ْھـَـباـَحـَّـسلا َءيـِفـَت ىـَّتـَح ِةـَّیـلِذاـَّشلا نـِم انْدِزَو  

 

ِحـْبـُّصلاَ ةـَجـْھـُم ْرَِدأ  

ِموـَقـلا ِلـَـلـُق ىلـَـع ْحـَـفـْـساَو  

ْھـَـباطـَتـْسـُـملاَ ةَّرـُمـلا َكـَـتَوـْھـَـق  

 

ىـظـَّلـلابً ةجوزـْمـَمِ حـْبـُّصلاَ ةـَجـْھـُم ْرَِدأ  

ّلـَـقو اضـَغلا ِرـْـمـَـج َقْوـَف انـَـعـِـجاَوـَم ْبـِ  

َ ةـَـباـبَّرلا ِتاھ َّمـُـث  
434 َْھـباـبَّرـلا   ِتاھ

The poem, composed in the Free-Verse (tafʿīla) form, with faʿūlun as its meter-foot, 

changes the meter after the verse (Bring me the rabāba) to include a section of five mono-

                                                
431 See the previous note.  
 
432 The ghaḍa tree, the longest and hottest burning type of firewood, usually accompanies the open-air ceremony of 
brewing coffee in the Arabian Peninsula. See: G. Rentz, “Ḏj̲azīrat al-ʿArab”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second 
Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 
22 March 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0059> 
 
433 Rabāba is the Arabian one-string spike-fiddle that usually accompanies the ceremony of reciting Bedouin poetry. 
See: T. Fahd et al, “S̲h̲āʿir”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. 
Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 22 March 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_1028> 
 
434 Al-Thubaytī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 97. 
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rhymed, mono-metered verses in the ṭawīl meter, as if the Bedouin connotations of the rabāba 

entails a change of the meter to the archaic (read Bedouin)ʿamūdī metrical system of Arabic 

poetry, and particularly to the meter of al-ṭawīl, which is a majestic meter found in many pre-

Islamic and Islamic odes, such as the Muʿallaqa of Imruʾ al-Qays. In other words, it is as if the 

poet is introducing a traditional song played on the rabāba to the modern Free-Verse poem. Al-

Thubaytī says: 

12. Is there no blue rain-cloud filled with blood? 

So that it draws back [the veil of] black water from the thirsty shore 
 

Is there no moon to redden in the first glow of dawn? 

15. And pour forth upon the desert as rain and stars  

 

So that we clothe it [the moon] in a robe of our white sorrows   

And recite at its gates the Sūra of the Sanctuary 

 

O you who is hidden among our tents, 

You stayed too long in the sand that it became swollen 

 

20. You stayed too long in the sand, so make a hand for it  

And extend a season for it in the tavern of time 
ّدلاـِب ُّظـَـتـْـكـَت َءاـقْرَزً ةــَـمــیِد الأ اـَمِ  

اـمـَّظـلا ِلـِـحاـس ْنـَـع ِءاـَمــلاَ داَوـَـس وـُلـْـجـَـتـَـف  

 

ىـَجُّدلا ِةَّرـُـغ يـِـف ُّرـَمـْـحـَـیً اَرـَـمـَـق الأ  

اـمـُـجـْـنأَو ًاثـْـیـَغ ِءارـْـحـَّصـلا ىـَـلـَـع يمـْھـَـیَو  

 

ًةـَّلـُـح ِضـیـِـبـْـلا انـِنازـْـحأ ْنـِـمُ هوسـْـكـَـنـَـف  

ىـَمـِـحلاَ ةَروـُـس ِھـِباَوـْـبأ ىـَـلـَـع وـُـلـْـتـَـنَو  
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انـِـمایـِـخ َنـْـیـَـب ُءوبـْـخـَمـْـلا اـَـھـُّیأ الأ  

اـمَّرََوت ىـَّتـَـح ِلـْمَّرلا َلاطـِـم َتـْـَمَدأ  

 

ًادـَیُ َھـل ْعـَـنـْصاـَـف ِلـْـمَّرلا َلاطـِـم َتـْـَمَدأ  
435 امـِـسْوـَـم ِت ـْـ ق َولا ِةنا ـَـ ح ي ـِـ فُ ھـ َل َّدـُـمَو  

To argue for a possible aesthetic and cultural significance of the transition from a Free-

Verse meter-foot into the traditional metrical system is in line with al-Thubaytī’s own statements 

regarding the meaning of the meter. He makes it clear, in another poem in the same collection, 

that he takes the baḥr (meter) to have a certain cultural significance beyond its technical 

function, particularly the meter of al-ṭawīl which is one of the great classical meters. It is an 

“eight-foot meter, and the only one which does not have shorter forms. It is the main meter of 

qaṣīd poetry, almost half of which is written in this meter.436” Al-Thubaytī says in the poem al-

Mughannī (The Singer): 

5. The singer said: 

Every day, the absence of the caravans haunts me. 

 

I said: 

The opposing times keep you awake. 

 

The wound has two gates: 

10. Of wine and of ginger. 

 

The poem has a ṭawīl (long) meter  

A long night 

                                                
435 Ibid., 98. 
 
436 Dmitry Frolov, “Meter”, in Encyclopedia of Arabic Language and Linguistics, Managing Editors Online Edition: 
Lutz Edzard, Rudolf de Jong. Consulted online on 29 January 2018 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1570-6699_eall_EALL_COM_vol3_0212> 
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And a long age 
:ّينغملا لاق  

ِلفاوقلا ُبایغ موی لك ينرقاعـُی  

 

:ُتلق  

ُلباقتملا ُنمزلا َكـُـقِّرؤـُی  

 

:ِناتباّوب حرجلل  

ْلیبجنزلاو رمخلا نم  

 

ٌلیوط رحب ةدیصقلل  

ٌلیوط لیلو  
437 ْلیوط رھدو  

The long age of the poem is the poetic correlative of the long cultural age of the place, an 

assertion of the deep-rootedness of the culture of Arabia and of its rich verbal art tradition. The 

phrase “long night” following the “long meter” is an unmistakable allusion to the celebrated 

long-night scene in the Muʿallaqa of Imruʾ al-Qays, in which the poet calls for the long night to 

“dispel, revealing dawn.”438 Al-Thubaytī thus establishes a link between his poem and that of his 

greatest predecessor, and in the process affirms the long tradition of the place. Imruʾ al-Qays 

says: 

45. Many a night like the billowing sea 

     let down its veils over me 

With all kinds of cares 

     to test me. 

 

                                                
437 Al-Thubaytī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 67-68. 
 
438 S. Stetkevych, The Mute Immortals Speak, 254. 
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46. Then I said to it when 

     it stretched out its spine, 

Followed with its hindquarters, 

     and heaved its ponderous breast, 

 

47. Alas, long night, will you not dispel, 

     revealing dawn, 

Though the dawn of day will be 

     no better for me.439 

َُھلودُس ىخَرأ ِرـَحبلاِ جوــَمـَك ٍلـَیلَو  

يلـَتـبـَیِل ِموــمـُھلاِ عاوــَنأـِب ََّيلـَع  

 

ِھِبلــُصـِب ىــّطــَمـَت اـَّملُ َھل ُتلـــُقــَف  

ِلــَكلــَكــِب َءاــنَوً ازاـــجــَعأ ََفدَرأَو  

 

يلَجـْنا َالأ ُلیوَطلا ُلَیللا اھَُّیأ َالأ  
440 َِلثـَمأِب َكـنِم  ُحاـبصِإلا  امَو  ٍحـبـُصِب   

Following the ʿamūdī, five-verse rabāba section, the poem returns back to the faʿūlun 

meter-foot, or, say, to modernity as exemplified by the modernist tafʿīla (Free-Verse) poem. It 

proceeds with the repeated call “yā kāhin al-ḥayy” (O soothsayer of the neighborhood) followed 

by the main voice of the poem, which is in the plural to convey the collective identity of the 

people of the Arabian tribes (Banū Hilāl), asking for directions to the water and, most 

                                                
439 Translation by Suzanne Stetkevych. See: Ibid., 254. 
 
440 Imruʾ al-Qays, Dīwan, 239-242 (this version has the verses in numbers 42, 43, and 45 respectively).  
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importantly, asking the kāhin to recite upon them at hazīʿ al-layl (the third part of the five 

divisions of the night)441 something on al-waṭan al-muntaẓar” (the awaited nation).442 

After this Free-Verse section, another ʿamūdī section is inserted into the body of the 

poem, this time evoking the story of the pre-Islamic ṣuʿlūk (brigand) poet al-Sulayk b. al-Sulaka, 

a black captive who used to be a slave for Banū al-Ḥārith b. Kaʿb and who is considered one of 

the three original aghribat al-ʿArab (Ravens of the Arabs).443 Al-Sulayk was known for his 

notorious raids on various tribes thanks to his fleet-footedness and his knowledge of every corner 

of the desert. In other words, al-Sulayk was known for his ability to traverse the land very 

quickly, or in Arabic: yaṭwī al-bilād.  

Likewise, the voice of the poem asks kāhin al-ḥayy in this section: iṭwi aḥlām al-tharā 

(traverse the dreams of the earth), as if al-Sulayk’s story as a ṣuʿlūk, a marginalized poet who 

was able to cross the desert, is evoked here to help the modern Banū Hilāl (people of Arabia) to 

cross the harsh modern conditions of their existence and arrive at the “the dreams of the earth.” 

Moreover, the poem itself traverses and travels from meter to meter, age to age, in a very fast 

manner, just like the ṣuʿlūk poet al-Sulayk. This movement was signaled first by the shift to 

traditional meter al-ṭawīl and the traditional musical instrument al-rabāba. But what does the 

rabāba say? 

                                                
441 See: Root h-z-ʿ in Lane. 
 
442 See the verses in: al-Thubaytī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 101. 
 
443 On pre-Islamic brigand poets (al-shuʿarāʾ al-ṣaʿālīk), including al-Sulayk b. al-Sulaka (al-Sulaka is his mother’s 
name), see: A. Arazi, “Ṣuʿlūk”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, 
C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 23 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_1120> 
The other two original “Ravens of the Arabs” are ʿAntara b. Shaddād and poet-warrior Kufāfa b. Nadba (after his 
black slave mother Nadba). On aghribat al-ʿArab (Ravens of the Arabs), see: Bernard Lewis, “The Crows of the 
Arabs,” Critical Inquiry 12, no. 1 (1985): 88–97. 
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From a Muʿallaqa to a secularized sūra: Pure ḥimā and dangerous oil 

Going back to the mono-rhymed, mono-metered, short rabāba section, the verses in the 

beginning make use of the archaic interrogative particle alā444 ( الأ ) followed by the accusative noun 

(alā dīmatan; alā qamaran). The use of this interrogative particle alā ( الأ ) further strengthens the 

link established between the poem and classical poetry, in particular with the Muʿallaqa of 

Imruʾ al-Qays where the same particle is used to call out to the long night to dispel (alā ayyuha al-

laylu aṭ-ṭawīlu). Moreover, al-Thubaytī’s rabāba verses ask for the ending of the condition in 

which black water is covering the thirsty shore with a veil, which is similar to asking for the long 

(black) night to dispel. Even the diction is almost identical; al-Thubaytī’s verses use the word yajlū 

(present tense of jalā) and Imruʾ al-Qays’s verses use injali (imperative of form VII in jalā), both 

longing for a new beginning and dreaming of an end to a dark chapter in their individual or 

collective history. 

Al-Thubaytī’s five-verse rabāba section employs the poetic convention of istisqāʾ, typical 

of the nasīb section of the classical ode,445 to create a fertility myth that helps usher in a new 

beginning. Myth creation is not unusual for a poet who defines himself as diviner who came to the 

sand to “buy myths, time, and ashes.446” Just as the imagery of “the last of death” in the above-

                                                
444 On the meaning and uses of alā, see: ʾ-l in Lane, p. 75. 
 
445 As a poetic convention, istisqāʾ means asking God to send down rain upon the beloved’s land. See: Root s-q-i in 
Lane. 
 
446 In the poem tartīlat al-badʾ (Hymn of Beginning), the first section in the poem al-Taḍārīs in the collection al-
Taḍārīs, al-Thubaytī says: 

1. I came to this sand as a diviner, examining dark possibilities. 
I came to purchase myths, time, and ashes. 

 ِلـْـمَّرـلا اذـَھـِـل ًافاّرـَـع ُتـْئـِج
 ْداوـَّسلا ِتالامـِـتـْـحا يصـْـقـَـتـْـسأ

 ْداـَـمَرَو ًاتـْـقَوَو َریـِطاـَـسأ ُعاـتـْـبأ ُتــْـئـِج
See: al-Thubaytī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 59. The diviner (ʿarrāf al-raml) is so prominent a character in al Thubayitī’s 
oeuvre that it is used sometimes as an epithet of al-Thubayitī himself. The Saudi noted critic Muḥammad al-ʿAbbās 
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mentioned section from the poem al-Bashīr brings life to the deadland, here a cloud becomes full 

of blood and a moon reddens in order to let the rain and stars “draw back the veil” of darkness 

from the desert. The moon then will turn into white thanks to the people of the desert who will 

clothe it in a robe of their “white sorrow.” Taking the act of changing clothes as transformation in 

human society, the moon then is civilized by wearing a robe, for this is the introduction of it into 

the human community, as if the line between nature and culture dissolves. This use of textile 

imagery is very close to what one can find in the storm scene of Imruʾ al-Qays’s Muʿallaqa.447 

People’s white sorrow, which then becomes the moon’s robe, is also a reference to the 

story of Yaʿqūb (Jacob) in the Qurʾān, when his intense, continuous weeping over the loss of his 

son Yūsuf (Joseph) turned his eyes white out of grief [Qurʾān 12:84]. This particular Qurʾānic 

reference is reinforced by the fact that people’s white sorrows are transformed into a robe with 

which they clothe the moon. The robe bringing back sight, or bright in the case of the moon, 

alludes to the end of Yaʿqūb’s story, when Yūsuf asked his brothers to take his shirt and go back 

to their father, i.e. Yaʿqūb, to cast it over his face, promising that by doing so, he will become 

seeing again [Qurʾān 12:93]. This is another case of al-Thubaytī’s use of Qurʾānic references in a 

context totally devoid of religious significance, one in which religion is reduced to myth about 

the particular place of Arabia. The process of dissolving the boundaries between the cultural 

(Qurʾānic references and robe) and the natural (moon-sand), between the expression and the 

expressed, and between the religious and the secular is at work once again. 

                                                
chooses ʿarrāf al-raml as a title for his book on al-Thubaytī. See; Muḥammad al ʿAbbās, ʿArrāf al-raml (Beirut: al-
Dār al-ʿArabiyya li-al-ʿUlūm, 2014). 
 
447 See: S. Stetkevych, The Mute Immortals Speak, 281. 
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Imagining the establishment of a new community for a modern Banū Hilāl, who have been 

in a long voyage across the desert, finds its mythic equivalent in imagining a bright (white) moon 

that “pours forth upon the desert as rain and stars.” Now that the new community is imagined, its 

people begin to define themselves and create distinctions between the self and the other through 

building the boundaries of their community. The poem introduces the idea of building boundaries 

through the imagery of the gates by which people recite what the poem calls Sūrat al-ḥimā 

(Sanctuary), which is not an actual Qurʾānic Sūra, but one which the poet creates to please the 

moon. 

The name of the sūra is very revealing, since the word ḥimā, which literally means a 

forbidden place or sanctuary, denotes an institution that had a significant role in pre-Islamic and 

early Islamic Arabia, one that affected people’s lives in a profound way. It refers to a designated 

area of land protected by certain tribe leaders (forbidden to others) where pasture is available only 

for their herds. If herds belonging to other people stray into someone’s ḥimā, then they have the 

right to claim these herds for themselves. The Ḥimā institution was restricted in Islam to God and 

Prophet Muḥammad, who have the sole authority to designate a certain place as such.448 

The name of this “sūra” reinforces the argument that in al-Thubaytī’s project, oil is 

antithetical to the natural and cultural worlds of pre-oil Arabia, and that it is almost always pre-

Islamic Arabia that provides the poet with the frame work necessary to counteract the oil-based 

narrative. It is as if the poet proposes to re-implement the pre-Islamic institution of ḥimā in order 

to protect modern Arabia from the exploitation of the oil industry, or of material modernity in 

                                                
448 One ḥadīth (Prophetic saying) asserts that, “There is no ḥimā save for Allāh and His Messenger.” See: J. 
Chelhod, “Ḥimā”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, 
E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 11 September 2018 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_2874> 
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general. It also speaks of how the people of the place actually had a deep-rooted cultural practice 

to organize their social affairs, a secular institution that can be used symbolically to indicate the 

validity of ancient cultural practices even in the modern world. The ḥimā here is called a sūra, 

which is another example of breaking the barriers between religious and secular practices. 

The institution of al-ḥimā plays a prominent role in the lore of pre-Islamic Arabia. 

According to traditional sources, it was because of the violation of the rules of the ḥimā 

institution that the roughly forty-year war of al-Basūs erupted between the tribes of Taghlib and 

Bakr.449 The story goes that a she-camel belonging to a Bakrī woman by the name of al-Basūs 

strayed into the ḥimā of the leader of the Taghlib tribe, i.e. Kulayb b. Rabīʿa, upon al-Basūs’s 

visit to her niece Jalīla bt. Murra, wife of Kulayb. When Kulayb saw the stray she-camel 

pasturing in his ḥimā, he took his bow and arrow and shot it to death in its udder where its blood 

and milk mixed. This enraged al-Basūs who felt that her honor had been violated, so she brought 

the matter to her nephew Jassās b. Murra, Jalīla’s brother. He then killed Kulayb, his brother-in-

law, thereby sparking the 40-odd year blood-feud, Ḥarb al-Basūs, between the two tribes. In this 

war and the literary akhbār about it, Jassās was the last to be killed, and the figure of al-Muhalhil 

b. Rabīʿa, Kulayb’s brother, was the warrior-poet of the war.450 

Notions of honor, rights of kinship, and arrogance of power, encroaching forbidden land, 

conflict between two cousin tribes and confusion of kinship ties, and the poet as a hero (Jassās 

                                                
449 Ibid. 
 
450 Ibid. See also: J.W. Fück, “al-Basūs”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. 
Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 25 March 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_1273> 
And see: G. Levi Della Vida, “Kulayb b. Rabīʿa”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. 
Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 25 March 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_4494> 
Also see: S. Stetkevych, The Mute Immortals, 206-210. 
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was a noted poet, and al-Muhalhil composed a number of poems on the death of his brother and 

the need for vengeance), are all at work in al-Thubaytī’s reference to the ḥimā.451 Suzaane 

Stetkevych sums up the ritual significance of the whole episode of Ḥarb al-Basūs as follows: 

The mixture of blood and milk suggests a confusion of kinship ties—the blood tie 

through the male and the ancient Arab milk kinship through the female. One 

message is clear: that to arrogate power and privilege to oneself is to abrogate 

one’s responsibilities to others. Further, al-Basus’s gesture and cry are the 

emblems of disgraced womanhood, which the menfolk must either avenge or 

assume themselves . . . 

The confusion of personal privilege and kinship obligation results in the “improper 

sacrifice” in which the udder that should give milk gives blood. The outrageous 

slaughter of the she-camel, the source of life and prosperity, the symbol of the 

polity, signals the demise and disintegration of that polity.452 

Sūrat al-ḥimā (sanctuary) that the modern Banū Hilāl (people of Arabia) are reciting by 

the gates of the bright moon is, as I said above, the first thing the imagined community uses to 

distinguish itself from the others. This can be understood in light of Mary Douglas’s theory in 

Purity and Danger, which, in part, explains how cultures, usually under threat, create sharp borders 

(i.e., ḥimā) between insides (conceived of as pure) and outsides (conceived of as dangerous and 

contaminated). She said that “ideas about separating, purifying, demarcating and punishing 

transgressions have as their main function to impose system on an inherently untidy experience. It 

is only by exaggerating the difference between within and without . . . with and against, that a 

semblance of order is created.453” 

                                                
451 See: S. Stetkevych’s readings of these poems in chapter 6 of The Mute Immortals, 206-238. 
 
452 Ibid., 208. 
 
453 Douglas, Purity and Danger, 4. 
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The reference to the ḥimā in the context of al-Thubaytī’s project suggests that oil 

exploration and the exploitation of the natural patrimony of the nation and its people constitutes 

a violation of this “sacred” territory of Arabia. By demarcating their territorial and cultural 

boundaries into what is ḥimā and what is not, the modern Banū Hilāl, i.e., the people of Arabia, 

are imagined in al-Thubaytī’s Taghrība as distinguishing themselves by resorting to their 

tradition in order to resist the dangers of defiling their land and culture by the oil industry. In this 

understanding, oil came and violated the honor of the sands by exploiting its riches in order to 

serve power, but the imagined people of Arabia can actually develop a secular institution based 

on the cultural practice of the place to prevent that exploitation and the negative narrative it 

helped produce, and to protect their identity (perceived as distinct) from the fluidity of 

modernity. 

Since the physical place of Arabia is perceived as already exploited and defiled by a 

foreign oil industry, al-Thubaytī imagines his community in the cultural sphere, in the 

textual/literary arena that is untouched by foreign power and exploitation. This is similar to what 

Partha Chatterjee sees, in his criticism of Benedict Anderson’s Imagined Communities, as the 

strategy adopted by anticolonial nationalism in South Asia, namely imagining a sovereign 

community in the cultural/spiritual sphere because what Anderson termed the “institutions of 

power,” e.g. the economy and statecraft, are already colonized and exploited. He notes in his 

landmark The Nation and Its Fragments that, the imagining of this sovereign community is 

achieved through: 

 dividing the world of social institutions and practices into two domains—the 

material and the spiritual. The material is the domain of the “outside,” of the 

economy and of statecraft, of science and technology, a domain where the West 
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had proved its superiority and the East had succumbed. . . . The spiritual, on the 

other hand, is an “inner” domain bearing the “essential” marks of cultural identity. 

The greater one’s success in imitating Western skills in the material domain, 

therefore, the greater the need to preserve the distinctness of one’s spiritual 

culture.454 

One important implication of this formula is that the inner/spiritual realm is declared 

sovereign and that foreign power is not allowed to intervene in this domain.455 Although Saudi 

Arabia was never colonized, it seems that foreign oil industry was seen as a colonizing threat to 

the autochthonous culture of Arabia that al-Thubaytī’s modernist project sought to preserve but 

now with a modernist framework. This is how the people of Arabia are seen as distinct from 

foreign power. 

Moreover, there is another level of distinction taking place here. Employing the saga of 

the Banū Hilāl to convey the modern predicament of the people of Arabia is al-Thubaytī’s way 

of distinguishing his own project from the larger project of Arabic modernism as being anchored 

in tradition. If embracing modernity meant for the Arabic modernist project moving westward 

(i.e., journey to the West, westernization, alienation), his “west” and modernity can be found by 

taking a journey westward (taghrība) but within the demarcated cultural boundaries of Arabia, 

i.e. the East. For al-Thubaytī, marching to modernity means marching eastward;456 it is his poetic 

                                                
454 Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and Its Fragments: Colonial and Postcolonial Histories (Princeton, N.J: Princeton 
University Press, 1993), 6. 
 
455 Ibid.  
 
456 In his article “Tension in the House,” Saad al-Bazei briefly mentions al-Thubaytī’s taghrība at the end to arrive 
to a similar conclusion regarding the modern poetry of Arabia, but he reads this movement “eastward” in a 
modernist project that was originally initiated to catch up with Western literary developments as a source of tension. 
He also does not reflect on the relationship between this metaphorical movement within the poem and the larger, 
external context of a specific place like Saudi Arabia, for he sees this “tension” as characteristic of the modernist 
movement of the Arabian Peninsula and the Gulf states in general. See: Saad Al-Bazei, “Tension in the House: The 
Contemporary Poetry of Arabia,” World Literature Today, 75, no. 2 (2001): 267–274. Al-Bazei’s views in “Tension 
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journey in tradition, traversing different meters and multiple religious and secular boarders to 

find a place for a new cultural self-image of Arabia, one in which tradition and modernity lives 

in harmony. This journey was intensified in his largest and final poetic project: Mawqif al-jinās. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
in the House” are largely based on his earlier book Thaqāfat al-ṣaḥrāʾ (The Desert Culture), where he argues that 
the desert as a repertoire of cultural signs and references, the productions and re-productions of which go back to the 
pre-Islamic era, was central to the modernist movement of Arabia. The desert world is restored in texts that belong 
to a modern world, almost totally devoid of the actual presence of the desert and its effects. See: Saʿd al-Bāzʿī (Saad 
al-Bazei), Thaqāfat al-ṣaḥrāʾ: dirāsāt fī adab al-Jazīra al-ʿArabiyya al-muʿāṣir (Riyadh: al-Nādī al-Adabī, 1991). 
Al-Bāzʿī would later revisit his argument and apply it to narrative texts (novels) in: Saʿd al-Bāzʿī (Saad al-Bazei), 
“Ḥadāthat al-ṣaḥrāʾ: aṣāṭīr wa-mufāraqāt” (Desert Modernity: Myths and Paradoxes), Alif: Journal of Comparative 
Poetics, no. 33 (2013): 32-9. 
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Chapter 4: 

The Poet as Palm-Tree: Arabia Incarnate in Arabic 

 

Muḥammad al-Thubayitī’s primary poetic event of devising a new imagining of the place 

was condensed and intensified in the last of his long poems, Mawqif al-jinās. For such a poem, I 

would like to propose an understanding of the literary work whereby it functions in a twofold 

manner. The first is devising a new imagining of the external, outside community that it purports 

to perceive, precipitate, or represent in the poem. The second, and more intricate, pertains to the 

world of the literary work itself, whereby it operates as an imagined micro-community consisting 

of symbols, devices, tropes, characters, voices, and so forth. 

According to this understanding, the poetic event creates an imagined community 

imbedded inside the literary work. This community has its own language, perceptions of time 

and geography, and its own authority that governs the inner workings of the poem, or, one might 

say, its politics. The event of this interior community, i.e. the poem, even though it has a certain 

degree of autonomy, has as its ultimate goal to change the outer community, the community of 

the Saudi Arabian people. 

I argue that this poem is essentially a grand metapoetic metaphor, or, say, a metapoetic 

event that identifies the poet wherein he is identified with the palm tree, the latter symbolizing a 

synecdoche for the autochthonous nature/culture of Saudi Arabia. In this poem, the palm tree 

appears to be the nexus of the poem and the center of a certain nostalgic pull, a yearning for a 

cultural world that redefines the self with pre-oil vocabulary, hence offering the poet’s imagined 

community an alternative identity based on elements that are neither artificial, like oil, nor 
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religious as the prevailing narrative insists, but human and cultural, autochthonous connecting 

the place to the creative impulses of its deep-rooted tradition. 

The poem forms a poetic, that is, metaphoric site of commemoration, with the poet as a 

secular prophet in it “unfolding what has been folded,” as the poem reads, and reminding those 

“who look ahead” of their cultural identity and creative, human past. And although al-Thubaytī’s 

previous works contributed to the creation of this site of commemoration, it was most 

emphatically elucidated in Mawqif al-jinās. 

After translating the poem in the next few pages, I will present an interpretive reading of 

Mawqif al-jinās arguing that it stands as the poet’s ultimate poetic event that encapsulates not 

only his poetic career, but that of an entire generation of Saudi modernists. 
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Muḥammad al-Thubaytī’s The Stance of the Sand... The Stance of Paronomasia: A 

translation457 

 

 (1) 

 

1. He embraced me, 

Then made me stand on the sands 

 

He called me: 

By mīm (m), ḥāʾ (ḥ), mīm (m), and dāl (d) 

 

5. And he stood up radiantly in my certainty, 

And said: 

 

You and the palm trees are two branches 

 

You deflowered the daughters of distance  

And raised the bells 

 

10. They acknowledged the secret of the date-stones 

And knew the divine laws458 

 

The fruit of the poor 

And the fruit of the poets 

 

You poured each other the two blended drinks: 

15. Innocent wine and lawful magic

                                                
457 See the full Arabic text in Appendix [2]. The page breaks in the translation follow the Arabic oriented version. 
 
458 The Arabic word for (the divine laws) is al-nawāmis, plural form of al-nāmus. See on the different meanings of 
the word: M. Plessner and F. Viré, “Nāmūs”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, 
Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 11 April 2018 
http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0845 
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You and the palm trees are twins459 

 

This is what the medals claim 

That is what the groves desire  

 

This is 

20. The one whose orbits Virgo entered 

 

That is 

The one to whose garments the Virgin clinged 

 

This is a possibility in autumn 

And that is a completion in spring  

                                                
459 The Arabic word in the poem is ṣinwān, a reference to the Qurʾān, 13:4: “nakhīlun ṣinwān wa-ghayru 
ṣinwān” (Palm trees growing from the same root and not). 
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25. You and the palm trees are two children 

 

One going back and forth between classrooms 

The other repeating with the seasons: 

 

I make friends with the streets 

The sand and the fields 

30. I make friends with the palm trees 

 

I make friends with the city 

The sea and the ship 

And the beautiful beach 

 

I make friends with the nightingales 

35. The house facing mine 

And music and song 

 

I make friends with the stones 

The lighted square 

And the long season460 

  

                                                
460 Lines 28-39 are written in bold in the page of the printed book. 
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40. You and the palm trees are two children 

 

A child who spent his life as a witness among men 

And a child who unsheathed [the sword] of beauty 

 

* * * 

 

You and the palm trees are one and the same 

 

You have become their custom 

45. They, your two hands 

 

And you have become the stars (Simāk)461 above their ceiling 

They, your sky 

 

They witnessed the setting of the Pleiades  

And you saw the rising of the crescent moon 

 

* * *   

                                                
461 The Arabic word here is Simāk, which is Arcturus in English, one of the brightest stars in the night sky. On the 
names of the stars and their significance in pre-Islamic Arabia for guidance in the night, see: P. Kunitzsch and J. 
Knappert, “al-Nud̲j̲ūm”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. 
Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 01 April 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0871> 
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50. Blood flows from the clusters of dates 

To the veins 

Then the language of lightening becomes intoxicated: 

 

• Which meter do you do best? 

Which ink do you desire? 

 

• My master is no longer my master  

56. My hand is no longer my hand   
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He said: 

You are as faraway as if you were the water of the sky (Māʾ al-Samāʾ)462  

 

I said: 

60. I am as near as if I were a dew drop (Qaṭr al-nadā)463 

 

The open space and cities (al-Madāʾin)464 

Are wasteland and poverty  
 

The fruits and the Hanging Gardens (al-Janāʾin)465 

Are bitter aloe and patience  

 

65. And the bride of the ships 

                                                
462 Māʾ al-samāʾ could have a literal meaning (the water of the sky, i.e. rain), but perhaps it is a proper name. In this 
case, it refers to Māwiyya bint Jashm, nicknamed Māʾ al-Samāʾ because of her beauty and high regard among her 
people. She was a queen of Iraq in the pre-Islamic period, and the Manādhira (Lakhmid) kings were descendants of 
her. See: Muḥammad al-Tūnjī, Muʿjam aʿlām al-nisāʾ (Beirut: Dār al-ʿIlm li-al-Malāyīn, 2001), 157. The poem is full 
of cases of tawriya (double entendre), and it does not seem to settle in one meaning or another in each case. For more 
on tawriya, see: S. A. Bonebakker, “Tawriya”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. 
Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 01 April 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_7460> 
 
463 Qaṭr al-nadā wa-ball al-ṣadā (The Dew Drop and the Cure for Thirst) is a famous scholastic grammar manual 
written by grammarian Ibn Hishām (d. 1360). The verse might mean that “I am close and easy to understand just as this 
book is meant to make Arabic language easy.” On Ibn Hishām, see: H. Fleisch, “Ibn His̲h̲ām”, in: Encyclopaedia of 
Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted 
online on 12 February 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0326> 
 
464 Perhaps referring to the city of al-Madāʾin, the Sāsānid capital in late antiquity. See: M. Streck and M. Morony, “al-
Madāʾin”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van 
Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 12 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_4725 
However, given al-Thubaytī’s project consistent emphasis on the autochthonous culture of classical and a pre-Islamic 
Arabia and its monuments, al-Madāʾin might very well be a reference to Madāʾin Ṣāliḥ, the substitute name for al-Ḥijr, 
the second most important city during the Nabatean period; the first being Petra. The name Madāʾin Ṣāliḥ in Islamic 
culture means literally the towns of Ṣāliḥ, with Ṣāliḥ being the prophet whom God sent to the people of Thamūd who 
were so strong that they carved their houses out of rocks. When they did not adhere to Ṣāliḥ’s teaching, a calamity fell 
upon them and their towns were destroyed. The words (wasteland and poverty) in the poem also support the possibility 
that al-Madāʾin refers to Madāʾin Ṣāliḥ. On al-Ḥijr (Madāʾin Ṣāliḥ), see: F. S. Vidal, “al-Ḥid̲j̲r”, in: Encyclopaedia of 
Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted 
online on 01 April 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_2859> 
 
465 The word “al-Janāʾin” appears in the page in quotes, therefore it is perhaps a proper name referring to the Hanging 
Gardens of Babylon.  
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Is night and sea  

 

The ink of the treasuries of literature466 

Is a verse and a line [of poetry and of prose]  

                                                
466 The Arabic word here is khazāʾin (s. khizāna), which I interpreted as alluding to Khazāʾin al-adab, literary 
encyclopedias with the same title, the most famous of which is khizānat al-adab wa-lubb lubāb lisān al-ʿArab 
compiled by ʿAbd al-Qādir al-Baghdādī (d. 1682). See: Muḥammad S̲h̲afīʿ, “ʿAbd al-Ḳādir b. ʿUmar al-Bag̲h̲dādī,” in 
Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. 
Heinrichs. Consulted online on 08 June 2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-
3912_islam_SIM_0093> 
See: ʿAbd al-Qādir al-Baghdādī, Khizānat al-adab wa-lubb lubāb lisān al-ʿArab, 13 vols, ed. ʿAbd al-Salām Hārūn 
(Cairo: Maktabat al-Khānjī, 1997). 
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He Said: 

70. O palm tree 

 

The weak trees slander you 

And the lowly tent-peg (al-watad al-dhalīl) looks down on you467  

While you keep ascending in God’s space 

With legendary pollen 

75. And gracious patience   

                                                
467 The lowly tent-peg (al-watad al-dhalīl) is an unmistakable reference to the following two famous verses by the 6th 
century poet al-Mutalammis’s (d. 580):  

No one will accept humiliation intended for them 
Except for the two lowly [things]: the neighborhood donkey and the tent-peg 
That [one] is fastened by its worn-out rope  
This [one] has his head smashed and nobody cries for him 

 ِھـِـبُ دارـُی ٍفـــْـســـَخ ىــلـــَع َمـــیـِقـــُی َْنلَو
ُ دـِتَوـْـلاَو ُّيـَـحـْـلا ُرـْـیـَع ِّنَالَذألاّ الإ

 ِھـِـتـَّمُرـِـب ٌسوُكـْـعـَم ِفـْـسـَـخلا َىـلـَـع َاذـَـھ
ُ دـَـحأُ ھـَـل يــــِـكـــــــــْـبـَـی الـَـف ُّجـَـشـُـی َاذَو

The two verses are of great historical significance. Traditional sources say that the prominent Qurayshī figure Abū 
Sufyān (d. 653) recited these two verses in the Day of the Saqīfa (Yawm Saqīfat Banī Sāʿida) when the then nascent 
Muslim community gathered to select the first Caliph after the Prophet’s death. Abū Sufyān meant by the (two lowly) 
ʿAlī b. Abī Ṭālib (d. 660), the Prophet’s cousin and son-in-law and the fourth Caliph, and al-ʿAbbās b. ʿAbd al-
Muṭṭalib (d. 653) the Prophet’s uncle, for they accepted to pay allegiance to Abū Bakr al-Ṣiddīq (d. 634) as the first of 
the Rightly Guided Caliphs. See a full account of the Day of the Saqīfa in: al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh al-rusul wa-al-mulūk, ed. 
Muḥammad Abū al-Faḍl Ibrāhīm (Cairo: Dār al-Maʿārif, 1960-1977), 3/203-211. 
On al-Mutalammis, see: Ch. Pellat, “al-Mutalammis”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. 
Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 12 February 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_5646> 
On the Day of Saqīfa, see: G. Lecomte, “al-Saḳīfa”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. 
Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 12 February 2019 
http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0980 
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He said: 

O palm tree 

 

Do you mourn your time 

Or your place 

80. Or a heart that, after the water of the two spells, disobeyed you 

 

When passion overwhelmed you 

So that between the Two Villages (al-Qaryatayn)468 you broke your staff in two  

 

And in Makkah’s hollow, you wrote down the fugitive letters   

While the new moons were first appearing around your face 

85. And the poems were traps in your hands  

And the night a sea for anxieties, and the day 

A poem that belonged to no one but its creator 

And the creator of the flute  

                                                
468 In the Qurʾān (43:31), the word al-qaryatayn (the two villages) denotes the two cities of Makkah and al-Ṭāʾif, a city 
southeast of Makkah. The Qurʾānic verse describes the Meccan non-believers’ objection to Muḥammad’s Prophethood 
given that they perceived other leaders from the cities of Makkah and al-Ṭāʿif to be nobler and worthier of Prophethood 
than him. The verse reads, “wa-qālū lawlā nuzzila hādha al-Qurʾānu ʿalā rajulin min al-qaryatayni ʿaẓīm” (And the 
said: if only this Qurʾān was revealed to a great man from the two cities). As I noted in the introduction, Muḥammad 
al-Thubaytī lived his early life in al-Ṭāʾif, and then moved to Makkah to spend the rest of his life there.  
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O you who have gone deep into the distance 

 

90. Be safe,  

If your footsteps stumble  

 

And be safe,  

If the writers’ eyes stumble upon your error  

 

And what is your error?!  

95. That I gaze at the city [/at Medina] so that I can see you 

 

And I don’t see you 

But only the scent of an Arāk tree.469   

                                                
469 The Arāk is the tree from which the siwāk (or miswāk), a tooth-cleaning twig, is taken. 
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(2) 

I go straight to the meaning 

And I suck the wine from the fire 

100. Then I quench my thirst 

And then I drink once more  

From 

The water 

Of blame470 

 

105. And I pass between the known roads and treacherous wastelands 

Where there is no sea to collect the tatters of my sails 

No horizon to gather together the scattered [feathers] of my wings 

And no tree 

To offer 

110. Refuge 

To my doves  

                                                
470 “The water of blame” is a direct allusion to a verse by Abū Tammām, the ʿAbbasid poet who became the epitome of 
modernity in Arabic poetry, either in his role in the the Muḥdath (Modern) movement, or in the Ḥdāthī (Modernist, 
Free-Verse) movement of the 20th century. Abū Tammām said:  

Do not make me drink the water of blame, for I am 
A fervent lover who found sweet the water of weeping  

 يـَنـَّنإـَـف ِمالـَـمـْـلا َءاـَـم ينـِـقـــــْـسـَت ال
 يـئاـَكـُـب َءاـَـم ُتـْـَبذْعـَـتـْـسا ْدـَـق ٌّبـَص

The verse was central in the classical critical controversy over Abū Tammām’s novel/innovative use of istiʿāra 
(metaphor). In his al-Mathal al-sāʾir, Ḍiyāʾ al-Dīn ibn al-Athīr records an anecdote about this particular verse whereby 
someone critical of Abū Tammām innovative istiʿāra sent him a cup and asked him to pour in it “the water of blame.” 
Abū Tammām responded, sarcastically, by sending him back a request for “a wing of humility,” alluding to the 
Qurʾānic verse {And lower to them [the parents] the wing of humility.} [Qurʾān 17:24]. Abū Tammām used the 
Qurʾānic istiʿāra to justify his own. See: Ḍiyāʾ al-Dīn ibn al-Athīr, Al-Mathal al-sāʾir fī adab al-kātib wa-al-shāʿir, ed. 
Aḥmad al-Ḥūfī and Badawī Ṭabāna (Cairo: Dār Nahḍat Miṣr). 
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I go straight to the meaning 

And between my fingers, the roads and the times intertwine  

The mirage is broken from the drink 

115. And my shadow 

Is cast 

Before me  
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I deflower the virgin stars 

And ask for more cares 

120. And I become intoxicated with fear when it passes 

From  

The numbness 

Of the vein 

To 

125. The bones   
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And I traverse the desert of night 

Until the mornings of the mind come to me early 

While I am sleepless 

And thirsty. 

 

• I saw...did you not see!? 

• Sleep betrayed my eyes 

 

132. And Canopus (Suhayl) threw to the right of the sun 

His soul and passed away, and in the orbits of the Pleiades  

There alighted 

135. A full Syrian (Shaʾāmī) 

Moon  
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O her full moon 

And the guidance of insight 

O her pride 

140.                    And the hidden passion of the heart 

O her seal 

And the sanctuary of the tribe 

O her hair 

And the length of her braid471 

 

* * *   

                                                
471 The verses in this page are written in bold and centered on the page of the printed book. 
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145. In the field of missteps 

Between the Kharijites and the battleships 

My patience 

Clamored inside me 

And my stance 

150. Made me worry 

 

So I went straight to the meaning 

Staring at my beloved’s features so that I could name her 

But names 

Fell short  

155. of 

Her qualities  

 

I found that she was my homeland: 

The joy of her voice, my sorrow 

The glory of her beautiful presence, my desire 

160. And her pure 

Saliva, 

My wine 

 

Then I looked into the eye of the sky 

The sparks of thirst were extinguished, 

165. And my clouds 

Burst 

Into 

Rain 
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To those who spend the night hungry472 

170. And those who reveal what lay hidden473 

And those who look 

Ahead, 

 

To the palm-trees, to the sand-dunes, to the Northern shīḥ  

And to the breezes of the Ṣabā East wind474  

175. To the birds in the verdant hills 

To the Sun 

To the mountain  

Of Ḥijāz 

And to the sea 

180. Of Tihāma  

 

 

 

                                                
472 The phrase “al-bāʾitīn ʿalā al-ṭawā” is a direct reference to a verse by the pre-Islamic poet ʿAntara b. Shaddād: 

I would spend the night hungry, and remain so 
Until I obtain through it a generous meal  

 ُھـُّلـَظأَو ىوـَّطـلا َىـَلـع ُتیـِـبأ ْدـَـقـَلَو
 ِلـَـكأـَمـْـلا َمیرـَـك ِھـِب َلاـَـنأ ىـَّتـــــَـح

See the verse in: ʿAntara b. Shaddād, Dīwān, 249. 
 
473 The phrase “al-nāshirīn li-mā inṭawā” might very well be a reference to the rhetorical Badīʿ device of al-ṭayy wa-al-
nashr (sometimes referred to as al-laff wa-al-nashr), the case where ideas are first introduced in general terms and then 
explained, sometimes in the same order and other times not. The idea behind this device is to let the reader/listener 
attach each explanation to its corresponding point. An example could be to say: I like books and coffee, to get informed 
and get awake. It is clear that the first explanation (to get informed) is linked to (I like books), while the second 
explanation (to get awake) to the second point (I like coffee). See Arberry explanation in Arthur John Arberry, Arabic 
Poetry: A Primer for Students (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965), 25. Also see: al-Khaṭīb al-Qazwīnī, al-
ʾĪḍāḥ fī ʿulūm al-balāgha: al-maʿānī wa-al-bayān wa-al-badīʿ (Beirut: Dār al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 2003), 268-269. 
 
474 This is likely an allusion to the lyrical Ṣabā. The word al-ṣabā was such a powerful word that it evokes all 
nostalgia-related modes in classical Arabic poetry. In his reading of the role of nasīb in the classical tripartite ode, 
Jaroslav Stetkevych holds that it is “the mellow, the erotic, the rain-bringing and fertilizing al-ṣabā that not only enjoys 
a broad sway over significant motif-areas of pre-Islamic lyricism but that subsequently, as a mood signal, is destined to 
become one of Arabic lyricism’s most enduring and potentially most intensely charged words.” See: Jaroslav 
Stetkevych, The Zephyrs Of Najd: The Poetics Of Nostalgia In The Classical Arabic Nasīb (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1993), 126-127. 
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Nature and culture are ṣinwān: All grow from the same root 

Mawqif al-jinās has been considered a central text in contemporary Saudi and Arabic 

poetry. The renowned Yemeni poet and critic ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz al-Maqāliḥ said that this poem was so 

significant an event in modern Arabic poetry that it could be deemed a declaration of “the birth of a 

new cycle in Arabic poetry, beginning this time from the [Arabian] Peninsula, and not from 

Baghdad or Cairo.”475 

In Mawqif al-jinās, the text highlights a poetic event that has an independent existence, one 

that completely obscures oil from the definitions of identity in favor of the natural and cultural 

elements of Arabia. In my reading I argue that the return of literature to these pre-oil autochthonous 

elements represents a resistance to the authority of the prevailing oil-based narrative in order to 

propose human definitions of the self through the image of the poet, who represents an 

intensification of the collective cultural self and a reinvention of its identity. I argue that taking the 

cultural context of the oil-based narrative about Saudi Arabia into account reveals the poem’s 

critical stance, or Mawqif as the title states, especially since the natural elements of the place are so 

intrinsic to the cultural tradition. 

As mentioned in chapter 3, the natural world, especially the sand and palm tree, formed for 

al-Thubaytī, on numerous occasions, a cultural refuge from the coercions of an imagined, 

industrialized city and its narratives. Here I hasten to assert that al-Thubaytī’s evocation of the 

natural differs drastically from the pastoral protest against the violence of the modern world typical 

of the Romantics. Al-Thubaytī seems to be interested in criticizing the oil-based narrative about the 

                                                
475 See al-Maqāliḥ’s introduction to Mawqif al-jinās in its first edition: Muḥammad al-Thubaytī, Mawqif al-rimāl wa-
al-taḍārīs (Cairo: Dār Sharqiyyāt li-al-Ṭibāʿa wa-al-Nashr. 2005).  
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city and not the city itself, hence the voice of the poem develops friendship with the city and its 

landmarks as well as with the desert and its emblems: 

I make friends with the streets 

The sand and the fields 

30. I make friends with the palm trees 

 

I make friends with the city 

The sea and the ship 

And the beautiful beach 

 

I make friends with the nightingales 

35. The house facing mine 

And music and song 

 

I make friends with the stones 

The lighted square 

And the long season476 
ْعِراَوـَّشـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

  ْعِرازـَمـلاَو َلـْـمَّرـلاَو

ْلیـخـَّنـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

 

ْھـَـنـیِدـَـمـْـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

  ْھـَـنـیـِـفـَّسـلاو َرـْحـَـبـْـلاَو

ْلیـمـَـجـْـلا َئـِطاـَّشـلاَو  

 

ْلـِبالـَـبـْـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

  ْلـِباـَـقـُمـْـلا َلِزـْنـَـمـْـلاَو

  ْلیَدـھـْـلاَو َفْزـَـعـْـلاَو

 

                                                
476 The verses are printed in bold in the collection. 
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ْهَراـَـجـِـحـْـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

ْهَراـنـُـمـْـلاَ ةـَـحاـَّـسـلاَو  
477 ْلیوـَّـطـْـلا َمـِـسْوـَـمـْـلاَو   

The verses speak of the need for a new Arabian cultural self-image to replace the old, 

reductionist, authoritarian narrative that I explained in chapter 3. In the new narrative, the elements 

that may, at a first sight, seem to be mutually exclusive can live in harmony, or, to use an Arabic 

term closely linked to these verses, can live in a state of tajānus. In this innovative self-image, the 

poet develops a friendship of some sort with the street—a newly-made, well-defined, immobile 

product of modernity, and with the sand—an ancient, shapeless and mobile part of the terrains of 

Arabia. Moreover, the poet makes friends with the city, with all its administrative limits and 

boundaries, and he simultaneously makes friends with the sea, endlessly reaching for the unknown, 

ungoverned and wide open to the horizon. These seemingly contradictory elements of the place 

accommodate each other and liberate the nation, symbolized by the poet’s voice, from the 

coercions of the current narrative. 

My close reading of the poem will demonstrate how Mawqif al-jinās intensifies al-

Thubaytī’s project of proposing a vision of modernism contrary to the prevailing one, which is 

understood as essentially a break with tradition, the two being mutually exclusive. The analysis 

will explicate how, through its very performance, Mawqif al-jinās proposes a more complex 

understanding of the modern and the traditional on the basis of which a modernist poem can have 

its roots deep in a tradition which it uses as its point of departure for an aesthetic journey towards 

creating its unique, modernist voice. In its relationship with the literary tradition in particular, the 

poem is replete with references to the traditions of the Qurʾān and the prophetic Ḥadīth, the 

                                                
477 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 14. The verses are printed in bold in the collection. 
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classical qaṣīda (ode), particularly its structure and metrical system, the Ṣūfī experience, and most 

importantly the rhetorical device of jinās (paronomasia) as exemplifying the Badīʿ movement in 

classical Arabic poetry, or, in other words, the modern (muḥdath) movement in tradition.478 

My reading of Mawqif al-jinās argues that the main statement of the poem is to suggest a 

root-based diversity of the identity of Arabia, one in which all seemingly contradictory elements go 

back to the same root, or, to use the poem’s quotation of the Qurʾānic diction, all are ṣinwān. To 

achieve this claimed root-based diversity, the poem, in the thematic level, juxtaposes the prophetic, 

mystic, and poetic (whether modern, classical, or post-classical or pre-modern) experiences in one 

textual field. In the stylistic level, the poem plays with multiple metrical schemes and makes 

extensive use of the rhetorical device of jinās (paronomasia), for, as I will explain later, both the 

traditional Arabic metrical system and the jinās device are based on making changes to words of 

the same letters of the root. This poetic root-based diversity within the text is the poet’s act to 

remind the imagined community of Arabia of its pre-oil cultural heritage, of its roots.  

  To this end, and since an exhaustive reading of Mawqif al-jinās is something I do not 

claim to produce in the present study, I focus my study on the following questions: how does the 

poem employ the bipartite structure of the classical poem to establish its artistic/aesthetic identity? 

What is the relationship between the transcendental experience of prophethood and Sufism, on the 

one hand, and the temporal, secular, and poetic experience in Mawqif al-jinās, on the other? How is 

                                                
478 In her pioneering article on the cultural context of the Badīʿ movement, “Toward a Redefinition of ‘Badī'" 
Poetry,” S. Stetkevych proposes a re-conceptualization of Badīʿ and argues that the quantitative understanding of Badīʿ 
poetry, as found in classical rhetoric, reduces an unprecedent poetic movement to a mechanical reproduction of ancient 
embellishments. She argues that the “mode of thought, abstract, dialectical, metaphorical [is what] distinguishes 
ʿAbbasid courtly culture from Jāhiliyah tribal society and which, in the realm of literature, created the new badīʿ style 
distinct from the poetry of the Ancients.” See: Suzanne Stetkevych, “Toward a Redefinition of ‘Badī'’ Poetry,” Journal 
of Arabic Literature 12 (1981): 1–29. See on the Badīʿ movement: Suzanne Stetkevych, “Abbasid Panegyric.” On the 
Badīʿ movement as a modern enterprise, see: Fakhreddine, Metapoesis in the Arabic Tradition. 
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the jinās device used in a poem called Mawqif al-jinās to signal the poem’s movement and 

directionality? And what is the relationship between this jinās-based movement and the movement 

triggered by the different metrical schemes of the poem? 

From separation to identification in a modernist bipartite ode 

In Mawqif al-jinās, the poem looks at itself in the mirror. To put it more clearly, al-

Thubaytī employs metapoetic techniques to design a poem in which the poet appears as a 

temporal/secular prophet who receives his poetic revelations from a natural/earthly source and who 

identifies with the palm-tree as a synecdoche for the pre-oil condition. The metapoetic character of 

the poem has two dimensions: one thematic, where the poet and poetry become the subject of the 

poem; the other is what Huda Fakhreddine called “referential,479” where the poem refers to literary 

texts, particularly from the classical period (religious, mystical, linguistic, critical, and poetic), and 

engages in a critical intertextual dialogue with them. It is in this latter form of metapoetry that al-

Thubaytī’s poem firmly establishes its aesthetic and cultural links with its traditional roots. 

The metapoetic event of Mawqif al-jinās is comprised of two sequential moments. The 

poem consists of two main sections represented in the printed collection by numbers (1) and (2). 

This indicates the poet’s intention to make a distinction between the two sections, hence the 

division can be considered an integral part of the overall meaning of the poem. In addition to the 

visual distinction, the theme of the first section constitutes a moment different from, and logically 

prior to, the moment of the second section. The first section (pp. 11-20, lines 1-97 in the printed 

collection) focuses on the relationship between the poet and the palm-tree as two distinct entities 

                                                
479 Fakhreddine, Metapoesis in the Arabic Tradition, 7. Also see on metapoetry in a modernist poem: J. Stetkevych, 
“Modernity and Metapoetry.” 
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and provides a long series of comparisons between them based in multiple voices, but mainly the 

voice of a third party who gives some definitions to the poet: 

7. You and the palm trees are two branches 

…………………………………………. 

 

You poured each other the two blended drinks: 

15. Innocent wine and lawful magic 

 

You and the palm tree are two twins 

…………………………………….. 

 

25. You and the palm trees are two children 

……………………………………….… 

 

40. You and the palm trees are two children 

………………………………………… 

 

43. You and the palm trees are one and the same 
ِناـَـعْرـَـف ُلـْخـَّنلاَو َتـْـنأ  

.............................  

 

:ِنـْیـَطـیـلـَـخـلاــِب امـُـتـْـیـَـقاـَـسـَت  
480 ْلالـَـح ًارـْحـِـسَو  ًاـئیرـَـب  ًارـْمـَـخ   

 

ِناوـْنـِـص ُلـْخـَّنـلاَو َتـْـنأ  

.............................  

 

                                                
480 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 11, 12. 
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481 ِنالـْـفـِـط ُلـْخـَّنـلاَو َتـْـنأ  

.............................  

 

ِنالـْـفـِـط ُلـْخـَّنـلاَو َتـْـنأ  

.............................  

 
482 ِناـَّیـِـس ُلـْخـَّنـلاَو َتـْـنأ  

The second part (pp. 21-30, lines 98-180), however, allows the poet’s voice to occupy all its 

print and vocal spaces and represents the condition where the poet is fully identified with the palm-

tree and there is no longer a need to distinguish between them as two separate identities, especially 

given that Part I ended declaring the poet and the palm-tree identical (siyyān). With ten pages per 

section, the printed space provides a perfect balance between the moment of the Other and the 

moment of the self. Verses from Part II, all of which begin with the first-person pronoun (I), 

constitute a sign of the poet taking hold of his identity: 

I go straight to the meaning 

And I suck the wine from the fire 

100. Then I quench my thirst 

And then I drink once more  

From 

The water 

Of blame 

 

105. And I pass between the known roads and treacherous wastelands 

Where there is no sea to collect the tatters of my sails 

No horizon to gather together the scattered [feathers] of my wings 

                                                
481 Ibid., 13. 
 
482 Ibid., 15. 
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And no tree 

To offer 

110. Refuge 

To my doves 
 
I go straight to the meaning 

And between my fingers, the roads and the times intertwine  

The mirage is broken from the drink 

115. And my shadow 

Is cast 

Before me  

 

I deflower the virgin stars 

And ask for more cares 

120. And I become intoxicated with fear when it passes 

From  

The numbness 

Of the vein 

To 

125. The bones  

 

And I traverse the desert of night 

Until the mornings of the mind come to me early 

While I am sleepless 

And thirsty. 
………………………………….. 

 

 

145. In the field of missteps 

Between the Kharijites and the battleships 

My patience 
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Clamored inside of me 

And my stance 

150. Made me worry 

 

So I went straight to the meaning 

Staring at my beloved’s features so that I could name her 

But names 

Fell short  

155. of 

Her qualities  

ىـَنـْـعـَمـْـلا ىـَـلِإ يـِـضـْـَمأ  

ِقیرـَـحـْـلا َنـِـم َقیـِـحَّرـلا ُّصـَـتـْمأَو  

يِوـَـتْرأـَـف  

ُّلـِـعأَو  

ْنـِـم  

ِءاـَـم  

ِمالـَـمـلا  

 

ِكـِـلاھـَـمـْـلاَو ِكِلاسـَمـْـلا َنـْـیـَـب اـَـم ُّرـُـمأَو  

،يـِـتـَـعِرـْـَشأ َتاـَـتـَـش ُّمـُـلـَـی ٌّمـَی ال ُثـْـیـَـح  

،يـِتـَـحــِنـْـَجأ َراـَـثـِـن ُّمـُضـَـی ٌقـْفأ الَو  

ٌرـَـجـَـش الَو  

ُ ذوـُـلـَـی  

ِھـِـب  

يـِـماـَـمـَـح  

 

ىـَنـْـعـَمـْـلا ىـَـلِإ يـِـضـْـَمأ   

ُتاقُرـُّطـلا ُقـَناــَعـَـتـَـت يـِـعـِباـَـَصأ َنـْـیـَـبَو  

ِبارـَّـشلا نـَع ُباَرــَّسلا ُّضـَفـْـنـَـی ،ُتاـَـقْوألاَو  

ّلـِـظ يمـَـتْرـَـیَو يـِـماـَـمأ يــِ  
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ِموــُجـُّنـلا َراكـْــبأ ُّضـَـتـْـَفأ  

ِموــُمـُـھـْـلا َنـِـمُ دیزـَـتـْـسأَو  

ْنـِـم ُّرـُمـَـی َنیـِـح ِفوـَـخْلاـِب يشـَـتـْـنأَو  

َِردـَـخ  

ِدیرَوـْـلا  

ىـَـلإ  

ِماظــِعــْلا  

 

ىـَـجُّدـلا َءادـْـیـَـب ُبوـُـجأَو  

اجـِـحـْـلا ُتاحاـَـبـَـص يـِـنَرـِـكاـَـبـُــت ىــَّتـَـح  

ًاـــقِرأ  
483 يماــــَـظَو  

.............  

 

ِتارـَـثـَـعـْـلا ِةـَـحاـَـس يــِف  

ِجِراَوـَبـْـلاَوِ جِراوـَـخـْـلا َنـْـیـَـب اـَـم  

يِرـْـبـَـص يـِـب َّجـَـض  

يـِنـَـقـَلـْـَقأَو  

يـِماـَـقـُـم  

 

ىــَنــْعــَمــْـلــِل ُتـْـیــَضــَمـَـف  

ّدـَـُحأ اھـَـیــِّمـَـسأ ْيـَـك ِةـَبـیـِـبـَـحـْـلا ِریراـَـسأ يـِـف ُقِ  

ْتـَقاـَـضـَـف  

ْنـَـع  

اـھاـَیاـَجـَـس  
484 يِماــَسألا  

                                                
483 Ibid., 21, 25. 
 
484 Ibid., 27. 
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The bipartite division of Mawqif al-jinās can also be read in light of the bipartite structure 

of the classical poem as embodied in some pre-Islamic poems, but more generally in the Abbasid 

ode.485 With a poet so immersed in the poetic tradition as al-Thubaytī, as generally recognized,486 

one is justified in comparing the structure of this poem to that of the classical qaṣīda. However, 

while the typical Abbasid ode consists of the two sections of nasīb and madīḥ, the bipartite 

structure of Mawqif al-jinās consists of the nasīb and the raḥīl sections; the final gharaḍ (goal) of 

the poem seems to be already imbedded in the performance or production of the poem itself. 

The poem employs similar elements from the diction, imagery, and motifs of the classical 

ode. The classical poetic motif of wuqūf in the nasīb section of the ode, in which the poet “halts 

and weeps” over the departed beloved (and asks his companions to do the same) is transformed in 

Mawqif al-jinās into a poetic mawqif (halting/stopping) on the sand, while the journey section is 

altered to accommodate the modernist poet’s aesthetic journey in a poetic terrain “looking for the 

meaning,” as the poem reads. 

Therefore, the first moment in the poetic event of the poem (pp. 11-20, lines 1-97 the 

printed collection) can be read against the nasīb section of the classical poem, but the difference 

here is that the one who “halts” and makes the poet stand in al-Thubaytī’s poem is the external 

voice (the Other), who negotiates with the self its definitions and reminds it of its long-lost identity. 

Therefore, verses such as “You are as faraway as if you were the water of the sky487” and “O you 

who have gone deep into the distance488” conjure up the invocations that the classical poet performs 

                                                
485 In chapter 1, I discussed Stefan Sperl’s reading of the ʿAbbasid biparite ode. See: Sperl, “Islamic Kingship.” 
 
486 See, in chapter 3, al-Surayḥī’s note on al-Thubaytī’s formidable knowledge of the poetic tradition. 
 
487 Line 58. 
 
488 Line 89. 
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in the nasīb section, asking for his loved ones to come back, and weeping over the ruins of their 

once inhabited abodes. 

As for the second moment in Mawqif al-jinās (pp. 21-30, lines 98-180), in which the self 

speaks for itself, it can be read as analogous to the journey of the classical ode. In addition to the 

central idea in this section, which is the constant search (read: journey) for the poem as a 

homeland, the poetic lexicon, almost entirely based on the idea of traveling, buttresses this claim. 

The section begins with “I go straight to the meaning,489” then “I pass between the known roads and 

treacherous wastelands,490” all echoing the dangers that the poetic persona of the classical ode most 

often encounters in the rahīl section, and after that “I go straight to the meaning491” repeated twice, 

one time in the present tense and another in the past tense, and finally “I traverse the desert of 

night.492” These images and their diction form a state of anxiety quite identical to the one usually 

encountered in the journey section of the classical poem. Yet the journey here, as opposed to the 

classical ode, has no physical end, thus “the roads and the times entwine,493” and the journey 

continues. The poem reads: 

105. And I pass between the known roads and treacherous wastelands 

Where there is no sea to collect the tatters of my sails 

No horizon to gather together the scattered [feathers] of my wings 

And no tree 

To offer 

                                                
 
489 Line 98. 
 
490 Line 105. 
 
491 Lines 112, 150.  
 
492 Line 126. 
 
493 Lines 112, 113. 
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110. Refuge 

To my doves 

ِكـِـلاھـَـمـْـلاَو ِكِلاسـَمـْـلا َنـْـیـَـب اـَـم ُّرـُـمأَو  

،يـِـتـَـعِرـْـَشأ َتاـَـتـَـش ُّمـُـلـَـی ٌّمـَی ال ُثـْـیـَـح  

،يـِتـَـحــِنـْـَجأ َراـَـثـِـن ُّمـُضـَـی ٌقـْفأ الَو  

ٌرـَـجـَـش الَو  

ُ ذوـُـلـَـی  

ِھـِـب  
494 يـِـماـَـمـ َـح  

The final physical destination in the sand of the desert is impossible to reach because the 

star Suhayl (Canopus), which the ancient Arabs regarded as a good omen, turned away “wallā”, 

and the poet’s shadow lies before him, an image that can be read as a metonymy for an endless 

journey: 

I go straight to the meaning 

And between my fingers, the roads and the times intertwine  

The mirage is broken from the drink 

115. And my shadow 

Is cast 

Before me 

ىـَنـْـعـَمـْـلا ىـَـلِإ يـِـضـْـَمأ  

ُتاقُرـُّطـلا ُقـَناــَعـَـتـَـت يـِـعـِباـَـَصأ َنـْـیـَـبَو  

ِبارـَّـشلا نـَع ُباَرــَّسلا ُّضـَفـْـنـَـی ،ُتاـَـقْوألاَو  
495 ّلـِـظ يمـَـتْرـَـیَو يـِـماـَـمأ يــِ  

Al-Thubaytī integrates the journey section of his poem into the final purpose or goal section 

of the classical poem, thus the departure to/through the poem becomes both its purpose and its 

                                                
494 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 21-22. 
 
495 Ibid., 23. 
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journey. The production and performance of the poem is its ultimate goal. This goal is reached in 

the last scene of the poem, the scene of the cloud-burst (of poetry)—of life-giving rain—, a scene 

that reminds one, again, of the final storm scene of Imruʾ al-Qays’s Muʿallaqa.496 Al-Thubaytī says 

in a very illuminating verse: 

Then I looked into the eye of the sky 

The sparks of thirst were extinguished, 

165. And my clouds 

Burst 

Into 

Rain 

امـَّسـلا ِنـْـیـَع يـِـف ُتْرـَـظـَنَو  

امـَّظـلا ُتارارـَـش ْتـَـبـَـخـَـف  

َّقـَـشـْناَو  

ْنـَـع  

ٍرـَـطـَـم  
497 يماـَـمـَـغ  

The bipartite division of Mawqif al-jinās takes on a symbolic meaning that contributes to 

the anchoring of the identity in the deep-rooted tradition of the place, which further sharpens the 

nostalgic pull created by the pre-oil lexicon of the poem. This referential metapoetry to the literary 

tradition, represented here in the bipartite structure of the classical ode, continues to to reveal more 

of its classical sources. Now that we have established the poetic mawqif, let us turn to the prophetic 

mawqif. 

                                                
496 See a discussion of the storm scene in Imruʾ al-Qays’s Muʿallaqa in: S. Stetkevych, The Mute Immortals Speak, 
281. 
 
497 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 29. 
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Language and revelation: Prophethood from heavenly to earthly 

In the opening lines of Mawqif al-jinās, al-Thubaytī says: 

1. He embraced me, 

Then made me stand on the sands 

 

He called me: 

By mīm (m), ḥāʾ (ḥ), mīm (m), and dāl (d) 

 

5. And he stood up radiantly in my certainty, 

And said: 

 

You and the palm trees are two branches… 

،يـِنـَّمـَـض  

ْلاـَـمِّرلا ِيـف يـِنـَـفـَـقَْوأ َّمـُـث  

 

:ينَاـَعدَو  

ْلَادَو ٍمـیـِـمَو ٍءاـَحَو ٍمـیـِـمـِب  

 

،يـِنـیـِقـِی يـِف ًاعـِطاـَس ىَوـَـتـْساَو  

:ْلاـَـقَو  
498 ...ِناـَعْرـَف ُلـْـخـَّنلاَو َتـْـَنأ  

Readers with knowledge of Islamic history and classical Arabic literature will not fail to 

notice the poet’s allusion to the story of the revelation of the first verses of the Qurʾān in Makkah. 

Islamic tradition holds that Angel Gabriel was sent to Prophet Muḥammad one day when he was 

worshipping God in the Cave of Ḥirāʾ on Jabal al-Nūr (Mountain of Light). The Angel embraced 

the Prophet, and then commanded him, “Recite.” This incident is recorded in al-Bukhārī (d. 870)’s 

                                                
498 Ibid., 11. 
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al-Jāmiʿ al-Ṣaḥīḥ (The Authentic Collection), in the Book of the Beginning of Revelation, which 

contains Prophet Muḥammad’s sayings on the ways through which he first received revelation as 

follows: 

ʿĀʾisha bint Abī Bakr (d. 678)499 [Prophet Muḥammad’s wife] said: 

He [Prophet Muḥammad] used to go in seclusion in the cave of Ḥirāʾ where he 

would worship God . . . Until Truth descended upon him while he was [there]. 

The Angel [Gabriel] came to him and said, “Read!” He [the Prophet] said, “I can’t 

read.” He [the Prophet] added, “Then he caught me and pressed me until I could not 

bear it any more. He [the Angel] then released me and said, “Read!” I said, “I can’t 

read.” Thereupon he caught me and pressed me a second time until I could not bear it 

anymore, and then released me and said, “Read!” I said, “I can’t read.” Thereupon he 

caught me and pressed me for the third time, and then released me and said, “{Read 

in the name of your Lord, who created [all existence]. He created man from a blood-

clot. Read and your lord is Most Generous} [Qurʾān 69:1-3]” 
 :َلَاَقف َُكلَمْلاُ هَءاََجف ،ٍءاَرِح ِراَغ يِف َوُھَو ُّقَحْلاُ هَءاَج ىَّتَح . . . ِھیِف ُثَّنََحَتَیف ٍءاَرِح ِرَاغِب ُولَْخی )دمحم ُّيبنلا( َناَك

 َاَنأ اَم" :ُتُْلق "ْ.أَرْقا" :َلَاَقف يَِنلَسَْرأ َُّمث َ،دْھَجْلا يِّنِم ََغَلب ىَّتَح يِنََّطَغف يَِنذََخَأف" :َلَاق ".ٍئِرَاِقب َاَنأ اَم " :َلَاق "ْ.أَرْقا"

 يَِنذََخَأف ".ٍئِرَاِقب َاَنأ اَم" :ُتُْلَقف "ْ.أَرْقا" :َلَاَقف يَِنلَسَْرأ َُّمث َ،دْھَجْلا يِّنِم ََغَلب ىَّتَحَ َةیِناَّثلا يِنََّطَغف يَِنذََخَأف ".ٍئِرَاِقب

 َكُّبَرَوْ أَرْقا * ٍَقلَع ْنِم َناَسْنِإلا ََقلَخ * ََقلَخ يِذَّلا َكِّبَر ِمْساِبْ أَرْقا{" :َلَاَقف يَِنلَسَْرأ َُّمث َ،َةثِلاَّثلا يِنََّطَغف

"500.{ ُمَرَْكألا  

Al-Thubaytī builds on this story but from a metapoetic perspective, transforming it into a 

foundation myth of his own secular, poetic experience whereby language, broken down into its 

smallest parts, i.e. the letters, is the basic elements in the formation of identity, just as the Qurʾānic 

letters were the first steps towards forming the then-new Islamic community. In the poem, as if 

deciphering a code—m-ḥ-m-d (=Muḥammad)— the voice literally “spells out” for the poet who he 

                                                
499 W. Montgomery Watt, “ʿĀʾis̲h̲a Bint Abī Bakr”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. 
Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 03 April 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_0440> 
 
500 al-Bukhārī, al-Jāmiʿ al-Ṣaḥīḥ, ed. Muḥibb al-Dīn al-Khaṭīb (Cairo: al-Maṭbaʿa al-Salafiyya, 1980), 14. 
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is, he “names” him, i.e., identifies him. In the process, the poet establishes what Paul Connerton 

terms a “mythic concordance501” between the poet of Arabia (Muḥammad al-Thubaytī) and the 

Prophet of Arabia (Prophet Muḥammad), whereby the former’s poetic mawqif is “reenacting” the 

latter’s prophetic mawqif. It is worth recalling that the poet’s name is Muḥammad, just like that of 

the Arabian Prophet, and that he lived in the city of Makkah not far from the place in which the 

first Qurʾānic revelation is said to have taken place, namely the Cave of Ḥirāʾ on Jabal al-Nūr 

(Mountain of Light), thus the shared name (Muḥammad) implies a shared identity between the poet 

and the Prophet.502 

There is an important difference between the Prophet’s and the poet’s moments, however. 

While the Prophet first received the sacred revelation when he was on the top of a mountain, the 

poet is being stopped on the sand. From a symbolic point of view, the mountain evokes the 

meanings of sacredness and transcendence above the level of earthly life, whereas the sands evoke 

a different set of meanings. As the poem is centered upon the idea of the poet as a secular prophet, 

it makes sense to bring the prophetic experience from its lofty position down to earth, to a position 

purely horizontal where there is no hierarchy and no superiority, a position grounded in the sand of 

                                                
501 While Connerton’s term “mythic concordance” concerns the relationship between two separate events, one 
“originary” and another one reenacting it in commemorative ceremonies, S. Stetkevych extends the use of the term to 
include the identification of two events or figures, one of mythic proportion and one contemporary to the poet. She 
understands the Arabic ode as a verbal equivalent of a commemorative ceremony. In my use of the term, I extend it 
even further to cover the metaphorical identification between two events or figures, whereby there is no comparison 
between two entities, but rather the old event is used as a metaphor to describe the new one. In Mawqif al-jinās, there is 
no comparison between the moment of the first Qurʾānic revelation to the Prophet and the poet’s mawqif; instead, the 
event of the Prophetic moment of revelation on Jabal al-Nūr is used only as a metaphor to describe the poetic moment 
of “creation.” Still, the poem as a textual performance establishes a “mythic concordance” between the two moments 
and achieves the identification between the two figures: the Arabian Prophet and the Arabian poet. For more on 
“mythic concordance,” see: Connerton, How Societies Remember, 43. On S. Stetkevych’s application of this concept, 
see: S. Stetkevych, The Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy, 35. 
 
502 Hinting at this shared identity, ʿAbdullah al-Ṣaykhān (b. 1956), a Saudi Ḥadāthī poet of al-Thubaytī’s generation 
who used to be a close friend of his, said that al-Thubaytī so often used to look at Jabal al-Nūr from a window in his 
house and then recite his poetry, imagining the distance that Prophet Muḥammad used to cross from his house to Jabal 
al-Nūr. See: “Baʿd arbaʿat aʿwām ʿalā raḥīlih: Muḥammad al-Thubaytī bi-ʿuyūn aṣdiqāʾih,” Al-Arabiya (15 January 
2015): https://www.alarabiya.net/ar/saudi-today/2015/01/15/ ھئاقدصأ-نویعب-يتیبثلا-دمحم-ھلیحر-نم-ماوعأ-4-دعب - 
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Arab autochthony. For a poem that paints a picture of the poet as identical to the palm tree, and one 

who makes friends with all components of the human society, it is significant for the poet to 

function from within the society and not from a superior position like the mountain. 

The story of the beginning of the Qurʾānic revelation is aptly referenced in Mawqif al-jinās 

at the beginning of the poem, which functions as the secular revelation for the new society. 

Language was a very crucial factor in creating new imaginings for modern communities, as noted 

above in the concluding points from Anderson’s book, and in al-Thubaytī’s case, he relies on the 

Islamic idiom in order to make the grammar of his “poetic” community more visible and to help its 

“members” find their voices. Hence, in cultural terms, since the Islamic imagined-community was 

created by the word “Read”, which functioned as an event that precipitated the creation of that 

community in reality, al-Thubaytī used this very event to devise a new imagining of the 

community, and thus his poem begins with the same “prophetic” event that traditional sources say 

occurred to Prophet Muḥammad at the beginning of his prophethood. 

However, the opening lines go even further back in history, to the story of the creation of 

Man in the Abrahamic tradition, according to which the first human, Adam, was given his identity 

by learning the names, “all names” as the Qurʾānic verse states:503 

{And He taught Adam the names—all of them.}  [Qurʾān 2:31] 

}اَھَُّلك َءاَمَْسْألا ََمدآ َمَّلَعَو{  

Quite similarly, the poet is discovering himself and the world around him by first learning 

how to pronounce his own name, which is, as I said before, the same as the Arabian Prophet’s 

                                                
503 Qurʾān 2:31. For more on the debate between Muslim linguist on the topic of the origin of language, see Bernard 
Weiss, “Waḍʿ al-Luġa”, in: Encyclopedia of Arabic Language and Linguistics, Managing Editors Online Edition: Lutz 
Edzard, Rudolf de Jong. Consulted online on 18 December 2018 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1570-6699_eall_EALL_SIM_0141> 
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name, Muḥammad, through pronouncing the disconnected letters in “He called me by mīm (m), ḥāʾ 

(ḥ), mīm (m), and dāl (d).”  Here, the sacred is humanized/secularized to fit a narrative centered 

upon autochthonous elements. Furthermore, the boundary between the sacred and the human 

dissolves, and poetry is given the function of creating a new imagining of the community. 

Furthermore, beginning the poem with these disconnected letters seems to have four main 

functions: 

1. Constituting a subtle reference to the disconnected letters (al-ḥurūf al-muqaṭṭaʿa) of some 

Qurʾānic Sūrās, overwhelmingly Meccan.504 There are twenty-nine Sūrās, twenty-seven of 

which belong to the Meccan period of the Qurʾānic revelation, that begin with disconnected 

letters, a phenomenon that some classical scholars regarded as one proof of the inimitability 

of the Qurʾān (iʿjāz al-Qurʾān). The Qurʾānic argument seemed to them that, although the 

Qurʾān as a text goes back to mere letters, nobody, neither human nor jinn, has the capacity 

to use these letters in a style that could create a text equal to the Qurʾān in rhetorical power 

and beauty. 

                                                
504 The group of letters called al-ḥurūf al-muqaṭṭaʿa/āt (disconnected letters); fawātiḥ al-suwar (the openers of the 
sūras); or awāʾil al-suwar (the beginnings of the sūras), occur in 29 sūras in the Qurʾān, and their meaning has been a 
matter of dispute for centuries and has not settled yet. The range of possibilities for their meaning goes from 
considering them abbreviations of Divine names and prophetic epithets; sounds to captivate audience; symbolic 
mystical signs; or, as I noted above, an attestation of the familiarity of the Qurʾānic language and that it is based on the 
letters of the Arabic language. In Western scholarship, these letters are called: the mysterious letters, a name that attests 
to how these letters intrigued and baffled scholars for centuries. See: A. T. Welch, R. Paret and J. D. Pearson, “al-
Ḳurʾān”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. 
van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 04 April 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0543>  
Of significance, I think, for the interpretation of the possible roles of these letters in the poem is the fact that 27 out of 
29 of the sūras with al-ḥurūf al-muqaṭṭaʿa are Meccan, for two reasons. One is that the Meccan period is the period 
when the then new Islamic community has not been formed yet, hence the use of these letters at the beginning of the 
poem evokes the meanings of a society in the making, a process of imagining a community that is not formed yet. The 
letters speak of a new beginning, which is the ultimate meaning of the poem: a new beginning of a new imagined 
community. The other reason concerns the actual context of the poem, which is written by a poet who lived in Makkah. 
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2. Providing the poem with a justification from within to build its internal world on the 

rhetorical device of jinās, which works, as will become clear later in this chapter, based on 

a play with letters of the same root. In other words, the poem begins by emphasizing the 

role of individual letters in making the meaning, only to use that emphasis as a base for its 

extensive use of the jinās device as a producer of meaning. 

3. Hinting at the readers’ role in discovering the meaning by implicitly inviting them to 

participate in deciphering the secret codes of the poem, and thus giving readers an active 

role in the creation of the new imagining of the society. 

4. Uniting the two sections of the poem together by emphasizing the name as both a moment 

of birth and a desired point of arrival, or final gharaḍ/goal of the journey. In the first 

section, it is through these letters that the poet, which might be taken as a symbol of the 

community, came to know his name and identity. Likewise, in the second section, it is to 

“the name of the beloved” that the poet hopes to arrive so that he can find a “homeland” 

when his current state or place was a source of anxiety. Language is a moment of creation 

and also a homeland. The poem reads: 

145. In the field of missteps 

Between the Kharijites and the battleships 

My patience 

Clamored inside of me 

And my stance 

150. Made me worry 

 

So I went straight to the meaning 

Staring at my beloved’s features so that I could name her 

But names 
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Fell short  

155. of 

Her qualities  

 

I found that she was my homeland: 

The joy of her voice, my sorrow 

The glory of her beautiful presence, my desire 

160. And her pure 

Saliva, 

My wine 
ِتارـَـثـَـعـْـلا ِةـَـحاـَـس يــِف  

ِجِراَوـَبـْـلاَوِ جِراوـَـخـْـلا َنـْـیـَـب اـَـم  

يـِـب َّجـَـض  

يِرـْـبـَـص  

يـِنـَـقـَلـْـَقأَو  

يـِماـَـقـُـم  

 

ىــَنــْعــَمــْـلــِل ُتـْـیــَضــَمـَـف  

ّدـَـُحأ اھـَـیــِّمـَـسأ ْيـَـك ِةـَبـیـِـبـَـحـْـلا ِریراـَـسأ يـِـف ُقِ  

ْتـَقاـَـضـَـف  

ْنـَـع  

اـھاـَیاـَجـَـس  

يِماــَسألا  

 

يـنـَطَو اھـُـتـْـیـَـفـْـلأ  

يـِـنـَـجـَـش اھـِـتْوـَـصُ ةـَـجـْـھـَـبَو  

َيانـُم يفاـَّضـلا اـھِروـضـُـحُ دـْـجـَمَو  

اھـُـقـیِرَو  

يـِـفاـَّصـلا  
505 يمادـُـم  

                                                
505 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 27, 28. 
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To conclude, then, I argue that using the disconnected letters in the poem, in addition to 

paving the way for the poetic event of jinās, serves multiple functions; it re-emphasizes the role of 

language in creating a new imagining by connecting the modern poem with its Arabo-Islamic 

heritage, particularly in the early Meccan phase when the then-new community was being born; it 

secularizes the prophetic text, invites the reader to participate in that event and its implications, and 

links the two sections of the poem together by insisting on the name as a beginning and an end. 

The poem’s humanization and secularization of the spiritual experience of prophethood, as 

represented by the allusion to the Qurʾānic revelation in Makkah, is further reinforced by the 

poem’s treatment of another spiritual experience: the Sufi mawqif. 

Sufi experience: From the abstract to the particular / from authority to friendship 

Another central spiritual/literary reference in the poem is the Sūfī concept of Mawqif, so 

central to the poem that it appears twice in the title: (Mawqif al-rimāl, mawqif al-jinās) and in the 

first line: ḍammanī thumma awqafanī fir-rimāl (He embraced me, then made me stand on the 

sands).  

The word waqafa means: to stop (halt) or stay stand, and among its many derivations what 

concerns the present discussion are two: the first is the poetic motif of wuqūf and istīqāf, when the 

poet stops and asks his companions to stop and weep with him over the beloved’s ruined abodes 

(which I explained in more than one occasion above); the second is the Sūfī concept of Mawqif, 

which is derived from the literal meaning of mawqif as a place of standing, and perhaps also from 
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the Islamic use of the term to denote the most important part of the pilgrimage rituals (shaʿāʾir al-

ḥajj), namely the place where the wuqūf (stopping) is held in the area of ʿArafāt.506 

As a Sūfī concept, Mawqif denotes “the intermediate moment between two “spiritual 

stations” ( maḳām ), represented as a halting ( waḳfa ) and described as a state of stupor and of the 

loss of reference points acquired since the preceding stage. The mawḳif is a dynamic psychological 

state, in which the connection between the mystic and God becomes overturned, and sometimes 

suspended (annihilation in God, the so-called fanā). The best example of the course of such an 

experience is given in the work of al-Niffarī.507” That the term mawqif denotes a state of “stupor” 

and “loss of reference points” is crucial in interpreting the mawqif in al-Thubaytī’s poem. 

For a poem that alludes to the poetic motif of wuqūf and istiqāf where the poet is lost after 

the beloved is gone, and that evokes Prophet Muḥammad’s loss once the first Qurʾānic verses were 

revealed to him through the Angel, it is perfectly suitable to allude to a mystical moment of loss. 

Moreover, each of the three moments of loss will be a catalyst for a new beginning: the poet 

through the journey “looking for the meaning;” the Prophet through the establishment of the new 

community; and the mystic by rising into a higher station (maqām). 

                                                
506 See: A. J. Wensinck, “Mawḳif”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, 
C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 04 April 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_5053> 
 
507 P. Lory, “Mawḳif”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. 
Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 04 April 2019 
<http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_8823> 
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In literature, the concept of mawqif was famously propagated by the mystic al-Niffarī (d. 

965 or 966)508 in his only remaining work al-Mawāqif wa-al-mukhāṭabāt.509 It seems indisputable 

that al-Thubaytī was familiar with the modernist interpretation of al-Niffarī’s work, and that of 

other Sūfī figures, that took place at the hands of Adūnīs and other modernist writers, as a result of 

which the mystic’s work was understood as to form a literary text close to a modern prose poem of 

surrealist character.510 In his book al-Ṣūfiyya wa-al-suryāliyya (Sufism and Surrealism), Adūnīs 

writes: 

In the context of the Arabic language, the Sūfī experience is not merely an 

experience in [“philosophical”] speculation, but also, and perhaps even before that, it 

is an experience in writing. It is a vision that was articulated in poetry, in metric 

verse and prose, or [say] in a poetic language, in addition to scientific language and 

commentary. In that, in terms of writing, it is an innovative movement that expanded 

the boundaries of poetry, adding to its metrical forms other prose forms where we 

can find what was termed, in [the parlance of] modern literary criticism, a “prose 

poem” (qaṣīdat al-nathr).511 

                                                
508 See on al-Niffarī’s life and works: A. J. Arberry, “al-Niffarī”, in: Encyclopedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited by: 
P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. 
Consulted online on 20 February 2018 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-
3912_islam_SIM_5899> 
 
509 See: al-Niffarī, Kitāb al-mawāqif, wa-yalīhi kitāb al-mukhāṭabāt, ed. A. J. Arberry (Bierut: Dār al-Kutub al-
ʿIlmiyya, 1997, re-print). 
 
510 The influence of Sūfism on modern Arabic poetry was a subject of a number of studies. See for example: Ibrāhīm 
Muḥammad Manṣūr, Al-Shiʿr wa-al-taṣawwuf: al-athar al-ṣūfī fī al-shiʿr al-ʿarabī al-muʿāṣir (Cairo: Dār al-Amīn li-
al-Nashr wa-al-Tawzīʿ, 1996). He mentions al-Niffarīs impact on modern Arabic poetry in p. 35. As for Adūnīs 
surrealist interpretation of al-Niffarī’s work as constituting a prose poem, see: Adūnīs, al-Ṣūfiyya wa al-suryaliyya 
(Beirut: Dār Al-Sāqī, 2006). The centrality of al-Niffarī’s mawāqif in the modernist project of Adūnīs is evidenced in 
the fact that the name of the literary periodical that he established (Mawāqif) was, according to him, taken from the title 
of al-Niffarī’s book. See Muḥammad Bannīs’s discussion of the most important factors in the development of Adūnīs’s 
theoretical framework: Muḥammad Bannīs, al-Shiʿr al-ʿarabī al-ḥadīth: binyātuh wa-ʾibdālātuhā, 3 vols (al-Dār al-
Bayḍāʾ: Dār Tūbqāl, 2001), 3:17-20. 
 
511 Adūnis, al-Ṣūfiyya wa al-suryāliyya, 22.  
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While al-Niffarī gives his Mawāqif abstract names, such as al-ʿizz (glory), al-kibriyāʾ 

(honor), al-karam (generosity) etc.,512 al-Thubaytī is interested in Mawqif al-rimāl, referring to a 

particular geography. Al-Thubaytī’s poem transforms the abstract, mystical experience into a song 

full of references to the tangible, physical components of the landscape of Arabia and its culture. 

Therefore, we have in this poem the sands and palm trees; the streets and the farms; the sea and the 

ships; the beautiful beach and the house; the stones and the lighted square; the Two Villages 

(Makkah and al-Ṭāʾif); Makkah and Medina; Suhayl and al-Thurayyā (Pleiades); the sand-dunes; 

the Northern shīḥ (wormwood); the Ṣabā wind (east wind); the verdant hills; and finally the Ḥijāzī 

mountain and the Tihāman Sea. Additionally, the poem contains extensive references to Arabic 

culture: examples are the Qurʾān, classical poetry and poets, and traditional names of personalities, 

book, and political movements (e.g. Māʾ al-Samāʾ, Qaṭr al-nadā, and the Kharijites) and allusions 

and puns. 

All these references to the autochthony of the place help bring the transcendental, abstract 

experience of al-Niffarī’s Mawāqif down to earth and inject a sense of particularity in it. It also attests 

to al-Thubaytī’s acute awareness of the literary past and his engagement in the critical debate of the 

present. By transforming the heavenly experience of al-Niffarī’s Mawāqif into an earthly adventure 

in the specific realms of the Arabian Peninsula, al-Thubaytī’s poem can, in some ways, be considered 

a response from an earthly position in the sacred city of Makkah to Wallace Stevens’s note in his 

critical work The Necessary Angel, in which he declares that, “the great poems of heaven and hell 

have been written and the great poem of the earth remains to be written.513” 

                                                
512 al-Niffarī, Kitāb al-mawāqif. 
 
513 Wallace Stevens, The Necessary Angel: Essays Reality and the Imagination (New York: Vintage Books, 142). 
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To this idea, I noted regarding the concluding points of Anderson’s Imagined Communities 

that emphasizing a constellation of particularities that belong to a specific community, such as the 

(Saudi) Arabian community, is necessary in order for the new imagined community to be realized, 

to come into being. The universality of abstract discourse makes it incapable of advancing a new 

imagining. In al-Thubaytī’s Mawqif al-jinās, this constellation of particularities transforms the 

abstract Mawāqif of al-Niffarī into an earthly, tangible mawqif that belongs specifically to the 

Arabian Peninsula.  

Additionally, al-Niffarī’s Mawāqif presents a one-sided, unidirectional “conversation” 

between a mysterious voice who is addressed in the third person “he said to me” and who gives 

orders, while al-Thubaytī’s Mawqif consists of many voices interacting: giving suggestions, asking 

questions, and having a conversation, without one party exercising authority over the other. The 

poem begins with its main voice (lines 1-7), who introduces another voice that will extend for 21 

lines (8-27), and then this new voice will introduce another voice that extends for 12 lines (28-39). 

Line 40 then goes back to the second voice which continues for 13 lines (40-52), and after that the 

identities of the voices collapse until the end of Section I (line 98) although it could very well be 

the second voice that speaks after that line. In other words, every voice is hosting another, and the 

text hosts them all. Consider the three different voices in the following passage (Voice I in 

Roman/normal font; II italicized; and Voice III in bold): 

1. He embraced me, 

Then made me stand on the sands 

 

He called me 

By mīm (m), ḥāʾ (ḥ), mīm (m), and dāl (d) 
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5. And he stood up radiantly in my certainty, 

And said: 
 

You and the palm trees are two branches 

………………………………………….. 

25. You and the palm trees are two children 

 

One going back and forth between classrooms 

The other repeating with the seasons: 

 

I make friends with the streets 

The sand and the fields 

30. I make friends with the palm trees 
،يـِنـَّمـَـض  

ْلاـَـمِّرلا ِيـف يـِنـَـفـَـقَْوأ َّمـُـث  

 

:ينَاـَعدَو  

ْلَادَو ٍمـیـِـمَو ٍءاـَحَو ٍمـیـِـمـِب  

 

،يـِنـیـِقـِی يـِف ًاعـِطاـَس ىَوـَـتـْساَو  

:ْلاـَـقَو  
514 ِناـَـعْرـَـف ُلـْـخـَّـنلاو َتـْـنأ  

....................  

 

:ِنالـْـفـِـط ُلـْـخـَّـنلاو َتـْـنأ  

ِلوـصـُـفـْـلا َنـْـیـَـبُ دَّدَرـَـتـَـیٌ دـِـحاَو  

ّدَرـُـی ٍناثَو :ْلوـصـُـفـْـلا َنـْـیـَـبُ دِ  

 

ْعِراَوـَّشـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

  ْعِرازـَمـلاَو َلـْـمَّرـلاَو

                                                
514 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 11. 
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515 ْلیـخـَّنـلا ُقِداـَُصأ   

Consider also the dialogue between the second voice and the first voice (the poet) in the 

following passage:  

He said: 

You are as faraway as if you were the water of the sky (Māʾ al-Samāʾ) 

 

I said: 

60. I am as near as if I were a dew drop (Qaṭr al-nadā) 

:َلاـَق  

  ْءامـَّـسلا ُءاـَم َكـَّنأـَـكٌ دیـعـَـب َتـْـنأ

 

:ُتـْلـُـق  
516 .َىدـَّنـلا ُرـْطـَـق َيـّنأـَك ٌبیرـَـق يـّنإ  

Moreover, as I mentioned in the discussion of the bipartite structure of the poem, while the 

first section/movement (lines 1-97) is mostly dedicated to the voice of the other (Voice II), which 

makes pronouncements about the identity of the speaker/poet and engages in a conversation with 

him, the second section/movement (lines 98-180) is entirely dedicated to the speaker/poet. 

To sum up the argument above, the dual thematic division of the poem, its bipartite 

structure, its references to the disconnected letters of the Qurʾānic revelation and the Prophetic and 

mystical experiences, all function as to anchor the poetic experience in its particular place and 

culture (the roots of Arabic culture and the Arabian Peninsula), grant language the critical role in 

                                                
515 Ibid., 13, 14. 
 
516 Ibid., 17. 
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imagining the community, bring the transcendental/heavenly experience down to earth, and define 

poetry and the poet as a human revelation to an earthly/secular prophet. 

With this textual hosting of multiple voices from a myriad of contexts, al-Thubaytī 

transforms his poem into a heteroglossia, to use Bakhtin’s concept,517 a site where multiple voices 

interact with each other. Much like a composer, al-Thubaytī uses these voices to signal the 

movement of his poetic event from one state to another. In fact, he uses the actual metrical/musical 

schemes of his poems to signal that movement.  

“Which meter do you do best?” Movement through metrical schemes 

The visual and thematic divisions between Parts I and II of al-Thubaytī’s Mawqif al-jinās 

are further reinforced by differentiations in metrical schemes. As I introduced in chapter 2 the 

Arabic metrical systems, in the classical poem and Free-Verse poetry, the latter gives poets more 

freedom to play with the metrical parts/feet (tafʿīlāt). In Mawqif al-jinās, the word “free” in the 

term “Free-Verse” is given its utmost efficacy by using the tafʿīla as “a marker of differentiation 

and a sign of distinction” between the two sections of the poem, a vehicle to take the poem from 

one section to another, and a reference to the cultural heritage of the place. 

  The first section of Mawqif al-jinās contains multiple transitions from one metrical foot to 

another, even within the same verse or line, whereas the second section contains only the metrical 

foot mutafāʿilun, and all verses end with the same rhyming letter (qāfiya) of a mīm followed by a 

                                                
517 In his seminal essay “Discourse in the Novel,” Bakhtin valorizes the modern novel as the literary genre capable of 
representing the modern world with its heteroglossia, or its multiple dialects, accents, and linguistic variants 
interacting, and competing, within the same language of the society. See: M. M. Bakhtin, “Discourse in the novel,” in 
The dialogic imagination: four essays by M. M. Bakhtin, ed. M. Holquist, trans. C. Emerson and M. Holquist (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 1981), 269-422. 
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long vowel yāʾ (mī). This further supports the idea of viewing the poem as a “poetic event” 

performed in two distinct movements or distinct sections. Consider these opening lines from Part I: 

1. He embraced me, 

Then made me stand on the sands 

 

He called me 

By mīm (m), ḥāʾ (ḥ), mīm (m), and dāl (d) 

 
5. And he stood up radiantly in my certainty, 

And said: 
 

You and the palm trees are two branches 

،يـِنـَّمـَـض  

ْلاـَـمِّرلا ِيـف يـِنـَـفـَـقَْوأ َّمـُـث  

 

:ينَاـَعدَو  

ْلَادَو ٍمـیـِـمَو ٍءاـَحَو ٍمـیـِـمـِب  

 

،يـِنـیـِقـِی يـِف ًاعـِطاـَس ىَوـَـتـْساَو  

:ْلاـَـقَو  
518 ِناـَـعْرـَـف ُلـْـخـَّـنلاو َتـْـنأ  

The metrical foot in these first lines is fāʿilun, which continues in lines 1-19, but then in line 

20, the metrical foot begins to change from the single fāʿilun foot to a variety of metrical feet in 

verses such as: 

16. You and the palm trees are twins 

 

                                                
518 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 11. 
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This is what the medals claim 

That is what the groves desire  

This is 

20. The one whose orbits Virgo entered 

 

That is 

The one to whose garments the Virgin clung 

 

This is a possibility in autumn 

 

And that is a completion in spring 

 :ِناوـْنـِـص ُلـْـخـَّنـلاَو َتـْـنأ

 

 ُنیـِشایـَّنـلا ِھیـِـّعدـَـت يذلا اذـَـھ

 ُنیتاسـَـبـلا ِھیـِـَھـتـْـشـَـت يذلا َكَاذ

 

 يذلا اذـَـھ

 ُءارْذـَعـْـلا ِھـِـكالـْـفأ ىـَـلإ ْتـَـلـَـَخد

 

 :يذلا كاذ

 ُءارْذـَعـْـلا ِھـِـلاـَـفـْـكأ ىـَـلإ َْتدـَـلـَـخ

 

 ٌلامـِـتـْـحا ِفیرـَـخـْـلا يـِـف يذلا اذـَـھ
519 ْلامـِـتـْـكاِ عیـِـبَّرـلا   يف يذلا َكَاذَو

While lines 16-18 maintain the basic metrical foot fāʿilun of al-Mutadārak meter, lines 19-

22 change into mutafāʿilun and mustafʿilun of al-Kāmil meter (they are two variants of the same 

metrical foot in classical prosody), and then lines 23-24 go back to fāʿilun and faʿūlun. Moreover, 

after line 24, three lines are cast in the metrical foot fāʿilun, and then beginning from line 28, al-

                                                
519 Ibid., 13. 
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Thubaytī inserts a whole new mono-metered section (lines 28-39) cast in the foot of mustafʿilun 

and faʿūlu of the Rajaz meter but in the Muthallath (tercet) form, a type of rhyme scheme in which 

the first two verses of the stanza share the same rhyme while the third differs, yet the third verse in 

each stanza ends with the same rhyme. The poem reads: 

25. You and the palm trees are two children 

 

One going back and forth between classrooms 

The other repeating with the seasons: 

 

I make friends with the streets 

The sand and the fields 

30. I make friends with the palm tree 

 

I make friends with the city 

The sea and the ship 

And the beautiful beach 

 

I make friends with the nightingales 

35. The house facing mine 

And music and song 

 

I make friends with the stones 

The lighted square 

And the long season 

 :ِنالـْـفـِـط ُلـْـخـَّنـلاَو َتـْـنأ

 

 ِلوصـُـفـْـلا َنـْـیـَبُ دَّدَرـَـتـَـیٌ دـِـحاَو

ّدَرـُـی ٍناـَـثَو  :ْلوصـُـفـْـلا َنـْـیـَبُ دِ

ْعِراَوـَّشـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  
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  ْعِرازـَمـلاَو َلـْـمَّرـلاَو

ْلیـخـَّنـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

 

ْھـَـنـیِدـَـمـْـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

  ْھـَـنـیـِـفـَّسـلاو َرـْحـَـبـْـلاَو

ْلیـمـَـجـْـلا َئـِطاـَّشـلاَو  

 

ْلـِبالـَـبـْـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

  ْلـِباـَـقـُمـْـلا َلِزـْنـَـمـْـلاَو

  ْلیَدـھـْـلاَو َفْزـَـعـْـلاَو

 

ْهَراـَـجـِـحـْـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

ْهَراـنـُـمـْـلاَ ةـَـحاـَّـسـلاَو  
520 ْلیوـَّـطـْـلا َمـِـسْوـَـمـْـلاَو   

As the poem proceeds, the metrical variety only intensifies. Consider these lines: 

He said: 

70. O palm tree 

 

The weak trees slander you 

And the lowly tent-peg looks down on you 

While you keep ascending in God’s space 

With legendary pollen 

75. And gracious patience He said: 
 :َلاـَـق

 ُلـْـخـَّنـلا اھـُّـیأ َاـی

 ْلـیزـَـھـلا ُرـَـجـَّشـلا َكـُـباـَـتـْـغـَـی

 ْلیـلَّذـلاُ دـَـتَوـْـلا َكـُّـُمذـَـیَو

ِ هللا ِءاـَـضـَـف يـِـف ومـْـسـَـت ُّلـَـظـَـتَو

                                                
520 Ibid., 13, 14. 
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ٍيـِـفارـُـخٍ عـْـلـَـط اذ ّ 

 521ْلیـمـَـج ٍرـْـبـَـص اذَو

Only the first two lines (69 and 70) are cast in fāʿilun, but then, beginning from line 71, the 

poem changes into mustafʿilun and mutafāʿilun. This colorful variety of meter and rhyme schemes 

in the first section can be interpreted as to signify the rich poetic, musical, and cultural heritage of 

the place. The movement of the line from one meter to another transforms it into something like a 

living organism in a condition that is ever-moving and never-static, a movement that transforms the 

poem itself into something like an ecosystem, or a poetic event in which the movement can be 

heard, felt, and seen. But more important than any other stylistic device or strategy, al-Thubaytī’s 

poetic event in Mawqif al-jinās is incarnated in the rhetorical device of jinās. 

Meta-jinās: Incarnation and a root-based diversity 

Mawqif al-jinās can be understood as a lively ecosystem, whereby different sounds mark 

different movements. These sound differentiations are exhibited in the poem mainly through the 

jinās device and the variety of meters (which I discussed above). Here, a brief overview of the 

rhetorical device of jinās is warranted before proceeding to the discussion of its representation in 

Mawqif al-jinās. After that I will analyze a few examples of jinās and metrical differences to argue 

that al-Thubaytī’s Mawqif al-jinās is a meta-jinās and meta-meter poem that performs the twofold 

function of using jinās and various metrical schemes to advance its new vision of Arabia, on the 

one hand, and on the other advancing a new understanding of the traditional device of jinās and the 

traditional metrical system. In this new understanding, modernism is understood as harmonious and 

“embracing” of tradition, just as the mysterious voice who evokes the “classical” story of the first 

                                                
521 Ibid., 18. 
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revelations of the Qurʾān “embraces” the modern poet. The poem thinks by using the jinās device, 

while thinking about jinās too. 

Jinās: Definition and history 

As a basic definition, Jinās (paronomasia; root-play)522 is “a pair of utterances (mostly, but not 

necessarily single words), within a line or colon, which are semantically different but phonetically, 

either completely or partially, identical. The alternative “completeness or lack of such” is the basis 

for distinguishing the various sub-types that the rhetoricians have discovered.523” All these various 

subtypes of jinās are subsumed under two main headings: jinās tāmm, which exhibits “complete, 

phonetic identity,” and jinās ghayr tāmm, which does not have a general term that covers all its 

subcategories but, in general, it is a case “in which the two terms of the tad̲j̲nīs show any kind of 

lesser degrees of assonance, down to root-repetition ( is̲h̲tiḳāḳ , figura etymologica).524” Thanks to 

its root-and-pattern system, Arabic language allows poets ample opportunities to create jinās 

instances by playing on the root of the word.525 

Hence it should not come as a surprise that the jinās device, in Arabic literary history, 

became “a bone of contention526” and a central phenomenon in the poetry of the ʿAbbāsid Badīʿ 

movement, which belongs to a period characterized by meta-linguistic concerns where “the code of 

                                                
522 In her study of the function of jinās in selected poems by the Palestinian poet Samīḥ al-Qāsim (1939-2014), Terri 
DeYoung examines the relationship between jinās and similar Western rhetorical devices such as paronomasia and 
punning. See: Terri DeYoung, “Language in Looking-Glass Land: Samīḥ Al-Qāsim and the Modernization of Jinās,s” 
Journal of the American Oriental Society 112, no. 2 (1992): 183–197. 
 
523 Although jinās is the most common term in classical rhetoric to describe paronomasia, other terms were used such 
as tajnīs, mujānasa, tajānus, mujānas. See: W. P. Heinrichs, “Tad̲j̲nīs,” in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, 
Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 23 February 
2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_1144>  
 
524 Ibid. 
 
525 Ibid. 
 
526 Ibid.  
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language was cracked,527” and hence it became possible to conduct a systematic and 

“philosophical” thinking about language.528 Poets of the Badīʿ (muḥdath) movement, salient among 

them is Abū Tammām, to whom Muḥammad al-Thubaytī alludes directly in Mawqif al-jinās,529 

“shifted the character of [jinās and other rhetorical] . . . figures from being a means of poetic style 

to becoming an essential part of the poetic endeavour.530” By intensifying the use of rhetorical 

devises such as jinās, Abū Tammām and the modern (muḥdath) poets with him “rejected all 

moderation in innovation and unremittingly pursued a new way of doing things with verse,531” and 

thus produced “the earthquake-like impact532” in the history of Arabic poetry.  

In later Arabo-Islamic periods, jinās continued to be prominent, especially in post-classical 

poetry, where “the tad̲j̲nīs . . . becomes ever more central.533” However, with the historical narrative 

advanced by the poetry of the 19th and 20th centuries Arab Awakening movement (ʿAṣr al-

Nahḍa), which interpreted the ʿAbbāsid period as a Golden Age in the history of Arabo-Islamic 

civilization (as I noted in chapter 3) and relegated the post-classical period to an Age of Decadence 

(ʿAṣr al-inḥiṭāṭ), the jinās device, which by then has become an emblem of the period of al-inḥiṭāṭ, 

                                                
527 Suzanne Stetkevych, “From Jāhiliyyah to Badīʿiyyah: Orality, Literacy, and the Transformations of Rhetoric in 
Arabic Poetry,” Oral Tradition 25, no. 1 (2010): 211-230. 
 
528 See Suzanne Stetkevych’s analysis of the relationship between the abstract and dialectical mode of thinking about 
language in the ʿAbbāsid culture and the poetry of the Badīʿ (muḥdath) movement: S. Stetkevych, “Toward a 
Redefinition of ‘Badī'" Poetry.” 
 
529 See my footnote on the translation of Mawqif al-jinās, lines 98-104. 
 
530 Heinrichs, “Tad̲j̲nīs.” 
 
531 Beatrice Gruendler, “Modernity in the Ninth Century: The Controversy around Abū Tammām,” Studia Islamica 
112, no.1 (2017): 131-148. 
 
532 Ibid. 
 
533 Heinrichs, “Tad̲j̲nīs.” 
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was “taken as a symbol of the late artificial, ossified state of pre-Modern Arabic poetry.534” Poets 

and critics of ʿAṣr al-Nahḍa “used this period as a foil—an Age of Decline from the High ʿAbbāsid 

Age whose master badīʿ poets the Neo-Classicists took as their models and whose political and 

cultural hegemony they hoped to revive. 535” 

Even after ʿAṣr al-Nahḍa, poets continued to relegate jinās to a mere artificial device 

belonging to the excessive Badīʿ turn now characteristic of ʿAṣr al-inḥiṭāṭ. Suzanne Stetkevych 

holds that “the Romantics and Moderns . . . threw out the entire Classical and Post-Classical 

qaṣīdah tradition as sclerotic, artificial, and obsolete. All schools, however, shared the disdain for 

the Post-Classical period as one of particular artificiality and lack of originality.536” This disdain of 

jinās continued with the first generation of the Free-Verse movement, the pioneering modernists, 

because of “the intimate connection of jinās and other rhetorical devices with the Arabic poetic 

tradition that prevailed from the tenth to the nineteenth centuries. In their opinion, the excessively 

lengthy tenure of this set of poetic norms had stifled the normal development of poetry and even 

threatened to strangle their own creative endeavors.537” 

However, late Modernists and the new generations of Arab poets have, in the past few 

decades, developed a more nuanced understanding of their tradition, which allowed them to 

                                                
534 Ibid. While until quite recently, Arabic literary and critical studies of poetry, both in the Arab world and the West, 
have been rather rigidly compartmentalized into Classical and Modern, with the intervening 500-year period dismissed 
as an “Age of Decline” and largely neglected, recent studies have attempted to recoup and reintegrate the Post-
Classical (approx. 13th-18/19th c.) “Age of Decline”. See for example: Thomas Bauer, “Mamluk Literature: 
Misunderstandings and New Approaches,” Mamluk Studies Review 9 (2005): 105-132. Also see: Thomas Bauer. 
“‘Ayna hādhā min al-Mutanabbī!’ Toward an Aesthetics of Mamluk Literature,” Mamluk Studies Review 17 (2013): 5-
22.  
 
535 S. Stetkevych, “From Jāhiliyyah to Badīʿiyyah.” 
 
536 Ibid. 
 
537 DeYoung, “Language in Looking-Glass Land.” 
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explore and reconsider the aesthetic potential of classical rhetorical devices such as jinās. These 

poets are “much more assured and free in the way they utilize the language and idioms (including 

rhetorical figures) taken from their literary heritage, in a way which their immediate predecessors 

were not. . . . The younger generation seems to have developed a much more dynamic relationship 

with the tradition than did the first generation of the Free Verse movement.538” In Muḥammad al-

Thubaytī’s poetry, the acute awareness of the dynamic relationship between the modern poet (the 

individual talent) and his tradition is taken to a higher level, by emphasizing the Classical and post-

Classical rhetorical device of jinās to be the center of the poem, as will be clear soon. 

Al-Thubaytī’s meta-Jinās: Identification incarnated in the word 

The jinās in al-Thubaytī’s poem performs many functions, one of which has a symbolic and 

metapoetic dimensions, for by referring to a stylistic device that belongs primarily to the classical 

poetic tradition, the text confirms the historical (necessarily pre-oil) dimension of the local identity. 

In its reference to the rhetorical devices of classical poetry, the poem intensifies its “referential 

metapoetry” to an extent seldom if ever realized in modern Arabic poetry, at least to the best of this 

writer’s knowledge. Not only does the poem present a case of meta-jinās by revolving around the 

classical literary device of jinās and exploring its aesthetic and cultural potential, it provides new 

interpretations of some of the main aspects of the classical ode and the defining moments in the 

history of its modernization. 

The poem, for instance, alludes to Abū Tammām’s famous “water of blame” verse,539 the 

poet who is credited with giving the muḥdathūn (the Modern) movement its distinctive character, 

                                                
538 Ibid. 
 
539 I explained the controversy around this specific verse in a footnote on my translation of the poem above. See my 
footnote on the translation of Mawqif al-jinās, lines 98-104. In this verse, Abū Tammām said: 

Do not make me drink the water of blame, for I am 
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as I explained above. The poem uses this allusion as a window to comment on the 

traditional/modern debate over form and content, a debate whose main persona in the classical 

period was no other than Abū Tammām himself. The allusion to this Abū Tammāmian verse, to the 

poet who was “accused” of creating farfetched badīʿ forms and favoring form over 

content/meaning, comes right in the beginning of Part II of Mawqif al-jinās, where the poet asserts 

that he goes “straight to the meaning.” It is as if al-Thubaytī is engaging in the critical debate over 

the badīʿ movement, and the emphasis on the form in the modernist movement in general, by 

reading the form and meaning to be conjoined inseparably. This is essential for a poem that bases 

its argument on the minute differences between words and on the Prophetic and Ṣūfī mysterious 

letters that purport to create a new world and a new community through the power of linguistic 

forms. Al-Thubaytī says: 

I go straight to the meaning 

And I suck the wine from the fire 

100. Then I quench my thirst 

And then I drink once more  

From 

The water 

Of blame 

ىنـْـعـَـمـلا ىلإ يـِـضـْمأ  

ِقیرـَـحـْـلا َنـِـم َقیحَّرـلا ُّصـَـتـْـمأو  

يوـَـتْرأـَـف  

ُّلـِـعأَو  

ْنـِـم  

ِءاـَم   

                                                
A fervent lover who found sweet the water of weeping  

 يـَنـَّنإـَـف ِمالـَـمـْـلا َءاـَـم ينـِـقـــــْـسـَت ال
 يـئاـَكـُـب َءاـَـم ُتـْـَبذْعـَـتـْـسا ْدـَـق ٌّبـَص
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540 ِمالـَـمـْـلا  

This centrality of jinās in al-Thubaytī’s Mawqif al-jinās is evidenced quantitatively by the 

extensive use of jinās throughout the poem. Here follows a list of all jinās instances in Mawqif al-

jinās, divided into the two general sub-types of jinās tāmm (complete) and jinās ghayr tāmm 

(incomplete), in addition to the smaller sub-types of the latter. As in chapter 2, the abbreviation 

Ln.1 means line number 1. 

A) Jinās tāmm (complete): 

1-  .distance, Ln.8 & date-stones, Ln.10 = (al-nawā)  ىَوـّنلا

ءارْذـَعـْلا -2  (al-ʿadhrāʾ) = Virgo, Ln.20 & the Virgin, Ln.22. 

ْلوصـُفـلا -3  (al-fuṣūl) = classrooms, Ln.26 & seasons, Ln.27. 

كاـَـصـَع -4  (ʿaṣāk) = disobeyed you, Ln.80 & your staff, Ln.82. 

كاَرأ -5  (arāk) = see you, Lns.95,96 & Arāk tree, Ln.97. 

 

B) Jinās ghayr tāmm (incomplete): 

B-1) Jinās nāqiṣ mudhayyal (two appended letters at the end of the second term): 

1- & The open space, Ln.61 = (al-madā)  ىدـَمـلا  .the cities, Ln.61 = (al-madāʾin)  نئادـَـمـلا

2- & The fruits, Ln.63 = (al-janā)  ىنـَـجـلا  ,the Hanging Gardens = (al-janāʾin)  نـئانـَـجـلا 

Ln.63. 

B-2) Jinās muḥarraf (difference in vocalization): 

1- & the stars (Simāk), Ln.64 = (simāk)  كامـِس  .your sky, Ln.47 = (samāk)  كامـَس

2- & bitter aloe, Ln.64 = (ṣibr)  رـْبـِص  .patience, Ln.64 = (ṣabr)  رـْبــَص 

3- & your footsteps, Ln.91 = (khuṭāk)  كاطـُخ  .your error, Lns.93,94 = (khaṭāk)  كاطـَخ 

                                                
540 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 21. 
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B-3) Jinās al-qalb (different arrangement of the same letters): 

1- & entered, Ln.20 = (dakhalat)  ْتـَلـَخَد  .clung, Ln.22 = (khaladat)  ْتَدـَلـَخ

2- & orbits, Ln.20 = (aflākihi)  ِھـِكالـْـفأ  .garments, Ln.22 = (akfālihi)  ِھِلافْكأ

3- & wasteland, Ln.62 = (qafr)  رـْـفـَق  .poverty, Ln.62 = (faqr)  رـْـقـَـف

4- & the two spells, Ln.80 = (al-ruqyatayn)  نَْیَتیْقُّرلا  the two = (al-qaryatayn)  نْیـَتـَیَْرـقلا

villages, Ln.82. 

5- & the wine, Ln.99 = (al-raḥīq)  قیـحَّرلا  .the fire, Ln.99 = (al-ḥarīq)  قیرـَحـْلا

B-4) One different consonant:541 

1- & the bells, Ln.9 = (al-nawāqīs)  سیقاوـَّنلا  ,the divine laws = (al-nawāmīs)  سیماّونلا

Ln.11. 

2- & a possibility, Ln.23 = (iḥtimāl)  لامـِتـْحِا  .a completion, Ln.24 = (iktimāl)  لامِتـْكِا

3- & spent his life, Ln.41 = (qaḍā)  ىـَضـَق  .went on, Ln.42 = (maḍā)  ىـَضـَم

4- & a witness, Ln.41 = (shāhidan)  اًدِھاش  .unsheathing, Ln.42 = (shāhiran)  اًرِھاش

5- & the clusters of dates, Ln.50 = (al-ʿudhūq)  قوُذعلا  ,the veins = (al-ʿurūq)  قوُرعلا

Ln.51. 

6- & you do best, Ln.53 = (tujīd)  دیُجت  .you desire, Ln.54 = (turīd)  دیُرت

7- & a dew drop, Ln.60 = (al-nadā)  ىدَّنلا  .The open space, Ln.61 = (al-madā)  ىدَمـْلا

8- & a verse, Ln.68 = (shaṭr)  رـْطـَش  .a line, Ln.68 = (saṭr)  رـْطـَس

9- & the flute, Ln.88 = (al-nāy)  يّانلا  .the distance, Ln.89 = (al-naʾy)  يأنلا

10- & the known roads, Ln.105 = (al-masālik)  كِلاسَمْلا  treacherous = (al-mahālik)  كِلاھَملا

wastelands, Ln.105. 

                                                
541 According to al-Khaṭīb al-Qazwīnī’s al-ʾĪḍāḥ, if the two divergent letters are of the “same articulation area,” 
rhetoricians called this jinās muḍāriʿ (homorganic); if not, then it is called jinās lāḥiq (non-homorganic). See: al-
Qazwīnī, al-ʾĪḍāḥ, 291-292. The translation of the two terms comes from Heinrichs, “Tad̲j̲nīs.” 
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11- & The mirage, Ln.114 = (al-sarāb)  بارـَّسلا  .the drink, Ln.114 = (al-sharāb)  بارـَّشـلا

12- & the Kharijites, Ln.145 = (al-khawārij)  جِراوـَخلا  the = (al-bawārij)  جِراَوبـْلا

battleships, Ln.145. 

13- & the beautiful, Ln.159 = (al-ḍāfī)  يفاـّضـلا  .the pure, Ln.160 = (al-ṣāfī)  يفاـّـصلا

14- & hunger, Ln.169 = (al-ṭawā)  ىوـَّطـلا  .lay hidden, Ln.170 = (anṭawā)  ىوَطـْنا

15- & those who reveal, Ln.169 = (al-nāshirīn)  نیِرِشّانلا  those who = (al-nāẓirīn)  نیِرِظّانلا

look, Ln.170. 

B-5) Jinās al-ishtiqāq (words come from the same, or a similar, root): 

1-The root: r-d-d: 

ُدَّدَرـَـتـَـی  (yataraddadu) = going back and forth, Ln.26,  ,repeating = (yuraddidu)  ُدِّدَرـُـی 

Ln.27. 

2-The roots: f-r-ʿ, r-f-ʿ, and ʿ-r-f: 

ناعْرـَف  (farʿān) = two branches, Ln.7,  ,you deflowered, Ln.8 = (iftaraʿta)  َتـْـعََرـتـْفا

َتـْـعـَفَر  (rafaʿta) = you raised, Ln.9,  They [Feminine] = (iʿtarafna)  َنـْـفَرـَتـْعا

acknowledged, Ln.10, َنـْـفَرـَع  (ʿarafna) = They [Feminine] knew, Ln.11 

From this list we see that jinās is employed 34 times in the poem, overwhelmingly in Part I 

(27 times, pp. 11-20, lines 1-97 in the printed collection), as opposed to only 7 jinās instances in 

Part II (pp. 21-30, lines 98-180). Here, just as what I did with Darwīsh’s emphasis on the rhyming 

words in his Qāfiya, I choose to borrow from cognitive poetics the term “figure and ground.” 

Considering al-Thubaytī’s Mawqif al-jinās a textual field, the emphasis on jinās, from the title to 

the last lines of the poem, transforms it into the most prominent verbal element in the poem, a 

figure whose prominence distinguishes it from the rest of the textual field, or the ground. As Peter 

Stockwell explains what makes a stylistic element a figure, “it will be more detailed, better 
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focused, brighter, or more attractive than the rest of the field [and] it will be on top of, or in front 

of, or above, or larger than the rest of the field that is then the ground.”542 This figuring of the jinās 

device in the textual field of the poem is based on the metaphor: THE POET IS A PALM-TREE. 

As stated above, the poem can be read as a poetic event whose meta-poetic grand metaphor 

is the identification of the poet with the palm tree. This identification reaches its aesthetic climax in 

the jinās device, which is employed extensively in Mawqif al-jinās, from the title through to the 

closing lines. Based on the term “conceptual metaphor” from cognitive poetics, which understands 

metaphors as tools to understand one “conceptual domain” in terms of another,543 it can be said that 

the jinās in al-Thubaytī’s poem is, in fact, a “conceptual jinās” that, on the one hand, reflects the 

similarity in the traits between the poet and the palm-tree, and, on the other hand, but its emphasis 

on the minute differences between the letters to make different meanings, functions as a reference 

to the role of linguistic forms in inventing traditions and creating sites of commemoration where 

the histories and aspirations of the social group meet. 

After the opening lines set the stage for the meeting between the poet (the Self) and the 

mysterious voice (the Other) who calls the Self by the “mysterious letters,” the poem proceeds to 

delineate the multiple ways in which the poet and the palm trees are identified with each other. In 

the following examples from the beginning of the poem, jinās (underlined) incarnates the 

identification between the poet and the palm trees. Almost all the words that delineate the 

similarities between the poet and the palm trees are closely linked in sound and meaning, as though 

these similar sounds were the poetic incarnation of how identical people, nature, and culture are: 

                                                
542 Stockwell, Cognitive Poetics, 15. 
 
543 Ibid., 105-119. Also see the first theorization and application of the term “conceptual metaphor” in: George Lakoff 
and Mark Johnsen, Metaphors We Live By (London: The university of Chicago press, 2003).  
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7. You and the palm trees are two branches: 

You deflowered the daughters of distance  

And raised the bells 

10. They acknowledged the secret of the date-stones 

And knew the divine laws 
ِناـَـعْرـَـف   ُلـْخـَّنلاَو َتـْـنأ

ىَوـَّـنلا َتـْـعَرـَـتـْفا  ِتانـَب   َتنأ

َسیـِقاَوـَّنـلا َتـْعـَـفَرَو   

ىَوـَّـنلا َنـْـفَرـَـتـْعا  ِّرـِـسـِـب   َّنـُھ
544 َسیـِماوـَّنـلا َنـْـفَرـَـعَو    

 

16. You and the palm trees are two twins 

…………………………………….. 

This is 

20. The one whose orbits Virgo entered 

That is 

The one to whose garments the Virgin clung 

This is a possibility in autumn 

And that is a completion in spring 

ِناوـْنـِـص ُلـْخـَّنـلاَو َتـْـنأ  

.............................  

يذلا اذــھ  

ُءارذـَعـلا ِھـِـكالــْفأ  ْتـَـلـَـَخد  ىلإ  

يذلا اذــھ  

ُءارذـَعـلا ِھِلاـفـْـكأ  َْتدـَـلـَـخ  ىلإ  

ْلامـِـتـْـحا   ِفیرـَـخـلا يف يذلا اذــھ
545 ْلامـِتـْـكا ِ عیبّرـلا يف يذلا َكاذَو  

 

25. You and the palm trees are two children 

                                                
544 Al-Thubayitī, al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila, 11, 12. 
545 Ibid., 13. 
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One going back and forth between classrooms 

The other repeating with the seasons: 

ْنالـْـفـِط ُلـْخـَّنـلاَو َتـْـنأ  

ْلوصـُـفـْـلا ُدَّدَرـَـتـَـی  َنـْـیـَب ٌ دـِـحاَو  
546 ْلوصـُـفـْـلا ّدَرـُـی  َنـْـیـَب ُدِ   ٍناثَو

40. You and the palm trees are two children 

A child who spent his life as a witness among men 

And a child who unsheathed [the sword] of beauty 

ْنالـْـفـِط ُلـْخـَّنـلاَو َتـْـنأ  

ْلاجِّرـلا يف ًادـِـھاش  ىـَـضـَـق    ٌلـْـفـِط
547 ْلامـَجـْلـِل اًرـِـھاش  ىـَـضـَم    ٌلـْـفـِطَو

 

43. You and the palm trees are one and the same 

 

You have become their custom 

45. They, your two hands 

 

And you have become the stars (Simāk) above their ceiling 

They, your sky 
ِناـَّیـِـس ُلـْخـَّنـلاَو َتـْـنأ  

َّنـُـھـَـَندـَْید   َتْرـِـص ْدـَـق

ْكادی   َّنـُھَو

َّنـِـھـِـكـْـمـَـس اـًكامـِـس  ىلـَـع   َتْرـِصَو
548 ْكاـمـَـس   َّنـُـھَو

In five consecutive lines (7-11), for example, five words stem from the same three letters of 

f-r-ʿ in different arrangements: f-r-ʿ, r-f-ʿ, and ʿ-r-f: (farʿān) = two branches, Ln.7, (iftaraʿta) = you 

                                                
546 Ibid., 13. 
 
547 Ibid., 15. 
 
548 Ibid., 15. 
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deflowered, Ln.8, (rafaʿta) = you raised, Ln.9, (iʿtarafna) = They [Feminine] acknowledged, 

Ln.10, (ʿarafna) = They [Feminine] knew, Ln.11. In the same lines, in addition to these five words, 

we have nawāqīs with nawāmis, and al-nawā twice, with two different meanings. Also, the word 

nawā, which literally means date-stones, forms the first two syllables in the words nawāqīs and 

nawāmis. This transfers the word from only having the literal meaning of date-stones into actually 

being a date-stone in another word, or, say, being a farʿ in another word. And quite interestingly, 

the first word in the first jinās chain in a poem that is called Mawqif al-jinās advises the self that, 

together with the palm-trees, they make farʿān, two parts or branches of a larger entity. 

In other words, the poem begins by reminding the self that it has roots, very long-standing 

roots just like the palm-trees have. These roots allow the palm trees to know the divine laws 

(ʿarafna al-nawāmīs) and to acknowledge the secret of the date-stones (iʿtarafna bi-sirri al-nawā). 

These secrets and divine laws (or traditions) should make the poet well-equipped to create the new 

beginning by taking the journey into the poem, or to use the poem’s words, by “deflowering the 

daughters of distance” and then “raising the bells.” 

“Raising the bells” indicates the announcement or declaration of something newly born. 

The very use of the sound of ringing bells as a symbol to announce the new beginning, or the 

movement to a new identity and narrative, is quite intriguing, precisely because, as explained 

above, this poem emphasizes the role of sounds differentiation, both in the word-to-world level 

through jinās and in the line-to-line level through the use of different meter schemes, in creating 

meaning and movement. Through its extensive use of the sounds of jinās and metrical schemes, the 

poem was “raising the bells” to announce the birth of the new cultural self-image. 
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After the first jinās chains in the beginning lines, the poem continues to make comparisons 

between the poet and the palm-trees, employing jinās to incarnate the similarities between the two, 

the poet and the palm-trees, as representing culture and nature respectively. Here the text develops 

what can be called a meta-jinās, a reflection on the rhetorical device and how it can be utilized to 

delve deep into the roots of language to search for similarities with nature—as if language is nature 

and culture together. Here is another set of examples (jinās underlined): 

16. You and the palm trees are two twins 

…………………………………….. 

This is 

20. The one whose orbits Virgo entered 

That is 

The one to whose garments the Virgin clung 

This is a possibility in autumn 

And that is a completion in spring 

ِناوـْنـِـص ُلـْخـَّنـلاَو َتـْـنأ  

.............................  

يذلا اذــھ  

ُءارذـَعـلا ِھـِـكالــْفأ  ْتـَـلـَـَخد  ىلإ  

يذلا اذــھ  

ُءارذـَعـلا ِھِلاـفـْـكأ  َْتدـَـلـَـخ  ىلإ  

ْلامـِـتـْـحا   ِفیرـَـخـلا يف يذلا اذــھ
549 ْلامـِتـْـكا ِ عیبّرـلا يف يذلا َكاذَو  

Words such as desire, virgin, enter, and completion evoke the sexual experience, which is 

in line with the connotations of the diction in the previous verses, such as in the word “deflower.” 

The sexual act, which, interestingly enough, is called jins in Arabic, comes to represent the 

                                                
549 Ibid., 13. 
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necessary stage before the new birth of the land. The role of jinās in the poem for the birth of the 

new cultural self-image, for the re-imagining of the Saudi (Arabian) identity, is just as crucial as 

the role of jins is for the birth of the new child. The poem’s fertility myth is based on jinās. 

After this stage, a child is born. The third time the poem compares the poet (the self) to the 

palm-trees takes place by saying: “You and the palm-trees are two children.” And then once the 

child has been born, he is now able to talk about himself in the first person and to make friends 

(jinās underlined): 

25. You and the palm trees are two children 

One going back and forth between classrooms 

The other repeating with the seasons: 

 

I make friends with the streets 

The sand and the fields 

30. I make friends with the palm trees 
:ِنالـْـفـِـط ُلـْـخـَّـنلاو َتـْـنأ  

ِلوـصـُـفـْـلا َنـْـیـَـبُ دَّدَرـَـتـَـیٌ دـِـحاَو  

ّدَرـُـی ٍناثَو :ْلوـصـُـفـْـلا َنـْـیـَـبُ دِ  

 

ْعِراَوـَّشـلا ُقِداـَُصأ  

  ْعِرازـَمـلاَو َلـْـمَّرـلاَو
550 ْلیـخـَّنـلا ُقِداـَُصأ   

The jinās between yataraddadu (going back and forth) and yuraddidu (repeating) is 

intriguing. The movement of the first child between seasons is made equivalent to repeating a song, 

which is another example of how the poem sees movement and sounds as one and the same. I 

                                                
550 Ibid., 13, 14. 
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explained above that the jinās and the different metrical schemes are the essential parts that make 

the poem move from one meaning to another, from one theme to another, and from one part/section 

to another. I also interpreted the “raising of the bells” (line 9) as the announcement of the new 

birth, that is, new life. And in the latest example above, the movement between seasons is equal to 

repeating a song, a movement that gives the child his first identity by which he was able to use the 

first-person pronoun (I) for the first time in the poem. In all these cases, the identity of the poem is 

pronounced through the sounds, just as the poet becomes aware of his identity by pronouncing the 

sounds of his name.  

The two dimensions of sound/meaning, one formed by jinās and one by the various metrical 

patterns, reinforce one another to prepare the poem as a whole for its own movement from the first 

section, where the other is introducing the self to “the ruined-abodes” of its forgotten self-definitions 

and identities, into the second section where the self is already identified with the palm tree and is 

capable of talking about itself in the first-person, the pronoun that the poet/poem uses to “travel to 

the meaning.” Now that the self and the palm-trees are siyyān (one and the same), this unification 

and identification find its formal expression in one unified metrical scheme/field throughout Section 

II of the poem (the second section contains only the metrical foot mutafāʿilun) and also in a textual 

field with only a slight presence of the jinās device (only seven jinās instances in Section II).  

The different letter-sounds within two similar words indicate a movement from one 

meaning to another, which is the essence of what jinās actually is. This level of letter-sounds can 

be called the internal musical movement, which is reinforced by the external musical movement 

represented in casting the lines of Section I in a variety of metrical patterns. Both musical 

movements coalesce to reaffirm and intensify the role of the sound, language, culture, and the 

voice of the people of the place to create a new-imagining of their identity.  
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Furthermore, both movements are based on a change that goes back to the root. Jinās is a 

root-play device, and the metrical feet of the sixteen meters of the Arabic metrical system, as 

explained above, all are traditionally represented by using the generic root of the letters fāʾ, ʿayn, 

and lām (f-ʿ-l). The significance of this root-based diversity is closely linked to the main function 

of the poem, which is to revive the forgotten identity and re-imagine a new one by, first and 

foremost, reminding the imagined community of its pre-oil cultural heritage, or, say, its cultural 

roots. The poem’s argument would then be that the cultural roots need to be revisited and re-

understood as a rich source of change and movement and as capable of creating a multiplicity of 

meanings and possibilities. 

The Poem of jīm, nūn, sīn 

I choose to call the poetic event created by Mawqif al- jinās “the Poem of jīm, nūn, sīn,” 

using the three letters that form the root of the five basic elements of the poem in their 

disconnected (mysterious) form. These five basic elements can be summed up in the following:  

1. Jinās, which denotes not only the rhetorical device, but also the physical incarnation on the 

paper, before the reader’s eyes, of the identification between the poet and the palm-tree.  

2. The grand metaphor of the poem, which speaks of an identification (mujānasa) between the 

poet and the palm-trees. Here man is identified with and incarnated in the word, and culture 

and nature are one and the same. This is essential for the text to usher in a new imagining of 

the identity in which the modern poet is identified with the classical poetry, Prophethood, 

and the Ṣūfī experience. By beginning the poem with the incarnation of the poet in the 

letters mīm (m), ḥāʾ (ḥ), mīm (m), and dāl (d), al-Thubaytī takes the modern Arabic poem 

into a mythic/cosmic level, where the incarnation of man in the word is quite similar to the 
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incarnation of Christ in the word of God, the Islamic creation of the Ummah in the word 

Igraʾ of the first Qurʾānic revelation, and the Sūfī (and Hellenistic) concept of ḥulūl551 

whereby the triangle of God, word, and the cosmos are incarnated in language. 

3. The overarching message of the poem, which argues for an identity of Arabia based on a 

harmonization (tajānus) between its different aspects, or to use the title of al-Thubaytī’s 

landmark third dīwān: its different terrains (taḍārīs). 

4. The ultimate effect cultivated in the poem at large by the performance of all previous 

functions. This effect is essentially creating a species (jins) of the new imagined community 

and establishing a nationality (jinsiyya), a certain Saudi Arab-ness, of the place.  

5. The method through which the re-imagining of the Saudi (Arabian) identity can be 

achieved. It can be said that the birth of the new imagining, the new species and nationality, 

is perceived to be a possibility, “iḥtimāl” as the poem reads, only after forming an intimate 

relationship with language and its tradition. This intimate relationship is metaphorically 

represented in the poem by the sexual experience (jins), where the poet is “deflowering the 

daughters of distance” and also “deflowering the virgin starts.” Just as the intimate 

relationship and sexual experience (jins) is necessary for the birth of a human being, having 

an intimate relationship with tradition is essential for the birth of the new imagining of the 

community.  

al-Thubaytī’s mawqif al-jinās is a grand metapoetic metaphor par excellence; a 

heteroglossic yet organically cohesive, multi-voiced, multi-metered, and multi-layered poem that 

                                                
551 For more on ḥulūl, see; L. Massignon and G. C. Anawati, “Ḥulūl”, in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, 
Edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs. Consulted online on 24 April 
2019 <http://dx.doi.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_2944> 
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identifies the poet with the Arab autochthony to culminate a lifelong poetic project of re-imagining 

the Saudi Arabian identity and rewriting the narrative of the place. 
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Conclusion 

The genesis of this study lies in the mysterious disconnected letters in the opening scene of 

Muḥammad al-Thubaytī’s Mawqif al-rimāl… Mawqif al-jinās, his final tour-de-force performance 

of the identification between modern Arabia and Arab cultural autochthony. Understanding these 

disconnected letters metaphorically, the trajectory this dissertation took was an attempt to connect 

the dots, to “go straight to the meaning” and explore the continuity of the poet’s self-image versus 

authority from the classical ode of Arabia until its modernist representation in a heteroglossic poem 

that challenges claims of disconnection between modernity and tradition.  

In chapter 1, I explored the reception and counter-reception of al-Mutanabbī, the poet who 

came to epitomize the poet-versus-authority question. Al-Mutanabbī’s poetic self has been seen, by 

admirers and detractors alike, as a self-image of Arabic culture, the analysis of whose project could 

provide insights on this culture’s past, present, and future. He appeared as a displacement of the 

Divine text as the point of competition, and also a linguistic and psychological “displacement” of 

modern poets’ fears of losing poetic identity. 

To better understand this poetic self-image, achieved through a verbal contest between the 

poet and authority, I explored in chapter 2 the moment of the actual encounter between the poet 

and the Prophet, the latter being the greatest challenge to the poet’s raison d'être. As the Prophet’s 

Divine prosaic text moved the game to a newly discovered turf, the chapter examined two of the 

earliest and most significant responses to the prophetic authority in the tradition of the Arabic 

qaṣīda. While Kaʿb b. Zuhayr’s “Poem of Incorporation” exhibits an incorporation of the Prophet’s 

prosaic text into the tradition of the classical ode and vice versa, Tamīm b. Muqbil’s “Poem of 
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Rejection” establishes a rejection of a reconciliation between the Prophet’s and the poet’s linguistic 

miracles. 

In modern Arabic poetry, Darwīsh’s Qāfiya min ajl al-Muʿallaqāt came to modernize and 

universalize Ibn Muqbil’s poem by placing it within an archetypal conflict between two different 

forms of literary production: poetry and prose. Perceiving poetry as a “horse of song” that the 

Arabs have left behind, Darwīsh’s Qāfiya exhibits the poem of double rejection. It frames poetry as 

an anti-text to the Prophet’s new prosaic system of writing, and in claiming to resuscitate the 

Muʿallaqāt, Darwīsh is also rejecting the modernist rejection of the classical tradition and re-

claiming it as his heritage. In rejecting both Prophets, the Prophet of tradition and the Prophet of 

modernism, he was searching for a new prophet whose prophethood is not based on dichotomies 

like poetry and prose, or tradition and modernity. This new form of prophethood was achieved in 

al-Thubaytī’s Mawqif al-jinās. 

Operating in the cultural/spiritual sphere, Mawqif al-jinās encapsulates and culminates a 

poetic project of re-imagining the cultural self-image of Arabia by achieving the twofold objective 

of preserving its autochthonous culture and adding a modernist meaning to it. It constitutes a 

metapoetic affirmation of the self that aims to salvage the autochthonous culture of the place in the 

face of a reductionist narrative that threatens to strip the self of its tradition and relegate it to the 

material, superficial world that was imposed on it. This affirmation takes shape, most importantly, 

in the aesthetic incarnation of the identification (mujānasa) between the poet and the palm-trees 

through the rhetorical device of jinās, which also speaks of a harmonious hosting of multiple 

voices from tradition and modernity. 
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In its dealing with the anxiety posed by the influence of its main two (inter)textual worlds, 

namely the Arab poet’s poetic ode vis-à-vis the Arab prophet’s prosaic Qurʾān, Mawqif al-jinās 

creates a poetic persona of a mythologized and secularized prophet, thus offering a cultural space 

that diffuses the assumed dichotomy between them. This treatment of the challenge posed at the 

modern poet by the secular and divine traditions was read against two moments: the moment of al-

Mutanabbī, whose poetic persona displaces both the divine and secular texts, and the moment of 

the first confrontation between the poetic text and the divine prosaic text of the Prophet as 

represented in Maḥmūd Darwīsh’s Qāfiya. 

In all three moments: al-Mutanabbī’s displacement, Darwīsh’s rejection, and al-Thubaytī’s 

harmonization, poets assume a self-image that safeguards their poetic capital. Through negotiating 

the demands and challenges of the time-honored poetic tradition on the one hand, and the 

contemporary political and cultural authorities on the other, poets forged their distinct identities as 

a significant part of the Arab cultural self-image. 
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Appendix: Arabic Texts552 
 
 

 شیورد دومحم ]1[
 

 

                                                
552 This appendix includes only two complete poems: Maḥmūd Darwīsh’s Qāfiya min ajl al-Muʿallaqāt and 
Muḥammad al-Thubaytī’s Mawqif al-rimāl… Mawqif al-jinās. The versions included here are copies from the poetry 
collections where the two poems were published: Maḥmūd Darwīsh. al-Aʿmāl al-jadīda al-kāmila. pp. 381-384; 
Muḥammad al-Thubaytī. al-Aʿmāl al-kāmila. pp. 11-30. While I added the line numbers, the format and page numbers 
of the original texts are retained. All other Arabic verses can be found right after their respective English translations. 
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